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The purpose of this study is to investigate the performance and stability of

the gas-injection enhanced natural circulation in heavy-liquid-metal-cooled systems.

The target system is STAR-LM, which is a 400-MWt-class advanced lead-cooled

fast reactor under development by Argonne National Laboratory and Oregon State

University. The primary loop of STAR-LM relies on natural circulation to

eliminate main circulation pumps for enhancement of passive safety. To

significantly increase the natural circulation flow rate for the incorporation of

potential future power uprates, the injection of noncondensable gas into the coolant

above the core is envisioned ("gas lift pump"). Reliance upon gas-injection

enhanced natural circulation raises the concern of flow instability due to the

relatively high temperature change in the reactor core and the two-phase flow

condition in the riser. For this study, the one-dimensional flow field equations

were applied to each flow section and the mixture models of two-phase flow, i.e.,

both the homogeneous and drift-flux equilibrium models were used in the two-

phase region of the riser. For the stability analysis, the linear perturbation

technique based on the frequency-domain approach was used by employing the

Nyquist stability criterion and a numerical root search method. It has been shown

that the thermal power of the STAR-LM natural circulation system could be
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increased from 400 up to 1152 MW with gas injection under the limiting void

fraction of 0.30 and limiting coolant velocity of 2.0 mIs from the steady-state

performance analysis. As the result of the linear stability analysis, it has turned

out that the STAR-LM natural circulation system would be stable even with gas

injection. In addition, through the parametric study, it has been found that the

thermal inertia effects of solid structures such as fuel rod and heat exchanger tube

should be considered in the stability analysis model. The results of this study will

be a part of the optimized stable design of the gas-injection enhanced natural

circulation of STAR-LM with substantially improved power level and economical

competitiveness. Furthermore, combined with the parametric study, this research

could contribute a guideline for the design of other similar heavy-liquid-metal-

cooled natural circulation systems with gas injection.
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NOMENCLATURE

Latin Symbols

A Flow area [m2J

A Cross-sectional solid area of a single fuel rod[m2]

Ah Heated surface area [m2]

Ahf Heated surface area of a single fuel rod {m2J

Ahl Outer heated surface area (primary side) of a single heat exchanger

tube {m2]

Ahf2 Inner heated surface area (secondary side) of a single heat
exchanger tube [m2]

4') Coefficient matrix element in the matrix equation for the boundary

conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity [-]

Cross-sectional solid area of a single solid structure [m2]

4 Cross-sectional solid area of a single heat exchanger tube [m2J

a Arbitrary location [m]

Source vector element in the matrix equation for the boundary
conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity:
used in Gaussian elimination by hand jK-sIm1

B' Source vector element in the matrix equation for the boundary
conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity
[K-s/rn]

b Arbitrary location [m]

C0 Distribution parameter [-]



C1, C2 Constant of integration for the steady-state radial temperature
profile in the fuel rod [°C; K]

C Constant used in the distribution parameter [-]

C Constant used in the Darcy friction factor [-]

Chi, C,,,, Constant used in the Nusselt number [-]

Solution vector element in the matrix equation for the boundary
conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity:
used in Gaussian elimination by hand [K-s/rn]

Constant of integration for the fluid temperature in each flow
section [°C; K]

Solution vector element in the matrix equation for the boundary
conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity:
constant of integration for the fluid temperature perturbation ratio
in each flow section [K-s/rn]

Constant of integration for the homogeneous solution of the fluid
temperature perturbation in each flow section [K]

Constant of integration for the particular solution of the fluid
temperature perturbation in each flow section [K]

Each cornponent in the steady-state momentum equation in
nondimensional form, Eq. (4.234); m takes fr, fi, ca, dr, or
gr; n takes 1 or 2; see Eqs. (4.23 5) through (4.24 1) [-]

Constant used in the void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity [-]

c Specific heat [J/kg-K]

D Diameter [m]

De Hydraulic equivalent diameter [m]

Df Diameter of a single fuel rod [m]



Dh Heated equivalent diameter [m]

D,1 Outer diameter (primary side) of a single heat exchanger tube [m]

D7 Inner diameter (secondary side) of a single heat exchanger tube
[m]

Unit vector [-]

F Arbitrary function

f Darcy friction factor [-]

G Mass flux [kg/s-rn2]

Ga Modified Galileo number [-]

Gr Modified Grashof number [-]

Gr2. Modified Grashof number based on the temperature boundary
condition [-]

g Gravitational constant [mis2]

Flow-directional component of the gravitational acceleration [mis2]

HHC_ff,( Distance between the thermal centers of the heated core and heat
exchanger Em]

h Convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2-K]

Imaginary unit, JJ {-]

j Volumetric flux or superficial velocity [mis]

K Form loss coefficient [-}

L Flow path length [m]

Length [rn]

M Friction factor multiplier [-]



M,,t(. Heat transfer coefficient ratio multiplier [-]

MK Form loss coefficient multiplier [-J

Thermal inertia ratio multiplier [-]

MK Thermal conductivity multiplier [-]

iii Mass flow rate [kg!sj

N Total number of clockwise encirelements of the origin in a Nyquist
plot by the characteristic curve F(o) as the stability contour is
traversed once in the clockwise sense: N = Z - P [-1

NhtC Heat transfer coefficient ratio number [-]

N Pressure ratio number [-]

NR Modified Arrhenius number [-]

NT Temperature ratio number [-]

'Tie Thermal expansion number [-]

Thermal inertia ratio number [-]

Nu Nusselt number [-]

Constant used in the distribution parameter [-J

flj Constant used in the Darcy friction factor [-]

Constant used in the Nusselt number [-]

n2 Constant used in the void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity [-]

P Total thermal power [WI; Number of poles of a function [-I

Pe Peclet number [-]

Pr Prandtl number [-]



p Pressure [Pa]

Q Volumetric flow rate [m3Is]

q Thermal power produced in a single fuel rod [W]

qm Volumetric heat generation rate [W/m3]

q. Wall heat flux [W/m2]

R Gas constant [J/kg-K]

Re Reynolds number [-]

Re Modified Reynolds number based on the pressure boundary
condition [-]

Modified Reynolds number based on the surface tension [-]

r Spatial coordinate in the radial direction [m]

St Stanton number [-]

s Spatial coordinate along the circulation loop [m]

SK Location of a flow restriction [m]

T Temperature [°C; K]

A1 Temperature difference in the liquid in the direction parallel with
the flow [K]

AT Temperature difference between the liquid and solid structure wall
in the direction perpendicular to the flow [K]

t Time [s]

u Velocity [mis]

Vf Solid volume of a single fuel rod [m3]

V Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity [mis]



V Averaged drift velocity [mis]

Solid volume of a single heat exchanger tube [m3]

x Flow quality [-]

Z Number of zeros of a function [-]

Greek Symbols

a Void fraction [-]

Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [1/K]

6 Dirac delta function or unit impulse function [-]

8mn Kronecker delta function [-]

Einstein temperature of uranium mononitride (UN) [K]

Exponent of the exponential function of the coefficient matrix
element in the matrix equation for the boundary conditions of the
fluid temperature perturbation ratio continuity: used in Gaussian
elimination by hand [-]

K Thermal conductivity [W/m-K]

A Characteristic function [Pa-s/rn]

p Dynamic viscosity [kg/m-s]

Heated perimeter [m]

Heated perimeter of a single fuel rod [m]

h,s Heated perimeter of a single solid structure [m]

Outer heated perimeter (primary side) of a single heat exchanger
tube [m]



h,t2 Inner heated perimeter (secondary side) of a single heat exchanger
tube [m]

Wetted perimeter [m]

Circular constant [-]

p Density [kg/rn3]

a Surface tension [N/rn]

Residence time of the fluid [s]

Equivalent angular frequency representing the ratio of the
convective heat transfer in the heated core to the thermal inertia in
the fuel rod: see Eq. (3.80) [radls]

R1 Equivalent angular frequency representing the ratio of the
convective heat transfer in the heat exchanger (primary side) to the
thermal inertia in the heat exchanger tube: see Eq. (3.87) [radls]

R2 Equivalent angular frequency representing the ratio of the
convective heat transfer in the heat exchanger (secondary side) to
the thermal inertia in the heat exchanger tube: see Eq. (3.88)
[radls]

Co Angular frequency [rad/s]

Subscripts

0 Reference: based on the constant liquid-phase density

1 Primary side of the heat exchanger

2 Secondary side of the heat exchanger

10 Single phase

20 Two phase

D Based on a diameter



DC Downcomer

e Hydraulically equivalent

f Fuel rod (lumped average)

fr Fuel rod (local: radial distribution)

Fuel rod surface

g Gas; gravity

HC Heated core

HC HX Between the thermal centers of the heated core and heat exchanger

HX Heat exchanger

HX1 Heat exchanger (primary side)

HX2 Heat exchanger (secondary side)

h Heated; convective heat transfer coefficient

htc Based on the convective heat transfer coefficient

i, j, k Index of flow sections

im Imaginary part of a complex number

in Inlet; just before the gas injection into the riser

J Index of the top axial node for numerical integration

j Index of axial nodes for numerical integration

K Flow restriction

LH Lower horizontal section

£ Liquid; fluid in the secondary loop

Liquid only

loop Circulation loop



m Two-phase mixture

o Characteristic or reference parameter for nondimensionalization

out Outlet

p Based on the pressure

R Based on the gas constant

RS Riser (single-phase region)

RT Riser (two-phase region)

re Real part of a complex number

s Flow direction; solid

T Based on the temperature

t Heat exchanger tube (lumped average)

ti Heat exchanger tube outer surface (primary side)

t2 Heat exchanger tube iimer surface (secondary side)

te Thermal expansion

ti Thermal inertia

tr Heat exchanger tube (local: radial distribution)

UC Unheated core

UH Upper horizontal section

w Wall

Based on the surface tension

Superscripts

(o) Steady state



(i) Perturbation

(ca) Convective acceleration

(dr) Drift

(fi) Form loss

(fr) Friction

(gr) Gravitation

(h) Homogeneous solution

(la) Local acceleration

(p) Particular solution

(t) Previous iteration

Divided by the heated core velocity perturbation uHC; dummy
variable

Per unit surface area

Per unit volume

Per unit time; dummy variable

Steady state

Initial amplitude of the perturbation

Vector

*

Nondimensionalized

Special Symbols

D Change in: used in a substantial derivative



d Change in: used in a derivative

A Change in: used in a difference

8 Change in: used in a perturbation

a Change in: used in a partial derivative

V Gradient

V. Divergence

V2 Laplacian, VV

Defined as

Approximately equal to



Performance and Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation

in Heavy-Liquid-Metal-Cooled Systems

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Relevance of the Problem

The natural convection in closed loops provides a means for circulating

fluids without the use of pumps. This type of system is of great interest for a wide

variety of applications including solar heaters, process industry, and nuclear

reactors. Particularly for the development of advanced nuclear energy systems,

natural convection will play a vital role in the area of passive safety and reliability.

The theoretical linear stability analysis of single-phase natural convection

was carried out mostly for symmetrically heated and cooled loops, as shown in

Figure 1.1 (a) to (c). (Keller, 1966; Welander, 1967; Creveling et al., 1975; Bau and

Torrance, 1981 a) With the heat source at the lower portion and the heat sink at the

upper portion of the closed loops, these studies concluded that two steady-state

circulations (forward and backward circulations) are possible due to the symmetric

heating and cooling arrangements. When the instability occurs under certain

conditions, the flow reversal can result from the growth of small disturbances.

These investigations established the theoretical frame of the linear stability analysis

for natural convection loops. Recently, a lot of numerical and experimental

studies were performed for symmetrically heated and cooled ioops (Nayak et al.,

1995; Vijayan et al., 1995; Ambrosini and Ferreri, 2000, 2003; Misale and Frogheri,

2001; Ferreri and Ambrosini, 2002; Vijayan, 2002; Maiani et al., 2003; Ambrosini

et al., 2004; Mousavian et al., 2004), and the results were confirmative to the

previous claims.
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(a) Keller (1966) (b) Creveling etal. (c) Bau & Torrance (d) Bau & Torrance (e) Zvirin etal.
Welander (1967) (1975) (1981a) (1981b) (1981)

Figure 1 .1 Natural convection loops for stability analysis

The asymmetrically heated and cooled single-phase natural convection loop

was generally considered to be linearly stable, especially for the conventional

nuclear reactor designs where the temperature variation in the coolant loop is

generally small. However, Bau and Torrance (1981b) analyzed a U-shaped single-

phase natural convection ioop with an asymmetric heating arrangement, as shown

in Figure 1.1 (d). Their results indicate that the instability can occur if the heating

power satisfies certain restrictions, eventually resulting in flow reversal. Also

Zvirin et al. (1981) performed a study on an asymmetrically heated and cooled

natural circulation loop, as shown in Figure 1.1 (e). They found oscillatory

behaviors, when the temperature rise in the heated section was sufficiently high.

Conventional light water reactors (LWRs) might not reach such a condition, and

thus the natural circulations are usually stable. However, for the development of

advanced nuclear energy systems, especially for heavy-liquid-metal-cooled reactors,

a significant temperature change in the coolant loop is expected for the purpose of

utilizing natural circulation to transport heat at 100 % power rate.
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Upper horizontal (UH)

Heat exchanger (HX)

Riser: two-phase (RI)

Riser: single-phase (RS)

Unheated core (UC)

Downcomer (DC)

Figure 1.2 Schematic of STAR-LM natural circulation ioop with gas
injection

One of such systems is the Secure Transportable Autonomous Reactor

Liquid Metal (STAR-LM), as shown in Figure 1.2, under development by Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) and Oregon State University (OSU). It is a 400-

MWt-class proliferation-resistant, modular, autonomous load following, and

passively safe lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR) using inert lead (Pb) coolant and the

advanced power conversion system that consists of a gas turbine Brayton cycle

utilizing supercritical carbon dioxide (S-0O2) working fluid to obtain a higher plant

efficiency than a Rankine saturated steam cycle operating at the same core outlet

temperature. (Sienicki et al., 2003) STAR-LM achieves autonomous load

following whereby the core pQwer adjusts itself according to the heat demand

without operator intervention. This design feature makes it passively safe, in that

it provides an inherent core shutdown to the power level of the emergency heat



removal system, in the event of a loss of heat sink accident involving loss of the

normal heat removal path through the Pb-to-CO2 heat exchangers. More

importantly, the primary loop of STAR-LM relies oniy on the natural circulation at

all power levels up to and exceeding 100 % nominal to eliminate the need for main

circulation pumps for passive safety. For stable operations of STAR-LM, the

steady-state and linear stability analyses were performed for a single-phase liquid-

Pb natural circulation coupled with neutronics feedback effects. (Wu and Sienicki,

2003; Yoo et al., 2003; Yao et al., 2004)

In the mean time, with the current STAR-LM reactor vessel configuration,

the Pb circulating velocity through the reactor core is only about 0.7 mIs, capable

of transporting the nominal power of 400 MWt. To further increase the reactor

power output for better economical competitiveness, an enhanced natural

circulation is necessary, which can be achieved by the injection of noncondensable

gas into the primary coolant above the reactor core ("gas lift pump"), which is

effective in transporting heat from the core to the secondary working fluid without

the attainment of excessive coolant temperature in case of need for a power uprate

above the current 400 MWt single-phase natural circulation power level. By the

gas lift pump concept, the cover gas from the plenum above the coolant level in

STAR-LM is recirculated and injected into the coolant in the riser through gas

injection units located at a certain level above the core. The injected cover gas

bubbles reduce the effective density of the coolant in the riser, thus increasing the

head for coolant circulation. The gas lift pump should be made of gas injection

units such as nozzles or spargers at the inlet of the riser above the core and

partitioned chimneys along the riser to prevent undesirable three-dimensional flow

effects retarding the main flow. Inert gas argon (Ar) may be employed as the

working fluid. In the upper plenum of the reactor vessel, Ar will be separated

from the Pb flow and then be circulated back via a compressor, which is outside of

the reactor vessel. Figure 1.3 shows the concept of the gas lift pump for the

STAR-LM natural circulation loop, where for simplicity, the gas phase is illustrated
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as a single bubble. Due to the large density difference between the liquid Pb and

Ar gas, an enhanced natural circulation driving force is expected, resulting in a

circulation velocity of about 3 times greater than the single-phase natural

circulation, depending on the gas injection rate. Therefore, with the same STAR-

LM configuration and temperature rise through the core in the single-phase natural

circulation mode, the reactor heat transfer rate as well as the reactor power can be

increased by a factor of roughly 2 to 3, substantially improving the economical

competitiveness of STAR-LM.

Thermal equilibrium Separation of gas (hot)

OHmg20

Riser (20)
I

Y'ft Recirculation of gas (diabatic)

o I\.
o mg20

I°I
Thermal nonequilibrium Injection of gas (cold)

Riser (i) IIIP?t!!t!1 the10

Figure 1.3 Gas lift pump for STAR-LM natural circulation ioop

However, due to the introduction of Ar gas into the circulation loop, flow

instabilities like density wave oscillation and flow excursion might occur in the

two-phase natural circulation, which could lead to unstable reactor operation. The

studies on the flow instability in the two-phase natural circulation have been

performed mostly for the single-component two-phase flow, i.e., the water and

steam flow in boiling water reactors (BWRs). It seems, however, that this study

has never been done before in the case of the two-component two-phase flow, e.g.,



the heavy liquid metal and noncondensable gas flow being considered in the

present study. Thus, this study on the performance and stability of the gas-

injection enhanced natural circulation in heavy-liquid-metal-cooled systems is

indispensable to the effective and stable design of the gas lift pump for those

systems.

1.2 Objectives of the Present Study

The objectives of this study are:

(1) To perform the steady-state performance and linear stability analysis

of the STAR-LM natural circulation system with gas injection for an

optimized design and a stable operation of the gas lift pump;

(2) To investigate the effects of various parameters on the performance

and stability of the gas-injection enhanced natural circulation in

heavy-liquid-metal-cooled systems through a nondimensional

analysis;

(3) To evaluate the proposed analysis model by using available

experimental data.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 of this dissertation is devoted to a review of literature on heavy-

liquid-metal-cooled systems with gas or steam lift pump, flow instability in natural

circulation, and two-phase flow models.
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Chapter 3 presents the formulation of the problem based on the one-

dimensional mixture models of two-phase flow. The one-dimensional flow field

equations were applied to each flow section and the mixture models of two-phase

flow, i.e., both the homogeneous and drift-flux equilibrium models were used in the

two-phase region of the riser. In the present study, the effort is focused on the

steady-state performance and linear stability analyses of the gas-injection enhanced

natural circulation in STAR-LM. With the help of the perturbation technique with

linearization, the continuity and energy equations were solved for the kinematics of

the fluid, i.e., the fluid velocity and density distributions, and then the momentum

equation was integrated along the ioop to obtain the dynamics of the system, i.e.,

the total pressure drop through the ioop in terms of the liquid velocity in the heated

core. From the resulting equation for the steady-state pressure drop along the ioop,

the steady-state liquid velocity in the heated core was obtained. From the

equation for the perturbed pressure drop along the loop, on the other hand, the

algebraic characteristic equation governing the angular frequency for the dynamic

response of the system was obtained.

Chapter 4 describes the dimensionless forms of the key equations obtained

in Chapter 3 through a nondimensional analysis by using the dimensionless

variables, and the characteristic and reference parameters.

Chapter 5 presents the numerical calculation results for the steady-state

performance and linear stability analyses. For the steady-state analysis, the results

of the performance evaluation of the gas lift pump for STAR-LM, parametric study

using the nondimensional analysis, and evaluation of the present model by

comparing with experimental data and other numerical results were presented.

Using the characteristic equation in dimensional form, a linear stability analysis

was performed by employing the Nyquist stability criterion and a numerical root

search method to evaluate the stability of the gas-injection enhanced natural

circulation of STAR-LM. Using the characteristic equation in nondimensional

form, the parametric effects on the stability of the system were investigated
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individually for each variable or parameter by using the Nyquist plot.

Chapter 6 discusses on the parametric study results, especially the

heating/cooling boundary conditions for the fluid energy equation associated with

the thennal inertia effects of the solid structures.

Finally Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the present study.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Heavy-Liquid-Metal-Cooled Systems with Gas- or Steam-Injection
Enhanced Natural Circulation

To enhance a natural circulation flow, a lift pump can be used. Lift pumps

have been used in two concepts: in one way they are combined with direct contact

steam generation (steam lift pump); in the other way a cover gas is recirculated (gas

lift pump).

2.1.1 Reactors with Steam Lift Pump

A fast reactor concept was proposed that makes use of the direct contact

heat transfer between lead-bismuth (Pb-Bi) and water to eliminate the need for

reactor coolant pumps and heat exchangers in the primary system. (Buongiomo et

al., 2000, 2001) The primary coolant is Pb-Bi eutectic, which flows through the

core and removes the heat generated by fission in the fuel. Slightly subcooled

water is injected into the hot primary coolant pool above the core. The direct

contact heat transfer between the fluids causes water to rapidly vaporize leading to

the formation of steam bubbles in the reactor chimney. The large density

difference between the chimney and the downcomer provides the pressure head that

drives the natural circulation of Pb-Bi in the pool. At the pool free surface, steam

and Pb-Bi are separated by gravity and most residual liquid metal aerosols are

collected in the steam dryer. Then the steam is sent to the turbine and operates a

Rankine cycle analogous to a boiling water reactor.
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2.1.2 Steam Generators with Steam Lift Pump

A steam generator using the Pb-Bi/water direct contact heat transfer was

proposed to be free of sodium(Na)/water reaction accidents and thus to eliminate

the secondary Na systems. (Grachev et al., 1999; Kinoshita et al., 2000) The Pb-

Bi in the steam generator is heated by the primary Na in the shell-and-tube-type

heat exchanger located in the lower part of the steam generator. The water is fed

into the high temperature Pb-Bi, where the water preheating, its boiling, and steam

superheating take place. The generated steam is fed into a turbine through

moisture separators. Due to the steam generation, the effective density of the

mixture of Pb-Bi and steam bubbles is lower than the density of the Pb-Bi in the

downcomer of the steam generator. Therefore, a natural circulation of the Pb-Bi

takes place and circulation pumps are not required.

2.1.3 Reactors with Gas Lift Pump

The Accelerator Driven Systems (AIDSs), which combine a subcritical

reactor with a high-energy proton accelerator and a spallation target, are under

investigation by the European Union for their transmutation potential of long-lived

nuclear waste. (Suzuki et al., 2003a) As mentioned before, the ADS has a

subcritical core. Protons from a linear accelerator (LINAC) are introduced into

the target unit and hit the Pb target. As the result of a spallation process, neutrons

will be supplied to the core. The heat produced in the core will be carried away

by the molten Pb-Bi coolant. The coolant flow is mainly driven by natural

circulation, which is enhanced by the gas lift pump with argon gas.

The Encapsulated Nuclear Heat Source (ENHS), one of the Generation-TV

reactors to be studied, optionally adopts the gas lift pump to enhance the natural

circulation flow rate and thus to reduce the size and weight of its module and
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increase its operational flexibility and stability without introducing into the module

any rotating components or electrical components. (Greenspan et al., 2000; Wade et

al., 2002) It uses a cover-gas lift pump that circulates the cover gas from the

plenum above the coolant level in ENHS and injects it into the coolant in the riser

through nozzles located at a certain level above the core. The cover gas bubbles

reduce the effective density of the coolant Pb-Bi in the riser, thus increasing the

head for coolant circulation. The circulator is envisioned to be located above the

reactor pooi, outside of ENHS. Thus, no moving mechanical parts and no

electrical parts associated with coolant circulation are located inside ENHS.

2.2 Flow Instability in Natural Circulation

Reviews of most aspects of natural circulation can be found in Zvirin
(1981) and Greif (1988). Tn this section, a review of selected literature on the

flow instability in natural circulation is presented.

Zvirin (1979) studied the effect of viscous dissipation on natural circulation

loops by a theoretical evaluation. A one-dimensional model was applied to two

types of loops: (I) two vertical branches with point heat source and sink, and (II) a

toroidal loop heated by a uniform heat flux at the lower half and cooled by a

constant wall temperature at the upper half. They found that for laminar flow in

the first loop, the viscous dissipation affects only the temperature distribution but

neither the steady state flow rate nor the stability characteristics. For laminar and

turbulent flows in the second loop, they also found that the steady-state velocities

are enhanced by dissipation, and the dependence of the marginal stability curves on

the dissipation parameter is not unidirectional.

Mertol et al. (1981) investigated the effect of the addition and withdrawal of

fluid (throughflow) on the stability of a natural convection loop. They analyzed

the steady-state, transient, and stability behavior of an open toroidal loop. The
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loop was oriented in a vertical plane and was heated over the lower half and cooled

by maintaining a constant wall temperature on the upper half. The throughflow

was injected just downstream of the heat sink and the outlet was located just

downstream of the heat source. They found that the throughflow increases the

stability of the loop since some perturbations which would cause instability are

carried out of the loop with the throughflow.

Lavine et al. (1987) performed a three-dimensional, numerical analysis of

natural convection in a closed, toroidal loop oriented in a vertical plane. The flow

was assumed to be steady-state, laminar, and incompressible, and the viscous

dissipation was neglected. In their analysis two different Grashof numbers were

used: 1900 and 3600. The results showed that the flow is strongly three-

dimensional, and that there exist the flow phenomena such as streamwise axial flow

reversal and cross-stream secondary motion, which had been experimentally

observed. They also showed that the strengths of the flow reversal and secondary

motion are greater for the higher Grashof number case, and therefore the total

buoyancy and average axial velocity are lower. They concluded that the one- and

two-dimensional analyses overpredict the total buoyancy, and consequently

overpredict the average axial velocity.

Misale and Frogheri (2001) conducted an experimental study on the

influence of localized pressure drops on the stability of a single-phase natural

circulation ioop. They used a rectangular loop equipped with two sharp-edged

orifices of different diameters of 10, 22, 26, 30, and 36 mm in the middle of both

vertical legs. During the tests, the orifice diameter was increased from 10 to 36

mm and the input power was varied from 500 up to 3400 W. Through the series

of tests, they demonstrated the stabilizing effect of the local pressure drops on the

overall behavior of the loop.

Jiang and Shoji (2003) studied the effect of the tube wall thermal

conductivity on the stability of the flow in a single-phase toroidal natural

circulation loop. They proposed a one-dimensional nonlinear dynamical model to
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formulate the wall effects. They also performed experiments in three natural

circulation loops, which were in the same shape and were at the same thermal

boundary conditions, i.e., the bottom half heated with uniform heat flux and the

upper half cooled at a constant temperature. An unstable flow was observed in a

glass ioop. In a copper ioop and a copper-glass ioop, both the flows were stable

for any experimental cases. They suggested that the tube wall with high thermal

conductivity stabilizes the flow, because the axial heat conduction in the tube wall

decreases the vertical temperature gradient and helps the system to remove thermal

disturbances to the flow.

Mousavian et al. (2004) presented the mathematical modeling of single-

phase natural circulation of the University of Genoa's rectangular ioop by a

numerical calculation based on the finite difference method and using the RELAP5

system analysis code. They also performed a one-dimensional linear stability

analysis based on the numerical perturbation technique. The Nyquist stability

criterion was employed to find the stability map for different values of modified

Stanton and Grashof numbers. The obtained transient results using the first-order

upwind scheme of the fluid temperatures in various sectors of the loop were

compared with the results obtained from RELAP5 and available experimental data.

They found that the behaviors of the heater and cooler temperatures are strongly

dependent on the flow regime (i.e., laminar or turbulent), secondary side conditions

of the ioop (temperature and flow rate), and also on the heater's power level.

They showed that the effects of secondary side fluid temperature and mass flow

rate included in the modified Stanton number are important for the behavior of the

stability.

Wu and Sienicki (2003) carried out a one-dimensional linear stability

analysis of a lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) natural circulation loop. It was found

that there were two possible circulation modes, i.e., forward and backward

circulations. The so-called forward circulation refers to the normal circulation

with hot liquid rising through the heated section and falling along the cooled
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section, whereas the backward circulation flows in the opposite direction, which

can be important in the reactor start-up phase. A stable backward circulation is

possible if the Reynolds number and the loop friction loss are small. Increasing

the form loss coefficient makes the backward circulation less stable. When a

backward circulation reaches its unstable region, since the forward circulation

under the same heated and cooled condition is stable, disturbances may grow and

result in flow reversal, which leads to a stable forward circulation. The results

also demonstrated that a forward circulation could be linearly unstable if the

Reynolds number exceeds a certain critical limit and the form loss coefficient is

small. In reality, flow reversal due to flow oscillation is unlikely because of the

unstable nature of the backward circulation. Under such a circumstance, the

nonlinear effects would either mitigate the disturbance or confine it to a certain

magnitude. Moreover, when the forward or backward circulation becomes

unstable, the characteristic wavelength is roughly equal to the ioop length, almost

independent of the circulating speed. This result suggested that an unstable

disturbance was enhanced after traveling around the loop, resulting in the growth of

its amplitude.

Yoo et al. (2003) studied the effects of the liquid axial heat conduction on

the one-dimensional liquid-metal natural circulation and its linear stability for the

LBE natural circulation loop of constant flow area employed in the analysis of Wu

and Sienicki (2003). The study was performed in three steps, i.e., nondimensional

order-of-magnitude analysis, steady-state solution evaluation, and linear

perturbation investigation. The results suggested that the liquid axial heat

conduction in a natural circulation ioop should be considered only when the

modified Peclet number is in the order of one or below, which is significantly

smaller than the practical value (100,000 in the specified loop) of liquid-metal

natural circulation systems. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the liquid axial

heat conduction effect in the thermal-hydraulics analysis related to liquid-metal

natural-circulation-cooled nuclear reactors. However, at low power conditions, as
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in the case of reactor start-up or long-term cooling after shutdown, the liquid axial

heat conduction could become an important heat transfer mechanism because of the

slow coolant natural circulation. In those cases, the magnitude of the system

Peclet number should be closely examined to validate the assumption of neglecting

the liquid axial heat conduction in natural circulation analyses.

Yao et cii. (2004) studied the thermal inertia and neutronics feedback effects

on the stability of the single-phase natural circulation of the STAR-LM prototype

reactor. Besides the fluid field equations governing the natural circulation, the

energy equations for the structures such as the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube

wall were used to consider the thermal inertia effect on the basis of the lumped

parameter approach. The neutronics feedback effect was considered by using the

point reactor kinetics equations with one-group delayed neutrons and the reactivity

feedback due to the temperature changes of the coolant, fuel, core bottom and top

plates. From the results, it turned out that the STAR-LM natural circulation

system would be stable over the range of the power level varied from 0.2 to 200 %

of the nominal value even when thermal inertia and neutronics feedback effects are

considered.

2.3 Two-Phase Flow Models

h-i general, a two-phase flow can be formulated by using any of the two

following models:

(1) Two-fluid model;

(2) Mixture model.

The two-fluid model (Kocamustafaogullari, 1971; Ishii, 1975) is formulated

by considering each phase separately in terms of two sets of conservation equations
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governing the balance of mass, energy, and momentum of each phase. Since the

macroscopic fields of one phase are not independent of the other phase, the

interaction terms that couple the transport of mass, energy, and momentum of each

phase across the interfaces appear in the field equations.

The mixture (or diffusion or drift) model (Zuber, 1967; Jshii, 1971) is

formulated by considering the motion of a two-phase mixture as a whole in terms

of the mixture momentum equation. The relative motion between phases is taken

into account by a constitutive relation for the relative velocity. Depending on the

form of the constitutive relation for the relative velocity, three different mixture

models have been proposed as

(1) Homogeneous model;

(2) Slip model;

(3) Drift-flux model.

Among the two-phase flow models described above, the homogeneous and

drift-flux mixture models have been used in this analysis.
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3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

To investigate how effective and stable the gas injection would be in

enhancing the heat transport in a natural circulation ioop, two one-dimensional

thermal-equilibrium mixture models of two-phase flow were employed: a simple

homogeneous model and a more realistic drift-flux model. Due to the large

density difference between the two phases, the relative velocity should be quite

significant, and thus the drift-flux model will be a better choice compared with the

homogeneous model. For stable reactor operations, the void fraction in the riser

may need to be controlled below 30% to maintain a bubbly flow regime (Taitel and

Dukler, 1977; Mishima and Ishii, 1984) without flow irregularity from intermittent

two-phase flow regimes. Due to the restriction of the flow regime to the dispersed

bubbly flow, the thermal equilibrium between the two phases may be assumed.

The procedures for the derivation of key equations for the steady-state

performance and linear stability analyses are quite lengthy, and therefore only the

resulting equations for each step are shown in this chapter and the details are

described in Appendices A through F.

3.1 Simplifying Assumptions

For convenience of analysis, the flow path of the gas-injection enhanced

natural circulation loop of STAR-LM was partitioned into eight thermal-

hydraulically distinct flow sections as shown in Figure 1.2: diabatic (heated or

cooled) single-phase liquid regions (HC, HX1), adiabatic single-phase liquid

regions (UC, RS, UH, DC, LII), and an adiabatic two-phase mixture region (RI).

For simplicity of analysis, however, the single-phase region of the riser (RS), upper

horizontal (UR), and lower horizontal (LII) sections have not been considered in



the analysis for STAR-LM. A major assumption is that the greater thermal power

with gas injection can be generated in the reactor core and removed in the heat

exchanger of the same dimensions and hydraulic diameters as incorporated in the

400-MWt single-phase natural circulation system. The other simplifying

assumptions used in this analysis are as follows:

(1) One-dimensional flow;

(2) Bubbly flow regime in the two-phase region of the riser;

(3) No phase change between the two phases;

(4) Thermal equilibrium between the two phases (equal temperatures);

(5) Mechanical equilibrium between the two phases (equal pressures);

(6) Incompressible liquid phase;

(7) Compressible gas phase;

(8) Constant liquid properties except the density in the gravitational

force term by the Boussinesq approximation;

(9) Injected gas governed by the ideal gas law;

(10) Constant flow area in each flow section;

(11) No free surface in the upper plenum;

(12) Uniform wall heat flux profiles for both the heated core and heat

exchanger;

(13) No axial heat conduction in the liquid;

(14) No heat loss out of the system;

(15) Momentum of gas bubbles from the gas injector ignored;

(16) No neutronics feedback in the linear stability analysis;

(17) Fixed (unperturbed) fluid temperature and convective heat transfer

coefficient in the secondary side of the heat exchanger in the linear

stability analysis.
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3.2 Governing Equations

To perform a thermal-hydraulic analysis of a system, it is necessary to solve

the governing field equations with the help of appropriate constitutive models as

well as initial andlor boundary conditions. In this section, the governing field and

constitutive equations are described. The boundary conditions, however, are

specified in Chapter 5 since it would be appropriate to consider them associated

with each specific problem.

3.2.1 Field Equations

The field equations governing the fluid flow and heat transfer in the gas-

injection enhanced natural circulation loop analyzed in this study are described in

this subsection. The field equations employed in this study can be classified into

three categories. Those are the equations governing the single-phase fluid flow,

two-phase fluid flow, and solid structure heat transfer regions. The fluid field

equations were partitioned according to the flow path partition into eight flow

sections (HG, UC, RS, RT, UH, HX1, DC, LI]). The fluid continuity, energy, and

momentum equations are described for each flow section. To consider the thermal

inertia effect on the stability of natural circulation, the energy equations for the fuel

rod and heat exchanger tube based on the lumped parameter approach were

employed.

3.2.1.1 Single-Phase Fluid Flow Regions

The governing field equations for the single-phase fluid flow regions (HG,

UC, RS, UH, HX1, DC, LII) can be established as follows (Bird et al., 1960):
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Continuity Equation

(3.1)
at as

Energy Equation

I+-:
I A

HX1 . (3.2)
as I A

lo : UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

Momentum Equation

au, au
(3.3)

at ös ös 2D

In Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), as major variables and parameters, u, p, T,

p, q, f, and K represent the fluid velocity, pressure, temperature, density,

wall heat flux, friction factor, and form loss coefficient, respectively, and the

subscript £ designates the liquid phase. In the continuity equation, Eq. (3.1), a

constant flow area was assumed in each flow section. For the energy equations,

Eq. (3.2), uniform wall heat fluxes were assumed as the heat source and sink for the

heated core (HG) and heat exchanger (HX1), respectively. The fluid axial heat

conduction term was not considered in the energy equations because this study

focuses on the gas-injection enhanced natural circulation condition, under which

the flow regime is highly turbulent and consequently the fluid axial heat conduction

term is negligibly small compared with the term of energy transport by fluid flow.

(Yoo et al., 2003) In the momentum equation, Eq. (3.3), g is the flow-
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directional component of the gravitational acceleration and 8(s SK) is the unit

impulse function or the Dirac delta function that was used in expressing the local

form pressure loss, which is a singularity function with the following properties

(Hildebrand, 1976, pp. 65, 653):

s(s sK) (3.4)
S=SK

0, SSK

fo(ssK)ds=1 (3.5)

fF(s)s(s SK)dS
IF(sK), a<sK<b
1o, elsewhere

(3.6)

To analyze the fluid circulation in the loop (natural or gas-injection enhanced), the

momentum equations for all flow sections should be combined through a closed

loop integration, which provides the balance of the driving pressure head by

buoyancy and the pressure loss mostly due to friction and local flow restrictions.

3.2.1.2 Two-Phase Fluid Flow Region

The governing field equations for the two-phase fluid flow region (RI) can

be described, based on the thermal-equilibrium mixture model of two-phase flow,

as follows (Ishii, 1971):

Continuity Equation

(3.7)
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Energy Equation

Tm = Tg = T. (Thermal equilibrium) (3.8)

Momentum Equation

au u p f ô ( a PgP
p. (3.9)

ös ös
2De as1a Pm )

In Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9), the variables and parameters with the

subscript m take the average values for the two-phase mixture. Since a thermal

equilibrium was assumed between the two phases, the fluid temperature in the two-

phase region of the riser (RI) can be obtained by solving the single-phase fluid

energy equation without heat source or sink, Eq. (3.2). In the momentum equation,

Eq. (3.9), the last term on the right-hand side represents the drift stress, which

accounts for the velocity difference between the two phases by the averaged drift

velocity that can be evaluated by using the distribution parameter C0 and the

void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity V01 in the drift-flux model, and this

term goes to zero in the homogeneous model. The void fraction a and the

averaged drift velocity in Eq. (3.9) can be expressed as follows:

1

(3.10)
co[i+_+v P0

X /3, XP,Um

(3.11)
i-(c0

where x is flow quality. The local form pressure loss was not considered in the
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two-phase momentum equation because the form loss in the riser section could be

only due to the gas injection units, which can be considered to be located in the

single-phase region of the riser (RS).

3.2.1.3 Solid Structures with Heat Transfer

The coupled dynamics of the fluid and solid wall temperatures through the

wall heat transfer requires a simultaneous solution of the energy equations for the

fluid and solid structures. (Heisler, 1982; Ishii and Kataoka, 1984) The energy

equations for the solid structures, i.e., the fuel rod (HG) and heat exchanger tube

(HX), can be set up as follows (Bird et al., 1960):

q
m

: HC

(3.12)pscs

Qv2h,s2
: HX

A

The lumped parameter assumption was applied only in the radial direction for both

types of solid structures. The detailed description of the associated assumptions is

presented in Section 3.3.1.3.

3.2.2 Constitutive Equations

The constitutive models for closing the problem are described in this

subsection. They include the equations of state for the liquid and gas phases in

the primary ioop and the constitutive relations for the convective heat transfer

coefficient, friction factor, form loss coefficient, distribution parameter, void-

fraction-weighted mean drift velocity, and material properties for the solid

structures and secondary-side working fluid.
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3.2.2.1 Equations of State for the Liquid Properties

To the equations of state for the liquid phase, the Boussinesq approximation

(Chandrasekhar, 1961, p. 16) was applied. That is, all the liquid properties were

assumed to be constant and were estimated at a reference temperature 7 except

the liquid density Pe in the gravitational force term in the momentum equation,

which was calculated by the following relation:

PC =p,[ifl,0(l_l0)], (3.13)

where ic, is the arithmetic mean bulk fluid temperature, which was calculated by

T
'C.HC,in +

2
(3.14)

for the linear axial liquid temperature profile in the heated core (HC) due to the

uniform axial heat flux profile assumption. The correlation forms and their

applicable ranges for the liquid lead (Pb) properties are listed in Table 3.1.

3.2.2.2 Equation of State for the Gas Density

As the equation of state for the gas density p, the following ideal gas law

(Sonntag and Van Wylen, 1991) was used:

Pg = (3.15)

where the gas temperature
"g is the same as the liquid temperature i in the two-

phase region of the riser by the assumption of the thermal equilibrium between the



two phases. The gas properties used in this study are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Properties of the fluids in the primary loop of STAR-LM

Fluid Property Value

10660-l.35x(T-600);
Density of Pb T is in K;

p (Greenspan et al., 2002) Valid for 328 800 °C (601 1073 K);
[kg/rn3] l.0440xl0 for 490°C (Reference liquid temperature);

1.0345 xl o for 560 °C (Fluid temperature in the riser (two-phase))

Specific heat of Pb 175.1-4.961 x 102xT-1 .524x I 06xT2+l .985x lO5xT2-2.0994x 1O9xT3;

(Greenspan et al., 2002) T is in K
°C[J/kg-K] Valid for 328 3327 (601 3600K);

1.4525x102 for 490°C

Thermal conductivity of Pb 31 .5824-4.6967x 102xT+4.5425x I 05xT2-1 .4410x 108xT3;

(Greenspan et al., 2002)
[W/m-K]

T is in K
Valid for 328 1081 °C (601 1354K);
1.5790x10' for49O°C

6.57424x 10--1 .6840x 105xT+l .8l48x 108xT2-6.75 14x 1012xT3;

Dynamic viscosity of Pb T is in °C;

£ (Greenspan et al., 2002) Valid for 328 981 °C (601 1254K);
[kg/rn-s] 1.8857x10 for49O°C;

l.6494xl0 for 560°C

Volumetric thermal expansion l/(8496.3-T);

fl
coefficient of Pb T is in K

°C(Greenspan et al., 2002) Valid for 328 800 (601 1073 K);
[1/K] 1.293lxl0 for49O°C

0.4975-1.096xl04xT;

Surface tension of Pb T is in K;
(Gasior et al., 2001) Valid for 328 927 °C (601 1200 K);
[N/mi 4.1386x10' for49O°C;

4.06l9x10' for 560°C

Dynamic viscosity of gas
3.939xl0 forhelium(He);

p (Vargaflik, 1975) 4.876x l0 for argon (Ar);
g

[kg/m-s] 3.58lxl0 for nitrogen (N2);
Valid for 560 °C (833 K) and 1 bar

Gas constant 2.07703x 10 for He;

R (Soimtag&VanWylen, 1991) 0.20813xl0 forAr;
[J/kg-K] 0.29680x10 for N2
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3.2.2.3 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient

Since the uniform wall heat fluxes were assumed for the heated core and

heat exchanger and can be calculated from the thermal power given as a boundary

condition, there is no need for the convective heat transfer coefficient in the steady-

state analysis. In the linear stability analysis, however, due to the perturbations of

the solid structure wall temperature and heat flux, the convective heat transfer

coefficient will be perturbed and should be specified. The convective heat

transfer coefficient h, can be expressed in terms of the Nusselt number NuDe

defined as

NuD,--2-. (3.16)
1co

The behavior of NuDe for liquid metals follows the relation:

NuD, = C,,1 + C,,2Pe,, (3.17)

where the Peclet number PeDe is defined as

PeD, ReD,Pr,Q, (3.18)

and the Reynolds number ReDs and Prandtl number Pr,,, are defined as

ReD, (3.19)

and
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Pr,0 , (3.20)
Keo

respectively. In Eq. (3.17), C,,1, C,,2, and
h are constants that depend on the

flow channel geometry and boundary conditions. The constant C,,, reflects the

fact that significant heat transfer in liquid metals occurs even as ReD, goes to zero.

In this study, the following correlation for NuD, was used for the evaluation of h,

in the heated core and the primary side of the heat exchanger:

NuD, = 7.0 + 0.025 Pe',, (3.21)

which is valid for 100<PeD, <10,000. The correlation of Lyon (1951), Eq. (3.21),

based on the result of a theoretical analysis by Martinelli (1947) approximates the

available uniform heat flux data for fully developed turbulent flow with satisfactory

accuracy. (Bird et al., 1960, p. 404)

On the other hand, to evaluate h,2 in the secondary side of the heat

exchanger, in which S-CO2 flows, the most universally used correlation of Dittus

and Boelter (1930) was used for NuD,2:

NuDe, = 0.023Re,2 Pr4, (when the fluid is heated) (3.22)

which is valid for 0.7 <Pr,2 <100, ReD,2 >10,000, and L/D > 60. For gases for

which compressibility effects can be neglected, i.e., Mach number << 1, the Dittus

and Boelter's correlation can be used without any modification. (Todreas and

Kazimi, 1990, p. 444) The convective heat transfer coefficient h,, in the

secondary side of the heat exchanger was not perturbed in the linear stability

analysis to close the problem.



3.2.2.4 Friction Factor

In the momentum equation, the Darcy friction factor for the liquid flow

sections j; was obtained by the following relations (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990,

pp. 371, 379):

64 Re( for ReD, <2,100 (laminar flow : Hagen Poiseuille pipe drag law)

= 0.316 Re°,5 for 2,100 Rep, <30,000 (turbulent flow : Blasius relation)

0.184 Re for ReD, 30,000 (turbulent flow: McAdams relation)

(3.23)

The same friction factor relations were used in the two-phase region of the

riser but with the two-phase mixture properties, among which the mixture viscosity

tm can be obtained by

1 x lx=+---, (3.24)
Pm Pg

which was proposed by McAdams (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, p. 489).

3.2.2.5 Form Loss Coefficient

In addition to the friction, the pressure drops due to local flow restrictions

were also considered with the form loss coefficient K,. The single-phase liquid

form loss coefficients (Sienicki, 2003) used in the analysis for STAR-LM are listed

in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Single-phase liquid form loss coefficients for STAR-LM

Single-Phase Liquid Form Loss Coefficient Value

2.7153

Heated core
= 2x [0.5 x(1 -0.6)+(1 0.6)2] x(AHc/ART)2/062

KiNc
[

+ O.Sx(lAHcIART) + 3x(7.0x0.441°)
2 flow distributor plates

+ contraction at the inlet + 3 grid spacers

Unheated core 0.1625
=(l-AucIART)2

expansion at the exit

K,,RT
Riser (two-phase region) 0[] : no form loss

KHxI
Heat exchanger (primary)
[

0.3027
= 0.5x(1Al/ADc) + (1-Au.uIA)2
: contraction at the inlet + expansion at the exit

KDc
Downcomer 0

[] : no form loss

3.2.2.6 Distribution Parameter

According to Jshii (1977), the distribution parameter C0 for a fully

developed turbulent bubbly flow in a round tube is given by

1/2

C0 =1.2_0.2[.LIJ , (3.25)
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which was used in this study for the drift-flux two-phase flow model.

3.2.2.7 Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity

Ishii (1977) proposed constitutive relations for the void-fraction-weighted

mean drift velocity in various two-phase flow regimes. Among them, the

following correlation for a churn turbulent bubbly flow was used in this study for

the drift-flux two-phase flow model:

(3.26)

3.2.2.8 Material Properties for Solid Structures and Secondary-Side Working Fluid

To consider the dynamics of the solid wall temperatures in the linear stability

analysis, the properties of the solid structures and secondary-side working fluid

should be given. The correlations or values with their applicable ranges for the

properties of the fuel (UN: uranium mononitride), heat exchanger tube (HT9:

martensitic stainless steel based on Fe-l2Cr-lMo), and secondary-side working

fluid (S-0O2: supercritical carbon dioxide) are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Properties of the solid structures and secondary-side working
fluid for STAR-LM

Material Property Value

Density of UN (14.42-2.779x l0xT-4.897x 108xT2)x 1000;
p (Hayes etal., 1990a) I is in K;

[kg/rn3] Valid for 25 2250 °C (298 2523 K)

C çpeci ic eat 0 [51. 14x(®/T)2xexp(®/T)/{exp(®/T)-1 }2+9 491 x l03xT

c (Hayes et al., 1990c) +2.6415x10'VT2xexp(_18081/T)]xl000/(238+14);

[i/k -K] I is in K, ® = 367.5 K (Einstein temperature of UN);
Validfor25-2355°C(298--2628K)

Thermal conductivity of UN 1.864xexp(-2.14x0.05)xT°361;
Kf (Hayes etal., 1990b) T is in K;

[W/m-K] Valid for 25 1650°C (298 1923 K)

Density of HT9 (7.778-3.07x104xT)x 1000;
(Sienicki, 2003) T is in °C;
[kg/rn3] Valid for 0 - 800 °C (273 1073 K)

Specific heat of HT9 (0.461+5.862x10xT)x1000;
c (Sienicki, 2003) T is in °C;

[i/kg-K] Valid for 0 800 °C (273 1073 K)

Density of S-CO2

p £2
(Sienicki, 2003) 133.
[kg/rn3]

Specific heat of S-CO2

c, (Sienicki, 2003) 1233.
[J/kg-K]

Thermal conductivity of S-CO2

'2 (Sienicki, 2003) 0.0594
[W/rn-K]

Dynamic viscosity of S-CO2
(Sienicki, 2003) 3.6x10
[kg/m-s}
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3.3 Method of Solution

For a stability analysis of a flow system, the perturbation technique with

linearization is one of the most effective approaches. In the present analysis, the

disturbance was given in terms of the perturbation of the liquid velocity following

Wallis and Heasley (1961), Zuber (1966), Bouré and Mihaila (1967), and Ishii

(1971). The liquid velocity in the heated core UtHC can be expressed as

consisting of the steady-state and perturbed terms, u and &Le, respectively,

as

UeHC(t)= &HC +SUeHC(t), (3.27)

where the perturbed velocity 8u, can be given by an exponential function

according to the method of normal modes (Chandrasekhar, 1961; Drazin and Reid,

1981) as

HC(t)_ IeJzct, (3.28)

where w = + ico , which is a complex number: the real part gives the

amplification coefficient of the particular oscillation mode, whereas the imaginary

part represents its angular frequency. For the linear perturbation analysis, ,HC

was assumed to be infinitesimally small compared with a finite value of ü,HC

Therefore only the zeroth- and first-order terms in U,HC were retained and the

second- and higher-order terms were neglected in the perturbed equations.

First, with the help of the perturbation technique with linearization, the

continuity and energy equations were solved for the kinematics of the fluid, i.e., the

fluid velocity and density distributions. Then the momentum equation was

integrated along the ioop to obtain the dynamics of the system, i.e., the total
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pressure drop through the ioop in terms of the liquid velocity in the heated core.

The resulting equation for the dynamics of the system can be expressed as

Ap,, (t) = APioop + sp,00 (t), (3.29)

where the steady-state pressure drop through the loop can be obtained as

-(lo) (ca) (fr) (gr) (fl) (dr)
4Ploop = 0 = APioop +Ap100 +Ap100 +Zp100 +Ap,, +iXp (3.30)

and the perturbed pressure drop through the loop p1 can be represented as

&p,00(t)= A,OOP(w)iHC(t), (3.31)

where A100 is the characteristic function of the system, which is defined as

A(w) (3.32)

In Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32), the superscripts (la), (ca), (fr), (gr), (fi), and (dr)

represent the local acceleration, convective acceleration, friction, gravitation, form

loss, and drift, respectively, and each component of
loop

and A100 is shown in

the following subsections.

From Eq. (3.30) for the steady-state pressure drop along the loop Ap10p, the

steady-state liquid velocity in the heated core can be obtained as

1/2

f (gr) 1

iAThoopc (3.33)ulHC_[
J(fr) '(t)2 1(i)2 1 1(oa) /(i)2 1 I(dr)

/ (i)2 I

I. AP10O /u/,Hc j + Pioop / U,Hc 1+ //XPioop / UIHC J+ lLPloop /Ue,Hc Jj
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where the superscript (t) represents the previous iterative value. From Eq. (3.31)

for the relationship between the perturbation of the pressure drop along the ioop

8APioop and the perturbation of the liquid velocity in the heated core öu,,HC, the

dynamic response of the system can be expressed as

FHC(t)

1

(1))

SL\p (t), (3.34)

where represents the system transfer function. Since the system of

concern for this study is a closed circulation ioop, both Ap and are zero,

and consequently, 8Ap100 should be zero from Eq. (3.29). In order to have a

nontrivial solution for öUFHC in Eq. (3.31) or (3.34), therefore, we should have

A,00()= 0, (3.35)

which is the algebraic characteristic equation governing the angular frequency a

for the dynamic response of the system. The asymptotic stability of the system

can be determined from the nature of the roots of the characteristic equation, Eq.

(3.35) with Eq. (3.32). If any of the roots of Eq. (3.35) would have a positive real

part, the system could be unstable because even a very small disturbance would

grow exponentially. Otherwise, the system would be stable or neutrally stable.

3.3.1 Kinematics for Single-Phase Regions

Using the perturbation technique with linearization, the continuity and

energy equations for the single-phase liquid regions were solved for the fluid
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velocity and temperature (or density) distributions for both the steady-state and

linear perturbation parts, which are described in this subsection with key equations

and their detailed derivations are presented in Appendix A.

3.3.1.1 Liquid-Phase Velocity

The liquid-phase velocity distribution can be obtained from the continuity

equation considering flow area variation as

e+1a(p,0u,A)
=0. (3.36)

at A as

For an incompressible flow, Eq. (3.36) can be reduced to

u1(t)= -uHC(t) (i = HG, UG, RS, UH, HX1, DG, LII) (3.37)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

u, (t) = +

= (3.38)

(Steady-state) (3.39)

(Initial linear perturbation) (3.40)
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3.3.1.2 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient

The convective heat transfer coefficient, which is needed in the wall heat

flux calculation, can be represented in terms of the Nusselt number as

where

h!,(t) =

=[D Chl,, +Ch2APeI(t)], (i = HC, HX1) (3.41)
h,i

Cj1 = 7.0; Ch2 = 0.025; '1h,i = 0.8. (3.42)

By using the linear perturbation, Eq. (3.41) can be expressed as

where

h, (t)= 9{ChI. + Ch2iPeD;i) + -_(ChII + Ch2,ipeDti)
Ch2Pe,I

'h,i
Dh ChlI + Ch2IPeD,,l U

= + he't, (3.43)

+ Ch2APeD.J) (3.44)

h1 Chl + Ch2Pei
nh,, (3.45)
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3.3.1.3 Solid Structure Temperature

The temperatures of the solid structures, i.e., the fuel rod and heat

exchanger tube, are also needed in the wall heat flux calculations.

Lumped-Parameter Model for the Fuel Rod

To consider the thermal inertia effect in the fuel rod, the following energy

equation was used.

where

ar1 (sHC,t)
,W

q,HC(t),f
(HC) (3.46)PfCI

at
=q-

Af

hjf (3.47)

(3.48)

In the energy equation for the fuel rod, the following assumptions were used:

(1) Lumped parameter approach is applied in the radial direction only;

(2) Fuel rod consists of fuel pellet only: Cladding and gap are ignored;

(3) Fuel pellet properties are uniform throughout the fuel rod;

(4) Volumetric heat generation rate qm is uniform throughout the fuel

rod and constant with respect to time;

(5) Heat flux out of the fuel rod in the axial direction is ignored.



Using the Newton's law of cooling, Eq. (3.46) becomes

a1(sHC,t)
Pf C1 = q-1Hc(tTfr(sHC,t)T,Hc(sHC,t)]---. (3.49)

A1

The fuel rod property calculations are based on the lumped (cross-sectional-

area-averaged) fuel rod temperature r1, which is higher than the fuel rod surface

temperature Tfr, which is used in the wall heat flux calculation. To compensate

for the difference between the two fuel rod temperatures, therefore, the following

adjustment is required:

T(sHC,t)= i"(sHC t)-
qD
32K1'

(3.50)

which was assumed based on the steady-state lumped fuel rod temperature . as

qDf
32K1

(3.51)

which was obtained by averaging the parabolic radial temperature distribution in a

cylindrical fuel rod and its derivation is shown in Appendix A. Using the linear

perturbation, Eq. (3.50) can be expressed as

(sHC )+ . (SHC = (sHC )+ (sHC

qD
(3.52)

32K1

Substituting Eq. (3.51) into Eq. (3.52) gives

ir(SHC)= i1(sHC). (3.53)



Applying the adjustment for the fuel rod temperature difference between the

lumped average and surface, Eq. (3.50), to the fuel rod energy equation, Eq. (3.49),

gives

aTf (sHC,t)
Tf(sHC,t)

qD
TtHC(sHC,t)--, (3.54)PfC1

at
= qm hHC(t

32 ] A1

(Transient)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

WpICJTJ(sHC)e

q'"D2
= (sHC) I ,HC(sHC)1

[
32KJ jAf

(sHC) f T(s)
[1_ qmD2

-, + h fr(sffC) ,HC(SHC )}eØt. (3.55)
Af][I.

32KJ.

(Linearly perturbed)

Eq. (3.55) can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as

follows:

= - Tf(sHC) _(s11)1L. (Steady-state) (3.56)qm

kHC[

qmD2

32. ] A

WPfCJTJ (sHe)

fr(sHC)iHC(sHC)]. (3.57)
32K1

]

£,HC
Af

,HC

(Initial linear perturbation)



Using Eq. (3.51), the steady-state fuel rod energy equation, Eq. (3.56), becomes

or

0

o=qm_f

(Steady-state) (3.58)

(Steady-state) (3.59)

From the linear perturbation equation, Eq. (3.57), the lumped fuel rod temperature

perturbation can be obtained as

WHCkHC+()
he HC heHc

(OPfCfAf
+1

k,HCh.f

(3.60)

From Eqs. (3.53) and (3.60), the fuel rod surface temperature perturbation i can

be represented as

WHChFHC()
h,Hc heHc

O)PfcfAf
+1

kJ1c4h,f

(3.61)

which is used in the derivation of the wall heat flux perturbation in the heated core.

Lumped-Parameter Model for the Heat Exchanger Tube
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To consider the thermal inertia effect in the heat exchanger tube, the

following energy equation was used.

where

T(s,t) qW,HXl(t)1 qW,ffX2(t)2
, (HX) (3.62)P1C

4 4

= (3.63)

h,t2 = t2' (3.64)

4 Il 12/ (3.65)
4

In the energy equation for the heat exchanger tube, the following assumptions were

used:

(1) Lumped parameter approach is applied in the radial direction only;

(2) Heat exchanger tube properties are uniform throughout the tube;

(3) Heat flux out of the heat exchanger tube in the axial direction is

ignored;

(4) Uniform steady-state heat flux in both the primary and secondary

sides;

(5) No perturbation in the secondary side fluid temperature and

convective heat transfer coefficient.

Using the Newton's law of cooling, Eq. (3.62) becomes
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aT,(s,t) 1h,,2
=

at

(3.66)

The heat exchanger tube property calculations are based on the lumped

(cross-sectional-area-averaged) heat exchanger tube temperature T,, which is

between the heat exchanger tube outer surface and inner surface temperatures, 7

and respectively, and is used in the wall heat flux calculations. The tube

thickness is assumed to be small enough that the differences among the three heat

exchanger tube temperatures can be neglected as follows:

11(s,t)= T(2(sHX,t)= 1(sffX,t). (3.67)

Applying Eq. (3.67) to Eq. (3.66) gives

h,t2ai(s,t)
=

(Transient) (3.68)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

a)pcI (s )et

= /I,,HXI [.Hx1 (s )- (s
)]4htl

h,112[(s ) T,HX2 (six )J

+ [HX1(s )- (s )$
h1 j (s )- (sHX)}7 hHx2 (s£,HXI

(Linearly perturbed) (3.69)

Eq. (3.69) can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as
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follows:

0 k,HXI [,Hx1 (s )- (s
)J- h2 [(s ) TeJJX2(s )J. (3.70)

(Steady-state)

wpc,i(s)

h,t2h,t1
= [,Hx1(s

) (s -_ +

(Initial linear perturbation) (3.71)

Using the Newton's law of cooling, the steady-state heat exchanger tube energy

equation, Eq. (3.70) becomes

h,t1 -,,
= (Steady-state) (3.72)

From the linear perturbation equation, Eq. (3.71), the lumped heat exchanger tube

temperature perturbation 1 can be obtained as

qW,HXI he,HXI + I, (sHX)
hHxI

+l+kHx
k,HX1h,1 k,HX1h,t1

(3,73)

which is used in the derivation of the wall heat flux perturbation in the primary side

of the heat exchanger.
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3.3.1.4 Wall Heat Flux

The wall heat fluxes out of the fuel rod and into the heat exchanger tube are

used as the heat source and heat sink in the fluid energy equations for the heated

core and heat exchanger, respectively.

Heated Core (i HG)

By the Newton's law of cooling, the wall heat flux out of the fuel rod in the

heated core can be expressed as

q (t) = h (tT (s,t) (s , t)], (3.74)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

= (3.75)

j (3.76)

j
s,),(s,)

(3.77)
h1 Tfr(s7)-7,(s1)

Substituting Eqs. (3.45) and (3.61) into Eq. (3.77) gives the wall heat flux

perturbation in the heated core as



or

where

45

a)
(3.78)a) + f Chl,j + Ch2 PeD,e,1 UA

1
a) Ch2HCPeD,,HCn h,HC k,HCT1,HC(sHC), (3.79)

f ChIHC + Ch2HCPeD,LJIc UHc
J

pfCfAf
' (3.80)

which is an equivalent angular frequency representing the ratio of the convective

heat transfer in the heated core to the thermal inertia in the fuel rod.

Heat Exchanger (i = HX1)

By the Newton's law of cooling, the wall heat flux into the heat exchanger

tube from the primary side of the heat exchanger can be expressed as

q, (t) = h,,(t)[r(S, t) i (si, t)j, (3.81)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

q1(t)= et
i(s1)i(s1)



where

=
A
+q,1et, (3.82)

L (3.83)

j[j(sj)(sj)][L+ (3.84)
[k,1 i,1(s)_i(s)j

Substituting Eqs. (3.45) and (3.73) into Eq. (3.84) gives the wall heat flux

perturbation in the primary side of the heat exchanger as

C2Pe,1 nhk,I,I(sI) (3.85)cO+2
C/fl,1 +Ch2,1PeIe,/ Ufl

or

hjLVl

1+ Ch2HXIPeDtV1 u/I
HXI I qW,HXI

h,JLYI
nh,HX1+kHK1T/JIX1(sILk)I,

W + t2 + t1
[ Chlffxl + Ch2 !Ix1 PeD,,Hx1 U,,HX1 ]

where

k,HX1h,t1

pc4

and

(3.86)

(3.87)
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(3.88)
p,cA,

which are equivalent angular frequencies representing the ratios of the convective

heat transfer in the heat exchanger to the thermal inertia in the heat exchanger tube

for the primary and secondary sides, respectively.

3.3.1.5 Liquid-Phase Temperature

Energy Equation

By the Boussinesq approximation, all the liquid properties are assumed to

be constant except the density in the gravitational force term in the momentum

equation. The constant liquid properties are calculated at a reference liquid

temperature. To obtain the variable liquid density in the gravitational force term,

however, it is necessary to determine the liquid temperature distribution, which can

be obtained from the energy equation for each flow section as

1

q(t)4
: HG

1+ p0cA
t)

+ u,, (s t)

: UC, RS, RT, UH, DC, LH

a71(s,t) q1(t)J
HX1

0

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

_d,(S,) dT.l(SJ(s)]et
ds1 c1s

(3.89)

(Transient)



+ +
a) qW,h,I Ch2PeD,i,?

'1h
L_ eAh,i l(s,) et : HG

P,OC(0A a)+c,. p0c,0A1
ch +Ch2/Pe;, U p(Oc0A1

qWJh,I a)+Q12 [ Ch2IPeD,,l U11+ (s1 )let HX1
p10C10A1 w+Q2 +t1 [PIOC,OAI Chl,l +Ch2lPeD,i Uj p10c10A1 ]

0 :UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

(Linearly perturbed) (3.90)

where Eqs. (3.78) and (3.85) are used for the wall heat flux perturbations in the

heated core and the primary side of the heat exchanger, respectively. Eq. (3.90)

can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as follows:

HG
P1oC1oUAi

d1(s1)
ds1 I p10c,04

UG, RS, RI", UH, DG, LH

d71(s,)
1 (s)

ds1 ü, (s1) ds1 i, (s1)

(Steady-state) (3.91)

qhJ Gh2IPe,I UI
1 (s) HC

+ c1 p10c10ii,A1 ChIl + Ch2APe,i " p,Oc1Oii1A1

=
a)+2 Gh2IPeD,,,l u1 h1hA

,(s,)l : HX1.
+ +

t1
[ p10c,01A1 GhI + Gh21 PeD;I UI, p10c10uA1 ]

0 : UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

(Initial linear perturbation) (3.92)

Steady-State Solutions
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The steady-state fluid temperature distribution obtained by solving the

energy equation, Eq. (3.91), and the temperature integral to be used in the

gravitational component of the steady-state pressure drop through the ioop in Eq.

(3.30) are presented below individually for each flow section.

where

Heated Core (HG)

,HC(sHC)
T1'e,HC,oI

ATuic[1_J (3.93)

t
Lu ejic

PeoCeUUHcAHc

.rc TeHC (sHC )cisffC = 'J1C,OUtLHC T,HC (3.95)
2

Unheated Core (UC)

uc(uc)= e,IIC,out (3.96)

fUc -

= ,HC,OUtLUC. (3.97)

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)

s)= ,HC,ot (3.98)



where
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f(s)dsRs = T,HC,OUtLRS. (3.99)

Riser Two-Phase Section (RT)

RT (sRT) = ,HC,out (3.100)

RT

J'!,RT(SRT)RT = ,Hc,OUtLRT. (3.101)

jjpper Horizontal Section (UH)

"F,UH (sUH) = ,HC,out (3.102)

1UH

TUH(SUH)dsUH = T,Hc,OUt1UH. (3.103)

Heat Exchanger (HX1)

HX1(s) = T,HC out AT,HXI = T LTt,HC (3.104)t,HC,out
L

= = ATt,HC. (3.105)
PtOeO,HXIAHX1 pocouHcAHc

HX

HX1 (s )dsHX = HC,OUt'HX ATtJJC 2L (3.106)
2

Downcomer (DC)
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"F,DC(s) = "F,HC,oul /XTe,HC. (3.107)

f,(sc)dsc = HCOUILDC t,HCLDC. (3.108)

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)

'1LH (sLH) = ejfCout LTI,HC. (3.109)

(s )dsLH = ,HC,OUtLLH AT,HCLLH. (3.110)

Linear Perturbation Solutions

The fluid temperature perturbation ratio ("perturbation ratio" is defined

hereafter as the ratio of the perturbation of a certain variable to the heated core

velocity perturbation) obtained by solving the energy perturbation equation, Eq.

(3.92), and the temperature perturbation ratio integral to be used in the gravitational

component of the characteristic function in Eq. (3.32) are presented below

individually for each flow section.

Heated Core (HC)

I \ _(
,I,c j = Ce

H
THC

U(Hc
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a) C2HCPeD,,HC
EC kHC

ATI,HC
a) +

ChIHC + Ch2HcPeD;e,Hc )
(3.111)

a) LTI,HC,HC
[rHC

a)+Qf wC)

where

-if
ATw,HC (sHc)1fcsHC, = (3.112)

- LHC
(3.113)

UtHC

HC1

L

tJf+

,HC (sHC)
dsHc = C2LHC

a) ATHCI
[rHCa) +

a) +

1

a) Ch2HCPeD,,HC

(3.114)
C111c + Ch2HCPCD,,HC

LHc
Tc

[

a) AT,HC,HC

THCa)++
ATwiC

Unheated Core (UCJ

=Ce Lrc
(3.115)

UIHC

where



where

where
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(3.116)
U!,UC

ISc

I(s) _C(1)L 1e''
(3.117)-

U,ffc rUCW

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)

, (s'? ) =CJe L
(3.118)

(3.119)
UtRS

IRS
''dsRs (3.120)RSLRS
UtHC TRSW

Riser Two-Phase Section (RT)

',RT (sRT) -''e LRT
(3.12fl

RT
(3.122)

I U(,RT(SRT)



where

where
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cRT

i(sRT)d =CL 1_eT
(3.123)RT RT -

UHc TRTO)

Upper Horizontal Section (UH)

,UH(UH) =Ce LH
(3.124)

i,Hc

rUH. (3.125)
UUH

fUH

UH (sUH )
dsUH c L 1 e"

(3.126)U!! UH -
ULFIC

Heat Exchanger (HX1)

I \ Z2
',fLfl 'S!L)

= c' e
:fLfl.v+.l, 2lJLl )

HX1
UtHC

hJLYI

0) + Ch2HXlPeDx1
I

LTt,Hc
0) + R2 +

ChIHXI + Ch2,xI PeDe.HXI
(3.127)+

+0)
+ t2 + t1 Tw,Hgj

0) + )2 AT!,HXl

-if
ATW,Hxl ',IL1 (s ) (sH )

Iw,HX1

h!ffxl

(3.128)



where
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- L
(3.129)i-FIX1 =

HX1

( &+Q,2

[1_e

il(sHX) jr c' LdsHX HXI FLY
UFHc (0+ Q,2 LT,HXI

Lr1o)

+
+ + Tw,yi J

+11-
Cx1PeD,jix1

Lxi £,HC \L

nhHXI]
Cl) + t2 + ChIHXI + Ch2,HXIPeD,,HX1

(3.130)+_
U1HC (0+j2 .TF,HX1

i-HX
0) ++)tILTw,HxlJ

Downcomer (DQ

TDC(SDC)
= (3.131)

U(Hc

(3J32)
UFDc

1e
(3.133)DC DC -

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)

s) =Ce L
(3134)

UFHC



where
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rLH. (3.135)
U,LH

f
I,(s)

=C(1)L 1e
(3.136)LH LII -

UIHC TLHW

Boundary Conditions: Continuity of Perturbation Solutions at Each Junction

The constant of integration for the fluid temperature perturbation ratio in

each flow section described above was determined by using the continuity of the

fluid temperature perturbation ratio at each boundary between adjacent flow

sections as shown below.

HG UC

UIHC
(3.137)

Ch2HCPeD,I,HC
h,IICa, 1ST, HG flJ JIG

(i)
rHCB+a,+ØHCJ ATI,HC

(Oaf ChIHC+Ch2HCPeD,I,Hc
_c (3.138)CHCe --

[rHC

) ATI,HC
Uc.

(1) + ATw,C)

UCRS

= (3.139)
UIHC
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i(1)e_fjc) - l-(1)
(3.140)(UC LJ.

RS-RT

lps(Lps)lRT(0)
(3.141)

ULFIC Ufc

Cje(0 = C. (3.142)

RT- UH

7RT(LRT) ',UH(0):
(3.143)

UHc U,c

C]eT' = (3.144)UUH

UH-HX1

TUH(LUH)
(3.145)

JIC

+ Ch211x1 PeD,,HX1

h,ILV
h,HK1

Ce' = c' +
AT,HC a)+Q. +c1 ChIHXI +Ch2HxlPeD,,HxI

(3.146)HX1 -
U,Hc

[HXI
+

+ R2 ATjIX1

a)+)2+1 ATw,HXI)

HX1 -DC



1,HX1(1ILk')
(3.147)

HC

hILVI

I1___fi_ C2,HXIPeD,,HX1
hmhjLKlQ+fl,2

, T,HC
W + t2 + R1 ChI +Ch2,HX1 PeD,,HX1 )

c()C1e +
(O+,2 L\T,HXIUc

[HX1+
w+12 +fl Tw,HX1 J

(3.148)

DCLH

(3.149)
UHC

Ce'' = (3.150)'LH

LHHC

IJJq(LLH)Ic(0)
(3.151)

u/tIC

0) C,ICPeD,1,HC
h,HCBC

Ce' =c(1) AT/HC f CJIC+Ch2JICPeD,/,Hc ) . (3.152)NC -
U/tIC [ a AT/HC'

w+Q ATWHC)

Matrix Equation for Perturbation Boundary Condition at Each Junction

All the boundary conditions of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio
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continuity at each junction between adjacent flow sections can be represented by

using a matrix equation form as

A(1)
1,1

A'
1,2 o o o o o o 1 [c1)1 [B1

o A' A(1)
2,3

0 o o o o C1) B'

o 0 A'
3,3

A(1)
3,4 0 0 0 0 B'

I

o o 0 A'
4,4

A(1)
4,5 0 0 0 I IC1)B0I

(3.153)
o o 0 0 4 4 o 0 I c4') B' I'

o 0 0 o 0 4 4' o
I C6' B'

o 0 0 0 0 0 A'
7,7

A(1)
7,8

I
I c'

I
7

B(1)
7

I

I

A$) 0 0 0 0 0 0 A'] [ci') B')j

where the coefficient matrix elements 4(1] are:

-e''' , (3.154)

A=-1 (3.155)1,2

A e', (3.156)

(3.157)

A1 (3.158)

A'=-i (3.159)3.4_ ,

(3.160)

A=1 (3.161)4,5_



e"', (3.162)

A4-1, (3.163)

4(1) e I
1J

=
- rl++cZ+c

(3.164)

(3.165)

A1 (3.166)

A(1)=_1 (3.167)7,8

A4 (3.168)

(3.169)

the source vector elements B' are:

1_ Ch2HCPeDHC
h,HC

AHC (1) + )j
ChIHC + Ch2HCPeZCHC I (3.170)

[HC
IV+Qf L.Tic)

(3.171)

(3.172)
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B1O, (3.173)

11_
Ch2JIXIPeD,,,HXI I

h,HX1 I

+ATHc ti ChIl +Ch2HXIPeD,t,HxI ) (3.174)

[HX1W +
(0 + R2 AT,HX1

+ t1 AT,HX1 J

h,ffYl

U) + Ch2,Hx PeD,,Hxl
hI hX1 Iw+Q2 ti Chlffxl +Ch2,,lPeD,Hx1 ) (3.175)B = AT!,HC

6 -
UHC

[HX

w+),2 Tixi

W+t2+j1

(3.176)

11_
U) Ch2HCPeDHC

hHC hC
C +C2Peec ). (3.177)-

(0+-- I

U,ffc

[HC

U) ATt,HC

w+Q LxTw,iic)

and the solution vector elements C1) are:

(3.178)l HC'

(3.1792 'UC'

C(1)=C(1) (3.180)3 RS'

(3.181)4



(3.182)UH'

= r4') (3.183)6

C(1)=C(1) (3.184)7 DC,

C(1)=,(1) (3.185)

Solution of Matrix Equation by Gaussian Elimination

In the linear stability analysis using numerical calculations, a matrix

equation solver by Gaussian elimination provided by the MATLAB (The

MathWorks, Inc., 2002) programming language was employed. By Gaussian

elimination by hand, the constant of integration for the fluid temperature

perturbation ratio in each flow section has the form as follows:

AT,1 1C1)
(Un

Z2+,i1e

a) C28 PeD,,,1
h,l I

/.Iw+Q ChII +Ch2lPeD, )x
e2

)

'1

a +t2 Ch26PeD,e,6
11 h,6 [ I5j6+ R2 + c11

Ch16 + Ch26 PeD,,6
) I+ e6

CO+)(2 zT,6
+ R2 + ATw,6j



where
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a) + C62 6PeD,6

1

- nh6
a)+2 +)t1 C,,16 +C,,2,6PeDI,6

[ (O+
a)+),2

)+t2+t1 ATw,6J

1 -, h,I '' ST,,,CO+c1 ChI, +Ch2IPeD,1
, (3.186)

U) ATe,i

(\ U)+)1AT,,

Ii, m=n
ömn = ; (Kronecker delta function) (3.187)mn

- +8 AT,610
j=2,6,7,orl w+L1 iT,i ' W+2 +C1 ATw6J

should be set if =
j=2,6,7,orl k=1

iorj: 1=HC;2=UC;3=Rs;4=RT;5=UH;6=HX1;7=DC;8=LH;

r1OOP=rHCUCRS+rRTUHHX1DC-LH. (3.188)

3.3.1.6 Liquid-Phase Density

Constant Liquid-Phase Density

By the Boussinesq approximation, except the liquid density in the

gravitational force term in the momentum equation, all the liquid densities were
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estimated at a reference temperature 7c as

pO=P(7:!O), (3.189)

where T,0 was calculated by

Teo
,HC,in (3.190)

Variable Liquid-Phase Density Used in the Gravitational Force Term

The liquid density in the gravitational force term in the momentum equation

can be calculated by

p(s,t)= p0[1fl0{r;(s,t)-70}], (3.191)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

p (s, t) = p0 [i
{

(s) p10
p10fl10(s) h(s)

en"

p10[1fl10{(s)l0JJ Ti(s)

=.(s)+,31(s)et, (3.192)

(s) p,0[ii.i0{i(s)i0}], (3.193)

/3,I(s) 1(s)
(3.194)
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3.3.1.7 Liquid-Phase Friction Factor

The Darcy friction factor, which is needed in the frictional components of

the steady-state pressure drop through the loop, Eq. (3.30), and the characteristic

function, Eq. (3.32), can be represented in terms of the Reynolds number as

where

j1(t)= ç,,
(3.195)

Re1 (t)

=64; n1 =1 (D,J <2100), (3.196)

Cf =0.316; n11 = 0.25 (21O0De <30000), (3.197)

CfJ = 0.184; flf1 = 0.20 (D.e.i 30000). (3.198)

By using the linear perturbation, Eq. (3.195) can be expressed as

where

Cf1 Cf,
n,- _Ieo)t

u,,i

(3.199)= f +

jeJ - (3.200)

(3.201)
f,,2 U,,,



3.3.2 Kinematics for Two-Phase Region

Using the perturbation technique with linearization, the fluid velocity and

density distributions for the two-phase mixture region were obtained for both the

steady-state and linear perturbation parts, which are described in this subsection

with key equations and their detailed derivations are presented in Appendix B.

3.3.2.1 Gas-Phase Density

The gas-phase density can be evaluated by using the ideal gas law with the

thermal and mechanical equilibrium assumptions as

Pg(s,t)
pg(s,t) p(s,t)

(3.202)
R7(s,t) RT(s,t)'

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

Pg(s, t)
(s) (s)

R7(s) R(s)[(s) i(s)]

(3.203)

i5g(s)E (3.204)

i'm(s) _:ci) (3.205)
(s)
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3.3.2.2 Distribution Parameter

The distribution parameter, which is needed in the calculations of the void

fraction a and averaged drift velocity , can be evaluated by

where

c0 = c (c (3.206)

C = 1.2; ' = 0.5. (3.207)

Distribution Parameter Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

Based on the constant liquid-phase density p, the distribution parameter

can be represented as

C(s,t) = c -(ce (3.208)
L Peo ]

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

r - I

C00(s,t)=C-(C-i
PgJ

L Peo j

- .(c
+[CC_(CC1PWL

1
L Po j g(s)t

p0J I

ic -(ce
ög(S)

L Po ]

(3.209)



where

r- I \Iflc

[Peo ]

r- ( \1c-n(c-i-fl
- L Po j i'g(s)

c_(c_ljthfl
L Po]

Distribution Parameter Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

(3.2 10)

(3.211)

Based on the variable liquid-phase density p1, the distribution parameter

can be represented as

C0(s,t)= c -(ce
1pg(s,t)1

(3.212)
[p(S,t)j

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

I \1fl

C0(s,t)=C -(ce
_1s) I

[P1(S)]

( )1
-nc(Cc 1 !E1L I

(c
_icsilncl [p1(S)j [.g(s) ()1

p1(s)J
] c -(ce

g(s)1

[p (s)j

=(s)+o(s)et, (3.213)

where



ç(s) c -(ce_iI41, (3.214)
pr(s)

r - ( )lflC

-nc(cc-'
I

[i3g(s) j3e(')1 (3.215)

c -(ce
[Yi(s)j

s)]

3.3.2.3 Void-Fraction- Weighted Mean Drfl Velocity

The void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity, which is needed in the

calculations of the void fraction a and averaged drift velocity t, can be

evaluated by

where

ag(p _Pg)1(y.2
(3.216)

p2 ]

C, =ih; nvi = 0.25; = 1.75. (3.217)

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Based on Constant Liquid-
Phase Density

Based on the constant liquid-phase density p0, the void-fraction-weighted

mean drift velocity can be represented as
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a og,o Pg[ _£ (s,t)J]

[ia0(s,tj, (3.218)V,0(s,t) Cv[

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

[a,0g{p0 _g(s)1 ''
vio(st)Cv[

2
[1_(s)2

ag{pflh vis]
[i_o(s)]''[n

_g(s) lYg(s) (s) o(S)1eO)t
+nv2 i(s))j

= (s)+ f2o(s)e", (3.219)

V0(s)C
[a0g{p10_g(s

?0

)i] [1_(s)J2, (3.220)

_g(s) ig(5) (s)â(s) (3.221)+ fl2o(sY1 po_g(s)g(s) 1(s)(s)

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Based on Variable Liuid-
Phase Density

Based on the variable liquid-phase density p, the void-fraction-weighted

mean drift velocity can be represented as

[o0g{p (s, t) Pg(s,

Vgj(s,t)= Cv[
p,(s,t)

[i _a(s,t)12, (3.222)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as



where
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V (s, t)
[og{1 (s)

g (s)}1'
[i -cv[

v(s)

+
[

o0g{ (s) T6g (s)}1
[i -

2(s)

(s) i3,(s) _,g(s) i3g(s)2s)l ä(s) &(s)1

[
i(s)_pg(s)i) (s)_pg(s)i:(;) 5(s)J l_(S)y

= V(s)+T2(s)e)t, (3.223)

(s) Cv
0g{ (s) Pg (s)}f

[i_ a_(S)2, (3.224)
[ (s)

,(s) [ (s) Ms) _g(s) s)2(s)1+_(s)a()
nyu -

Js) [P (s) pg (s) (s) (s) g (s) g (s) p (s)j 1 i(s) (s)

(3.225)

3.3.2.4 Flow Quality

The flow quality can be obtained by using the liquid velocity in the heated

core UtHc and the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection Qgt, as

rng,rn 1 1 1

m m1 mgj + (P,AU( ) POAHCUtHC

thgj Pg,inQg,in

Assuming no perturbations in the gas density and volumetric flow rate just before

its injection, Pg,in and Qg respectively, the flow quality can be represented as



1

l+-!!c,Hc(t)
Pgjn Qg,in

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

Pg,in Qg,in Pg,ia Qgjn

x(t)
PoAHc,Hc P1!OAHC.e,HC 1 UHC,l

1 +
Pg,inQgjn

1 +
Pg,inQgi,i

1 +
__,inQg,in 1,HC

PtOAHC,HC PeOAHCÜ,HC P(OAHC,HC

= x +

Pg,in Qg,in

POAHC,HC

PgnQgjn

PtO

1 HC-

i +
Pg,inQgjn 1,HC

POAHC,HC

3.3.2.5 Void Fraction

The void fraction based on the drift-flux model can be expressed as

72

(3.227)

(3.228)

(3.229)

(3.230)

xG

a= Ig Pg 1

coi+v
c01-- 1x')

(3.231)
+)G+V C

Pg P( x p



or
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1

(3.232)
c/1+---+v Pg

p) XPmUm

Void Fraction Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

Based on the constant liquid-phase density p0, the void fraction can be

represented as

1

(3.233)

c(st1+1(g41+v(st
pg(s,t)

x(t) po J x(t)pmo(s,t)um(s,t)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

1

pg(S)
a0(s,t)=

C00(4
x p0

1

J(s
1_(s)l+v() ;og(s)

1 +

x p0 i.mo(m(s)

; ;+---- +
C00(s) p0 k(s) 1ii g(s)J

pg(s) jo()ig()j ,no() m(

x

pg(s)

x po

=(s)+&o(s)et, (3.234)



where
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(s)
1

I \ (3.235)
(411+ Ø(s)°(()

I

+--- +
C00(s) p,o (s) 1

g (s)j

pg(s) z2,,(s)1

] (3.236)F (si+1+(s)
x P'o

gS)

Void Fraction Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

Based on the variable liquid-phase density p,, the void fraction can be

represented as

a(s,t)=
1

(3.237)
C0(s Vg,(s,t)

pg(s,t)

x(t) p,(s,t)j x(t)pm(s,t)um(s,t)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

I

1_Ig(s)l
(s)

kg(S)

c0(s1+____ j Iv,,, (s)i,,, (s)

1

(s)
,5g(s)

I ,,(s)]
gj

Im(S)iim(S)



where
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pg(s) 1(s)+ _+L /3e(s)l
C0(s) 'TflC0(s) i ,g(5)

j

+ i7 (s)
(s) I r2 (s) 13g (s) /m (s) Zm (s)1

5)(5)1J) Pg(s)X Pm(s)
X et

(1
1_g(5)l(5) ,g(s)s1+

[
x

= (s)+â(s)el,
(3.23 8)

1

(3.239)
pg(s)

gj

/3(s)1

C0(s) ,(s)ICo(s) iii kg(S) )1

pg(s) Ir2gj(s)/3g(s)

prn(1rn(s)tT)
(3.240)

(s
1_1g(5)1() ,g(s)1+

°' m(m(5)

3.3.2.6 Mixture Density

by

The mixture density in the two-phase momentum equation can be obtained

Pm = CPg + (i a)p,. (3.241)

Mixture Density Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

Based on the constant liquid-phase density p0, the mixture density can be
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represented as

pmo(S,o)= ao(s,t)pg(s,t)+ [ict0(s,t)Jp0, (3.242)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

pmo(,t) o(s)g(s)+ [i

(s)

i_ã(s)}p0]
as(s) pg(S)

(S)g(S)+11(S)1
1(S)(S)et

= mo(S)+mo(S, (3.243)

mo() (3.244)

A()1
+ [i

Lao(5) pg(S)] i(s)0(s)
(3.245)

Mixture Density Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

Based on the variable liquid-phase density p0, the mixture density can be

represented as

Pm(S,t) a(s,t)pg(s,t)+[ia(s,t)}p(s,t), (3.246)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as



where
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Pm (, t) = (s)g (s) + [i (s)J.e (s)

+ [(s)g (s)+ {i (s)} (s)j

a(s) Pg(5)1
[i

(s)J(s{ (s) (s)Ms)1
(s)

)j 1(s)s) s)
J miX

(s)g(s)+[1_(s)(s)
e

= Pm(S)+i5m()?t, (3.247)

pm(S) (s)g(s)+[i(s)J(s), (3.248)

a(s)Pg(s -+
- -

p(s)

s)1[1)( ã(s) a(s) Ms)1
S

(s) pg(s)] i(s)(s)
(3.249)

Pm(s) as)g s)+ [1 s)], s)

3.3.2.7 Mixture Velocity

The mixture velocity can be obtained from the continuity equation for the

two-phase mixture and the mixture density obtained above.

Mass Flux at Gas Injection Point

The total mass flux at the gas injection point in the riser, which is the

boundary condition for the mixture continuity equation, can be obtained as

G ñ2m thg,jn +th, (PgQg)j,, +(p(Au),,, PginQg,in +p,oAHcuHc
(3.250)

A A A

or



fk

G,n(t)
Pg,inQg,in + POAHCUHC (t)

(3.251)
A

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

G,n(t)=
Pg,inQgin + p1oAHc,Hc

+
Pg,inQg,in + P,OAHCUe,HC r 1 UHCt

A A
1+

Pg,inQg,in UIHC

(\ POAHC1I,HC)

+Ginent, (3.252)

o-
PgjnQg,an+P#o41c11e,Hc

(3.253)
A '

1 UHC
(3.254)

i +
PgnQg,in

POAHCi,HC)

Mass Flux in Two-Phase Region of Riser

The total mass flux at an arbitrary axial location in the two-phase region of

the riser can be represented as

G(s,t)=
Pmo(5,t)umnn(,t), (3.255)

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as



where

79

G(s,t)= mo(m(4 + mO(S)iim(Sm0(S) +__-)-lemt
,mO() um(s)j

= ö(s)+O(s)e, (3.256)

J(s) Pmo()m(), (3.257)

Ô(s) io(s)z2,(s)
(3.258)

)mo() Um(S)

Mixture Continuity Equation

The continuity equation for the two-phase mixture is

apmo(s,t)+ [p0(s, t)u,, (s, t)] = 0, (Transient) (3.259)
0t as

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

[PmO (s)ii (s)]+ wi3mo(s)et d [- (5)j(5)fPmO(5) + =0. (3.260)
ds

±[PmO
pm0() m(4j

(Linearly perturbed)

Eq. (3.260) can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as

follows:

0. (Steady-state) (3.26 1)
ds



(1 (S)frrn0(S)+!rn(lO (3.262)i3rn0(S)+ -4prno(s)um
p0(S) Urn (45]

(Initial linear perturbation)

Steady-State

The steady-state mixture continuity equation, Eq. (3.261), can be expressed

in terms of the steady-state mass flux by using Eq. (3.257) as

dG(s)0
(3.263)

ds

Integrating Eq. (3.263) gives

(3.264)

From Eqs. (3.257) and (3.264), the steady-state mixture velocity can be obtained as

_" . (3.265)
Prno()

Initial Linear Perturbation

The linear perturbation part of the mixture continuity equation, Eq. (3.262),

can be expressed in terms of the steady-state mass flux, Eq. (3.257), and its linear

perturbation, Eq. (3.258) as

d[ Ô(s)
OPrno(S)+_I G(s)

ds[ J(s)]O
(3.266)



FJI

Integrating Eq. (3.266) gives

O(s)
= JPmO_ (3.267)

G(s) Gm Gm Pm0)

From Eqs. (3.25 8) and (3.267), the mixture velocity perturbation can be obtained as

t(s)âa
(3.268)

Urn(S) G, G1 Pmo() Pmo()

3.3.2.8 Averaged Drfl Velocity

The averaged drift velocity in the drift stress term in the two-phase

momentum equation can be obtained by

=V+(C0-1)j=V+(C0-1 PPg
Urn+a Vj. (3.269)

Pm

From Eq. (3.269), can be obtained as

which is

Vgi+(Co1)Um
(3.270)gj

Pm

V,0(s,t)+ [C00(s,t)- lJUrn(S,t)

(3.271)

pmo(5,t)



which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

where

I7(,t)=
1[oo(s)i(s)t?0

_Pg(S)

Pmo (s)

)VWO(S)
{ë0(s) 1}Um(S){

(s)
V(s __

V.0(s) _____ (s)i (s) m()

mo()

(s) ô0(s)â0(s) _g(s) pg(s) &,o(s)h1

mo() to(s)i C00(s) (s) Pea g()
Iemt

1_(s)_1}(s))0e0
_g(S)

mo()
I

= s)+(s)e, (3.272)

I(s) (3.273)

,mo()

(s)

o(s)0+[ëo(s)_1}i ({Coo(S) ê0(s)i(s)1
m

C(s)-1 C00(s) im(S)]

(s) 7(s)+ [ø(S)_1}7m(S)

[(s) (s) 00(s)&(s) _5g(s) 'g(s),2o()-

mo(sF[o(1o(s) (s) peog(s)g(s) mo()

i[(s)i(s)"°
_g(s)

mo()

(3.274)



3.3.2.9 Two-Phase Friction Factor

The two-phase Darcy friction factor can be represented in terms of the

Reynolds number for the two-phase mixture as

where

f(s t) Cf
(3.275)

Rem(s,t)'

Cf =64; flf =1 (ReD,m <2100), (3.276)

Cf =0.316; flf =0.25 (21OODm <30000), (3.277)

Cf = 0.184; flf = 0.20 (ReD,m 30000). (3.278)

By using the linear perturbation, Eq. (3.275) can be expressed as

where

(3.280)
ReD,m (s)

[i3mo(5) iim(S)1 (3.281)



3.3.3 Dynamics for Single-Phase Regions

To obtain the pressure drops in the single-phase regions, the single-phase

momentum equation, Eq. (3.3), can be rearranged as

ar'1 (s , t) aug, (t)

(t)

au (t) -t)

p0u, (t) + p (s1 , tX- g)= po + poui
as1 at as1 2De1

+ 8(s. SIK (t),

2

which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

dj5, (s1) (s1 ) et
ds1

= ap,oii,1e0

+0

+p10ü

+ p10 (- g,1 fl { (s1 ) T10 p10 (- g,1 )o

(Transient) (3.282)

+--8(s. -Si K)P(O1A +2!L8(s. _s1)p0Qu1ie'°'. (Linearly perturbed) (3.283)
2 2

Eq. (3.283) can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as

follows:

c(s,)
= + plo( g11_fl10{I1(s1)_10}]

+L8(s. 5iK)ploUi. (Steady-state) (3.284)
2



where

df, (s1)

= a)peo + (2 )_p0ü, -;-- p0( g,,, )fleo'j (se)
ds 2De

+2ô(s. _S,K)PeOi7I4'JL, (3.285)
2 U,Hc

(Initial linear perturbation ratio)

(3.286)
UHc

(3.287)
U,HC

which are, as defined in Section 3.3.1.5 as the perturbation ratios, the ratios of the

linear perturbations in the pressure and liquid temperature to the perturbation in the

velocity in the heated core, respectively, introduced for convenience of analysis.

Steady-State Solutions

If the single-phase steady-state momentum equation, Eq. (3.284), is

integrated along each flow section, the following steady-state pressure drop for

each component in each flow section can be obtained:

where

AFI = 1;) +)+) (3.288)

(3.289)



(3.290)

fLj AHC
2

P,OU,,HC, (3.291)

p,o ( g,, {, (s, )- 7

= p,0 (- g1 Xi + I3,OJO )L p,0 (- g )ji, f' i (s )ds, (3.292)

.IL5(sj sIK)p,Oiids,

= I1[hlHCJp_2 (3.293)

Linear Perturbation Solutions

If the linear perturbation ratio part of the single-phase momentum equation,

Eq. (3.285), is integrated along each flow section, the following pressure drop

perturbation ratio for each component in each flow section can be obtained:

where

= + + + + AJ2;, (3.294)

i(ia)
cop,0

U,HC



= WPIOL[-_-J (3.295)

A,(ca) 0, (3.296)

f(2nji)_!-_p,oiz
JLds1

2D UFHc

= (3.297)

fPo (- g,1 (s )ds

= p0(g1)fl,0 f (3.298)

K. i.Apf1)

j
2--t5(s1 S,,K)pOj ------ds

UHc

= 2L[-'JP(OuHC. (3.299)

3.3.4 Dynamics for Two-Phase Region

To obtain the pressure drops in the two-phase region of the riser, the two-

phase momentum equation, Eq. (3.9), can be rearranged as

m(S,t) = pmo(,t) s,t) +pmO(S,t)Um(S,t)m(St)
+

as at 2De

+p(s,tXg)
a[ ct0(s,t) pg(s,t)po

j(s,t)], (Transient) (3.300)
5s [1a'0(s,t) p,no(,t)



which, by using the linear perturbation, can be expressed as

c,(s) dbm(S)t

ds ds

=

m ()

+ [(()j
ds

[ d (S)u2(S){mO(S) +2thl)
mo(S) m()J

+ m(Sm (s) mo(s)1et

mo(S)j

m
2D mo() iim(s)j

+m(sXgs)+

(s) g (S)peo
V (s)]

ds[1(s) mo()

(s) (s) â(s)g(s) mo() V (s)1
+2---_1 1e'

dsLl_(s) mo(S) i()) pg(s)pmo(s) (s)Jj

(Linearly perturbed) (3.30 1)

Eq. (3.301) can be divided into the steady-state and linear perturbation parts as

follows:

c4,,(s)

ds ds

d [ (s) g(5)po p2(s)]
(Steady-state) (3.302)[i_() pmo()

g,

d(s)

ds



= rno(rn()4
Urn(S)

[d ''
)ü(s

b,0(s) ()1\
[ds

\ rno() (s)J/ PrnO (s)]

+ (2_ )Z2(S)1

rno() rn(5)J

rn()

(s) I'(s)11

gj L(s) 1(s)(s) pg(s) rn(S)

(Initial linear perturbation ratio) (3.303)

Steady-State Solutions

If the two-phase steady-state momentum equation, Eq. (3.3 02), is integrated

along the two-phase region of the riser, the following steady-state pressure drop for

each component can be obtained:

where

4rn (3.304)

(3.305)

Ama)
ds

= [rno(,)Lo, (3,306)



- I
L(s)

(s)(s)dsm =

L fS)Pmo(S)U,(S)dS, (3.307)
2De

gr)

f Pm (sX g )ds

(g)f Pm(S)dS (3.308)

4fr) g d [ (s) Og(s)pto

I [i(s) mo()
(s)]ds

r (s) r (s) g(S)Po0
. (3.309)

[1_(s) mo() JS=L[1(s) mo() ]s0

Linear Perturbation Solutions

If the linear perturbation ratio part of the two-phase momentum equation,

Eq. (3.303), is integrated along the two-phase region of the riser, the following

pressure drop perturbation ratio for each component can be obtained:

where

',(Ia)

4Pm = APm +Ab' +) ,(gr) +A(dr) (3.310)

Urn(s)

fmo(5)

z2(s)
m s)ds (3.311)

m (s)
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+2 \+WmO(S)(S)PO(S)ldSjy(ca) i(s)\

tmo() ii,,(s)j/ mo()j

= [mo( S){:Ofr+2 Urn(s)l1

pmo(s) iim(S)I5mo() (jj] -Js=O

+fThO(S)ii(S)PO(S)dS, (3.312)
pma()

- IL(s)_= +(2_flj)!In(S)ldS

p0(s)

=_ (3.313)
Pmo() Um(S)j

jy(gr)

5m (s)

( g)I
3(s)=

s m()_ ds, (3.314)
p,,,(s)

4l(dr) f_[ (s) g(S)P(o 2()
ds[1(s) m(S)

1s)_ _(s)a(s)+;(s)O(s)+2(s)l1d
l(s) 1(s)(s) g(s) mo()

[ (s) (s)â(s)(s)10(s) i'.()ll

(s) 1(s)(s) pg(s) mo()
JSL

[ (s) P'.(s)ll

L

1(s)(s) pg(s) mo() (s)J]

(3.3 15)



3.3.5 Steady-State Analysis for the Circulation Loop

Using the steady-state pressure drop for each component in each flow

section obtained in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, the steady-state pressure drop along

the ioop can be obtained as

where

(la) --(ca) (fl) (gr) (fi) (dr)
4Pioop = 0 = 4Pioop + + + + + Ap100, (3.30)

(Ia) (ky) (I )L.pIoop Jpj

=0, (3.316)

(a)
(ca) ca)(ca)

= [PmO,RT (sRT )'m,RT (sRT )l8L. [PmO,RT (sRT )Zrn,RT (sET
)1RT=o'

(3.3 17)

=:Lfr) +L)
I iRT

P1OU,HC

[H22 D.j

1 r - POUF,HC ( AHC J,RTLRT+
2De,RT J

fm,RT(SRT)mO,RT(SRT)11,,RT(SRT)dSRT
2 IART) De,RT

(3.318)

(gr) \(gr) = L\P' +L\Jr

= p0g1fl0 AT,HCHHC_HX

+g
J

P,,,,RT(RT)15RT p,Og[1_flO(,HC,ØU iO)]rRT, (3.319)



= =

P(0UHCV[(AHC
2

2 A.iRT[' I

(dr) (dr)
(dr) (dr)

LP100 = = Pm,T

-[_clO,RT(SRT) g,RT(SRT)PO

[1 aOT (sRT) PmOT (sRT)
(s )1

isRT=LRT
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(3.320)

1 r(s) ST(SRT)PO 2 ( )1Vgi,RT 5RT[1T(sRT) m0,RT(SRT)
]SRT=0

(3.32 1)

Substituting Eqs. (3.3 16) through (3.321) into Eq. (3.30) gives

-(hI) -(ce) -(dr)=0= APioop + + 4p + + AP +

=0

+ [pmO,RT (sRT )In,RT (sRT )lRT=LT [PmO,RT (sRT )u,,1,RT (SRT )L.=

POUHC 1k2Lj
2 A. ) Dei

-
1 SRT - P0U,HC (AHC I .Te,RTLRT+ ______ ______

2DeRT J
fm, (sRT )m0,RT (sRT )hlIII,RT (sRT )1RT

2 1A1J DeRT

Pogfl00AT,HCHJJ_J

+gJ mRT(SRT)dSRT pog[1--/o(HcQU, Teo)]1Rr

r, '2
+PFO,HC1AHc1 K1

2 RT[4) j

+[ aORT (SRT) gJ?T (SRT 2
(sRT)

r aORT (sRT) g,I?T (SRT )pl0
VgJ,RT (SRT )1[lOT (sRT) mOT (SRT 1 [1_aO,RT (5RT) Pm0T (sRT)

) gj,RT

JSRT=LRT jsRr=0

(3.322)
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From Eq. (3.322) for the steady-state pressure drop along the loop Lxp,

the steady-state liquid velocity in the heated core üHC can be obtained as

SI . (3.33)
1 J'(ca) I(dr) / (t)2

{ / }+ { / ç+ / }+ /,HC

3.3.6 Linear Perturbation Analysis for the Circulation Loop

From Eqs. (3.34) and (3.286), it can be known that the pressure drop

perturbation ratio is nothing but the characteristic function A. for each flow

section. Using the pressure drop perturbation ratio for each component in each

flow section obtained in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, the characteristic function for the

loop A0 can be obtained as

where

(3.32)

t 0(

A(w) A)(w)= 8Ap"(t) ic' A')(t) v
I &jjc(t) ..d 11ce I*RT 11ce'

=
+

iRT

= p,oI1L1
[ A1 ]

RT U,RT (sRT) A

J
PmO,RT(SRTm,RT(SRT)_ dsRT wpO ILRT, (3.323)

URT (sRT) (ART)
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a,f (ca) )t

A(a) A(a)= 'ç' o4,(ca)(t) 'ç A(t) Aje
L_4 Shie,Hc(o) jRT ,HCe

;(ca)

iRT

= [mORT (SRT )Urn,RT (sRT )f Pm O,RT (sRT)
+ 2

UrnRT (SRT

}lSRTLRT
( PmO,RT sRT) UmRT(sRT)

[mOT (T (sRT
oT(sr) +2 Urn,T (sRT

]SRTO
Pmo,iu(ju') u,,,RT(sRT)

/ PmO,J?T(SRT)+O)j PmO,RT(SRT)U,,,RT(SRT)_ dsRT, (3.324)
PmO,RT (sRT)

= = v 4bet AR)Tet
£,HC() u,,e"-'t 1,nce(0t

= z\) +L\b
iRT

2 -
IPo, (2n,

2 L.I1 A.
L

+
1

fr f,n,RT (sRT )mo,RT (sRT rn,RT (sRT (1nf,RT
)PoRT (sRT +(2 UmRT (sRT

2DeR2 PmO,RT (sRT) UmRT (sRT )j
' 2 -

POFIC I I (2 )JRTLRT

2 1 ART)
J,RT

DeRT

________ = 'cc' Rr)(t)

i 81&HC(t) u,11ce iRT u(HCe uHCe

i(gr)

iRT

= _PogJ8!o[(_g i';1(s1)ds1]

(3.325)



Ar
Prn,RT (sRT)

+ g Pm,RT(SRT) - dsftT + p10gfl10
f0r

RTsRT)d5RT, (3.326)
Pm,RT (sRT)

8Ap(t) c _______=
'c-

&ijc(t) uHCe jRT ulHCe

=

r 2 1
PIOUI.HC

2K I,2 IORT[ 4 ]

A (w) A() =
8A'(t) A8c)() PmRTe

£,HC.) ,1Ke uHCe

-

[ a,RT (SRT) Pg,RT (sRT
VgJRT (sRT)[1RT(sRT) moT(SRT)

RT (sRT) aORT (sRT) aO,RT (sRT) Pg,RT (sRT) (sRT) ' (SRT )h]
+ - +2!lT i

aØR7. (sRT) 1 cxO RT (sRT) O,RT (sRT) Pg,RT (sRT) PmO,RT (sRT) VgI,RT (sRT) I I

J

[ aQ(S7) g,RT(SRT)PtO

O,RT (SET) PmO,RT (sRT)
VgRT(SRT)

(3.327)

x
Iâr(sRT) a0,RT(SRT) T(sRr)+ T(SRT) PrnOT(SRT)+2 TT)hl
aØ(SJ) 1OT(sRT) OT(sRT) Pg,RT(SRT) Pmo,RT(SRT) TSRTfJS0O

Substituting Eqs. (3.323) through (3.328) into Eq. (3.32) gives

Aj(a)+A(w)+A(w)+A (+A(w)+A(w)loop /

(3.328)
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UrnRT (sRT)
dsRT+ f PmO,RT(SRTRT(SRT)(S) ES

ART)

+
S I PfflORT(sRT)

2[mORT (sRT (sETrn,RT
PmO,RT(SRT) URT(sRT)t

JSRT=LRT

'IPfflOT(SRT)
+2 Urn,RT(SRT)1

[mOT (SRT (sET
1

IT
PmO,RT(SRT) UmT(SRT)I

JSRT=o

P,nO,RT (SET)+ U)
J

PmO,ET (sRT )'m,RT (sET)
Pm0,RT (5RT)

dsRT

(2-
JL1 1

2 A ej

1 RT

+ I Jm,RT (5RT )mo,RT (5RT rn,RT (sRi (1nJkT
)PoRT (5RT +(2 Urn,RT (5RT )1

flf,RT)_
2DeRT PmO,RT (5RT) UmRT (sRT)j

IdsRT

POUF,HC (AHC
2

J
(2 n RT )

J,RTLRT

2 De,RT

)I' i(s1)di]

Prn,RT(SRT)+ g j P,,RT(SRT) - dsRT + p0g/310 TRT(SRT)dSRT
Pm,RT (RT)

J
2K]

2 iRT

+ _a0,1?T?T) Pg,RT(5RT)P
VRT (sET)[i aORT (sRT) mO,RT (SRT)

fO,RT(SRT) a0,RT(5RT) aOT(sRT) ;,RT(SRT) PrnORT(SRT)x
O,RT (5RT) 1- aO,RT (sRT) U,RT (5RT) Pg,RT (sRT)

2
PmO,RT (sRT)

(sRT )JgJ,RT
JSRTLRT

F czORT(SRT) g,RT(SRT)P1
VRT (5RT)

aO,RT (sRT) PmO,RT (5RT)



i2' (sRT)11ao (sRT) aOT (sRT) (sRT) PgT (sRT) PmORT (sRT)
+ 2

L

aOT(sRT) si PmOT(SRT) V?TSRT) I

J
J$,t=o

(3.329)

From the reason given at the beginning of Section 3.2.2.8, the asymptotic

stability of the system can be determined from the nature of the roots of the

algebraic characteristic equation as

(3.35)



4. NONDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

To investigate the effects of various parameters on the performance and

stability of the gas-injection enhanced natural circulation in heavy-liquid-metal-

cooled systems, a nondimensional analysis was performed. The results from the

parametric study using the nondimensional analysis could provide a guideline for

the design of other similar heavy-liquid-metal-cooled natural circulation systems

with gas injection.

4.1 Dimensionless Variables

The following dimensionless variables were defined and used for the

nondimensional analysis:

Dimensionless Velocity

(4.1)

Dimensionless Pressure

(4.2)

Dimensionless Temperature

T* T-7
(4.3)
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Dimensionless Density

(4.4)
PU

Dimensionless Length

s-. (4.5)

Dimensionless Time

(4.6)

In Eqs. (4.1) through (4.6), the parameters with the subscript o represent

the characteristic or reference parameters used for the nondimensionalization of

variables and various parameters. Those parameters are defined in the following

section.

4.2 Characteristic and Reference Parameters

In the nondimensionalization of variables and parameters, the following

characteristic and reference parameters were employed:

Characteristic Veloçy

UOUeHC, (4.7)
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which is the steady-state solution for the representative coolant velocity in the

heated core.

Characteristic Pressure Difference

L\p0 POU,HC, (4.8)

which is twice the dynamic pressure from the steady-state coolant velocity in the

heated core.

Reference Pressure

P0 Pm,RT,ou,' (4.9)

which is the pressure boundary condition at the riser outlet.

Characteristic Temperature Difference

A1, AT,ffc, (4.10)

which is the steady-state solution for the coolant temperature rise in the heated core.

Reference Temperature

7 (4.11)

which is the temperature boundary condition at the heated core outlet.
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Characteristic Deny

popo, (4.12)

which is the coolant (liquid) density estimated at a reference temperature 7.

Characteristic Length

£QLHc, (4.13)

which is the flow path length of the heated core.

Characteristic Time

(4.14)

which is the steady-state residence time of the coolant in the heated core.

In the selection of the dimensionless variables, and the characteristic and

reference parameters, the following were referenced: Ishii and Jones (1977),

Heisler (1982), Ishii and Kataoka (1984), Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii (1987),

Yadigaroglu and Zeller (1994), Eguchi et al. (1997), Schlichting and Gersten

(2000), and Reyes (2003).

4.3 Method of Solution

In this section, the resulting key equations obtained in Section 3.2.2.8 were

nondimensionalized by using the dimensionless variables, and the characteristic
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and reference parameters specified in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In most cases, the

transformations of equations by nondimensionalization are straightforward, and

therefore the detailed derivation procedures are not shown here except for several

important cases. All the subsection numbers and titles are kept consistent with

those of Section 3.2.2.8 for convenience of matching the corresponding equations.

4.3.1 Kinematics for Single-Phase Regions

4.3.1.1 Liquid-Phase Velocity

Eq. (3.39) can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

-,
A1

Eq. (3.40):

Ut,i =

4.3.1.2 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient

4.3.1.3 Solid Structure Temperature

4.3.1.4 Wall Heat Flux

4.3.1.5 Liquid-Phase Temperature

Steady-State Solutions

(Steady-state) (4.15)

(Initial linear perturbation) (4.16)
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Heated Core (HC

Eq. (3.93):

c(ic)= HC,out _Lr;Hc[1_cJ = _(i (4.17)

Eq. (3.94):

- q,HCh,HC'HC= - =1. (4.18)
PIOC,O11e,HCAHC1V"o pOCOU,HcAHcLTJIc

Eq. (3.95):

= THcOULHC =
--j.

(4.19)

Unheated Core (UC)

Eq. (3.96):

* (, '-_* -o (4.20)£,UC Suc, J-1C,out

Eq. (3.97):

fc

(s c = =0. (4.21)

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)
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Eq. (3.98):

()= HC,ou( = (4.22)

Eq. (3.99):

(s; )dS = TflJCOUtLRS = o. (4.23)

Riser Two-Phase Section (RT)

Eq. (3.100):

T,RT (s;T) = THcQUj =0. (4.24)

Eq. (3.101):

c:r TT(s;T)ds;r = T!HC,OUtLRT = ü. (4.25)

Tipper Horizontal Section (UH)

Eq. (3.102):

/JH (sH ) '7HC,out = 0. (4.26)

Eq. (3.103):

fUN

H (sH UH = THCOUtLUH =0. (4.27)
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Heat Exchanger (HX1)

Eq. (3.104):

( ) = 't,HC,o LT;,HC = (4.28)

Eq. (3.105):

1,HX1h,HX1LHX
AT;,HxI = = =1. (4.29)

p(OcoufXjAHTO
PiOClOUJfCAHCATQ

Eq. (3.106):

fHX

= TL,HC,OUILJJX LT,HC = (4.30)

Downcomer (DC)

Eq. (3.107):

rc(sc)= .ffCout AT;,HC = 1.

Eq. (3.108):

(4.31)

( = ,HCOUlLDC AT;,HcLDC = (4.32)

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)
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Eq. (3.109):

(s)=HCOU, AT;,HC =-. (4.33)

Eq. (3.110):

( )i = HCUfLLH ATt,HCLLH = -Lb. (4.34)

Linear Perturbation Solutions

Heated Core (HG)

The fluid temperature perturbation ratio in the heated core was obtained in

Section 3.3.1.5 as

where

-
t,HC (sHC)

= Cce
- ,HC SHC

+c

U) Ch2HCPeD,,HC[i___ h,HCHC

AT,HC h1,HC
,-

+Ch2HCPeD,,Hc ) (3.111)
U) ATe,Hc")

D+cfATW,HC)

PeD,HC Pr0ReD,,HC = (4.35)
K0



which is the steady-state Peclet number (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, P. 676) in the

heated core representing the ratio of the energy transported by axial flow stream to

the heat transfer by conduction, and was used in the calculation of the steady-state

Stanton number Sc;

Itoco
Preo

1eo

(3.20)

which is the Prandtl number (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, p. 676) for the liquid

representing the ratio of the momentum diffusivity (kinematic viscosity) to the

thermal diffusivity, and was used in the calculation of the steady-state Peclet

number PeD,E,HC;

-
PO,HC1e,Hc

RCDe,HC =

/'eo

(4.36)

which is the steady-state Reynolds number (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, p. 676) in

the heated core representing the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force, and

was used as a variable dimensionless number in the parametric study for the steady-

state performance analysis;

of of

o+.
+
',HCh,f of + of +

hHCeOh,f £

t0 p1cA £0/u0 pfcfAf pfcfAf U0 PfC/ 0A U0

of *
*

*+ k,jtc j
of+

h,11 P0C0f
PfCJ U0 A POCIOÜHC PjC A A



where
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=1+

1

(4.37)

,Nfi AcD
sti,FIc

Ste,HC
hejic

(4.38)
P,OCOUe,HC

which is the steady-state Stanton number (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, P. 676) in the

heated core representing the ratio of the wall heat transfer by convection to the

energy transported by axial flow stream, and was used as a variable dimensionless

number in the parametric study for the linear stability analysis;

N _PfCf
ti.f

Peoceo
(4.39)

which is a thermal inertia ratio number (Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii, 1987) for

the fuel rod representing the ratio of the volumetric heat capacity of the fuel rod to

that of the coolant, and was used as a variable dimensionless number in the

parametric study for the linear stability analysis;

ATe ftC PeOCeOUe,HCAHC kHCJI,HCLHC kHCOhHCOJHC

ATw,HC IWJ1C PeoCeo.e,jjc4jc PeoCeoUej,c4rc

heHC

= HC h,HCLHC
= = S1I.HC (4.40)

PFOCeOUe,HC AHC AHC AHC

which is the ratio of the steady-state axial temperature difference in the coolant to
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the steady-state radial temperature difference between the wall and the coolant in

the heated core, and is equivalent to the steady-state Stanton number Ste,Hc in its

physical meaning.

Substituting Eqs. (4.37) and (4.40) into Eq. (3.111) and transforming it by

nondimensionalization gives

-. o A

1+

=
uouflqc U0

A1ATe,HC

UoU,Hc

Ch2,c PeD,HC
Th,HC

Cjtc
+Ch2,ffcPeDe,Hc

1+-
0N A

Ste jic

Ste,Hc

tOTHC+
1tO

1+
Nflf A

a)

Ste,HC h,f

which can be reduced to

(4.41)



S1,.HG 1
A

1+_______
f. ( * Tf A1 -,
tHc\SHc/ -.*(i) St.HC41 ATF,HC

HC ,
UHc

which can be further reduced to

f* (* ' "i_,,f A

£,HC \SHc / - C*(1) SttHC j

HC
UHc

Ch2,Hc PeD,t,HC

h,HC 11h,HC

1 Chl,HC + Ch2HCPeD,,HC

1

1+

a '1- _L

St,HC

h,HC
St!,HC -:;;----

HC

I

N
St,HC hf

Ch2HCPeD,e,HC
hHC h,HC

1 ChIHC +Ch2HCPeD:1,HC

1+
*Jvt. Ja),
St,gc

Stjjc ;;---
HC

1

1+

St,yc h,f

Eq. (3.113) can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

-* 1.
UtHC

111

, (4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

The fluid temperature perturbation ratio integral in the heated core was

obtained in Section 3.3.1.5 as
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[

(sac)
dsH = CCLHC

a) ATI,HCU1 HC

[rHCa)++
ATw,HC

( a) Ch2CPeD,1,HC
h,r1C

(3.114)

hj1Ca)+C+C PeD,1,HCh2,HC
LHC

a)

Substituting Eqs. (4.37) and (4.40) into Eq. (3.114) and transforming it by

nondimensionalization gives

r =
UOUIHC U0

, oHC
UOUIHC

S1HCC

oOHCT_______
A1

1e St,ncj

HC* A,
toTHC+

1to
1+

N.f Aa)'
StI,HC Ii,f

Ch2,HCPeD,1,!Ic
hHc

+Ch2HCPeD,,,Hc
1

1+
_t,j
St,HC

\ ,

h,HC

_a) AHC
tOVHC_+

1to
1+

A
a) __ ,f _L

StI,HC h,f

(4.45)



which can be reduced to

.r
Ic(sc)d,

=
UtHC

NcStHc----
-. . AJJ
TI/co.

I

1fJ
1 e

St/I/c
f

StF,HC
A
1

1+
Nf A

Stt,HC

h,HC

Ch2JICPeD,F,HC I

k,HC
h,HC

Cht,Hc + Ch2HCPeD,,!-!C I

11+-
N,f A I

- LHC

a)
St,HC 'f )*

Ugc
'

St,,HC
[

I

1 I

[

i+
I

St,HC )

which can be further reduced to
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(4.46)



.1

1
( )

ds =cj

Unheated Core (Ufl)

Eq. (3.115):

St1Hc-

d+ AHC

1+
0N,1_A

1 e
StHC

St,,HC ;;--
HC

1

1+

St,HC h,f

Ch2HCPeD,,HC I

h,HC I

1 ChIHC + Ch2HCPeD,,HC
I

1 I

1+ I

N,f Af

St,HC h,f )
/

h,HC
Ste,Hc i;---

HC

1

1+

St!HC h,f

114

(4.47)

= (4.48)
UHC

Eq. (3.116):

(4.49)
1JJC HC

Eq. (3.117):

( )
ds =C' (4.50)

U(Hc

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)
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Eq. (3.118):

CeR1.
(4.51)

UHc

Eq. (3.119):

?; =-=-r. (4.52)
URs HC

Eq. (3.120):

f= CLP
1e

(4.53)
U,,HC rRSW

Riser Two-Phase Section (RT)

Eq. (3.121):

:RT (s;) = c;()er. (4.54)
UHc

Eq. (3.122):

fr ds.
(4.55)

URT (sRT)

Eq. (3.123):
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IRT 7,RT(SRT)dS* *(i) *
1_eT'

(4.56)-* *

Upper Horizontal Section (UH)

Eq. (3.124):

To
= (4.57)

UtHc

Eq. (3.125):

rUHLUH. (4.58)
UUH AHC

Eq. (3.126):

fUH i (sH
=CLH1 (4.59)

Uuc TuuO)

Heat Exchanger (HX1)

The fluid temperature perturbation ratio in the heat exchanger (primary

side) was obtained in Section 3.3.1.5 as

1I,HX1(SHX)
_ffy*+ ,lSF1X

2l )LHX
UHXIe



where
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nh,HXI

+ C21 PeD,,Hx1[i
n0 ,HX1

LT,HC a)+Q2 ChlJJxl +Ch2HXIPeD,1,Hxl ) (3.127)+-
a)+,2 AT,,HXI

[rHXa) +
+ t2 + Tw,HX1 J

POCOU,HXIDe,HXI
PeD,,,IIn PrORCD,,HX1 = , (4.60)

K,0

which is the steady-state Peclet number in the heat exchanger (primary side);

ReD,(,HXI (4.61)
,ll10

which is the steady-state Reynolds number in the heat exchanger (primary side);

+
a)

+
p,c1A £0/u0 p1c,4

a) + t2 +
+ + k,HXIh,1 a)

+ +
t pcA, pcA £0/u0 pc4 p,cA

tf +
h,1102 £,

p,c,A1 u0 p1cA1° u0

+ + +
h,02

+ k,1ohj1
pcA pc4 pceA u0 pc,A

h,t2+-------
p(ctuo I

+ ht2+ h,111 k,HX1 t1

p,cu0 pcu0 4°
1+

, h,11
Ci) +----------

ptctuo 4°



where

1

I
1+

tc1u0 k+
h2 &t2

U)

h,xi k111

I

1

1

1+
. POCOUIJIC p1 A k,HX2 t2

k,j-ixi PtoCo i k,Hxl
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1
1+

pc0u11 A ijc A: +
hHx2 h,t2

POO k, i

1

(4.62)
I ,

1+

tAHfl4+N t2
U) ht,HX ,

St,HX1

(4.63)
POCOUI,HXI

which is the steady-state Stanton number in the heat exchanger (primary side);

p(c'

poc!o

(4.64)

which is a thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger tube representing the

ratio of the volumetric heat capacity of the heat exchanger tube to that of the

coolant, and was used as a variable dimensionless number in the parametric study

for the linear stability analysis;

£,HX2
''htc,HX

&,HX1

(4.65)

which is a heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat exchanger representing
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the ratio of the convective heat transfer coefficient in the secondary side of the heat

exchanger to that in the primary side of the heat exchanger, and was used as a

variable dimensionless number in the parametric study for the linear stability

analysis;

q,HX1h.HX1 HX

ATe,Hxl PeoCeohie,Hxl4uxI hlllhgxlLgx h,,HXIOh,HX1COLHX

ATW,Hxl POOuF,HXlOAHX1

he,Hxl

k.HXI LYILIX h,HXILHX= =stJ1x1
*

Pooe,Hxl AHXI AHx1
(4.66)

which is the ratio of the steady-state axial temperature difference in the coolant to

the steady-state radial temperature difference between the coolant and the wall in

the heat exchanger (primary side), and is equivalent to the steady-state Stanton

number teJLn in its physical meaning.

Substituting Eqs. (4.62) and (4.66) into Eq. (3.127) and transforming it by

nondimensionalization gives

-
St,HxI *

-* A1trjivi+ *I
*

* 1V,, A1 A:A:g1 () c e
vlACI HX

HXI
UOUffc U0



AT AT,,HC
+

UOU(HC

0hj1I
Ch2HXI PeD,,j,xl

0hJifl hJIX1

ChIHXI
+ Ch2HXI PeD,.Hx1

1
1+

ai _ + N 2
ht,,JfX *

h,t1

;,HxILHx

-*
(0*

I

1+
1

N h,t2
HX o IStx1 A, I h,t1 )

which can be reduced to

St*HXI

1+ L

j. ( * N
iN

£,HXI \Spj _ / = C*(1) e
St(jL*I

h*,HX

HXI
U,HC

0h,Ext
Ch2HXI PeD,,HX1

hJ-IX1

1
ChIHXI + Ch2 HX1 PeD,,HX1

1
1+

- °' + N,,t*,HX
IXT;,Hc h,t1 h,t1+ -

HC I

h,HXILHX
Ste,Hxl

A1
1+

A1 -_ +(0
St,,Hx1 ,tI ht1

which can be further reduced to

120

(4.67)

(4.68)



1HX1(s'HX)C,(1)
HX1

u,,Hc

+

1+1
HXStji A

hJIXI

PeD,,HXI
h,HX1hjLrI

Chl,HxJ + Ch2X PeD,(,HXI11
* A1A h,t2

U)
(C,HX *

St,Hx1 A, t1 h,t1

h,HX1 HXtJLfl ---
ILfl

'+
,N1,,

N t2
U) _-;------;----+ hlc,HX *

Stj,Hx1 AHC h,t1

Eq. (3.129) can be transformed by nondimensionaljzatjon as

L A1
HXI

u411 A11

121

(4.69)

(4.70)

The fluid temperature perturbation ratio integral in the heat exchanger

(primary side) was obtained in Section 3.3.1.5 as

IHXT (s )
dsHX = CILJIX

1-e

W+ LT1,HX1
THXIU) +

co + + c21 LS.TW,Hx1

II__XIPeDeJIX1
'1h,JIXI

+R, Chl HX1 +Ch2ffXlPeDHxl
+ a----- LHx

2HX1)u1cTHX1W +
+ +

(3.130)
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Substituting Eqs. (4.62) and (4.66) into Eq. (3.130) and transforming it by

nondimensionalization gives

AATT* (*) *Jo £,HXI

UOU;HC

_4Zc°o L°HXI o ILk
U0

AT,AT,HC *

+
UQUHc

4jx1

1+
0,.N*,AIXI

+N

1-e
Stij,n A

o
toiILfl +

1-f

which can be reduced to

;,HxILHx
St,FLn

1

af 4L + Nh*,HK *

StI,HXI 4C 'h,t1

0hILKI

Ch2HXI PeD,rn
4:;;;;-- hJIX1

Chl,HxI + Ch2 HX1 PeD,,HX1
1-

1+

w* + N,
ht2

tc,HX *

StHxI A, h,t1

1
_oU)*

I

torIfxl +
to

1+
1

I

al*
N11 t2

St,z,xi A, h,t1 h,t1 )

(4.71)



fx I ()
= C)ILD

UtHC

ATt,HC
+ -* L-

Ugc

Axt

1+
N 4xi A,

1 e Stt.HXI AHC h,,l h,I

THX1U) +-
14

h,HXl'HX
Ste jixi

I

* Nat A14*
N hj2

U) -----;---- + htc,ffX *

Stejtx AHC 4h,rI

h,HXI

C2 HXI PeD,tJIXI
h,HX1*h,gxI

+ Ch2,HXI PeD,tJIXI

1
1+

N,, LL+N t2- hkJIX *

Stl,HxI h,tI

A1
1

1+
N1 A1 ±c_ N t2+ hkJIX *

Ste,HXI A h,tI ht1

which can be further reduced to

fx i(s;)d,
= C)1LX

Ut IIc

-
Stjzxj

*
-. * AHXI4-

I

1+
*

SI,j,Ie

rHXIU) +
14

J,,HXILHX-

1

*

+ NhfC,,f,.
Stt,ttxi Aq i,tt

123

(4.72)
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C,1PeD,t,Hx1 I-' h,HX1

ChIHXI + Ch2HXIPeD,,HX1

I I

1+
Jvf A1A h,t2(0 hlc,HX -*

ISt,,gxi ch1 )
(473)

HX1'HXStjii

11+-
N t2+ hlc,HX

St,Hx1 A, h,t1 h,t1

Downcomer (DC)

Eq. (3.131):

:I
(* \

£,DC SDC / = Cje
D

LDC
(4.74)

UHC

Eq. (3.132):

cc (4.75)
U,,DC AHC

Eq. (3.133):

s)d. =
1-e

(4.76)
rDCW

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)
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Eq. (3.134):

I(s;H)
=C9)e. (4.77)

u,Ff C

Eq. (3.135):

TLHLLH. (4.78)
ULH HC

Eq. (3.136):

fH s)d. = 1iU:*. (4.79)
UHC TLHO)

Boundary Conditions: Continuity of Perturbation Solutions at Each Junction

HG UC

Eq. (3.137):

,HC(1) I(o)

U;,HC UHC

Eq. (3.138):



,*+
An

1+

Ce St(Hc j

UC-RS

Eq. (3.139):

(L) ,RS (0)

UHC U;Hc

Eq. (3.140):

Cje0 =

RS-RT

Eq. (3.141):

i ,RT (°)
U;Hc ;,HC

Eq. (3.142):

Ch2HCPeD,HCl' + Ch2HcPenhCD,,HC

1+
lviii It(0'
St,HC h,f

Sti,jic ;;--
HC

1

1+

St,HC /i,J

126

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.84)
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c;(e = (4 85)

RT UH

Eq. (3.143):

7;RT(LRT) T,UH(0)
(4.86)

UHc

Eq. (3.144):

c;)e-r = (4.87)

UHHX1

Eq. (3.145):

(4.88)
U(Hc

Eq. (3.146):



= c),

HX1 -DC

Eq. (3.147):

DC(0)

Eq. (3.148):

1fl,JLVI

Ch2HXlPeD,,Hx1
I

h,KXI h,HX1

Ch1HXI + Ch2 lix!
PeD,ijfxl

I

1

1-+N h$2I

L

1+
I

Stijjxi A htJlX ,.HC hi! 'h,,! j

;,HxILHx
St,,Nxl

A1
11+- -INAti,t

St!,HXI h,t1 )

hHXILH

?RXlU) +

1+,XIAN J,x2
St,,RX1

HXIe
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(4.89)

(4.90)



+

h.RXI

Ch211x1 PeD,,JIXI

,HXI h,HX1

1-
Chl,Hxl + Ch2 HXI PeD,,HX1

1
1+

N t2(0*
hl,JfX *St1 A hI h,t1

;,HXlLHx
St,Hx1

HX1

1+

+ N
A htc,HX .*

StC,HXI HC h,t1 h,t1

DCLH

Eq. (3.149):

i;*LH(o)

UIHC

Eq. (3.150):

Ce =

LHHC

Eq. (3.151):

"&LH (L)
'&HC(0)

U;Hc

Eq. (3.152):

129

(4.91)

(4.92)

(4.93)

(4.94)



C)e = cjg

Ch2HC PeDeJIC

h,HC

1
ChIHC + C62 HCPeD,C,HC

I

1+
lvi 11a)'
Ste,iic

h,HC
Ste,yc

HC

1

N A1

St,HC h,f

130

(4.95)

Matrix Equation for Perturbation Boundary Condition at Each Junction

Eq. (3.153):

A(1)
1,1

A'1,2 0 0 0 o o o 1 [c:(')l
[fi*(1)

o A'
2,2

A(1)
2,3

o o o o o c;' I

o 0 A'33
A(1)
34 0 o o o I c;'

o 0 0 A(1)
4,4 A'

4,5 0 0 0 C1)
1 B'

o 0 0 0 A A'
5,6

o o Ic;(1)IHB;(1)

o 0 0 0 0 A(1)
6,6

A 0 I I B'

o 0 0 0 0 0 A(1)
7,7

A'
7,811

I

7 I

I

A8 0 0 0 0 0 0 A I c;' B'

Eqs. (3.154) through (3.169):

Stjic

* N, A

AI(1 e
'=

A' 1,

(4.96)

(4.97)

(4.98)
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A1
(4.99)

(4.100)

A1 e, (4.101)

(4.102)

A1 (4.103)

A' 1, (4.104)

(4.105)

(4.106)

St,HXIHXIIX

_________________________

---4Nh
A e

St,jLn

, (4.107)

A6'-1, (4.108)

A1 (4.109)

A-1, (4.110)
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(4.111)

A8-1. (4.112)

Eqs. (3.170) through (3.177):

Ch2,!ICPeD.J1C I

ChIHC + Ch2HCPeD,1,zic I

I
I1+ INf L I

B'
St,HC

(4.113)

St,HC ;;---
HC

1+_N_A;

St,,HC h,f

B(1)O, (4.114)

B(1)O, (4.115)

B(1)O, (4.116)



B51+

B'O,

PeD,HXI
hHX1

1 Chl,Hx1 + Ch2HXIPeD,,HX1

11+
N1,1 ALfl

+ Nh
h,t2

U)
tc,HX *

St,HX1 h,t1

;,HxlLffX

A1x1w*+
I I

1+ I

N1,,
+ Nh

h,t2
I

cJLV * ISt,HX1 A h)I )

*,ILVI

Ch2HXI Peo,jtxi
hH h,1-fX1

Chl,Hx1 + Ch2,HX1 PCD,HX1

I
1 +

U)
A* C* h*,HX *

St,Hxl HC h,t1 h,t1

;,HxlLHx
JLfl

I

1 I

1+-
I

Nj) A1V1A+N h,i2
IU) wJfX

*St,x1 A, h)1 h,t1 )
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(4.117)

(4.118)

(4.119)
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Ch2 NC PeD,,JIC

hJ1C

C1 + Ch2HCPeD,t,Hc

I

A

- -. (4.120)

i:;- II,HC
)tI,HC;--

1+-
A

(.0
'

St,HC h,f

Eqs. (3.178) through (3.185):

C*(l) =c' (4.121)I/C,

c*(1)
2 'UC (4.122)

c*(1) = c' (4.123)3 RS'

c*(1)
(4.124)4

c*(1) = c*(1)
(4.125)5 UN'

c*(1) =C*(1)
(4.126)6

c*(1) = (4.127)7 DC'

8 LI! (4.128)



Solution of Matrix Equation by Gaussian Elimination

Eqs. (3.186), (3.187), and (3.188):

xl

1

4

.fAf ,4AL+N h2

1e St,,11 St,6Ah

Ch21

1
Chll + Ch21PeD,1

1+
N1 A

w
st,1

St,1
(o+

I
1+ N,IfAa);

-I St,,i

a+8l+5J6
.NjA; u----Nh 6

e
Sti1

Ch26 PeD,F,6

h,6

Ch16 + Ch26Pe,6
1

1+
N1 4---+N h,t2

*St,6 A ;,t1 h,t1+f

6Lst,6-
1+

*

St,6 A1 4,t1 h,t1

-; r(+ j'lI +5

IJ A *N*A6AI_+N

e
St,,1 hJ

135



where

C62 6PeDE,6

C616 + C62 6PeD;,6

1+
1

St,6 A tc,6

h,6'6St,6

w*1,t44+N
6St,,6 A '

h,t1

h,1

C621 PeDe,1
nh,1

C611 +C621PeD',

1+
*/Vf A*

&

St,,1
"j

-Stfl-

1+ N6 A
&

St,,1

SI&

S1,1 ,j S1,6 A
e

,II A . A A
+Nh 6S1,6A;4';,,

8mn
{1,

m=n
= (Kronecker delta function)

0, mn

iI St St6
- i;&*+J1 j6 =0

j=2,6,7,orl 1+ 1+

s,,1 St,,6 A

136

(4.129)

(3.187)
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should be set if = and
j-2,6,7,orl k=1

iorj: 1=HC;2=UC;3=RS;4=RT;5=UH;6=HX1;7=DC;8=LH.

iloop HC + UC + RS + TRT + TUH + THXI + TiJc +

=l+rUC+TJ+rRT+rUH+HXl+rl+TI,H. (4.130)

4.3.1.6 Liquid-Phase Density

Constant Liquid-Phase Density

The reference temperature, Eq. (3.190), at which all the constant liquid

properties were estimated can be expressed as

(HCin +THC)= (jqCu( K,HC +7HC out) ,HCUt LT,HC, (4.131)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

+ I;, = L\T0T HCout + =!A7,AT;,HC, (4.132)

which can be reduced to

=c00,AT;,Hc =_.=_!. (4.133)

Variable Liquid-Phase Density Used in the Gravitational Force Term
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The steady-state variable liquid-phase density was obtained in Section

3.3.1.6 as

5,(s) pio[i_fl0{(s)_70}],

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

peo;(s) p,jifleo(s)_7}],

which can be reduced to

;(s)= i_fleoAI,[T(s)_Teo].

Substituting Eq. (4.133) into Eq. (4.135) gives

where

;(s)= 1_Nte.t[(S)+],

Nte = J3,0AT#,Hc = /eo _2
Gae

(3.193)

(4.134)

(4.135)

(4.136)

(4.137)

which is a thermal expansion number (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000, p. 84) for the

liquid, and can be expressed as the ratio of a steady-state modified Grashof number

to a modified Galileo number Ga defined as follows:
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(4.138)
/110

which is a steady-state modified Grashof number (Todreas and Kazimi, 1990, p.

675) representing the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscous force, and was used

as a variable dimensionless number in the parametric study for the single-phase

steady-state performance and linear stability analyses;

Ga, 2 '

Peo

(4,139)

which is a modified Galileo number (Boucher and Alves, 1959), and was fixed as a

constant in the parametric study;

H H LHC LHX
HC-HX 100,0

2 2
(4.140)

which is the distance between the thermal centers of the heated core and heat

exchanger.

Substituting Eq. (4.137) into Eq. (4.136) gives the final form of the

nondimensionalized steady-state variable liquid-phase density as

,\ Gr, r.01 1

p,s )=1------II s )+
Ga,L 2

(4.141)

The variable liquid-phase density perturbation was obtained in Section

3.3.1.6 as

_fleo1(') (3.194)



which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

p(Op((s) fl[AT*(s)+T} A7,i(s)
p0p t) 1_fltoA7,[T(s*)_1] [AT*()T]

J30AT () 1 A1I(s)
1 fl0 [(s )-

[*
(s)+

which can be reduced to

fl,0AT
-J

T*(*)
_I3cl

s* 1flOA[T(s).-r0]
[()+__1

i_floA717(S)_7o1 £

N
r

*(

).

1_Nte[Tt*(S*)+__]

Substituting Eq. (4.137) into Eq. (4.143) gives

Gr,
,3;(s) __;

4.3.1.7 Liquid-Phase Friction Factor

Eq. (3.201):

140

(4.142)

(4.143)

(4.144)
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(4.145)
U0U U,1

4.3.2 Kinematics for Two-Phase Region

4.3.2.1 Gas-Phase Density

The steady-state gas-phase density was obtained in Section 3.3.2.1 by using

the ideal gas law with the thermal and mechanical equilibrium assumptions as

pg(S)_= (3.204)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

p,0,;(s)_= Rl*(s*)±1] (4.146)

which can be reduced to

where

N(s)+1L_0

p,0R7 *(s*)+1
R NT7*(s*)+1

(4.147)

N Pm,out (4.148)R
p,0Rl
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which is a modified Arrhenius number (Boucher and Alves, 1959), and was fixed as

a constant in the parametric study;

POU.HCDC,HC 2
N- POUeHC ReDJ,HC

(4.149)=_ -
2 2 '

P0 Pm,out POP,n.outDe,HC Re,D,eHC

Pe20

which is a pressure ratio number, and can be expressed as the square of the ratio of

the steady-state Reynolds number in the heated core DJJIC to a modified

Reynolds number ReP,D,e,HC defined below:

JPioPm,out DCffc
ReP,D,I,HC

/to

(4.150)

which is a modified Reynolds number based on the pressure boundary condition,

and was fixed as a constant in the parametric study;

2 3
p10 gfl10 AT0,HCHHC_IJJ

N
A7, AT

=2, (4.151)
Tl"HC,out Grr,e

which is a temperature ratio number, and can be expressed as the ratio of the

steady-state modified Grashof number e to another modified Grashof number

Grr,1 defined below:

(4.152)
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which is a modified Grashof number based on the temperature boundary condition,

and was fixed as a constant in the parametric study.

Substituting Eqs. (4.149) and (4.151) into Eq. (4.147) gives the final form

of the nondimensionalized steady-state gas-phase density as

2 ( )+ i
ReP,D,,HC

Grr,e

(4.153)

The gas-phase density perturbation was obtained in Section 3.3.2.1 as

Pg(S)1b(S)T(S)
(3.205)

pg(S) :(s) (s)'

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

peo.;(s) 4p0j(s*) TI*(s*)
(4.154)p0(s) -() ATT(s)+T

which can be reduced to

L\p0 *( \ 'j( \
o;(s) Pm\ NT77s*)

. (4.155);(s) P_--()+i L-(S)i N(s)+1 NTT*(s*)1
rn

Substituting Eqs. (4.149) and (4.15 1) into Eq. (4.155) gives
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2
ReD,e,HC *( *\ Gre ".1 *

I ==i
,3;(s) ReDC NC GrT,e

(4.156)
pg(s ) ReD,e,HC

;,(s)+1
_*(s*)+1

RCP,D,e,HC

4.3.2.2 Distribution Parameter

Distribution Parameter Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

Eq. (3.210):

(4.157)

Eq. (3.211):

() _nc(Cc_1)E(s*)}c
13;(s*)

(4.158)
(s) c i)[;

)J

Distribution Parameter Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

Eq. (3.214):

(4.159)

Eq. (3.215):
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-fl(C-1)1
Co(s*) [p(s )j [pg(s ) p; (4160)
t(S CC_(CC_l1[.;(S)P; S

4.3.2.3 Void-Fraction- Weighted Mean Drift Velocity

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drill Velocity Based on Constant Liquid-
Phase Density

Eq. (3.220):

0(s)
[o0g{p0 _pg(s)}1'

[1_(S)2, (3.220)cv[
PF2O j

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

/ \ n,1

u(s*) [og{po p0s)fl
(4.161)cv

I

which can be reduced to

)=icv[0 ;(s*)}1[1(*),

p(oU0

( vt

1= __i-_I
c ['- Pg S )J [i

(s* )2

U(ffc "/0 )

P/01e,HC

P/0 P/o) c[1_;(s*)J1{1_(s*)2
P/OU,,HCDO.HC

P10
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c [1 ;(s)J' [i_ (s*)], (4.162)
ReD,,HC

/

PLODe,HC I o0g i
ReO,D,,HC (4.163)

Pfo p0)

which is a modified Reynolds number based on the surface tension, and was fixed

as a constant in the parametric study.

Eq. (3.221):

Vg0(s) pg(s) ig(s) a(s)â(s)
(3.221)/ =flvl + fly2V,0s) ptog()pg() 1(s)(s)'

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

Uo.o(s:)
= ,

_popg(s) pop;(s*)
V2

(S) âo(s*)
(4.164)

u0V0 (s ) Peo PLoPg (s ) pOpg (s ) 1 a0 (s ) a0 (s )

which can be reduced to

;() (+ -) â0(s)
(4.165)V0(s*) 1;(s)p;(s) i_a(s )cto(s )

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Based on Variable Liquid-
Phase Density

Eq. (3.224):
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-
(3.224)

(s) j

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

I *llnvi
u0V(.

I

[i_ä(s)I" (4.166)s )c
p2p;2(.) j

which can be reduced to

;;()= __c[°°
if' [i-(S)J

= _1I] cv[]'' [i (s)1'
U(,HC P,o p (s )

PO'e,HC

() * s*,
(
\V

g [1_(*)J2I'o '°
CV

;2(s.)
j

,HCDeC

po

Re,D,F,HC [; (s)-; (s )] ). (4.167)
ReDHC i-' (s )

Eq. (3.225):

2(s) [ (s) Ms) _g(s) /(s)2(s)1
nyuJs) [p(S)_g(S)(S) ,(s)_g(s)g(s) p,(s)j 1_(s)(s)'

(3.225)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as



po;(s*) p0;(s)
_p0;(s*) po;(s*)2 ()l

= nvl[Lp!o;(s*)_po;(s*) p(O(s) p(s*)_p J p(s) p(s)j
_) as

+nv2
*1cns cr S

which can be reduced to

148

(4.168)

i2;(s)
[ ;() ; )

_,;(s) ;(s*)2;(S*)
V(s*)1[(s*)(s*) s*) (s*)(s*)(s*) ;(s)

V21_(*)(*y

4.3.2.4 Flow Quality

Eq. (3.230):

1 UHC
X PgnQgi* Uyc

POAHC,HC J

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

1 UQl;HC

;

U0U

i

which can be reduced to

- ( 1 ')U,HC

(4.169)

(3.230)

(4.170)
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4.3.2.5 Void Fraction

Void Fraction Based on Constant Liquid-Phase DeflsIty

Eq. (3.235):

(s1i+;(s)]±(s).
Dot x

Eq. (3.236):

s

Coos*) 0 g C00 s) i I I p s

) }

ci(s )

Void Fraction Based on Variable Liquid-Phase DeiiIy

Eq. (3.239):

149

(4.171)

(4.172)

(4.173)

1

-* *
(4.174)

-' 1I *i *\ pg(s)
C0ts U+---_ +V.s )--t-; .

LS
j

gj

xp,



Eq. (3.240):

(*)o(
C0(s

°
,i5;(s*)lco(s*) i ;() ;()

+v()
;(s*) {r2s ;(s)s çs

:(sY:(s) LV; I s iis)

_.{ i_;(s)1 _*i,\__________C0s +Vs )__ .\i *

[
X Pt S )j XPm S ,pi S

4.3.2.6 Mixture Density

Mixture Density Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

Eq. (3.244):

,(s*)= (s*);(s*)+[1_(s*)].

Eq. (3.245):

150

(4.175)

(4.176)

(s:)1+[1_(S.)] aOs
p:o(s*) [a0 _ pg(s )j 1_a0(s )a0 S

(4.177)
Pmo(

) a0 ( )pg (s )+ [i a0 (s )]

Mixture Density Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

Eq. (3.248):

(4.178)
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Eq. (3.249):

(s); +[i_ (s); ([
s]

(4.179)

4.3.2.7 Mixture Velocity

Mass Flux at Gas Injection Point

Eq. (3.253):

Pg,inQgn+Po11Hc11,Hc
(3.253)

A

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

Pg,inQg,in +p(oAHciHc
(4.180)

A

which can be reduced to

Pg,inQg,in
+

POAHC,HC Pg,inQg,in
-ç +in

p0u0A p,0u0A P,O,KCAHC A POi,HCA

XA,C
(4.181)1. £A A 1 A An 1i ) A 1. A

Eq. (3.254):
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[
1 UF,HC

(3.254)
Gm 1PgnQgn UHC

POAHCÜJIC)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

PoU0G

=[

1 1UOÜHC (4J82)pou0G* x I

in UQUHc

which can be reduced to

1_xJUHc(i; (4.183)
G 1---x+x Uffc

Mass Flux in Two-Phase Region of Riser

Eq. (3.257):

(4.184)

Eq. (3.258):

a s)0s)n:(s)
(4.185)os) posn) i,(s)

Mixture Continuity Equation

Eq. (3.261):
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0. (Steady-state) (4.186)
ds

Eq. (3.262):

= 0. (4.187)

(Initial linear perturbation)

Steady-State

Eq. (3.265):

(= - 1 (4.188)
prno( /

Initial Linear Perturbation

Eq. (3.268):

=- (4.189)
urn (s ) G. PmO (

) PmO S

4.3.2.8 Averaged Drft Velocity

Eq. (3.273):
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;(s)=
Jo(s*)+[o(s*)_1};(s*)

. (4.190)
F I ,\ L 1 *1_Pg(5 )

1[C00(s )-1J20s ) ---
Pmot )

Eq. (3.274):

;o(s*)0f
0:::+

i(s)+ [(s*)_iz,(s*)

_[O(S*)_1(S,)1I;(s*)[_9(s*) êo(s*)âo s -() i;
p0(s*) c00(s)-1 C00(s) s

o s)

(4.191)

4.3.2.9 Two-Phase Friction Factor

Eq. (3.281):

[o(s*)ü,,(s*
1. (4.192)

fm(S*) f[o(s*) u,,(s
]

4.3.3 Dynamics for Single-Phase Regions

Steady-State Solutions

Eq. (3.289):

=0. (4.193)
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Eq. (3.290):

(4.194)

Eq. (3.291):

L\J?;() (4.195)2D;4)

Eq. (3.292):

= p (- g,1 Xl + fl,07 )L1 p0 (- g,1 )fl° .r i (s1 )ds, (3.292)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

= po(gg .eIl+fi(A7'J +7,)je0L;

Pto ( gg ,i )i f [M; )+ 7 0ds

= p0g( Xi + flLOA77; )e0L; + p0g( g )fl010L

pjog( f ;(s; )eds p,0g( T0ds

p0g( i IOATOQL; + p0g( );
t

.

= p(Og( . i_I0 £0L p0g(
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= pog(g i)o[fl iJ0L pog(g .51)0A0 f;(ss

= PoflO £oflAT _)(_g j; pogfloAo(g (4.196)

which can be reduced to

;(gr) g/3,0A10

[
1 _!ëg)' gfl0

( .)(S:)d;
u411 fieo UHc

p0g/30AT/ p1g/30AT030

( 1 1

:J(

g 2 s,i)f ;
)dPHC 2 PO2HCO

pgfl0 AT,,cH3 L3HC-HX HC

H ( 1HC-HX

PCDHC L2 fl0ATc ,l

HC

£0 'e,HC

H3HC-HX (_gs,j)f(j*)1
. (4.197)

L2______________ HC
2

e,HC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36), (4.137), and (4.138) into Eq. (4.197) gives

cr ffC rHC
ReD,,HC HHC HX Gr 2 ReD,,,HC HHcHx

(4.198)

Eq. (3.293):

4(ft)
(4.199)
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Linear Perturbation Solutions

Eq. (3.295):

Qa)
= (4.200)

Eq. (3.296):

,*(ca) (4.201)

Eq. (3.297):

= (2_nji)L[J. (4.202)

Eq. (3.298):

r)

= p(Q(g,)flQ '(s1)d.s' (3.298)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

Peoiic
= po(gg eS)fl(O f(s0ds

ue,Ffc U0

= p0g( g )flO -e0 f I'; (s: )ds

p,0gfl0L70
.)f';()ii, (4.203)
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which can be reduced to

.(gr) gfl,0L%70
(g .1)fi(s*)ds:

U HG

p0g/30M

(g .)j;(s)=
POUHC

p2

p0g/310AT,,iicH3 L3HCHX I/C

£0 'HCHX
.)f'ii';(s)ds. (4.204)

P/20U2_D2 L2,HC e,HC _ic_
,2 D2£0 eHC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36) and (4.138) into Eq. (4.204) gives

r(gr) ri DHc
(g jf ';cI. (4.205)

ReD,F,HC HC-HX

Eq. (3.299):

*(fl)

=2-1c-. (4.206)24)

4.3.4 Dynamics for Two-Phase Region

Steady-State Solutions

Eq. (3.305):

=0. (4.207)
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Eq. (3.3 06):

(ca) = [o(s* )i2 (s)1.L. _t;o(s*)2(s*)1,. (4.208)

Eq. (3.307):

= fy(s*)p;0(sj;2(s*)o.s*.
(4.209)

Eq. (3.308):

4(gr)
=(_g)f.m(s)ds, (3.308)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

= (gig .e)fpo(s*)e0ds*

=pogto(_eg.es)f;(s*)cis*, (4.210)

which can be reduced to

*(gr)

=
0(- s)f(s*)t1s*

UHc

p120 gt

-
( g ) f. p

(*
)ds

POUIHC

I1O
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L3HC

- ,L12 i-,
HC-HX

PFOUHCDeHCLHC
(4.211)

'e,HC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36) and (4.139) into Eq. (4.211) gives

*(gr) Ga )f(s). (4.212)m 2 H3 g
ReD,,HC HC-HX

Eq. (3.309):

dr)

[
)]

[

afr) P(S)i7.2()]
(4.213)

Linear Perturbation Solutions

Eq. (3.311):

U)* .io(s. (s*)
. (4.214)

Eq. (3.3 12):

.(c) =[OS.2(S.0 :+2
u}] _[;Os*2(s*)f0:+2

}]

+&* fo(s(s)°ds. (4.215)

Eq. (3.313):
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= fJ(*)*()i*2( *(j (4.216)

Eq. (3.3 14):

gr)
=(_g)f(s)°''ds (3.314)

Pm(S)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

Pto1'c y*(gr)
= (-gig _: .U,Hc POPmS I

(4.217)

which can be reduced to

gr) o( .)f*(s*)/3(ds*

Pm(')

p0g

Poc

pgH3 L3HC-HX HC

i (4.218)
Po'i,i,cjjc

p120 D2e,HC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36) arid (4.139) into Eq. (4.2 18) gives
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gr) Ga1 D;HC
es)fPrns)4ds. (4.219)

ReD,1,HC HHcHX Pm S

Eq. (3.315):

- )
;(s)

.2( fa(s)
.) ()

i*(.)(*) 2H
gj 1_(s*)(s*) ;(s) (s) gJ()

?=L

;(s) *2(
fa*(.)

.) ()
(*)

2gj i(5*) 1_(s*)(s*) ;(s) t7g5(s)

(4,220)

4.3.5 Steady-State Analysis for the Circulation Loop

Eq. (3.30):

*(Ia) *(ca) *(fr) -_*(gr) .(fl) *(dr)
= 0 = + APioop + + PIOOp + + . (4.221)

Eq. (3.3 16):

=0.

Eq. (3.317):

(4.222)

= (S;T )z (s;T [OT (S;T )rnT (S;T )1.. (4.223)



IE%1

Eq. (3.3 18):

i]

1
/ '2-

ii !(,RTLRT+
2D:RT J

(r )O,RT (s;T )RT (s;T )dSRT
D:RT

(4.224)

Eq. (3.3 19):

(gr) -
=

4r
+ g j PTh,RT(SRT )dSRT pog[t /O(,HCUt 'o )]LRT, (3.319)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

2 -.
PeaUHc Pi00 = p0gJ30Al, LXTHCI?0H IC-HX

+g f pCOP,RT(sT)eOds;T P,o

= + peogO

= peog0

which can be reduced to

[i fleoA1Cou, T,O)]eOLRT

JPrn,r (sT )dS;T p0g0(i_ fleoA7 LT

Ir
jPrn,RT(sRT)RT _Peofieo £o[flT !JL;T

(4.225)

= gfl0A
+4.a_

fT
Rr(5rk1S

gfl0AI,e0 (_1

-JLT
UCHC UHc

' RT

HC fleo7 2
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p,0gfl,0A7
11,20

HcHx

p,20g p0gfleoA7

( ilu,20

Poj,c Prn,RT ( Poc fl,o
11,2

p,2gfi0ETcH3HC-HX 'HC

£0 'HC-HX

POHCDeJIC L2HC
2 j5Y
£0 e,HC

p,2gH3 L3HC-HX HC

HC-HX

+ p,OHCDC,HCLHC f Prn.i )ds;

2 D2£0 e,HC

p,2g/3,0AT,ftcH3HC-HX LHC
ii ( 1£0 'HC-HX

P,2OHCDHC L2 fl,0AT,iic
]LT. (4.226)

,2 D2£0 e,HC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36), (4.137), (4.138), and (4.139) into Eq. (4.226) gives

(gr) Gr, D2eJIC
Ploop = 2 H3ReD,,,HC HC-HX

Ga, D;,2,,, T D2
(4.227)eHC I-ReD,,HC HCHx I Pm RT(SRT SRT

RCD,,HC Gr j

Eq. (3.320):

2

[[J (4.228)
iRT
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Eq. (3.321):

*(dr) [ aOT(sRT) P;,RT(SRT) *2
(s;T)]

-[
ceORT(sRT) PRT(SRT) =2 *

1oop

1OT(sRT)
(* VIRT(SRT)]

Pmo,jT sRT)
RT

(4.229)

Substituting Eqs. (4.222), (4.223), (4.224), (4.227), (4.228), and (4.229) into

Eq. (4.221) gives

.(i) *(ca) '*(fr) *(gr) .(fi) .--.(j,)
Api001, = 0 = Ap,00,, + /.p1001, + LP loop + APioop + /'P loop + APj=p

=0

+ [prnOJiT (S;T (S;T (s; (s; )L=0

+I 1;
2 t,4°) D;,,

1 r 1 (AC2 fI,RTLRT+
2D:RT

fmiir (s; )O,RT (s;T )RT (s; )dS;T D;,.

1 D°2eHC2
H°3

HcHx
ReD,6HC HC-HX

Gr1 DeHC (+_ai D 2

P,RT (s;T )ds;

22 *3 ,IRTH*3
ReD,F,HC HC-HX ReD,l,HC HHC_Hx Gri L)

iRT

+ [
C Pg,RT(s;)

(s; )1
[1 aORT PmOJ?T (sRT)

which can be rearranged as

[ cXORT(SRT) P;j?T(.T) '*2
(-I - * -* * gJRT RT[1 a01 (sRT) PmOJ1T (SRT)

(4.230)
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1[; JLl

1 r
1 (;+

2D:RT I fm,i (s;T )O,RT (s; )z;RT (S;T )ds;
-L:;-J

2

ft,RTLRT_______
D:RT

1

+![i4 I K
2 ft4) ]iRTL

+ [PrnO,JIT (S;T rn,RT ( Lr_Lr IjP,no,RT (s; rn,RT (s; )j.

aJ7. (s;T) P;T (S;T) [ O,RT (s;) P;,jT(s;)+
[1T(S;T) PrnOT(SRT)

f2 (s;T)] r*2 (sT )1* ) gJ,RT[1T(s;T) PrnOT(SRT

£ _eHC
H;_HX2

RCD,1,HC Hcffx

_ D2__ (Ga1£ eHC+2
ReD,I,HC Gr1

-_JL*
Ga1

fr2
Rr 2 *3

DFHC HC-HX
Pm,RT(SRT)RT, (4.23 1)

which finally becomes

2
Re,I,HC

HCHX

D2 \2 [A:J D:]e,HC

-
1 i-r 1 (AJC I

fI,RTLRT+ _______
2D:RT j fmRT (s;T )O,RT (s;T )- (s;T )dS;T

D:RT

+![I 4 I( \2 1

K1
2 ft[)iRT L

+ [;ORT (s; )rnT )LL. L0T (s; *,RT (sT )L=0

+[ s;) P;T(SRT) *2 (*) aOT(T) P;T(sRT) *2 (s;)1 \
[1 aT (s;) OT

VT
lSrLr [_ (T) PmO.RT SRT 1$r0 /

-
(* )

gj,RT

=GrH
HX

+(L_iL* Ga1 -* (4.232)
I

J

RT P,RTGr 2 Gr1



which can be represented simply as

or

where

ReD,1,HC {C1 + fl) + + r)1 Gr [_
(gr) 1

1 2 J2#

(fr)H/1V (ACf,IL \
D LT) /'
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(4.233)

(4.234)

(4.235)

/ 1
2 -

1(A fL,RTLRT\
2 D2 \ 2D:RT

f fm,RT (s;T )O,RT (s;T )mRT (s;T )RT -;-J D; I,e,HC

H /iv[(A;2K1\
D2 2LhI AJe,HC \ iRT[

(4.23 6)

(4.237)

H
([O.RT (s;T )rn,RT (s; )L=L. [PrnO,RT (sT rn,RT (s;T )L0) (4.238)2 D2e,HC

e,HC

ft aORT(SRT) P;,RT(SRT) *2 (;)1 [ aORT(SRT) ;,RT(S;T) *2 (*)x1I -* , Vgj,Rr * gj,RT\[i ao,RT(s;T) PmO,RTSRT) I [i O,RT(S;T) OT(sRT
JSRT-LRT
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(4.239)

(4.240)

_(g,)=_iJr_
T

5; J
Prn,Rr(Rrks;r . (4.241)20 -I

Eq. (4.234) provides a steady-state solution in nondimensional form. That

is, given the steady-state modified Grashof number and the flow quality

included in the term _') in Eq. (4.234), which are the driving force terms in the

cases without and with gas injection, respectively, the steady-state Reynolds

number ReD,,,Hc can be obtained by

1/2[ j(gr)(gr) 11/2

ReD,(,HC = Gr( I
10 20

I (4.242)

[ i

4.3.6 Linear Perturbation Analysis for the Circulation Loop

Eq. (3.32):

A00(a) (4.243)

Eq. (3.323):

A(ai)

=
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RT

+ f PrnO,RT(T)rn,RT(S;T)..;T w°1L. (4.244)
Umpr (sRT)

Eq. (3.324):

A4loop /

= [OT (s;T ),RT (s;T )f PmO,jT
(s;T)

+ 2
U,,RT )i 1

PrnORT(SRT) Urn Rr(SRT)t

\IPOJ?T(ST) 1I .
[ PmOT(4TJ UrnT(SRT)

JsT=o

IT
+w* j OT(s;T;,RT( * \PO,RT(ST)s) I * ds

P**O,RT (sRT)

Eq. (3.325):

A(w°)

T [L2(2 )Li1]

(4.245)

1 T

L.RT ( )O,RT (s;T rn,RT (S;T fl,
)P'ORT ( n )RT1ds;

f RT
Pm O,RT UmRT sRT)]2D:RT

( \2 -
)fe.RTLRT- Ii 4c (2

fRT
D:RT2

Eq. (3.326):

A ()

= _p(og/3jo[(g S/)f i(s1)ds]

(4.246)



RT

+gJRT

Prn,RT (sRT)
dsRT + p,0gfl,0 J ,RT (sRT )dsRTPm,RT(SRT)_

Pm,RT (sRT)

which can be transformed by nondimensionalization as

Pojic

= _PLoi8(o[(_ g s,i

).i
(s: )eods]

Po
(s;)

r ATRT

(s;)e0ds;+gf POPrn,RT(SRT) £0ds+p10g/3 f --'"£0
P0PM,RT(SRT) U0

= p0gfl(0A7,e0
).

U0

IRrp(0g0 4r
( * \PZRT(SRT)

j RT(SRr);T,Pm,RT SRT) -* i ,
U0 I Pm,RTRT) U0

which can be reduced to

gfl0AT0
[(g .1)f(s;)ds]

+ :!- fr P,RT (s; )
PZRT (T )

dsT
j

RT (sT )isRT
UHc PmRT (sftT)

pg/3,0ATJ

=

Poc [(-g

pg/30A1

Pgc Prn,RT (s;T
)PZRT (s;)

RT +
Prn,RT (si) POHC fT

,RT (s;T SRT

170

(3.326)

(4.247)
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pgfl0zTjicH3HC-HX HC

HC-HX [(g i)f(s)ds]
PHCD,HC LHC

£

'e,HC

pgH3 L3HC-HX JIC,2 H3 RT )P:T(s;T)dS.HC-HX

ii2D LHC I Prn,RT(SRT
Prn,RT(SRT)

£L2 D2£0 e,HC

pg/30LTe,HcH3HC-HX HC
"3 4T

11HC-HX+
J

,RT(;r)s;r. (4.248)
PO,HCDC,ffC L2__c-

D2£0 eJIC

Substituting Eqs. (4.36), (4.138), and (4.139) into Eq. (4.248) gives

= - DJf
[(- eg s,j ( i'; ( )ds]

RCD,,HC HC-HX

Ga DJ 4
)

Pm (s;T )
dS;T

ReD,1HC HcHx J Pm,RT (sRT)
+ 2

HCHx j RT (sT

(4.249)

Eq. (3.327):

A(af)
2!v[14 2Ki]. (4.250)

2LI A I

iRT \. i I

Eq. (3.328):
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[

aO7. (s;) PRT (sT) *2

1 aOT(sRT) (-_3VRT(SRT)PmO,RT SRT

x
aURT (s;) aORT(s;) aORT (s;)

aO (S;T) 1 R;( aORT (si) +

Pg,RT (s;T)

(s; )

PmO,RT (s;) ' (s; )1

PrnO,RT (sr)
,RT(s;)

1

j
) s =L

[

(s;) PRT(s;T)
*2 (.)

1 aT) ( .7
gj,RT

PmU,RT SRT

x
aOT (s;T) (s;) ZRT (s;)

OT(s) 1 aORT(sJ OT (sT) +

/RT (S;T )

(si)

O,RT(s;) ' (s; )1

or (sir) (s;)
)

1

Js=o

(4.251)

Substituting Eqs. (4.244), (4.245), (4.246), (4.249), (4.250), and (4.25 1) into

Eq. (4.243) gives

A(af ) ;(w )-1- (w )+ A(af )+ A(w )+ A(of )+ AJ(w)

,1(A;C ')L*l

Um,RT(SRT)dS* a)*[AHC"
ILRT+wJ PrnO,RT(RT)7n.RT(RT)__.(*)

ART)

RTSRT,J+ [.;ORT (s;T )r2
\ I PInORT S;7.

+ 2
'm,RT S;T)

PmO,RT URT ST

[OTST*2 * O,RT(sT)2iZRT(ST)

PmOT(T) UrnT(SRT)}]
-I ,n,RTI.SRTJ)

+
PrnO,RT (s;T ,RT (sT )

0,RT (s;T )
ds

PmO,RT (sRT)

+.V1(
'2

I (2_n11)2i]
24[(A)
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)PO,RT
(s;T

)+(2 fRT
)URT(s; )ldS;-

+ 2D:RT
f,RT (s; )O,RT (s;T rnT (s;T

PmO,RT(RT) URT (SRT)]
'1J,RT -,

1(J (2_ni RT)

2

D:,RT

Gr D

ReD,,HC
[(- g )f : (s s]2

* Gr DeHC+
Deic ' P,,,,RT(s'RT)

2

fT 7,ir(S'RT)d;rReD,,HC HcHx f Prn (s;)
Prn,RT (S;T) ReD,,,HC HC-HX

ds7 + 2 H3

iRT

[
() Pg,RT (s;T) 7*2 ()

1 a0RT(sRT) (
*

)
gj,RT

PmO,RT SRT

I a (s;T) ,RT (s;) aORT (sT) ;:RT (s;T) PO,RT()+ 2 r (S;T )1 1

aO,RT (S;T) ' aORT (s;) aO,RT (S;T) + (S;T) PrnO,RT (S;T)
,RT (s; )LSTL,

[ Ur (sT) P;,RT()
RT (S;T)

aORT (S;T) PrnOT(si)

IaT(s;T) OT(SRT) aoT(s;T) (s;) PmOT(SRT)2VgRT(SBT)1
ao (ST) OT (sr) (s) + T (s ) PrnOT (s;T)

T (s; )J ]4ro

(4.2 52)

which is the characteristic function for the loop in nondimensional form. The

asymptotic stability of the system can be determined from the nature of the roots of

the algebraic characteristic equation as

(4.253)
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5. RESULTS

Using the mathematical models and solution methods described in the

previous chapters, the steady-state and linear stability analyses were carried out to

evaluate the performance and stability of the gas-injection enhanced natural

circulation of STAR-LM. Since the momentum equation is coupled with the

energy equation through the fluid velocity and temperature and the gas density is

strongly dependent on the pressure in the two-phase region of the riser, the

numerical iteration was inevitable. For numerical calculations, the MATLAB

(The MathWorks, Inc., 2002) programming language was used, and the programs

made for this analysis are listed in Appendix G

5.1 Input for Numerical Calculations

The geometrical parameters (Sienicki, 2003) and single-phase liquid form

loss coefficients (Sienicki, 2003) for the STAR-LM natural circulation loop are

listed in Table 5.1.

The liquid-metal lead (Pb) is supposed to be used as the primary coolant of

STAR-LM, and the argon (Ar) gas was selected as the injected gas for this analysis.

The liquid and gas properties used in the analysis are shown in Table 5.2. The

listed values of the liquid properties were obtained at a reference temperature (490

°C), which is determined during the iterative numerical calculations, using the lead

property correlations (Greenspan et al,, 2002). The argon gas properties used in

this analysis are the gas constant R (Sonntag and Van Wylen, 1991) and dynamic

viscosity lug (Vargaftik, 1975), which was estimated at a fluid temperature in the

two-phase region of the riser (560 °C) and the atmospheric pressure.
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Table 5.1 Geometrical parameters and form loss coefficients for
STAR-LM natural circulation ioop

Flow section L [ml A [m2] De [m] K {-]

HC 2.0 2.713 0.028 2.7153

UC 0.5 2.713 0.028 0.1625

RT 9.5 4.544 0.200 0

HX1 6.9 7.155 0.026 0.3027

DC 5.1 11.081 2.154 0

Table 5.2 Properties of the liquid (Pb) and gas (Ar) for STAR-LM

Fluid Property Value

p1 [kg/rn3] 1.O440x1O

c [J/kg-°C] 1.4525x 102

K, [W/m-°C] 1.5790x101

p, [kg/m-s] 1.8857x10

fl1 [11°C] 1.2931x10

o [N/rn] 4.1386x10'

Pg [kglm-s] 4.8760x10

R {J/kg-°C] 2.0813x102
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The material properties of the fuel (UN) (Hayes et al., 1 990a, 1 990b,

1 990c), heat exchanger tube (HT9) (Sienicki, 2003), and secondary-side working

fluid (S-0O2) (Sienicki, 2003) used in the linear stability analysis of STAR-LM are

shown in Table 3.3. The geometrical parameters of the solid structures (Siemcki

etal., 2003) for the STAR-LM natural circulation loop are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Geometrical parameters of the solid structures in STAR-LM

Geometrical Parameter Value

Outer diameter of the fuel rod cladding
D1 (Sienicki etal., 2003) 0.0 1905

[m]

Outer diameter of the heat exchanger tube (primary side)

D, (Sienicki etal., 2003) 0.014
[m}

Inner diameter of the heat exchanger tube (secondary side)
D,2 (Sienicki etal., 2003) 0.0 10

[m]

Total number of heat exchanger tubes
N, (Sienicki etal., 2003)

[-Il
25500

The boundary conditions or system input parameters should be given to

solve the governing field equations. The boundary conditions for the liquid- and

two-phase regions are specified in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Boundary conditions used in the analysis for STAR-LM

Region Parameter Value

Liquid-phase

P {W] ?400x106

PRT,OU [Pa] 1.013x10

Tejicout [°C] 560

Two-phase

Pgjn [Pa] PRr (iteration)

T8 [°C] 20

Qg,in [m3Is] 0

When carrying out the performance evaluation of the gas lift pump, we

should consider some limitations on key parameters. The void fraction and

heavy-liquid-metal coolant velocity are known as a part of those limiting

parameters. To prevent the possible fluctuation of the flow due to the intermittent

characteristic of the flow regime itself for the slug or cap bubbly flow, the two-

phase flow regime should be restricted to the bubbly flow. The transition from

bubbly to slug flow was related to a maximum possible void fraction of 0.25 to

prevent bubble coalescence to form slugs. (Taitel et al., 1980) It should be noted,

however, that in an earlier paper by Taitel and Dukier (1977) and a later work by

Mishima and Ishii (1984) the void fraction of 0.30 was chosen as the maximum

permissible packing of bubbles to prevent coalescence, which is the limit value of

the void fraction used in this analysis. On the other hand, it is known that the
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velocity of a lead-based coolant in power reactors should be limited by the value of

1.5 mIs due to the intensification of corrosion and erosive wear of core structural

materials by the increase of the coolant velocity. (Fomitchenko, 1998) Yang and

Khalil (2001), however, recommended the velocity of 2.0 mIs as the maximum

permissible value, which is the limit value of the coolant velocity used in this

analysis.

5.2 Steady-State Performance Analysis

Numerical calculations for the steady-state analysis were carried out with

three categories:

(1) Performance evaluation of the gas lift pump for STAR-LM;

(2) Parametric study using the nondimensional analysis result;

(3) Evaluation of the present model by comparing with experimental

data and other numerical results.

5.2.1 Results for STAR-LM

The results of the steady-state analysis for STAR-LM are shown in Figures

5.1 through 5.14. As the results of the performance evaluation of the gas lift

pump for STAR-LM, the variations of the void fraction at the riser outlet, liquid

velocity in the heated core, and thermal power with flow quality in the riser are

shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respectively. And also, the variations of the

thermal power and pressure difference components with void fraction at the riser

outlet are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The coolant temperature rise

in the heated core was kept at 140 °C, which is the value for the case without gas
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injection. Figure 5.1 shows that the homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM)

overpredicts the void fraction compared with the drift-flux equilibrium model

(DEM). Consequently, owing to the overprediction of the driving force with a

higher density difference in the system, HEM overpredicts the liquid velocity and

thermal power at a given flow quality as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

From Figure 5.4, it has turned out that the thermal power of the STAR-LM natural

circulation system with gas injection could be increased from 400 up to 1139 MW

with HEM and 1152 MW with DEM with higher flow quality or gas injection rate

under the limiting void fraction of 0.30 and the limiting coolant velocity of 2.0 mIs.

The maximum coolant velocity (in the heated core) could be increased from 0.69

rn/s without gas injection up to 1.98 rn/s with HEM and 2.00 rn/s with DEM with

gas injection. As shown in Figure 5.5, as the void fraction increases with gas

injection, the two-phase gravitational pressure head increases and provides the

increased driving force to compensate for the pressure drop mostly due to the

single-phase friction and form loss, and consequently enhances the circulation rate

to allow the power to be increased.

The fluid temperature profile along the loop is shown in Figure 5.6. Since

the uniform wall heat flux profiles were assumed for the heated core (HC) and heat

exchanger (HX1), the fluid temperature profiles for both flow sections are linear.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 represent the fluid velocity profiles along the loop for both

cases without and with gas injection, respectively. The density of the injected gas

is strongly dependent on the pressure distribution, and thus the pressure profile in

the two-phase region of the riser was obtained by numerical integration with all the

pressure gradient components considered. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the pressure

and gas density profiles along the riser for the case of the maximum power with gas

injection. The void fraction and mixture density profiles along the riser are shown

in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, respectively. In Figure 5.13, all the pressure gradient

component profiles along the riser are shown comparatively. From the figure, the

gravitational pressure gradient is the most dominant component in the two-phase



region of the riser, and as shown in Figure 5.14, more than 99 % of the total

pressure gradient is due to the gravitational component in the upstream region. As

the flow approaches the outlet of the riser, however, the convective accelerational

pressure gradient gradually increases because the mixture density decreases as

shown in Figure 5.12 due to the increase in the void fraction as shown in Figure

5.11. Consequently, the ratio of the gravitational to total pressure gradient

decreases up to 93 % at the riser outlet, which is shown in Figure 5.14.
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5.2.2 Results of the Parametric Study

From the nondimensional steady-state analysis, the following were

identified as the key variables to be studied:

(1) : Modified Grashof number;

(2) i: Flow quality in the riser;

(3) D.eHc: Reynolds number in the heated core.

Using the nondimensional steady-state analysis result as

)/2[ (gr) (gr)

ReD,e,Hc = Gr, I

1 2
I (4.242)

the numerical calculation results were obtained for both the single- and two-phase

flow conditions. Figure 5.15 shows the variation of the steady-state Reynolds

number in the heated core DdHC with the modified Grashof number Gr, in the

case without gas injection. On the other hand, Figure 5.16 shows the variation of

the steady-state Reynolds number in the heated core ReD,fJJC with the flow quality

in the riser under the condition of the modified Grashof number of2.325x10'5

corresponding to the steady-state coolant temperature rise in the heated core T,,,ic

of 140 °C. In Eq. (4.242), the flow quality providing an additional driving force is

included in
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5.2.3 Evaluation of the Model

To evaluate the steady-state performance analysis model, the gas-injection

experimental data from the CIRCE (ClRcuito Circolazione Eutettico) test facility

and the results of the predictions of those data by other systems analysis codes

(Bandini and Wagner, 2004) were used. CIRCE is a large-scale test facility

designed for operation with lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) and built, at the ENEA

site of Brasimone (Bologna, Italy), for verification of key operating principles of

the LBE-cooled concept of an 80-MWt Experimental Accelerator-Driven System

(XADS). (Barucca et al., 2002) They carried out the first experiment for the

performance verification of the LBE circulation enhanced by Ar gas injection.

The boundary conditions for the isothermal test in the CIRCE test facility are

specified in Table 5.5 and the test facility with its dimensions is shown in Figure

5.17. The correlation forms and their applicable ranges for LBE properties are

listed in Table 5.6. Comparison of the results of the present model with the

experimental data and other numerical results by SIMMER-Ill (Suzuki et al.,

2003b) and RELAP5 (Mod3.2.2fi; Bianchi et al., 2001) are shown in Figures 5.18

through 5.22.

Table 5.5 Boundary conditions for the CIRCE isothermal test

Parameter Value

LBE temperature [°C] 200

Cover gas (Ar) pressure [Pa] 1.013 x 1 0

Ar mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.002 0.0 14
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Table 5.6 Properties of LBE for the CIRCE isothermal test

LBE Property Value

Density of LBE 107401.38xT;
°C

p (Greenspan et al., 2002)
[kg/rn3]

T is in
Valid for 200 1000 °C;
I .0464x 1 o for 200 °C (Isothermal LBE temperature)

Specific heat of LBE 146.51

c, (Greenspan et al., 2002) Valid for 130 700 °C;
[i/kg-K] 1.4651 xl 2 for 200 °C

Thermal conductivity of LBE 12.411 93.37233x I 02xT+7.75802x I QxT3 94661 xl 08xT3

'e
(Greenspan etal., 2002) Tisin K;

Valid for 148 700°C;[W/m-K]
9.6432 for 200 °C

Dynamic viscosity of LBE I O4xexp(760. I /T);

(Greenspan etal., 2002) T is in K
Valid for 126 - 900°C[kglm-sJ
2.4427x10 for 200°C

Volumetric thermal expansion 1/(7782.609-T);
coefficient of LBE T is in °C

fl (Greenspan etal., 2002) Valid for 200 1000°C;
[1/K] l.3188xl0 for200°C

Surface tension of LBE
0.444-0.7x10xT;

a (IAEA-TECDOC-1289, 2002) Tisin K
Valid for 130 800[N/m]
4.1088xI0' for200°C
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Ar gas

Unit: mm

Figure 5.17 CIRCE test facility for gas lift LBE circulation testing
(Barucca et al., 2002)
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of predictions of void fraction in the riser of
CIRCE test facility (Ar mass flow rate = 0.0 142 kg's)
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From Figure 5.18, it seems that both SIMMER-Ill and RELAP5 codes

didn't consider the void effect on the pressure. If the void fraction is not

considered in the axial pressure profile calculation, the local pressure and

accordingly the gas density would be overestimated as shown in the results

predicted by SIMMER-Ill and RELAPS. Although the gas velocity predicted by

the present model agrees very well with the SIMMER-Ill code result as shown in

Figure 5.20, the present model overpredicts the void fraction compared with other

codes as shown in Figure 5.19, and consequently overpredicts the LBE velocity and

mass flow rate as shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, respectively. For the present, a

reliable infonuation about the form loss coefficients for the CIRCE test facility,

which is very important to get accurate analysis results, is not available and

therefore it is necessary to reevaluate the present model by using these data if that

information is secured.
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5.3 Linear Stability Analysis

Once the characteristic equations, Eq. (3.35) with Eq. (3.329) in

dimensional form and Eq. (4.253) with Eq. (4.252) in nondimensional form, were

obtained, three steps of the linear stability analysis procedure were followed for

each operating condition of interest in this study.

First of all, the Nyquist stability criterion (Porter, 1968; Ogata, 2002) was

employed to check the stability of the system. The Nyquist plot basically

provides a method to investigate whether or not the characteristic equation has

roots with a positive real part in the w complex plane. The Nyquist stability

criterion is based on the encirclement theorem from the theory of complex variables.

The encirclement theorem is based on the following mapping theorem (Ogata, 2002,

p. 544):

Let F(a) be a ratio of two polynomials in w. Let P be the

number of poles and z be the number of zeros of F(&) that lie

inside some closed contour in the a. plane, with multiplicity of

poles and zeros accounted for. Let the contour be such that it does

not pass through any poles or zeros of F(w). This closed contour

in the plane is then mapped into the F() plane as a closed

curve. The total number N of clockwise encirclements of the

origin of the F(w) plane, as a representative point a. traces out the

entire contour in the clockwise direction, is equal to Z P.

Since there is no pole in the characteristic function for this analysis, the number of

roots with a positive real part within a given closed contour encompassing the

entire right half of the w plane, which is called the Nyquist path or stability

contour, is equal to the number of times A,001,(ai) encircles the origin in the A,00
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plane as w traverses the stability contour. With the Nyquist stability criterion,

the stability boundary can be readily identified without the complication of

searching for each individual root. However, it cannot provide the characteristic

frequency that governs the oscillation of the fluid flow.

Secondly, to confirm the stability checked by the Nyquist plot in the first

step and also to determine the domain boundary for initial guesses of the real and

imaginary parts of the angular frequency w for a numerical root search, a three-

dimensional surface plot was examined. Figure 5.23 shows a typical example of

the three-dimensional surface plot of the absolute value of versus w. In

this figure, every minimum absolute value of lands at a point where the real

part of w is negative. It implies a stable condition if the absolute value of A1,,,1,

truly touches zero at that location.

x105 .......

3r.... ..

2.5

15

51

Figure 5.23 Three-dimensional surface plot for searching the roots of the
characteristic equation

Finally, the root of the characteristic equation was obtained numerically

from each given initial guess within the domain boundary determined by the three-

dimensional surface plot in the second step and then, after completing the root



searching for every initial guess within the root scanning domain, all of the roots

found were classified by their real and imaginary parts into one of the characteristic

modes.

5.3.1 Results for STAR-LM

As the results of the linear stability analysis of the gas lift pump for STAR-

LM, the real and imaginary parts of the w roots found by the numerical root

search method are plotted against the thermal power of STAR-LM in Figures 5.24

and 5.25, respectively, for both HEM and DEM. The coolant temperature rise in

the heated core was kept at 140 °C, which is the value for the case without gas

injection. The limiting void fraction of 0.30 and the limiting coolant velocity of

2.0 mIs were also applied to this linear stability analysis as in the steady-state

performance analysis. The power was varied from 400 MWt, the nominal power

without gas injection, to 1152 MWt, the maximum attainable power with gas

injection predicted by DEM. Although we could get an infinite number of

oscillation modes from the numerical root search, only the first four lowest-

frequency modes are shown in the figures since the lower-frequency oscillation

modes are more important than the higher-frequency ones in the stability viewpoint.

In Figures 5.24 and 5.25, the real and imaginary parts of co roots are normalized

by co, which is the angular frequency corresponding to the transit time of the

fluid through the natural circulation loop. The results showed that the STAR-LM

natural circulation system would be stable even with gas injection since all the co

roots have negative real parts. This is possibly due to the thermal inertia effect

associated with the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube as shown in the parametric

study, which may have a damping effect on disturbances. Both two-phase flow

models, i.e., HEM and DEM predicted similar trends in the variation of co roots

with thermal power.
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5.3.2 Results of the Parametric Study

From the nondimensional linear perturbation analysis, the following were

identified as the key variables or parameters to be studied associated with the

stability of the system:

(1) Gre: Modified Grashof number;

(2) : Flow quality in the riser;

(3) SLHC: Stanton number in the heated core;

(4) ]: Friction factor;

(5) K,,: Form loss coefficient;

(6) N,,: Thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod;

(7) N,,,: Thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger tube;

(8) Nh,(H,(: Heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat exchanger;

The parametric effects on the stability of the system are presented below

individually for each variable or parameter by using the Nyquist plot.
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5.3.2.] Modf led Grashof Number Gr1

The steady-state modified Grashof number is defined as

p,og/30Te.HcH1111
(4.138)

and it is proportional to the amount of the heat addition or the coolant temperature

rise in the heated core.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.26, an increase in the modified Grashof

number Gr, has a destabilizing effect in the natural circulation without gas

injection.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.27, an increase in the modified Grashof

number has a stabilizing effect at its lower values and has a destabilizing

effect at the higher values in the natural circulation with gas injection. The

stabilizing and destabilizing effects are competing, depending on the magnitude of

the modified Grashof number.
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Table 5.7 Effect of modified Grashof number on stability (single-
phase flow)

Gr [-] T,HC [°C] COPt []

2.l476x1O' 1 6.0577

4.1587x1O' 20 4.8314

l.33l1x10' 70 4.5879

2.3252x10' 140 4.5456

3.1601x10' 230 4.5357

t COP: Cross-Over Point on the real axis of the Nyquist plot

10

5

I

0

L

0

*
-i ------ -r

W,,-3+oo

Increasing
Gre

Aioop,re(flt)

15

Figure 5.26 Effect of modified Grashof number on stability (single-
phase flow)
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Effect of modified Grashof number e on stability (two-
phase flow)

(jr
[ ] ,,,c [°C] COP []

2.1476x!0' 1 20.512

4.157x1O' 20 20.689

1.33llxlO' 70 21.318

2.3252x10 140 19.322

3.1601x1O' 230 17.045

10

5

Incr(
Gr

-5
15

/ /' I DEM

/ / =3.4O54x1O5
/ , /E'

'I

i / ii
/ ! H

'I
j

J I

I

' I'

'S

'
'. i

20 25 30

Agoop.re(
w*)

Figure 5.27 Effect of modified Grashof number on stability (two-
phase flow)
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5.3.2.2 Flow Quality in the Riser

As shown in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.28, an increase in the flow quality in the

riser has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation with gas injection.

Two-Phase Flow Model (HEM vs. DEM)

As shown in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.29, DEM predicts the system to be

more unstable than HEM.



Table 5.9 Effect of flow quality in the riser I on stability

[-1 P [MWt] COP [-- 1

0. 400 4.5456

6.1356x10 600 9.7627

l.3972xl0 800 13.965

2.4206x10 1000 16.063

3.4O54x1O 1152 19.322

20
: i -T

DEM

Gr = 23252x1O5
. / /

15

'i /
I

. 'S
'

I W I'
I .. 51 I

10
:

; tgIi/
5-

1
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.5 : p ,'

* ii

I w- =0
o -*

- - Increasing

-10
I
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Aioop,re( of)

Figure 5.28 Effect of flow quality in the riser I on stability
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Table 5.10 Effect of two-phase flow model on stability

Two-Phase Flow Model COP [-]

HEM 20.272

DEM 16.063

15 -

Gr =2.325x1O15 I

i:0h151<TL

0

-5
10

- -

DEM HEM

15 20 25

Ainopre( af)

30

Figure 5.29 Effect of two-phase flow model on stability
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5.3.2.3 Stanton Number in the Heated Core St,HC

The steady-state Stanton number in the heated core StE,HC is defined as

ejic
(4.38)StHC

P,oCoUjjc

and was calculated by

NUD,JIC DHCSt,,HC=_
PeD,,,HC

Since the Nusselt number NUDJ.HC is a function only of the Peclet number Peinc

NUD..HC = Cht,HC + Ch2J,,CPeD.1,HC, (5.2)

the Stanton number is also a function only of the Peclet number Pen,uc

defined as

PeD,,NC Pr,0ReD,,HC, (4.35)

where the Prandtl number Pr,0 is defined as

U.. (3.20). ,o
K10

For the parametric study, the Stanton number in the heated core St,,HC was varied



by changing the value of the thermal conductivity K, in Eq. (3.20) by multiplying

its nominal value by a thermal conductivity multiplier M,.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.11 and Figure 5.30, an increase in the Stanton number

in the heated core S,HC has a destabilizing effect at its lower values and has a

stabilizing effect at the higher values in the natural circulation without gas injection.

The stabilizing and destabilizing effects are competing, depending on the
magnitude of the Stanton number.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.31, an increase in the Stanton number

in the heated core Stc11c has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation with gas

injection.
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Table 5.11 Effect of Stanton number in the heated core Stt,yc On

stability (single-phase flow)

[

Mt [-] coP [-1

0.0022442 0.01 4.4510

0.0038725 0.1 4.3432

0.0092939 1 4.5456

0.046294 10 4.6540

0.38901 100 4.6503

t M,.: Thermal conductivity multiplier

Vim

T
±+°

I

Gre 2.3252x1O15

I III'.

I
I

-3

.4 I
I i_ ------- - --

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Aioop,re( th')

Figure 5.30 Effect of Stanton number in the heated core StC.HC On

stability (single-phase flow)
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Table 5.12 Effect of Stanton number in the heated core Ste,gc on
stability (two-phase flow)

uc [-] M H COP [1

0.0017962 0.01 18.367

0.0029555 0.1 18.763

0.0057718 1 19.322

0.020024 10 19.751

0.14050 100 19.812

5

4

3--

0

-2
17

DEM

Gr, =2.3252x1O'

=3.4O54x!O

Aioop.re( o.f)

Figure 5.31 Effect of Stanton number in the heated core St,,HC on
stability (two-phase flow)
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5.3.2.4 Friction Factor j,,

The constitutive relation for estimating the steady-state Darcy friction factor

j has the form as

- Cf1
(3.200)

For the parametric study, the friction factor ] was varied by changing the static

part, C1, in Eq. (3.200), by multiplying its nominal value by a friction factor

multiplier M1

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.13 and Figure 5.32, an increase in the friction factor

], has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation without gas injection.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.33, an increase in the friction factor

j has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation with gas injection.
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Table 5.13 Effect of friction factor ] on stability (single-phase flow)

M, [-i COP[]

0.1 3.1210

0.5 3.6659

4.5456

2 6.6176

3 8.9306

M: Friction factor multiplier

10

/ I

Gre = 2.3252x

i / 'I x=0
I 'I

I . I II

I ' I I

5 I

1 'I

- _.'_
I

I ,(f S / I

c I I / Increasing

I L =0
P %I
P ;i

* /1

I
-5

-10
0 5 10 15 20

A*!oop,re( of)

Figure 5.32 Effect of friction factor J, on stability (single-phase flow)
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Table 5.14 Effect of friction factor 7;, on stability (two-phase flow)

M1 [-1 COP [-1

0.1 14.025

0.5 16.317

1 19.322

2 23.076

3 29.435

40
DEM
:, =2.3252x1O'5

30 = 3-4O54x1cV

20

. 10

0

-10
0 10

# I

]

1/

IS..i,op.re( a)

Figure 5.33 Effect of friction factor 7;, on stability (two-phase flow)

I
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5.3.2.5 Form Loss Coefficient K,,

For the parametric study, in the similar way as the friction factor, the form

loss coefficient K,, was varied by multiplying its nominal value by a form loss

coefficient multiplier MK.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.15 and Figure 5.34, an increase in the form loss

coefficient K,, has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation without gas

injection.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.16 and Figure 5.35, an increase in the form loss

coefficient K,, has a stabilizing effect in the natural circulation with gas injection.
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Table 5.15 Effect of form loss coefficient K,, on stability (single-phase
flow)

MKt[] COP[]

0.0 2.5765

0.5 3.4411

1 4.5456

2 6.9823

3 9.5104

t Ms.: Form loss coefficient multiplier

10
I : I I i -

a,,'+oo\ Gr, =2.3252x10'5

I I / I

5 \ V\ \. H\
I..

.- I

/ , I' iJif / f
I I ilncreasing

0 ..1

-,-----.tI..I ' I
* :. I Al II

'-.-\--
l

1.
'%

/
-5

-10
0 5 10 15 20

A',00,( e)

Figure 5.34 Effect of form loss coefficient K,, on stability (single-phase
flow)
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Effect of form loss coefficient on stability (two-phase

flow)

MK [-1 COP [-]

0.0 10.380

0.5 16.435

1 19.322

2 24.090

3 34.997

40
I -,

DEM - +oo ./

Gr, =2.3252x1O' _-'.... ,

30 =-3.4O54x-1O

.- 20

.<10

0

-10
0 10 20 30 40 50

A*Ioop,re(O!)

Figure 5.35 Effect of form loss coefficient K1, on stability (two-phase
flow)
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5.3.2.6 Thermal Inertia Ratio Number for the Fuel Rod

The thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod N,,1 is defined as

N PjCj
"1 '

PeoC10

which represents the ratio of the volumetric heat capacity of the fuel rod to that of

the coolant. For the parametric study, the thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel

rod N,11 was varied by multiplying its nominal value by a thermal inertia ratio

multiplier for the fuel rod M,11.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.17 and Figure 5.36, an increase in the thermal inertia

ratio number for the fuel rod N,1 has a destabilizing effect at its lower values and

has a stabilizing effect at the higher values in the natural circulation without gas

injection. The stabilizing and destabilizing effects are competing, depending on

the magnitude of the thermal inertia ratio number.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.18 and Figure 5.37, an increase in the thermal inertia

ratio number for the fuel rod N,,1 has very complicated competing stabilizing and

destabilizing effects in the natural circulation with gas injection.
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Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod

on stability (single-phase flow)

M,11t
[] COP H

0.01 5.0327

0.1 4.9692

1 4.5456

10 5.4778

100 6.5899

t Ml: Thermal inertia ratio multiplier for the fuel rod
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I
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Figure 5.36 Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod N,,,f

on stability (single-phase flow)
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Table 5.18 Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod N,1

on stability (two-phase flow)

[-1 cop [-1

0.01 20.408

0.1 20.280

19.322

10 20.095

100 19.759

5
i :1 i

DEM
I :i I

: I Gr, =2.3252x1Ol5

; :::

\

2 I-
II. A I

I

I

I

I

I

(
I t I

I W.TI

:9±r
24

Aioop,re(0))

Figure 5.37 Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the fuel rod

on stability (two-phase flow)
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5.3.2.7 Thermal Inertia Ratio Number for the Heat Exchanger Tube N,1,

The thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger tube N,1, is

defined as

plc,
-

plod0
(4.64)

which represents the ratio of the volumetric heat capacity of the heat exchanger

tube to that of the coolant. For the parametric study, the thermal inertia ratio

number for the heat exchanger tube N,,, was varied by multiplying its nominal

value by a thermal inertia ratio multiplier for the heat exchanger tube M,1.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Iniection

As shown in Table 5.19 and Figure 5.38, an increase in the thermal inertia

ratio number for the heat exchanger tube N,1, has a destabilizing effect at its lower

values and has a stabilizing effect at the higher values in the natural circulation

without gas injection. The stabilizing and destabilizing effects are competing,

depending on the magnitude of the thermal inertia ratio number.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.20 and Figure 5.39, an increase in the thermal inertia

ratio number for the heat exchanger tube N,,, has a stabilizing effect in the natural

circulation with gas injection.
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Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger
tube Ne,, on stability (single-phase flow)

M11, [-1 cop []

0.01 4.5919

0.1 4.5799

1 4.5456

10 4.7317

100 4.8245

Thermal inertia ratio multinlier for the I eat exchanger tube

1

ç
,.. Increasing o

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A'ioop,re(ai)

Figure 5.38 Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger
tube N1, on stability (single-phase flow)
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Table 5.20 Effect of thennal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger
tube N,, on stability (two-phase flow)

M11 1-] COP H

0.01 19.143

0.1 19.151

1 19.322

10 19.947

100 20.173

5 U I
I

DEM

Or =2.3252x1O'

H=3.4O54xO

3 ----H---------
ii I I I

I
I

I
I I

2-

.5

-5
* 1 F---

\'\ Iicreasing
\ ' 'N,

0 -I-- ------- --

0 'P
I

I
I I I

-1 -L --

-2 I

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Figure 5.39 Effect of thermal inertia ratio number for the heat exchanger
tube N,1, on stability (two-phase flow)
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5.3.2.8 Heat Transfer Coefficient Ratio Number for the Heat Exchanger Nh,CHX

The heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat exchanger Nh,CHX is

defined as

F,HX2
''htc,HX

"e.HXI
(4.65)

which represents the ratio of the convective heat transfer coefficient in the

secondary side of the heat exchanger to that in the primary side of the heat

exchanger. For the parametric study, the heat transfer coefficient ratio number for

the heat exchanger NhCHv was varied by multiplying its nominal value by a heat

transfer coefficient ratio multiplier for the heat exchanger MhICj,v.

Single-Phase Flow without Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.21 and Figure 5.40, an increase in the heat transfer

coefficient ratio number for the heat exchanger Nh,CHX has a stabilizing effect in

the natural circulation without gas injection.

Two-Phase Flow with Gas Injection

As shown in Table 5.22 and Figure 5.41, an increase in the heat transfer

coefficient ratio number for the heat exchanger Nh,CHX has a stabilizing effect in

the natural circulation with gas injection.
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Table 5.21 Effect of heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat
exchanger Nh,CHx on stability (single-phase flow)

MhtCHx [-1 cop H]

0.01 3.3897

0.1 3.8284

1 4.5456

10 4.8138

100 4.8277

t ML.: Heat transfer coefficient ratio multiplier for the heat exchanger

I

3 --h-- r---i--

'I
2

'.1'

1

/
-3 It

I

I I

.. ,

I I
i I

I I I S
i

S

/'
I

I S
4

-5 __J_.__I_J_JSI ------
I I I

I

0 1 2 3 4 ---5 6 7 8 9 10

A*i00,(o)

Figure 5.40 Effect of heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat
exchanger Nh.ffx on stability (single-phase flow)
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Table 5.22 Effect of heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat
exchanger Nh,CHX on stability (two-phase flow)

M,, [-1 COP [-]

0.01 17.394

0.1 18.01

1 19.322

10 20.164

100 20.214

m - ooi / DE

/1 G2.332i1O* --4 4.4O54-x14..-

2

I I /v I

° I,"E'.

-1 / i

S . I I I I I

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Aioop.re( of)

Figure 5.41 Effect of heat transfer coefficient ratio number for the heat
exchanger Nh,CHX on stability (two-phase flow)
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5.3.2.9 Heating/Cooling Boundary Conditions

Unless the energy equations for solid structures such as fuel rods and heat

exchanger tubes are solved, the heating and/or cooling boundary conditions for the

fluid energy equation should be chosen. There are two options that can be
considered:

(1) Constant (unperturbed) wall temperature boundary condition;

(2) Constant (unperturbed) wall heat flux boundary condition.

The solid wall heat flux perturbations for both the fuel rod and heat

exchanger tube were described in Eqs. (3.79) and (3.86), respectively, as

=
qWHC

Ch2,HCPec
nhHC--,HCTf.HC(sHC), (3.79)

a) +
ChIHC + Ch2HCPeDF,HC Uff

Ch2HXPe'i'xI U1,HXI jq.HXI q.ffXI h,HXI tHXI e,gxISHxw+)7 ChIHV, +C2111Pejxi UFHXI

(3.86)

First, for the constant wall temperature boundary conditions to be used,

from Eqs. (3.79) and (3.86), the following conditions should be satisfied:

a)
1

and

(5.3)
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0) +R2 =1, (5.4)
Ci) + +

which can be obtained and confirmed by deriving and perturbing the fluid energy

equation based on the constant wall temperature boundary conditions. In order to

satisfy Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), from Eqs. (4.37) and (4.62) as

Ci) 1

* Ndf A0)
St ejic

and

C0+Q,2

H
1

N, AA, hJ2Ci)
Stejix A

+ Nh,C,

the following conditions should be met:

(4.37)

(4.62)

N11
PjCj

(5.5)
PeoCeo

N1 = (or Nh,CHX
k,HX2

= cCi). (5.6)
peoceo h111

On the other hand, for the constant wall heat flux boundary conditions to be

used, from Eqs. (3.79) and (3.86), the following conditions should be satisfied:

Ci)
= (5.7)
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=0 (5.8)

which can also be obtained and confirmed by deriving and perturbing the fluid

energy equation based on the constant wall heat flux boundary conditions. In

order to satisfy Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), from Eqs. (4.37) and (4.62) the following

conditions should be met:

N P1Cj
=0,"1

PeoCeo

N =0, (5.10)ti.t

poc,o

N heHx2
Iuc.HX =0. (5.11)

hHxl

To investigate the effects of both the constant wall temperature and constant

wall heat flux heating/cooling boundary conditions on the stability of the system,

the thermal inertia ratio multipliers for both the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube,

M,1 and M11, respectively, and the heat transfer coefficient ratio multiplier for

the heat exchanger
Mh,Cftx were varied from 100 to 0.01, and the linear stability

analysis results using the Nyquist plot and the numerical root search method are

shown in Figures 5.42, 5.43, and 5.44 for the case without gas injection, and in

Figures 5.45, 5.46, and 5.47 for the case with gas injection. Figures 5.42 through

5.47 show that if the multipliers are increased, i.e., for larger thermal inertia, the

system tends to be more stable, whereas if the multipliers are decreased, i.e., for
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smaller thermal inertia, the system tends to be less stable and could be even

unstable with the multipliers of less than 0.01. Interestingly, but not surprisingly,

from Figures 5.44 and 5.47, the characteristic frequency of each mode of oscillation

approaches one of the multiples of the circulation loop frequency if the system

becomes unstable, which means that the perturbation could be enhanced after

traveling around the ioop, resulting in the growth of its amplitude.

Figures 5.48 through 5.51 compare the linear stability analysis results for

the STAR-LM natural circulation system with gas injection based on the constant

wall temperature boundary conditions with those based on the solutions of the solid

structure energy equations. Figures 5.48 and 5.49 show the variations of the real

parts of the characteristic angular frequencies with the thermal power of STAR-LM

for both cases, and Figures 5.50 and 5.51 present the imaginary parts. From

Figures 5.48 and 5.49, it can be known that the constant wall temperature boundary

condition is nonconservative from the stability viewpoint, and thus the solutions of

the solid structure energy equations should be reflected in the stability analysis to

obtain more reliable results.
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Figure 5.42 Nyquist plots for thermal inertia effect (single-phase flow)
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6. DISCUSSION

Unless the energy equations for solid structures such as fuel rods and heat

exchanger tubes are solved, the heating andlor cooling boundary conditions for the

fluid energy equation should be chosen. As shown in the results of the parametric

study associated with the heating/cooling boundary conditions, the constant (i.e.,

unperturbed) solid wall temperature boundary condition is nonconservative from

the stability viewpoint because the solid structure could act as a damping system

reducing the magnitude of temperature perturbation. On the contrary, the constant

wall heat flux boundary condition is too conservative in the stability analysis

because in this case the solid temperature is promptly responding to and behaving

exactly in the same way as the perturbed fluid temperature, which could make the

fluid system always unstable. Therefore, solving the solid structure energy

equations is crucial to the stability analysis to obtain more reliable results.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present study can be summarized as follows:

From the steady-state performance analysis of the STAR-LM natural

circulation system with gas injection, it has been shown that the thermal power of

STAR-LM could be attainable up to 1152 MW based on the drift-flux equilibrium

model of two-phase flow under the limiting void fraction of 0.30 and limiting

coolant velocity of 2.0 mIs.

As the result of the linear stability analysis by using the Nyquist stability

criterion and the numerical root search method, it has turned out that the STAR-LM

natural circulation system would be stable even with gas injection.

From the nondimensional steady-state analysis, the Grashof number, flow

quality, and Reynolds number were identified as the key variables, and the

relationships among them were obtained.

From the nondimensional linear perturbation analysis, the Grashof number,

flow quality, Stanton number, friction factor, form loss coefficient, thermal inertia

ratio numbers for the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube, and heat transfer coefficient

ratio number for the heat exchanger were identified as the key variables or

parameters, and their effects on the stability of the system were investigated.

Through the parametric study by nondimensional analysis, it has been found

that the thermal inertia effects of solid structures such as fuel rod and heat

exchanger tube should be considered through the solid structure energy equations

in the stability analysis model.

As a part of this study, MATLAB programs have been developed in both

dimensional and nondimensional forms for the steady-state performance and linear

stability analysis of the gas-injection enhanced natural circulation in heavy-liquid-

metal-cooled systems.
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The present results have been obtained assuming that the core configuration

and dimensions as well as the heat exchanger configuration and dimensions remain

unchanged as the power level is increased. In reality, the core and heat

exchangers might need to be increased in size to accommodate higher power levels.

The results of this study will be a part of the optimized stable design of the

gas-injection enhanced natural circulation of STAR-LM with substantially

improved power level and economical competitiveness. Furthermore, combined

with the parametric study, this research could contribute a guideline for the design

of other similar heavy-liquid-metal-cooled natural circulation systems with gas

injection.
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APPENDIX A: KINEMATICS FOR SINGLE-PHASE REGIONS

A.1 Liquid-Phase Velocity

The liquid-phase velocity distribution can be obtained from the continuity

equation considering flow area variation as

(A.1)
at A as

= 0. (Boussinesq approximation) (A.2)
at A ös

8(uA)]0 (A.3)
at AL as as

a,0 ap0 1 a(u,A)
=0. (A.4)

at as A as

Dp0 i a(u,A)
= 0. (A.5)

a(uA)
=0. (Incompressible liquid) (A.6)

as

Single-Phase Regions (i HC, UC, RS, UH, HX1, DC, L1fl

uA = u,1(t)4 = u?HC(t)AHC. (A.7)



u1(t) (Transient)

= c {u + &HC (t)} (Perturbed)

= + (Linearly perturbed)

--sc-- +AHC of
U

= ñ +ie°t. (A.8)

AHC_
u (Steady-state) (A.9)

(Initial linear perturbation) (A. 10)

UUHC
(A.11)

U,i

Liquid Phase in Two-Phase Region (i = RI')

uf A = u1(s,t)A1(s,t)= uHC(t)AHC

, (s,t)
AHC

AHC

4[1 _ao,j(sj,t)](t)

uIHC(t)

A. 1a01(s1,t)

AHC U1,HC + öu,HC(t)-
1 [(s1)+ 6cz0,(s,t)j

(A.12)
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-
HC U,,HCrUI,FJCe

4

- HC
0(

UflC ulHCe

A1.

AHC
=

A.

i- 1

LU,HC + uHCe
J I \

1a01s1)

a01 (s1)

I - , \12 e
1a01s1)J

AHC u,,11 U,HC t

i,(s1) l_0,1(S,)e +
,HCa0,I (s,) I2,HC&O,I (1) 2t

{1_ (s)}2
e

+
e

AHC

=T_[1_,l(SI)+1_,l(SI)e

F UHC U,HC

+{1_(s)}2
U,HCaO,I (s1)

e

AHC U,HC A11 UHC

iI(sl) 1ä01s1)
u(,HCaOI (SI) 11_SI)2Je

ARC U,HC
+ _Uc a01 s1) lellt

4 i-01(s,) A1 1OI(sl)[(,,fC i_,1(s1)j

= iia(s1)+i2,(s1)e11t (A.13)

UHC
(A.14)

4 i-a,(s,)

u,(s,)oL HC Ul,HC _a_i(si)1 (s
H (s)

(A.15)
4 1a01(s,) UIHC 1_a0,,(s1)j [U,c 1a01(s,)

(A.16)
ii,(s1) ü,HC 1zJl(sI)

A.2 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient

Diabatic Regions (i = HG, HX1)



ChIt = 7.0; Ch2f = 0.025; h,i = 0.8.

h,(t)=

= + Ch2fPeI (t)]

= +Ch2,{PrOReD(I(t)}"]

= + ch2JPr,OReDIt)

= C + totiAt)Dej
F"

Dh,l
I. Ph0 J

nh,,
1=[c

+ch2po[
u(t)]hlj

"hJ
[ Peo

= +Ch2IPr
[PhoDel

J {, +&,(t)}']
PbO

= + +

+ Ch2YO' (1E + nhiuiuhAe)]

= C + ch2Pr;"
(PtoDei

J'
+ Ch2JPr'

[P0De
nh,luhAubAe

DhJ Pbo Pbo

= Chl/+

J"
flh,iUh

DhJ Pbo Ub,j

= +
Dh D u,1
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(A.17)



+ c2pr;' + CPr' Re,tn,,,
D

+ Ch21 (P0D,1,I )h

] +
C1 (PØD,1,I h,

= 2_(Ch1A + Ch2iPeD!i) + --Ch2!Pe,InhI Le1
DhJ

= + Ch2.PeD;(i)+ !9{ChII + Ch2JPei)
Ch2ZPee,

h,i _JLe'
DhJ ChII + C,,2 PeD,, Fi
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(A.18)

DiIh1, +Ch2PeDeA). (A.19)

EEL(Ch +ch2IPDJ)_Ch2IPe1,'J Ch2I;,I
DhI

ChIA + Ch2Pei,j U#i + Ch2PeL,i U(,j

(A.20)

k= Ch2IPe
(A.21)

h
ChIA +Ch2PeLe,i

A.3 Solid Structure Temperature

Lumped-Parameter Model for the Fuel Rod

PJVf C
a(sHC,t)

= q q,C(t)A,f. (H (A.22)
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êiTf(sffC,t) q qZHC(t)Ah,f
(A.23)PJCJ

3t V,. Vf

aTJ(SHC,t) qW,HC(t)h,f
(A.24)PfCJ

3t
=q

A1

h,f = (A.25)

A1 (A.26)

a7f(SHC,t)
p1c1 (A.27)

Derivation of Eq. (A.27):

Assumption: Uniform and constant qm, Pj Cf, and r in the fuel rod

8Tfr(r,sHC,t)
PfCf

at

=qmV.(rt) (A.28)

aTfr(r,sHC,t)
PfC1 = q"_v.[_,cfvTfr(r,sJC,t)]. (A.29)

öTfr(r,sHC,t) =
m+KIV2Tfr(rSHct) (A.30)PfCf q

Assumption: Negligible axial and azimuthal variation of the fuel rod



temperature in the control volume compared with radial variation

where
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8Tfr(r,sHC,t) r 0Tj(r,sgc,t)1 (A.31)PfCJ =q +Kf_kt rarL öî ]

Area averaging:

D1
i- i a [ 8Tfr(r,sHC,t)

f
aTfr(r,sHC,t) =L fqm27zrdr+ j Kr ],ircir.Ipfcf at A1

(A.32)

1 8Tfr(r,sHct)d (1st tent on the LHS of Eq. (A.32))1fPICJ
at

1
= P1C1 fTfr(rsHct)2dr]

a1(sHC,t)
(A.33)PjC1

at

Tf(sffC,t)_=i fTfr(rsHCt)2dr. (A.34)

(Cross-sectional-area-averaged fuel rod temperature)

fq2dr (1st tem on the S of Eq. (A.32))

=qm_L2,zrdr =qm__2r[__LJ =qm. (A.35)



where

1

f
I B BTfrr,sHC,t)]

(2nd term on the RHS of Eq. (A.32))
A1 rBr Br

D

=- J_[r,c BTfr(r,sHC,t)]
Af Br[ I Br

D1

= _fTrLK BTfr(r,sflc,t)12
A1L1 Br

2[D1 I BTfr(r,sHC,t)I 1 1--
Af[2t Br LI2)

,rD [ BTfrfr,SHC,t) 1

A1
[

Br LPL2]

= _Lh (t)frfr(sffC,t)-7HC(sHC,t)J,
A1

£,HC
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(A.36)

Tfr (sHC, t) Tfr (r,SHC , (Fuel rod surface temperature) (A.37)

Substituting Eqs. (A.33), (A.35), and (A.36) into Eq. (A.32) gives

ai (sHC, t)
PfC1

at
= qm -hc(tTfr(sHc,t)-THc(sHc,t)}-. (A.38)

The fuel rod property calculations are based on the lumped (cross-sectional-

area-averaged) fuel rod temperature T1, which is higher than the fuel rod surface

temperature T, which is used in the wall heat flux calculation. To compensate

for the difference between the two fuel rod temperatures, therefore, the following

adjustment is required:
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Tfr(sHC,t)= (sHc,t)_'!_P-/_ (A.39)
32KJ.

which was assumed based on the steady-state radial temperature profile in the fuel

rod.

Steady-state radial temperature profile in the fuel rod:

For the steady state, Eq. (A.31) becomes

o = q +K i4r 8(rsHc)] (A.40)rar[ 8r

_[r ai(T,SHC)
1 = --r. (A.41)

r K1

..________ _q2 c11,. (A.42)
2K1

aTfr(r,s"c)
'if C

= _L (A.43)
2K1 r

'if

(A.44)
4K1

Boundary conditions:
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=0, (A.45)ôrJ
Ir=O

(A.46)
2

From Eqs. (A.43) and (A.45),

CIfr=O. (A.47)

From Eqs. (A.44), (A.46), and (A.47),

- q(Df 2

+C2fr. (A.48)

C2fr =Tfr(5HC)+1. (A.49)
4K1 2 )

Substituting Eqs. (A.47) and (A.49) into Eq. (A.44) gives

- r21. (A.50)
4Kf[2)

]

Steady-state lumped (cross-sectional-area-averaged) fuel rod temperature:

Tf(SHC)=+ f(rsHc)2,rdr

*[Hc4Kf 2J
fj

Df

)+d1L r212rdr
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=f
4K1 k2)

D1

2 mI 22 4)12
2ff r r

(sac
2 4Kf {2J

2ff

ff1 Df [

(sHc)J
i(D

4K12 2

2

(D12 22J 4Kf42)]

=
4K1 2 2 )

(A.51)
32K1

(A.52)
32.

Assumption: Mild and slow transient

qmD2
T(sHc,t)= 7(sHC,t) I (A.53)

32K1

= (sHc)+(sffC,t)
qD

(A.54)
32K1

Tfr(5HC)+ fr(sHct = (sHC)+ (sHC'
qwD

(A.55)
32K1
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Tfr(sHc) = (A.56)

Substituting Eq. (A.53) into Eq. (A.38) gives

Pf Cf =q Tf(sHC,t) T,Hc(sHc,t)l. (A.57)
ar1(sHC,t) m hH((t

q'"D2

32K1 j Af

(Transient)

a
PfCf -_--[Tf (sHC)+ b7f(sHC,t)1

/ (sHC ,t)j {,HC (sHC )+ F,HC (sHC, t)}lL.qm_[
+HC(t)][{Tf(sHC)+6T

qmD

3ZKf j A

(A.58)

P1C1 [T/(SHc)+T/(sHc)?t
I

= q {HC + h11e (sHC )+ (sHC '
qD

{THC (sHC )+ T,,HC (sHC
i1

32K j A1

(A.59)

P1C1T1 (sHC)e

1J1_
q?JJ2

= qm + k,11ce ii Tf(sHC) / _THC(SHC)}+ (sHC)HC(sHC)1

J
Af32Kf

(A.60)

£OP1CfT1 (SHC )e

=qm_[Hc(sHc)_
,ffC(SffC) HC

32K

qmD2

}+{(s
)__,HC(sHC)}i,HCet

32
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&HC(SHC)J ++ HCfrf(sHC)I hc (A61)
f

COP1CfTJ (sHC )e

1-
qfl2

qm [HCfr c ,HC (SHC + (sac )_ HC (sffc )}4cet32KJ.
{

+ k,HC {' (sec )_ ,NC (sHC )}e' 1 h,f
(A.62)

wpfc()etSHC

= k
HC[

(sHC )-
qD 1 hf

,HCiLKf
(sHC)j-__

[{(s

q
(sHC)}IHC {i>(sHC) Hc(sHc)}]e. (A.63)HC

32
HC

(Linearly perturbed)

o = _hHC[Tf(s (Steady-state) (A.64)HC
32KJ j Af

(DPJCfTJ (sHC )e

0

0

[ {

qmD
)l + kHC (sHC ) ,HC (

)) 'f 1sHc)-----THC(sHC
32K1

j
&HC

Af
sHcIje (A.65)

(Linear perturbation)

(Steady-state) (A.66)

(Steady-state) (A.67)
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(DPJC1TJ(SHC)

-[
(sHC

qD
,Hc(sHc )] [ (sac ) ,HC(sHC). (A.68)

32K1 Af
£,HC

(Initial linear perturbation)

[WP1C1 + k,HC Ji>(sHc)

q'"D
= T1 (sHC) h +

\ h,fSHc). (A.69)
L

32K1
)] £IC

A1 A

- q"'D2
1' (sHC )_ HC (sHC)l,HC + ,Hc;HC (sHC )-

(sHC)= [
32K1

j

WP1 C1 + kHC

[. (sHC) ,HC (sHC + kHC7HC (s )c!L
HC

A1

wp1 C1 +kHC-
f

'e,HC k,HCT,HC(SHC)--

(A.70)=

(O1 Cf + h1HC

WHCkHC+(5)

(A.71)
h,,HC h(HC

WpfcfAf1

k,HCh,f

From Eqs. (A56) and (A.71),



where
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kWHCkHC+j(S) (A.72),HC

apfcfAf1

kffCh,f

Lumped-Parameter Model for the Heat Exchanger Tube

a1(SHX,t) = qI(t)Ah q2(t)Al2. (HX) (A.73)p1V1c,

at

öT1(s,t) qW,HX1(t)Al q,ffX2(t)A2
(A.74)

at iç

ar,(s,t) q,ffX1(t)1 qWJfX2(t)h2
(A.75)

at A A1

h,t1 = (A.76)

t2 = t2' (A.77)

Il 12/ (A.78)
4

ai (s , t)
1 h,t2

at
= hXl( HXJ(SHX,t) 1(sHX,t)].--- h [2(sHX,t),HX2(s)J---

A1
e,11X2

Derivation of Eci. (A.79):

(A.79)



tube
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Assumption: Uniform and constant p,, c,, and K, in the heat exchanger

,C,

ar(r,s,t) = -V-(r,t). (A.80)
at

T (r,s,t)
p,c, rr_V.[_K,VT,,(r,sHX,t)]. (A.81)

at

T (r,s,t)
= V2,r(r,SHx,t). (A.82)plc,

at

Assumption: Negligible axial and azimuthal variation of the heat exchanger

tube temperature in the control volume compared with radial variation

ar (r,s,t) i a [ ar,(r,s,t)1
(A.83)rar ar j

Area averaging:

ai,(r,s,t)
d =I 1 a I- a7,(r,s,t)]2d

(A.84)--I
2 at A, 2 rar[ ar

2

D,,

a(r,s,t)2d (Term on the LHS of Eq. (A.84))
1

:pt at

a[i
= Pt ci r(rsHxt)27rTth.]

aT(s,t)
(A.85)=11

at



where

where
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(s11,t)-- T,r(r,sHx,t)2rcir. (A.86)

(Cross-sectional-area-averaged heat exchanger tube temperature)

1 I a [ aTfr(r,SHX,t)]2d (Term on the RHS of Eq. (A.84))
4 2 'rar ar

2

D1

I aTtr(r,sILx,()ldIrk
A 2arL '

3r ]

27r[

{

öir(r,sHx,t)l1
5r

2

2,r i 37,(r,s,t) D 87,(r,s,,,t)
4 2 ' ar 2

'

or ,J
2 2

2rD11[ O7,(r,s,,t)I l2rR2[ O(r,s,t)
Oi- Dj Or2J 2J

4'h
A1

= Lh,ffxl(t{T,ffxl(sHx,t)_1I(sHX,t)]_!Lh {2(sHX,t)-1HX2(sj], (A.87)
A1

1,HX2

1(sHX,t) (A.88)

(Heat exchanger tube outer surface temperature)

T12(SHX,t) 7r(i,SHX,t)j',2 (A,89)
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(Heat exchanger tube inner surface temperature)

Substituting Eqs. (A.85) and (A87) into Eq. (A.84) gives

ä(s,t)
[2(SHx,t)x2(SHy)ptc, -

at 1 ,FfX2

4

(A.90)

The heat exchanger tube property calculations are based on the lumped

(cross-sectional-area-averaged) heat exchanger tube temperature 7 , which is

between the heat exchanger tube inner surface and outer surface temperatures, 7,

and i, repectively, which is used in the wall heat flux calculations. The tube

thickness is assumed to be small enough that the differences among the three heat

exchanger tube temperatures can be neglected as follows:

i1(s,t)= i2(s11,t)= 7(sffX,t). (A.91)

Substituting Eq. (A.91) into Eq. (A.90) gives

1 h,t2a7(s,,t)
=

(Transient) (A92)

ptc!

= [HXI + Xl(t)][{HXl(s)f ,HXI(sHX,t)}_{1(sILK)+ 67(sHX,,)}]-t1

h112[{(s )+ o7 (s ,t)}_ l'e,11x2(sHx )]2. (.93)
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ptc'

= [,j,xi + ,yxi' ][,Hx1(s )+ (s)e' }- {(s )+ (s )e' }]'
A

hHx2[{(s )+ i (s )e' }- THX2(s )]I (A.94)ILk'

ptci (s

[,jixi + }[{,HX1 (s )- s )}+ {T,HX, (s )- :l
)}eM ]:L

hHx2 [{(s ) (s )}+ (s)?'
]k2

(A.95)

(s )et

= kHxl (s )- (s )}+ {x (s )- (s )}4,Hx1e

+ hHXI {7,HXI (s )- (s )}et + k,Hxl {i,HX1 (s )- (s )}e2 }L

[h,2 {(s, ) fIX2 (s, )}+ hIHx2 (s )e (A.96)

copcl (s
)10t

Ek,HX1 {,HXI (s )- (s )}+ {,HXI (s )- (s )}hHxIe

+ h,HXI {THXl (sHX)- (s, )}e' 1-

[h,HX2 {(sHX ) fIX2 (s )}+ hHx2 (sHx )']2 (A.97)

Wp,C;L (sHX )e

h1 h= k,HXI[T,IIXI(SHX)I(SHX)]--- £,HX2
A



h,t2l
+ [{ (sHX)- (s )$,x + kHXI frF,HXI (s )- (s

)}hi
(s

(Linearly perturbed) (A.98)

o = k,HX1[7,HXHX)-7(
1h,tI

SHX )j-_-_ hHx2 [(sHx ) ,HX2 (six
)Ja.. (A.99)

(Steady-state)

(ÜPC1 (s )et

= [ {,Hx1(sI,X )_ (s )$,Hx1 + kHXI {THX, (s )- (s1)}- - hlHx2(s)j-]e0t.

h,t1 -,, h,t2
0qW,HXI-4-qW,HX2-4

opc,I(s)

(Linear perturbation) (A. 100)

(Steady-state) (A. 101)

ht2
= [Hx1 (sHX )- (s )IE,HX1 ' [1,HXI (s )- (s )]1 h21 (s )_.

(Initial linear perturbation) (A. 102)

wpc+h
L+ht t ,HX1

[HXI (s
) (s )KHXI + k,HXITHXI(s )-.

1 (s) =
[,HX1 (s )- (sHX )I1,HX1 + HX11HX1

h,t1

A,
(s)-

Ptt + HXI + h2
A,

(A.103)
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n
qW,HXI

) (,HXI + /HXlTIXl (sHX

(A. 104)
hHxI-

£,HXI h(X2

kfxl

kHxl+()
(A.105)

,HXI hlHxI

wp14 +l+X22
kHX1h,11 h1111

A.4 Wall Heat Flux

Heated Core (i HG)

q1 (t) = h, (tTfr (s , t) T (s1 , t)j

+ (t)][{i (s1 )+ STfr (s1 , t)}_ (s. )+ 67, (s1, t)}J

+ 4e ][f (s )+ (s)? }- )+ (si)?' }j

+ ,& jAeøt J[{ (s, )- (s )}+ {i (si)
e, (s )}e"J

+ I, [i (s )- I, (s1 )k2

,[(s)__ ()]+ [(s)_ 1(s1)JI,1e' +

k,I[I),I(s)]+ftTfrI)-7,,(sI)}k,I

I::1'

= +
(A. 106)

;,i (A.107)



h,1 T(s1) , s1

(s.)

=k +i; w cA is) (Eq. (A.72) used for ifrts))

h,hf

-
h (OP1CfAf

h,T,(s,)
- + 1

= 1 1 [_ 1

O)PfCfAf
+ 1

k,1';,, (s, )j

£,ih,f

WPfcfA1

= __i [_nheI2i(s)]
1

h,J'hf
O)PJCfAf

= _ L - (si)]
1+_i F,'

=
&:: [i :

(s)]

where

(A.108)
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(A. 109)
PfcfAf

a) C2Pe,1
. (A.110)

+ j C11 + Ch2 Pe,1 U

1
a) Ch2,HCPeD,IC Ugc

= I - k,HCTC (sHc) I. (A. 111)
a) + ç-

[
Cc + Ch2HCPeD,,,HC UHc

]

Heat Exchanger (i = HX1)

q(t)= h1(t)j.T1(s,t) 7(s,t)]

[i {(s)+ ö7(s1,t)}}

+ ][{, (s )+ (s )e }- (s )+ (s )e
}]

= + ie'" j[{, (s )- (s, )}+ fr, (s, )- 1 (s )}e']

= + i

+
,,

[i, (s )_ I (s

= t{1(s,)(s1)$ +

= (]+
+ ::

]et

= (A.112)

,i (A.113)



:i]
= si)_(sj)]ie, +i1fr,(s1)_i(s1)]

1if
= + (s, )-

h h,1
(Eq. (A. 105) used for (si))Li

(,j

[
0)PC14 +1+ k,HX2t2

k,ih,t1 ]

= ,(s) w,c,41

1 1 [=[i_ I

o)p1cA +22+1 j
k,h,l1 h(h(l ]

up, c1A1
+

'e,iht1 hhjl [_if h
+ (s, )1pc4 +k,22 +1L h j

k,h,t1 k,!hl1

1 +
hLHx2h2

[; L+ (si)]

+ [ /iL

iopc4 O)/JCA

1+-

=
& 22cti

[
kii(si)],

where
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(A.114)
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t1 (A.115)
p,c,4

(A.116)
PCA,

- Ch2,I
(A.117)

a)+Q2
ChIJ +Ch,PeD,e Ue,i

Ch2HXIPeX1 UeHXI (
qW,HXI -n -a----- + Sjix

ü) + 2 + ti ChIHl + Ch2 J1V1 PeDxI Uepi

(A.118)

A.5 Liquid-Phase Temperature

A.5.1 Energy Equation

By using the Boussinesq approximation, all the liquid properties are

assumed to be constant except the density in the gravitational force term in the

momentum equation. The constant liquid properties are calculated at a reference

liquid temperature. To obtain the variable liquid density in the gravitational force

term, however, it is necessary to determine the liquid temperature distribution,

which can be obtained from the energy equation for each flow section as



I+-: HCIA
ar aT

PLC +pFU(CL_L=J_9 : HX1
I A

0 UC, RS, RT, UH, DC, LH

1

P(OCL0 + PLoCLOUn
ar.

1
at as1 4

0

HC

HX1

UC, RS, RT, UH, DC, LH

q(t)41

H

: HXI
at as,

0 : UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

a1,(s1,t)
(s

)a7I(sIt)
at as,

=

= i(s1 )+ I(s )e ]+ [ii, (s,)+ i, (s1 e ]-__[, (s1 )+ (s)e"]

= (s oet + [EL,! (s ) + z2, (s
d, (si)

+
dT (si)

e
ds1 ds1
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(A.119)

(A. 120)

(A.121)

(Transient)

w(s.t + +i,j(sj)d)et
ds1 ds ds ds1

w,(s1' +j(sj)L)e1
ds ds ds1
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(8)sJ
1(s1)' +i1(s)+ dT(Sl)(s)]et (A.122)

ds1 ds1 ds

dT.(s.) dT.(s.) d7(s)..
11H (s1) ' + iii, (s,)

.,

+ oi (s, ) + u, (s,) e
ds1 ds ds

°) Ch2iPeD;,1 U.ei11fihij()
et : HC

p0c,0A +ci1 p0c,0A1 c, +Ch2 n p0c0A

= qW,h,i w+R2 qhJ Ch2IPeD,,I flh,'+ k,ih,l
i,(s,) e' : HXIp0c0A w+2+Q1 P0c0A1 ChIl +Ch2IPe',e,i U, p0c,0A

o : UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

POCOA

=
p0c04

0

(Linearly perturbed) (A. 123)

HC

HX1

UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

(si)
d, (s,)

+af (s )+
dT, (s, )

z2 (s1 )]e
ds1

(Steady-state) (A. 124)

-
[ qW,hJ Ch2PeD,,i z2 hIh

1,(s,)lecot : HG+
I0) +If [P0004 ChIl +Ch2jPeD;. i7 p0c0A

j

0)+z Ch2)PeD., l(s)e : HX1.-
0)+t2 +,i p,OcOA1 ChlJ +Ch2IPeD,,l p,0c,0A1

j

0 : UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

(Linear Perturbation) (A. 125)



ql4hi
1+

p0C,0U,1A

d1(s1) qW,ih

ds p0cA
lo

NC

HX1

UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

dT,(s1)
1' (s

dT1(s,)

ds1 1(s1) " ds i(s)
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(Steady-state) (A. 126)

- 1
[ CJPeD,J hlh

i1(,) I HC&+j [POCO1AI ChII +Ch2ApeD,A
'h" p0c,0A

j

-

+ R2 + t1 [PEOCOJAI
ChIA +C2PeD, j

= &+t2 [ Ch2PeD,,,
1(s7)1 : HXI.

0 UC,RS,RT,UH,DC,LH

(Initial linear perturbation) (A. 127)

A.5.2 Steady-State Solutions

Heated Core (HG)

dTHc (sHC)
(A. 128)

dsHc POCFOUHCAJ!C

hJIC
,HC(sHC) = + SHC. (A.129)

Poc(ouHcAHc



,HC(LHC) = THc Out = C +
qGHC

LHC
POCtOUJfCAHC

= = ,HC,out AT,HC.ftC £,HC out
PtOCtOU,,HCAHC

AT,,iic
PeOC,OUt,HCAHC

'&HC (sHC) = LTtHC[i _iJ.
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(Boundary condition) (A.130)

,HC (s11 )dSHC [HCOuI AT,HC
SHC

I ds

LHC )J

= ,HCOULHC K1 (

L

(A.131)

(A.132)

(A.133)

2
SHC

= 't,HCout'HC _lXTtHC[sHC

= Tt,HCOUtLHC _HC (A.134)

Unheated Core (UC)

= (A.135)
ds

(A.136)

,(°)= HC(LHC). (A.137)
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(A.138)UC £,HC,out

',HC,oul (A.139)

Uc

SJdSUC
f ,HC,outUC

(A.140)= ,HC,OUfLUC.

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)

d7(s)
(A.141)

dsRs

(A.142)

RS(0) = (A. 143)

(A.144)RS £,HC out

(sn) = ,JJCout (A. 145)

Os

.1
1RS( )cLRs = T00ds

(A. 146)= ,HC,OUILRS.

Riser Two-Phase Section (Rfl
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d7T(sRT) =Ø (A.147)
dSRT

,RT(s )r,(o) (A.148)RT RT

,RT(°) = () (A. 149)

(A.150)RT F,HCouf

RT (sRT) = ,HC,out (A. 151)

RI' -Rr_ ,

f RT Sr )dSRT
f HC out dSRT

(A. 152)= t,HCUtLRT.

Upper Horizontal Section (UH)

dTUH(sUH)
= 0. (A.153)

dsUH

T,,UH(SUH)CUH. (A.154)

UH () = RT(LRT). (A. 155)

(A.156)LUH £,HC,ouI

TUH (sUH) = 1,HC,out (A. 157)
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.1
= fIHCQutdsUH

(A.158)= ,HC,outLUH

Heat Exchanger (HX1)

d7,1(s) qW,HXl4h,HXl
(A.159)

dsHx P,oCeoU,jixi4jxi

-,
wJIXl hHXIJIX1(sJL)=L1

q
SHX. (A.160)

POCO,HXIAHX1

,HX1(0)C,UH(1UH). (A.161)

c° =j; (A.162)JiXI ,ffC,out

qW,HX1h,HX1'HX
= ,HC. (A. 163)

pQcQu{K1AffX PoCUUH{CAHC

THXI (s) = AT,,HXI = T LT,HC --. (A. 164)
L

£,HC,out
LHXHX

jéHX

!JL]dsHXI(HX)'SHX
j

7,HC,out LTe,HC
LHX)

= IJCQU(LJ, AT,FIC !

r 2 1LHX

I
SHX

I= JICOULHX AT,HC[j
T,HC,QU(LffX (A.165)

2
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Downcomer (DC)

dT(sDC)
= (A.166)

dsDC

s) d°DC (A.167)

DC(0) ,HXI(LHX). (A.168)

= A,HC.DC £,HC out (A.169)

(s)= ,HCout ATe,HC. (A.170)

(sDC )DC
f'

1XT, 1Sic

"I,HCULDC ATE.HCL. (A. 171)

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)

d7(s)
(A.172)

dsJL,

(s
)_0) (A.173)LH LH

LH (°) = (LDC). (A. 174)

=
LH jIC,out L1T,HC. (A.175)



',LH (SLH) = T FtC out L.Tt,HC. (A. 176)

jT!'F,LH
(s )dSLH (,HC,OI ATt,HC

= HC,out"LH LTF,HCLLH. (A. 177)

A.5.3 Linear Perturbation Solutions

Heated Core (Hg

d711C(sHC) a)
+

dsHc Utfic dsHc FJIC

a) qWHCh,HC Ch2HCPeD,t,HC UtHC= +
h,HCa) + POCOUHCAHC ChIHC + Ch2,HCPeD,t,HC UtHc

0) k,HChHC
THC(sJlC). (A.178)0)+f PtocouJIcAHc

dTeHc (s11c) a) 't ,HCh,HC
(sHC)

ds [üj,c &+f PeOC,OHCAHC

1

=[ d(s) a) qW,HCh,HC Ch2HCPeD,tC I+
°hHC

(A.179)

[
a)+f POCtOUt,HCAHC ChIHC + Ch2HCPeDi,Jfc ]

+l-----+ -d711 (s11) r
h,HC

(SHC)
ds11 0) + L\IW,HC poCoU,HcAHc

_nn,Jic 1Tc a) Ttc Ch2HCPeD,1,HC UHc
(A. 180)+

[
LHC 0) + LHC ChlC + Ch2HCPeD,F,HC j Uc



(SHC)HC(SHC)=-c_.
£,HC

AT,gc
POCOU,HCAHC

dJ11 (sHC) ( i
(sHC)

dsHc tURC U)+)f LHC ATw,HC

= -11-
Ch2HCPeD,WC

0) + + Ch2HCPeD,,HC

j; ( _i'(h) I '(p) I
,HC \SHC / £,HC \Sffc / + ,HC SHC

(0 0) 1 .T).HC

IC (sHC)= Ce ,HC a)f LHC T,HC
)SHC

s/icI I-

'C (sac) = Ce ),HC
05f iT,gc )LHC

as S,HCSHC

IC(sac) = Ce
s0+flf EoTjicJLc

LHC
THC

UIHC

j'() I
£,HC\5HC) HC

( U)
__!:_

,HC0+1 +
HC a)+Q LHC Tas,HCJ HC

ATt,yc UHC

Ugc
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(A.181)

(A.182)

(A.183)

(A.184)

(A.185)

(A.186)

(A. 187)

(A.188)

(A.189)
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-
Ch2HCPeD,,HC IATt,Hc

h,HC (A. 190)

L
a) +

ChIHC + Ch2ffCPeD,,Hc ) LHC

-
a) h2,HCDEHC 1LT,HC UHc

Ii

-
a) + Chlc + Ch2HCPe

h,HC
I

LD,,ftC FtC

HC (a) a) 1 M'F,HC')

U&HC W+fLFlCJSTw,HCJ

ICh2CPeD,F,HC U FtC

ChHC+Ch2[JCPeD
flhffC)

UF,HC

(A.191)
,t,HC

(- a)
rHCa)+

ITWJIC)

11_
a) Ch2HCPeD,F,HC

a)+ ChlHC +Ch2HCPeD,,c ]
h,HC 11h,HC Tt HC

(A.192)= -
[ a) LTF,Hc

ATW,HC)

' ET,HCSHC

I,HC (sHC) = Ce
ø+tj x;;cJz;:

"1

[

a) Ch2HCPeD,F,HC I_1
hHC h,HC

UFHCi Cjc + Ch2JICPeD,e,HC
/ (A. 193)

rHCa)+[HC]
AT,HC SHC

iHC(sHC)=CHCe
U)+fftT.jic)LHC

11_
a) Ch2HCPeHC

HC f Chl c + Ch2HCPCD,F,HC
hHC]a)+) hJIC

(A.194)UFHC -
UFHC [- a) LXT,HC

I



(sHC)
Sjjc

=Ce
UUfC

11_
Ch2l,CPeD,,Hc

h,HC

TE,HC
w+)

ChIflC+Ch2HCPeD,!,HC )
a) LT,HC

HC U)+1

c(1h)
i'(')

HC
Uffc

(HC ,HC(SHC)
I dsHc
. uFfc

flC [ -I "'
+cf )LHC

I___±__ Ch2,cPeD,,Hc)1
hJICa)+c1

ChIHC+Ch2flCPeD,,HC
ds

[c ai AT,HC

w+fTwc)
j

= _C(1) LHC

[

_(iHC
HHC 1LRC

HC e
(+flfTHC L,,,,

) ATHC]
HCW+W+ 0

'1

a) Ch2HCPeD,t.HC

IAT,HC a) +f C h,HC

h2,HC PeD,,HC

a)

a)+1 ATw,HC

2) AT,.HC'

= C(1) LHC Hc+njeNC
a) L\THC)[

a)+f C)
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(A.195)

(A.196)
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11_U)
hHC

AT,gc
W+f

ChIC+Ch2HCPeD,!,HC )
LHc

UHc U) M'I,HC
+
W+f

(

LC+1fETHcj
I1-e

]

&

TWHCJ

C2JCPCD,,HC
h.Ec JiHC-

w+)1 CJJC+Ch2HCPeD,t,HC ) (A.197)
iST,gc

LHC

U)HC

L w+QfATWJICJ
rHCW +

Unheated Core (UC)

(s) U) (s)
(A. 198)+7uc(suc)+

ds ds

d7(sc) U)

0. (A.199)
ds

= Cje Uc
(A.200)

,-(1h) 1i,ucLc
(A.201)

i(s)= '"e (A.202)LUC .
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uc (A.203)

Uc-c-
= Ce (A.204)

UeHC

(1) uc- (A.205)
u,JIc

1'"i,uc (s)

ds = .rcCe dsuc
U,HC

J 0

= c' __(i_e')uc-

1
-ruc

= C(1)L
e

(A.206)uc uc -
Tuc(i)

Riser Single-Phase Section (RS)

d7(s) a d7ps(Sps)iRsØ
(A.207)+ 7j,s (s )+

dsRs UORS dsRs '0,RS

d7(s) U)
(A.208)

dsRs UtRS

(s) = Chje (A.209)RS

iiRsLRs
(A.210)



5RS

i(sES)= Ce LRS
(A.211)

(A.212)

i (s)=Ce L
(A.213)

e,uc

(A.214RS

i (sn)
dsES f CJe

Lds

L R
L

DESO)

(A.215)
DES

Riser Two-Phase Section (RI

dlT(sRT)
T1,RT(SRT)+

d7,RT(sRT)I2T(sftT)
=0. (A.216)

dsRT RT(SRT) dsRT iT(sRT)

d1T(sRT) ü)
+ T

dsRT (s) £,RT (sRT) = 0. (A.2 17)
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w

o UIRT(ORT)I (sr)=Ce dsRT
(A.218)

or di07

RT(SRT) Ce° r(°or) (A.219)

1RT di1
di0 1° ORT(SRT)

LOT diRT

Rr(sRT)= Ce
JO rRr(SRr) (A.220)

1LRT di0 l0r

TRT (sRT) CeL0 r(sRr)jLRr (Exact for the single-phase flow) (A.22 1)

ROT

RT(SRTY_ Ce °°°. (A.222)

TRT rr
dRT

RT(SRT)
(A.223)

RT(SRT)
SOT

1)
OT

(A.224)
UHc

= (A,225)RT
UIHC

IRT

RT(sRT)dS Ce Lords
SOT

" RT
UHc

r - 0OT I

(i) L I -r0oo----

=-CRT-----Ie L0

Jo

,-(i) __-(i_eoT00)-RT
TRTO)



x,I,1

= C(1)L
1 eT

(A.226)RT RT -
TRTO)

Upper Horizontal Section (UH)

dTUH(sUH) a) d7UH(sUH)UffØ
(A.227)

dsUH UUH ds U,UH

d]H(sUH) a)

= (A.228)
dsUH i,UH

0

,UH (sUH)= C)e". (A.229)

1UH UH

UH(SUH)_
ç,(lk) ,UHLUH (A.230)UHe

- SUN

7UH(SUH)_ ,-(m) "1= (A.231)tUHe

(A.232)
UUH

UH(sUH)
- 5UH

=Ce LtN (A.233)
U,HC

C(1)
C(1) = (A.234)UH

IUH -rUHO--
IUH UH (sUH )

dsUH = J Ce LUH

" UH
.b U,gc



=-Cf-!_[e 'UH

TUHW[
JO

=c(1) --(i_--e')UH -
T(JJJO)

=CLUHl_e. (A.235)
rUHO)

Heat Exchanger (HX1)

dT1(s) 0) dl(s)HXl
dsHx UHxl dsHx 1,HXI

=
w + t2 Ch2,I PCDe,HXI

h,HX1W+f2 +t1 ChlI +Ch2HXIPeD,IJcxl U,Hx1

w+Q,2 k,HX1h,Hx i,HX1(s). (A.236)
0) + R2 + R1 POCFO HXIAHXI

£

dlHXI(s) [ £ &+f k,HX1,HX1 ]HX1S+ +
dsHX

L
UHxI 0) + ci2 + Pt000UHX1AHXI

hJLV1 1
= [ d1(s) 0) + qW,HX1h,HX1 CO2 HXlPeD,x1

j

hHl

[
dsHx 0) + t2 + C01 HXI + CO2 YXI peD,x1 ]

(A.237)

d1Hx1(sHX) [ +c cLV,HXI h,HX1
]HX1SHX+ ::- +

dsHx L1',HX1 0)+1(2 +f1 tTw,HX1 PoCoU,IxIAHxl

[- 1
THX1 +R2 ATI,Hx1 CO2 XXI PeD,Xl

(A.23 8)hHXI
hJLVl

[ L 0) + t2 + tI LHX C01 HXI + CO2 HXL PeD,,HXI
J

UFxI

qW,HXI
wJIXI - (A.239)



(Sfl.v) TXH 
(1 i)J XHs)iXIlj 

lXH1 
(Lvzv) - = XH 

(917Z.V) 
XH7 uU+zU+U d3 

(cfrrv) 
XII I U+ZTj+m wt! 

U 

(17f7V) a (7's) 1X1IJ 

- IXH1v I 

(Etzv) 

J1t XH7 
(zzv) 5 3H'ijy 

(7's) ' 

()LXH+(XHs)IXH (ms)IXHj 

( IXHUdw3+ IXH't3 
1XJflIU 

-I 

I 

IXHMJV xlii + + \ XHgp 

IXH1JV J ZI+a) 
+___J+(xuI)IxH 

+ IXHPL_J 
t + + a' 

tXH'i __I1xH'u 

__ (t17zv) 
mi lxx 1xHt1j + 

iJ 

LW? 

+ + 
(al's) lXE' jç 2(117 y + + a' 

lXltin] XHp 

LXH'1JV t Zl(j+a' 
a' (2(11)12(11'1 

3HVJH n°1°d IXHV1KH' °'3°d 
(ozv) 

Jl17311'JH'4if = XH7lXH - LXH'4{J, 

r, 



a) a) + Q,2 1 /XT,,HXI

HX1 + + LHX ATW,HXI J
HXI

-
= Ii_ + C)2,JIXIPeD,t,HXI I AT,HC ISc

eD,,Hx J
Lç HC

a) + + + Ch2HXIPflhHI
h,HX1

-
11-

a-- Ch2XlPeD,F,Hx1 LT,HC
h,ffXI

- a)+2 +R1 ChIHX, +C21PeD,,HxI )IHXU,HC
HXI (

+ t2 1T,HXI
Ut,HX1 a) + t2 + C LHX LTW.HX1

nh.UVI
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a) + c xID,,HX1 I-hh1l LT,Hca)+2 +c, CkIHXI +Ch2XlPeie,ffx1 ) U-
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AT,HXI

+ ____ + Q,1 w,HX1)

hJLVI

[i a) i!i___ Uh2HXI PeD,,HX1

+ + R ChIHXI +C1JL hHXI
,,HX1 HC

I
THXIa)+

a)+Q12 ATHX1'J

+c

-
,HXI(sHK) = C2e
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v+2,2+Q,1 AT,ji )LJL

11+t2 Ch7HXIPeD,HXt
h,HX1

U,Hc

a)+2
ChIHXI 1-Ch2,HXlPe.Hx1 )+

[rHXla)+
a)+,2 LTC,HXI

a)+2+11 ATw,HXIJ

- )+2 ATh4I

,HX1 (s) Ce( JL
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(A.249)

(A.250)

(A.25 1)

(A.252)
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1 w+R2 Ch2KXPeDHX1

TL,JIC
&+(2 +1

+Ch2UX4PeD,t,Hxl ) (A.253)+u,Hc -
U,Hc

[HX1

cL)+R2 LT,HX1

CL) + t2 + ATw,HXI J

- O+0r2 AT,,Hxl 'SHX
THX á14,HX1(sH1)

= c' -[
UHC

HXl
CL) + R2 Ch2HXlPeD,&x1i1_

LXT,HC W+R2 tl +Ch2,HXIPCD,,HJn
(A.254)+

CO+)(2 ATF,HX1'I
+

& + + ATxi J

-.(1h)-
'-HX1

u1,ffc

THXI(sHX)d
SHX

.

I
- I

C(1)

[

U) + /2 Ch2,JIXIPCD,,HX1- 11- nhHXlJ
LXT.HC a+R2 t1 +Ch2HXIPeDt,JIxI

+ !dsHX
CL) +,HC

[THXIU) +
+ + ATxi J j

+ t2 AT,,HX1 j
vi

1LHX
(o+fl,2 T,HX'SHX

LHXI

0

U)+t2 +t1 ATW,HXI

(A.255)
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h,HKl11a)+c,2 Ch2JJXIPCD,e,ILn
hJIXI h,HX

JAT,uc +R2 + t1 Chlxl + Ch2HXIPeD,,HXI
+

UtJIC

a)+)2 Tw,HXIJ

[ Hx1a)+
a)+2 ATHx1][

- +2
-(i) LHX

'-HX1

+ + c1, ATw,HXI

11_+t2 Ch2ffXlPeD,xI
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-( +c2IJü+ç)Q
ZT,JLY!

= C1L
+

[rHxIa) +
+ t1

+ Ch2HXLPeD,,HXI
flHX!]

(A.256)
ATI,HC (w+,2 +R1 ChIHXI +Ch2HXlPev,ux1

L

[THX1a)

iXTiwxi')

a)+12 +c2, AT,Hx1)

Downcomer (DC)

dI(sDC) ü) d(s)DC0
(A.257)+,Dc(sDc)+

dsDc U,Dc dsDc !,DC

d7DC(s)+l(s)= 0. (A.258)
dsDc U!Dc

a)

= C)e (A.259)
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IDC(sDC)= Cje uL (A.260)

DC

IDC(sDC)= Cje'". (A.261)

(A.262)

1DC(sDC) Ce L
(A.263)

UHC

C(lh)

(A.264)LDC
uJIc

SDC1c (sDc)
dsDC j Ce

L
dsDC

= (i) LDC[
CDC

rDCO)[

L]

=c' __-(i_e')DC
DCW

=C(1)L 1e
(A.265)DC DC -

rDCO)

Lower Horizontal Section (LH)

d7(s) 0) dTLH(s)LH
= 0. (A.266)

dsLH ULff dsLH ,LH
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d7(s) 0)

(A.267)
dsLH ULH

0)

I, (sm) = (A.268)

I (sm) = C)e
ii L

(A.269)

(sm) = C$em. (A.27o)

TLHT. (A.271)
ULH

(sm) =Ce L
(A.272)

U,HC

(i) = (A.273)'LH

L
(s

)
dsLH

J
C$e L

LR rLH0)

UHC

[

(i) L,
- CLIf e

rLHco

=C(1) ---(i_e')LH '
Till 0)

=CL le
(A.274)

TLHW
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A.5.4 Boundary Conditions: Continuity of Perturbation Solutions at Each Junction

HG UC

THC(LHC) f(o)
UIHC U,Hc

(A.275)

11-
Ch2HCPeD,,HC

h,HCT,HC

T,HC
+ f C1 + ChZHCPeD,eHC ) - c (A.276)Ce r+flftT,HcJ

u411c - a) LT,HC
Uc.

rHCCL) +
0) + LTw,ffC J

11
0)Ch2HCPeD,e.HC

htfC( -
-c'

TE,HC
0)+ ChI,HC +Cfl2HCPeo,c )e HC UC= (A.277)

ATjic
[?c

+ ) ATWHC]
-

UGRS

(A.278)
U(HC UHc

= c2. (A.279)

e°C C = 0. (A.280)

RSRT
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,RT(0)
(A.28 1)

UHC

C(1)e = (A.282)RS RT

e'CJ _C(1) = 0 (A.283)RT

RT- UH

,RT(LRT) UH(0)
(A.284)

UHC

= (A,285)URT 'UH

eT(0C(1) -c' = 0 (A.286)RT UH

UH-HX1

TUH(LUH) THXl(0)
(A.287)

UHC UHC

hjLVl

1_ +12 Ch2HXIPeD,,HX1
h,HX1

(i) AT,HC
0) + t2 + R ChIHXI + Ch2HXI PeD,,Hx1

(A.288)Ce0 = C1 +
UHc

[FHXIO +
0) + L.Tt,HX1

+ + R1 Tw,HX1 J
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1 
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LHHC

T(LH(LLH) TLHC(0)

UHc UHc

11-
& 62,HCPeD,1,HC

I

Ce° = c AT,HC +f C6111 + Ch2fiCPe,
fl6Hc)

D £,HC

£0 ATHC]
(0+f ATw,HC

11-
0) C62,HCPeD,,HC

h,EC h,HC

e1) AT,HC
0) + Ch1HC + C62 HCPCD,,HC )

utlic
'LH '-HC

[rHC
£1) ATC,HC

W+f TW,HC]
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(A.296)

(A.297)

(A.298)

Matrix Equation for Perturbation Boundary Condition at Each Junction

1,1

A(1)
1,2 o o o o o o 1

I

[c)1 [B'

o 4 A o o o o o B1)

o 0 A(1)
33

A(1)
34 o o o o I B

o 0 0 A(1)
4,4

A(1)
4,5 o 0 0 c$) I B'

o 0 0 0 ii A 0 0 c4) B'

o 0 0 0 0 A(l)
6,6 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 A(1)
7,7

A(1)

7,811
C(1)

7
I

J
B(1)

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 Aj [coj [B

A1 e

(A.299)

(A.300)
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=i (A.301)1,2 '

A e, (A.302)

A2-1, (A.303)

A e', (A.304)

A(1) = i3,4_ , (A.305)

A1 eTa, (A.306)

4,5_ , (A.307)

A e, (A.308)

A51, (A.309)

( iLfl,+_:
TILy,

= e , (A.310

(A.311)

A (A.312)

7,8 (A.313)
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e', (A.314)

(A.315)

11-
a)

hHC h,HC

B1+'tc w+Q1 ChIHC+Ch2HCPeD,Hc ) (A.316)
a) LXTC,HC

I
[THC

a) + ATwtc)

B1)O, (A.317)

(A.318)

(A.319)

1_
Ch2HXI PeD,,Hx1

h,HXl

B4'

a)+Q2 +R1 ChIHXI +Ch2ffXlPeD,,Hx1 ) (A.320)
w+Q12 AT!,HX1UtHc

+
a) + üf2 + AT,HX1 J

ChZHXlPeD,,Hx1

B(1)

0) + + ri CMHxI + C2,HXl PeD,,gx1 )
(A.32 1)6 -

UHc
1THXIO)+

&+Q12 LXT,HX1

W+t2+t1 TwHxlJ

B1)O, (A.322)
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'1

PeD,F,HC

hjC h,HC

B
1T1,HC (0 + f ChIC + Ch2HCPeD,CHC ) (A.323)8 -

U,ffC

[THC

i1) LT,HC
(0+

w+cf

= C(1) (A.324)I HC'

c' =
2 UC' (A.325)

RS' (A.326)

= (A.327)4 RT'

= c' (A.328)5 UH'

(A.329)HX1

= C(1) (A.330)7 DC,

'8 LH (A.331)

Solution of Matrix Equation by Gaussian Elimination

- (0 ETt,HC- (A.332)
(O+Qf ATWJIC

(A.333)
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03_rRSw. (A.334)

O4rRTa). (A.335)

5UH (A.336)

HX1
a)+R2 LT,HX1

(A.337)
+ + w,FIXI

(A.338)

(A.339)

11_
Ch2flCPeIJ,Hc

T,,HC
+f Cc + Ch2HCPeD,,HC

h,HCh,HC

B1+ (A.340)
Ugc [- a) LT,HC

rHCCO +
U)+j TwcJ

hItl

1l_-_?-i:-__
ChHXlPeD,,Hxl

h,JIX1W+2 C,lHxl +C21PeD,1jIxI ) (A.341)B5+

[THXIa) +

(2) + 12 AT,HX1

+ R1 ATw,HXI J

(O+R2 Ch2HXIPeD,,HX1
h,flKl

-
U) + +Q,1

Chl + HXI Pei,,,xxi ) (A.342)B6
UHc

THX1W+

U)+l2 AT,,HXI

+ R1 ATw,HXI J



11_ ILL h2,FfCDIC
I

B3
T,HC

+ Cc + C82HCPeD,1,HC )
tO ATic)

?üj +
UHc

[
w + 21 TW,HC)

C =c()
1 HC

C2 C.

C3

C4 C.

C5 C.

C =d)
6 JLfl

C7 c$.

C8 C.

e 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 c, B1

o e° 1 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 1 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o 0 0 e 1 0 0 0 C40
o 0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e°6 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e°' 1 C7 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 e C8 B8
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(A.343)

(A.344)

(A.345)

(A.346)

(A.347)

(A.348)

(A.349)

(A.350)

(A.351)

(A.352)
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Using Gaussian elimination,

1 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°

o e°2 ---1 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 e 1 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o 0 0 e 1 0 0 0 C4 0 (A 353)
o 0 0 0 e°' 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e°6 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 e C8 B8

1 e°' 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°'

o e°2 1 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 e° 1 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o 0 0 e° 1 0 0 0 C4 0 (A 354)
o 0 0 0 e°' 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e°6 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

o e 0 0 0 0 0 C8 B

B8 +B1e°. (A.355)

I e 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e

o 1 e 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 e° I 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o o 0 e° 1 0 0 0 C4 0 (A.356)
o 0 0 0 e0s 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e° I 0 C6 B6

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

0 e° 0 0 0 0 0 e° [c8 B

B B8 +B1e°'. (A.357)
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1 e°' 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°

o 1 e 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 e° 1 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o 0 0 e° 1 0 0 0 C4 0
(A.358)

o 0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e° 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

0 0 _e°2 0 0 0 0 e0] Lcd [ B

B B8+B1e°. (A.359)

1e 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°'

o 1 eO2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 1 e° 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o 0 0 e° 1 0 0 0 C4 0
(A.360)

o 0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e° 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e°' 1 C7 0

0 0 e4° 0 0 0 0 e] [C3] [ B

B B8+B1e°'. (A.361)

1 e°' 0 0 0 0 0 0 C3 B1e°

o 1 _e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 1 e° 0 0 0 0 C3 0

0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 0 C4 0
(A.362)

0 0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 C5 B5

0 0 0 0 0 e06 1 0 C6 B6

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

0 0 0 e8'° 0 0 0 e°a C8 B

B B8 +B1e°'. (A.363)
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1 e° 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°'

o 1 _e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

o 0 1 e° 0 0 0 0 C3 0

o o 0 1 e° 0 0 0 C4
(A.364)

o 0 0 0 e 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e 1 0 C6 B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

o 0 0 e°° 0 0 0 e C8 B

B B8 +B1e°'. (A.365)

1 e°' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 [C11 [Bieohl

o 1 e° çj o o o oHc2Hoi
o 0 1 e 0 0 0 0IIC3O
o 0 0 1 _e0 0 0 0 C4 -1

(A.366)
o 0 0 0 e° 1 0 0 C5 B5

o 0 0 0 0 e 1 0 I C6
I

B6

o 0 0 0 0 0 e 111C71
o 0 0 0 e°'° 0 0 -oje C8 B

B B8+B1e. (A.367)

1 e° 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e4

o 1 e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 0 C3 0

0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 C4 0
(A.368)

o 0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 C5 B5e°

0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 0 C6 B6

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° 1 C7 0

0 0 0 0 eOOOFO 0 0 e° C8 B

B B8 +B1e. (A.369)
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1

o i e°2 0 0 0 0 ojc2 0

o o I e° o o o oJc31 o

o 0 0 1 e 0 0 () C4 0
(A.370)

o o 0 0 1 e° 0 0 ICsIB5es1
o 0 0 0 0 1 0 C6 B6

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° _ij [C7] 0

0 0 0 0 0 e°l++°+°5 0 e C
8 B'

L S
I

B B8 +B1e (A.371)

1 e6' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1c11

01 e°2 0 0 0 0 OIIC2IIOI
00 1 e 0 0 0 oIIc3Io
0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 IC4

I-)
0

(A.372)
0 0 0 0 1 - e°s 0 0 C5

I B5e°

0 0 0 0 0 1 e6 0 C6
I

B6e°6

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° C7 0 I

o 0 0 0 0 -e°'°° 0 e' [C8]
[

B
]

B B8 +B1e°' +B5e°°°. (A.373)

i e°' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 [c11 [B1e'l
0 1 - e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

00 1 e° 0 0 0 ocjIoI
0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 IIC4 0

(A.374)
0 0 0 0 1 e 0 0 CsIIBse
o o 0 0 0 1 - e06 0 I C6 I B6e

0 0 0 0 0 0 e° _i][cij 0 I

0 0 0 0 0 0 - e6O2+°3+°°° e68 C8
IL'8J

B B8 +B1e° +B5e° O+O4+9 +B6e O+C+O6 (A.375)
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(A.376)
0 0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 iC5 1B5e05

0 0 0 0 0 1 _e86 0 C6
i

B6e°

00 0 0 0 0 1 e°7ICjI0
0 0 0 0 0 0 e°'9° e Lc8] L

B

B B8 +B1e° +B5e°°°s +B6e°°4+O°6. (A.377)

1e 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e°'

0 1 _e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

0 0 1 e 0 0 0 0 C3 0

0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 C4 0

0 0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 C5 B5e°

0 0 0 0 0 1 _eO6 0 C6 B6e
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ea_eO2OOO7 C8 B

(A.3 78)

B8 +B1e +B5e +0f05 +B6e° 0006 (A.379)

1 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 C1 B1e

0 1 _e°2 0 0 0 0 0 C2 0

0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 0 C3 0

0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 0 C4 0
(A.380)

0 0 0 0 1 e° 0 0 C5 B5e°

0 0 0 0 0 1 e 0 C6 B6e°6
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 C8 B
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e° eO1+°°45+°6+O7
(A.381)
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C = B

B8 + B1e01 + B5e°°°° + B6eOt+O+OO5+O6e°°°°
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e08
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B1e_+034+0 + B5 + B6e_7 +9%+02+63+04+e5) + Bse024+
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B1e°' - Biee_+02+0406+0708)
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B1e°' + Bse O6+O+O) + B6e 97+O + B8

1 e4+006+07+0

=
Bie +05060 + B5e000 + B6e00 + B8

(A.3 89)
1 e_(002+04+056+07+0

B e2+0 O4+O5+&6+O7+O) + Bse 06 +o) + B6e07+ + B8
(A.390)Cl =

1_e_(0003+04+05+06+87+0

= B + Bse 070) +B6e°' + B8e°'
(A.3 91)2

1 e01+02+03+04+05+0607+0

= Be +B5e62) + B6e_( 0801+02) + B8e_(012)

1 (A.392)

=
Be 003) + Bse 06 0+01+02+03) +B6e00002+03) + B8e000

(A.393)1

C =
Bie_(02 904) + Bse 06+07+0g+0+02+03+04) + Boe_(+02+03+04) + B8e00234

1 e+04+06+008)
. (A.394)5

=
Bie02+00405) + B5 + + B8e+02+03+04+05)

(A.395)6
1 e08+02+03+04+05+06+07f08)

=
Bie02 04006) + B5e°6 + B6 + Bse_(0+02+03+04+05+06)

(A.396)
1 e+02+004+03+06+07+08)

C8 =
Bie_ +02-05+66+07) + Bse_(06+07) + B6e07 + Bse_(01+02+03+04+07+06+07)

(A.397)
1 - e+02+0304+05+06+07+0
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11-
C,1PeD,,1

h I -I '
+5a) + j ChII + Ch21 PeD;,1 ) e

0) -Ja) + c2 AT,i

0) +j Ch26PeD,I,6ii h,6 I
'-I Ia)+j +Q61 CM6 +Ch26PeD,,6 ) 2iATf

e+ ( &+)(2 AT,6
+

w+2,2+(I ATw,6)

n#6
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0) AT,1Irw+
' a)+QLTw

Smn
m

=
(Kronecker delta function) (A.408)

- rw+8
i-I

a) AT,i 0) + t2 LT1,6 }
=

j2,6,7,orl L Twj
+8J6 a)+(2 +i

should be set if = ; and
j=2,6,7,orl 6=1

ion: 1=HC;2=UC;3=RS;4=RT;5=UH;6=HXi;7=DC;8=LH.
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A.6 Liquid-Phase Density

Constant Liquid-Phase Density

PO = (A.409)

Variable Liquid-Phase Density Used in the Gravitational Force Term

p(s,t)= p0[1fl0{1(s,t)l0}]

=

= pO[1fl(O7(s)+T(s)e T,jJ

= io { (s) i }- flo1 (s)e'"j

=

= p,0[1 /i, { (s) i }]- p,0fl,0(se
T,(s)

00 h(s)

0['

= ,(s)+ Ms)e''t. (A.410)

p,0[i _J3, {i(s)_ T,0}]. (A.41 1)

p,0[1_fl,0{(s)-10}]
p,0fl,07(s) ()

/3,0T,(s) I(s) (A.412)

f3(s) 1(s)
(A.413)

1_8,o[(s)Toji
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A.7 Liquid-Phase Friction Factor

C1 =64; n1 =1 <2100). (A.414)

Cf
J = 0.316; n1 = 0.25 (2100 ReD,?J <30000). (A.415)

Cf, = 0.184; flfJ = 0.20 30000). (A.416)

c (\JitI
n1 I

= C Re'; (t)

[POUii(t)Ded 1Ii
L I!O

C1[01 u' (t)
'Ito

CfJ[PtODeJ

]" +&(t)t"

C[Pt0De1]
[ +üe''

C11[0A][1 _nf.__I.et]
'Ito

Cf[PeODC u7;f" Cf
[PtODeI

1

n11_l1et
,uto ,tlto

j
[Pto0ei] Cf.[/t0De1 _e(0t

,tIto IIto ut,i

[PtotiDei l" [Ptot,jt'ei ]'"
f,iI I J,iI

'tI tflf1 e

L 'Ito J L 'Ito j Uti

= CfJRer CfReD,nf

CIA C1
n1,, nj,, ft

ReD,tA ReD,tJ ti
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= ] +Jet. (A.417)

- C.
(AAI8)

i-± nijL=_jini:_. (A.419)
RCD,EJ

= n (A.420)
f ii
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APPENDIX B: KINEMATICS FOR TWO-PHASE REGION

The following derivation is based on the drift-flux equilibrium model. In

the following, for notational simplicity, the subscript indicating the two-phase flow

region of the riser, RT, is dropped.

B.1 Liquid-Phase Temperature

From Appendix A,

(s)=
,HC,out (B.1)

. (B.2)-
£,HC

7(s) 'HC,ouf

B.2 Liquid-Phase Density

Constant Liquid-Phase Density

PoPe(To). (B.3)

Variable Liquid-Phase Density Used in the Gravitational Force Term

p(s,t)= p0[1,o10{I(s,t)-7',0}]

= p,o[1flo{(s)+o7(s,t)_I0}]
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=
-i}J

= po j { (s) r }- (s)e
J

=

= p0[i_j.i0{(s)_ i}]pflT(s)iet
7(s)

p10fl07(s)
= p,a[118o{(s)7o}}+ p10[1_i13eo{(s)_7o}i [1fiOT}] 7(s)
= p1(s)+ ,(s)e'. (B.4)

(B.5)

b(s) p0[i_0{(s)_70}] p10fl07(s) i(s)

(s)_/30T(s) I(s)
(B.6)

_fleo7(s) 1(s) (BJ)

B.3 Gas-Phase Density

pg(S t) pg(s,t) pm(S,t)
RTg(s,t) R7(s,t)

15,,,(S)+8Pm(S,t)
R (s)+b7(s,t)

-
R
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(s)
2(S)e

j

1 Lm() + rn(SY()e2o)i]

i[(s) (s) 2(s) 2(s)

1[,,(s) i)m(S)+ e
R[T(s) re(s)

2()
]

t im()

R 7(s) R[Ii'(s) 2(s)
]

+
RT(s) [() )j

=g(s)+g(s)'. (B.8)

pg(s)
RT((s)

(B.9)

(B.1O)
(S)[m(S) I(s)1 -

=pg(spg(s)

RTe(s)[m(s)i(s)j

(B.11)
j),,,(s) (s)

B.4 Distribution Parameter

c0 = c -(ce _iiJ. (B.12)

Cc1.2; (BJ3)



Distribution Parameter Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density

C(s,t)= c -(ce
P!o

= c, -(ce
P!O

= c, -(ce
+Pg(S)e inc

P!O

)flc ))flcI
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ent
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r I ")c
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r /
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nc(C g

= [ P° ] Pg (s)

cC_(cC_lf__l i

L Po ]

r_ /

nc(Ccifl
- [ Peo ] )g (s)

c, -(ce
1f(s)]'

L Po]

Distribution Parameter Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density

C0(s,t)= c -(ce
I '1c

PgI.S,t)

= c -(ce
L

= c -(ce
1g(s)+i3g(s)ent lc

c (c 1{g (s)+ g(S)'
1 1 ,3(s)

(s)
e
}f

= c (c -
g(s)I(s) i3g(s)b1(s) 1nc

e2tJ
L,(s) (s) k(s) p2(s)

c, -(ce
LP() (s)

g(s)I(S)
e

k(s)

inc

j

_C(Cl{Pg(5)+g(S) g(s)i3(S)l

L) tiY 2(s) tel

Cc_(cc_11
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- I '1'c1
[PgWI i3g(s)g(s)(s)l
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c[)]
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]e
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r I \lfl
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(B. 19)
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B.5 Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity

n,1

_Pg] (1_a)2

C = = 0.25; n2 = 1.75.

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Based on Constant

Liquid-Phase Density

V0(s,t)=
[oo{Po

cv
j

'\fli

= I

[

_pg(s,t)f1[1_a0(s,t)2
p0)

cv
0g

i
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\ "vi

0g
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oog{p
- I
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(Initial estimation) (B.28)VI
2

I P10

J20(s) _g(s) g(s)
(Initial estimation) (B29)=nvl

V0(s) po

Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Based on Variable

Liquid-Phase Density
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B.6 Flow Quality
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B.7 Void Fraction
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Void Fraction Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density
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+
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Void Fraction Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density
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B.8 Mixture Density

Mixture Density Based on Constant Liquid-Phase Density
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Mixture Density Based on Variable Liquid-Phase Density
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-(s) â(s)Ms)1a(s)pg(s -+- - '[âs)

p(S)j[a(s) gs)j
x

(5)g (s)+ [i (s)], (s)

(s)pg(s
-__+_1+[i_(S)},(4

-(s) a(s) Mi)1-

a(s)
=75,n()

(s) kg(s)] i(s)(s) p(s)j
(B.62)

ã(S)g (s)+ [1 a(s)jj (s)

a(s)pg(s
_() i(s) ,Ms)1

- -

Ia(s)
(s) g(s)j S)L1ocj+[)]

(B.63)

B.9 Mixture Velocity

Mass Flux at Gas Injection Point

G
?fl rng,zfl+rnfl (PgQg)i,+(P*Au)in Pg,inQg,in+Po4Hc1,Hc

A A A

G,,, (t)
Pg,inQg,jn + PoAHcu,Hc (t)

Pg,inQ gin + PWAHC[,HC +

A

PgnQgn + pIoAHC (,HC + u,HCe)
A

Pg,inQg,in + POAHCu;,HC
+

PtoAHcUe,Hc ent
A A

(B.64)
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Pg,inQgjn + PtOAHC,HC
+

POAHCU,HC "eHCenZI
A A ui

PAHCiiHC
Pg,inQgjn +pioAHciip jic

+
Pg,inQg,in +pioAHci7,ffc A

A A Pg,inQg,in + p,OAHCuT

A

PgjnQgjn + P,OAHC,HC
+

Pg,inQg,in + pioAHcii,Hc PLOAHCU,,HC 1t,HCt
A A Pg,inQgjn + p,oAHcHc UiHC

Pg,inQg, + piQAffc,Hc
+

Pg,inQgjn + PiOAHCUC 1 1

A A 1PgjnQg,in 1,gc

P(OHC,HC)

=a +Oe. (B.65)

Pg,inQgjn + P(o1Hcüe,gc
(B.66)in

A

PgnQgn + pioAHCi,iIC 1 lC __________ (B.67)Zn

A
1

Pg,inQgjn
I i,HC Pg,inQgjn ,,iic

P,oAHUH)

1

(8.68)
G

1+
Pg,inQg,in UiHC

PiOAHCi7i,HC

Mass Flux in Two-Phase Region of Riser

G(s,t) = Pmo(,t)ui,n(',t)

= [mO() Spmo(S,t)1 [u1m()+ Sim(S,t)1

= [mo() mo(S)'J[n(S)+ m()j
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= m0(ôm (s) + Urn ()Pmo(s)e + Pm0 (5)âm (s)et + (m(s)e2t

mom(5)im()j3mo(5)' +o(S)z.2(S)e&t

= mo(5m(5) + [iim(S)/?mo(S)+ ;omo(s)im(s)]?'

=

Pmo() Urn(S)

= ö(s)+Ô(s)et. (B.69)

ö(s) mo(5m() (B.70)

O(s) (JP_m0(5) L2m(S)1 __(fPO(S) z2,,(s)1
(B.71)+Ia

[Pmo() m(5)j [Pmo() urn(S)]

Ô(s) /'mo(5)'rn(5)
(B.72)

mo(5)
urn(s)

Mixture Continuity Equation

.R_±a(PrnUm)o.
(B.73)

at as

aprnoa(prnoum)0
(B.74)

at as

aprno(s,t) a
+[Prn0(S,t)Um(S,t)]= 0. (Transient) (B.75)

at as

a
--[prno(s)+sprno(s,t)1+---[vrno(s)+oprno(s,t)}{um(s)+urn(s,t)}1= 0. (B.76)

as
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a
0. (B.77)

as

a
&o s)we" + lPmo (s)+ Urn (s)ô,0 (s)e)t + Pm0 (5)üm s)et + /rnO (c)z2m (s)e2t ] = 0.

as

(B.78)

+P [mo()m (s)+ m()imo (s)et + (5)ñm (s)e ] 0. (B.79)
as

WPmo(S)ë (s)}+-f_Ei (s),3( (s)i(s)]?' = 0. (B.80)
ds

d
(s)fPrno(5)+1m()1]ecot =0. (B.81)mo(5rn(5)]+ 01m0(s)et +__[Pmø(5)Urn

tprno(S) Um(S)J

(Linearly perturbed)

d_
0.

d [_
(s)m(s) rno(5)+z'm(5)11e,t = 0.0rno(5'+[Pmo

prno() iim(s)Jj

d [_
(5)m(5){PmO(5)

im(S)1l
W/3rn0(S)+_[Po = 0.

Steady-State

(Steady-state) (B.82)

(B.83)

(Linear perturbation)

(Initial linear perturbation)
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d_ -
0 (B.85)

dG(s)0
(B.86)

ds

IdG()
IOds. (B.87)

di

= 0. (B.88)
(0)

(B.89)

(B.90)

(B.91)

m(
_o:

(B.92)
Pmo(S)

PgjnQg,in +pOAHcHc
(B.93)

mO (s)A

Initial Linear Perturbation

d L (
= (B.94)

(s) um(s)jj



=
ds[ G(s)j

ab,,,0(s)+ö,,
d[ô(s)]

= 0.
ds G(s)

d[G(s)
I = p 0Is

ds[G(s) G1

Jrno(

(s)I(s) [O()1
1mo(d

(o)/(o) Li .

O(s) O(o) 0)

(s) (0)

1P,no

a)jPmoS

c=___f_ f_ (\Pmo(j
(s) ö Pmo

mO()

i3mo() i2m()_&_. I_- j I Pmo'J_ I.
PmO !s) U,,, Its) G1,, G,,, p0

12m(S)O,,, 0) f 1\/'mo()d mo()
- I \ Poj - i.\ - /
u,,,,$) G,, pmosj p,,,,s
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(B.95)

(B.97)

(B.99)

(B.100)

(B. 101)

(B.102)

(B. 103)

(B.104)



12m(S) 1

1+ Pg,,nQg,in F,HC

POAHCHC

B.1O Averaged Drift Velocity

Vgj =
v +(c0 1)Um

i-(c0 i)a Pg

Pm

0)

Pg,,nQg.in +PoAHcii,Hc

A

PPg1
um+a V.

Pm j

Vo(s,t)+[Coo(s,t)-1IIum(s,t)

l[C00(s,t)_l]a0(s,t)°
_Pg(s,t)

Pmo (s, t)

J
Pm() l'mo()d pm0(s)

,mo() mo(S)

0(s)+öV,0(s,t)+ [0(S)+8C0o(S,t)_1j[iim(S)+m(S,t)]

1 [0(s)+ c(s,t)_1][(s)+ 8ao(s,t)]0 [gs+ Spg(s,t)]

mO() Spmø(S,t)

0(s)+ r20(s)et + [(s)+ Ô00(s)e 1J[iim()+ 2m(1V']

mo( i,mo(mt

(s)+ .(s)emt + [{(s) i}+ 00(s)e J[iim (s)+ m(]
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(B.105)

(B.106)

(B.107)

[ 1 l'mo(4mt1_[{o(s)_i}+o0(s)et][(s)+âo(s)emh][{p0 _g(S)}_lg(S)eii[__()
(s)



ç0(s)+ 1o(s)et

+ ({ë0(s) 1}ii,(s)+ ii(sk' (s)et + {(s) 1}12m(S)ët + (S)im(S)e2t)

[1 (fo (s) i}(S)+ (soo(s)et + {(s) i}âo(s)e +

Ipio_g(s) l'g(s)
-

\ Pmo(S) mo(s)e p,0(s)

0(s)+ r?0(s)et

+

io(s)i}(s)+(s)ê(s)e +{(s)i}âo(s)e)

x/-_g( i3g(s)
u't ( ' Pmo() ,

\ (s) mo(s)e

7,(s)+ i2,o(s)e°'

+ ((ë0(s)_ 1)7m (s)+ (s(s)+ (ë (s) 12m(S)}?'

[1 ((ë0 (s) i(s)+ (sk (s)+ (s) i) (s)}e'")

Ipog(s) I pg(s)
-

I \
Pmo(S) tmo() Pmo(S)j /

(s)+ {ë()_i}iim()

+ (2 (s)+
m(s(s)+ (s) 1}m (s))e''t

pg(S)

'+ppg(S)}° e
I - ()\

,

PmoW pmo(s)/

i'g()
{,O(S)1}O(S))(mO(S)+
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+(r2o(s)+izm(s)êoo(s)+ {o(s)_1}z2m(s))e

1 {(s)i}(s)° °gç_ Peo _(s)(_
(s (s)+ o(s)_-1}âo(s))e't

.mo() .mo()
i3g(S)

I (s)}0(et
, Pg

PmoW

i(s)+ {(s)i}(s)

+ (I2o(s)+ m()àoo()+ {0(s)_1}i(s))e0t

i ((s)-1(s)°
g(s) / Pg(S) L (s(s)+((s)i(s)}

,mO() \ Pmo()
o

,

P,noW

7(s)+ (s) ii (s)+ ((s)+ m (s(s)+ (s) 1m (s))ewI

Ptog (s))()1)}
\pmo()

mo()

1

(s)

(s))

mo(&)
e

mo() (l(s)l0(s)Po
g(s)\2

Pm() /

o(s)+ [i (s) 17m(S) j2()+ Urn (s)â00(s)+ [(s)1m ()
e

1 [(s)iJ()° /' 1 pg(s)
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po_g(s)

mo()
(ao(so(s)+ {ëoo(s)_i}co(s))

{(s)'}(s(
mo()

{P g()})
2

et

[i (s)i}(s)°
g(s)

mo() I

-[ ()+ (s)+{ (S)i (s

po_ög(s)

mo()

{
(si} (s

g (s)

(s)}°
(s)\

mo() pmo(S)/

[i_{ (s)_i} (s)0 g (s)

mO (s)

s)+ [ëo(S)_1}7m(S) [ë0()-i}()

i[Coo(s)ikj(s)
.g()

mo()

po_g(s)

m0(')

(a(s(s)+ {e(s)_i}a0(s))

mo()
{peo _g(s)}Pi.))

[ (s)+ {)- 1m(S)}

{(s) i}(s g (s)

2

mo() I

1 J

(s)+ [(S)iim() {o()_1)m()

1 [e()- 11(s) [
ID(s)+ {()_ ii7m(S)
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po_g(S)

mo()
((soo(s)+ {ë0(s)_i}a0(s))

s) i}(
Ig(S) {O}o(s)\-

S\m0(S)

i-0(s)_i}a(s)P00
_iög(S)

Pmo(s)

_g(S)

mo()

2(s) ê(s) +(i)}
(s)+ [®(s)-1(s)

o(s)() + (s)i(s
m()

(s)+(s)i i(s)
mo()

{ë0() 1}(s)0 (s)1 Ô(s) â0(s) i'g(s) imo()h1- _ mo() t(s)i (s) Poo_g(s)mo(s)

1 (s)_l}(s) Pto
le

mo()

1 [ëoo(s)_1(s)'t0 IJ
mo()

(s)+ [(S)1}im()
()!°)+ (s) (s)

V,0(s)

1 [(s)_11(s)0t0 _pg(J i(s)+ o()_h1m()
Pmo()

ë0(s) 00(s) (s) _g(s) ibg(s)0(S)11
+ _p___ +

mO() {ëo(s)i ë0(s) (s) ,, _g(s)(;) mo()1 emt

g(S)

mo() ]



= (B.108)

!(s)

1 [0(s)i1(s)"
_,g(S)

(B.109)

Pm0 (s)

(s)

)Vgjo(S)

(s
oo(s)m(s)}

___________________ C(s)-1 a(s) urn(S)

pmo()

(s)+ {o(s)_i}iirn()

{ë0(s) i}(s)10'1 (s) 00(s)â0(s) _.g(s) i3g(s)o(s)

- mo() tëo(s)iëo(s) (s) pog(s)g(s) mo(5)

_g(s)

Pm0 (s)

s) (s)i(s)1

(s)i c(s) um(s)f=(s
(s)+ {ë0(s)i}u(s')

{(s)
1}(s)PeoP()1 (s) â00(s)â0(s) (s) b(S)i3m0(S)1

moloo(S)_1Coo(S) (s) P0o_g(s)g(s) mo(S)1

_g(S)

mo()

(B. 110)

s) (s0(5)

ê(s)(s)1
m

C00(s)i C(s) um(s)j

(s) o(s)+ [ç()_1}im()
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ë(s) i3g(s)
mg(')1

mo() [o(s)iCoo(s) (s)

mo()

(B. 111)

B.11 Two-Phase Friction Factor

C1=64; n1=1 (B.112)

Cf =0.316; n1 =0.25 (21O0D,m <30000). (B.113)

Cf = 0.184; flf = 0.20 (ReD,m 30000).

Cf

Rem (s, t)

= Cf Re,(s,t)

]Pm

C D nI I=
Pm s,t)u(s,t)

[pm]

nf

= Cf[--1
[mi

=
f[lnI

Emo (s)+ Pm0 (s t" Em (s)+ m
[pm]

C
-fly

-
Pmo () t1fPmO ()imo (s)eml ] (s) flfU; I (s)emt]
E--nf

__n 1

f[pm]

(B. 114)

r-

= CfI [ (s)ii (s) fPrn (s)i7 (S)mO(S)?t flfP0 s) (S)ñm(S)t
[pm]



+
(s)i,1 (S)/mo (s)i2,, (s)e21J

C
Dj[j [Pmo (s (s)

flfli
(s (S)mo(st flff()1' (S2m(st]

r -i-ni

=cI I (s)ii (s) np (s)ç (s)
mo() emt n (s)ç (s)th)et 1

[Pm] Urn(S) ]
-flf

= Cf[1 cs) n (s) s){
Pmo (s) +

[pm] Pmo() Urn(S)J

-nf -i-ni
I= Cf[.1 (s)ç (s) Gf f Pm0 (s)r Pmo (s)+

[pm]
m

[Pmo(5) m()][Pm j

-n1 r,
=Cf[Pm0(m(5)'1 _C1[mo(m(e I pmo() rn()

Pm I [Pmo (s)

+'fI
Pm ]

= CfReD,rn(S)_CfReD,,(S)flf[I'm0O+ m1emt
[mo() )]

Cf Cf i3mo () s)lj
n

ReD,m(s) ReD,m(s) [mo() m()]

=L(s)+(s)ent.

L(s) _/
ReD,rn(s)

(B.115)

(B.116)

Cf [6mo(5) = _L (S)nf mo(S) m (s)1

urn(S)]
(B.117)

[A3mo(5)'2rn()

fm(s) [mo(') urn(s)

(B.118)
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Summary for Steady State

(s)= HCut (B.119)

pO =P((T) (B.120)

,5(s)= p0[1fl0{(s)_70}]. (B.121)

(B.122)

r I \lfl

(B.123)
L Po

j

ë(s)= c -(ce _lic1'. (B.124)
[ps(s)]

r0- og{p,0 _pg(s)}

2_ (B.125)

[aog{p0 _g(s)}f'
(Initial estimation) (B.126)

2

(
1

(s)
[0g{(s)_-gs)fl

=Cv[
s)

[i(s)J'. (B.127)

2(s)
(Initial estimation) (B.128)



Pgj,i Qg,in

(B.129)x=
1+

Pg,inQg,in

poAHciiHc

Pg,i,,Qg,in + PoAHckE,Hc

A
(B.130)

(s)
1

coo(41_____1+v:gio(s)
pg(S)

(B.131)

I p0
j

1mo(Sm(S)

1

C00(S1+___&Ll+v0(S)i)
(Initial estimation) (B.132)

I p0]

1

J(4l+1+(s) kg(s)
(B.133)

gj

1
=

ë, (41 + g (s)1 ()A)
(Initial estimation) (B. 134)

I gj IG

(B.135)

(S)=(S)g(S)+[1_(S)]P((S). (B.136)

- . (B.137)
Pmo()



1 [(s)_ i(s) PfO g (s)

Pmo (s)

Cf

(B.138)

(B. 139)
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Summary for Initial Linear Perturbation

-s

(s) C(1)e L

(B.140)
'(s) ',HC,out

U,Hc.

fl,01(s) 1(s)
(B.141)

(B.142)
kg(s) i5m() 7(s)

-nc(Cc
- [ P00 ] /3g(S)

c, (ce _1f
lc p(s)

(B.143)

r (

[P(s)j rg(s) (s)1
(B. 144)

c_(c_1'g's'1

[)].flflc

12(s) _.g(s) I'g(S) (s) a0(s) (B.145)+ fly2
ç0(s)

= 'v
_g(5) Pg(s) 1(s))

_pg(S) ig(S)
(Initial estimation) (B,146)

i.0(s)
=

oo

Vg,(s) [ (s) j3(s) _g(s) IPg(S)2S)l (s) i(s)
= nyu / " I+nv2

Vgj(s) s)] 1_(s))

(B.147)



s) [ (s) 3,(s) _g(s) 6(s)2Ms)1
nyu

(s)j

1 HC-

i +
PgjnQgjn HC

POAHCiIHC

1 UHC

HC

p!O4ICU,HC
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(B.148)

(Initial estimation)

.+---- +
C00(s) x Pto i

,g(S) 1o(S)i3g(S)jbmo(S) i,,,(s)1

â0(s) ()

pg(s)

x p0 ]

x ,g(S)1jCoo(S)()lXPg(S) 1ê00(s)

C00(s) p10 C00(s) i g(S)j

+(s) Ig(s) i1

c(s)

(s) 1 ()1
c g

I+vo(s)
p,0

(B.149)

(B. 150)

(B. 151)

(B.152)

(Initial estimation)
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Ms)1
0s) x p(s)1co(s)

.g(s) z2,,(s)1

a(s) ) I
(B.153)

pg(s)

I5

Co(S)()1XPg(5)1Co(S) 1 ig() 6(s)1

Ce(s) x

j7QPg(S)Ir"gj()Pg(S) ;1>
gj

IG1 l) IJ
(B.154)

1_I .g(S)1
1 + -:-

(Initial estimation)

(s)
[ao(s) g(s)j 1(s)(s)

(B.155)

a(s)pg(s +
- -

âs)

M5)1l_0J.( i(s) a(s) Ms)1
S

i(s) .g(s)] 1ä(s) (s) )] (B.156)

t(s)O,w
(B.157)

u,,(s) Pmo() Pmo()

- l2gjo(s)

[o(s)ik(s
ë0(s) ê00(s)()1
(s)-1(s) ,,(s)j

V0(s)+ [o()_hI7m(5)
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Pm0()

1

(s)-_1 C(S) as(s) g() gS) mo)

(B.158)

L(s) mo()+im(5)1
(B.159)

fm(s) '(s)
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Summary for Initial Linear Perturbation Ratio with respect to Velocity

s)
1m pm(5,t)

(B,160)
U,ffc

(B.161)
Uc

CeL
(B.162)

i (s) 7',HC out

fl,0(s) 1'(s)
(B.163)

1j 1fl0[(s)-70JY

(B.164)
m(S) (s)

_n(c_i-I
s) po ] ,(s)

(B.165)

c, -(ce (s)1 )

L Pto j

r I \1fl,

n (c I

[(s)j [,() ,(s)1
(B.166)-

- / "I°'

c (C
[pgsfl

Lpas)]

(s) ,3(s) (s)â(s)
(B.167)+ fl2fly1

V0(s) p0_pg(s)pg(s) 1a0(s)a(s)
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J20(s) pg(s) b;(s)
(Initial estimation) (B.168)

0(s)
=

p,0

2,() [ ,(s) ,3(s) _g(s) i(s)2(s)1 (s) a'(s)
nyu

V,,(s) (s)_g(s);(i;) ,(s)] i(s)(j

(B.169)

r2(s)

[_

ö,(s) ô(s) _g(s) ;(s)2(s)1 (B.170)= fly1
V,(s, p,(s)pg(s) ps(s)_pg(s) pg(S) pT(s)]

(Initial estimation)

1 1

Pg,inQg,in HC U,HC
(B.171)

1 (O;) (B.172)
PgjnQgjn

P,OAHC1,,HC)

(S)o(s)+ë0(S)iT_th) 1â(s).i'' i(s)1
C00(s) p,0 l0(s) i-

.g(s) 1r0(s) (s)
' (s) ,(s)1

â(s)
(B.173)

kg(s)

p,0



âs)
-
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1â0(s) ;' ;' 3(s)
+ +

C00(s) x p0 1C00(s) i-

1() i'1

s) i)

(B. 174)

co(4

i_(s)1 - (s)
i+------

p,
]

(Initial estimation)

' 1' (s) (s)1

s)

5g(s) I2'(s) b(s) £' b,(s) 2(s)1
+

(sY)J

(s'+'+7(s)
kg(S)

.' ' (s) ;(s)1

x

+V ()AS)
gj

iGlV(s) ,g(S) xJ

1(sA 1+
gj

(S)pg(S -+
- -

a(s)
/3(s)l[1)], ()

j3,(s) (s) ig(s)j 1(s)(s)

(B.175)

(B.176)

(Initial estimation)

p'(s)
apg '(s)

+ [i (s)] (sj
ã(s)

) +S -+
(s) g(S)j 1ä(s)ã(s) ,(s)j

(s)g(S)+[1_(s)1(S)

(B.177)

(B.178)



W

m() ,mo(')

- r2o(s)

(s)-1 (s) m()]

377

(B.179)

ë0(s) I;(s)(s)
mo() [ëo(s)i (s) (s) pog(S)g(s) mø(S)

_g(S)

Pmo (s)

(B.180)

(B.181)
J(S)LPm0(S) urn(S)]



APPENDIX C: DYNAMICS FOR SINGLE-PHASE REGIONS

C.! Liquid-Phase Pressure

C.1.1 Momentum Equation

' ' (c.1)p +pu, _L =
at as as

2De

(HG, UC, RS, UH, HX1, DC, LH)

aPe,, J,i 2
K

Peo pu = p,( g,)__Lo(s1

ap (s,t)

as,

au1(t)
Peo

at

+ p,0u1 (t)
(t)

as,

+1peou,(t)

+ p,(s1,tg)

+LS(s1 SiK)peOUti(1).

(C.2)

(Transient) (C.3)

(k.) (a,) (fr)ap ap ap (ap
((gr) ((ft)

(C.4)-
as as



(ap ap1(s1,t)

sj as,

=

=

=
c1(s1)

dfr,i(Si)et

ds

ap au1(t)

-L
ar

= po Iu + ,
(t)

ar
= P(OT[,1 +i1e"]

= p0/oet

= copQu(e.

Peo'i (t)

aug, (t)

3s as,

1 iör_
= p0 [u + &, (t)j + (t)

as,

= po[i,1 +zAe']-_[iil +ie'}

=0.

ias) 2D1

k, +(t)J[
+&1(t)

2Dei
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(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)



+e'][ +21i1e +e2]

[j +]e'J[ii, +2üi2e'"]

+ + 2fil2,tet + 2A 1te2]

[ji, + fet + 2Ji1e']

= [11 1+ -- + 2J1i7t1i2(I

=

=Lp,0uL

e,i e,i
fl

2 /= p0u + fl,-, )-P,Ouu,e

(gr)

(api 'I

-I I

= p0[1 fi3O{r1(s1,t) 'J!- g,)

= p0{1 _,0{(s)+ oi1(s,,t)_io})_g1)

= p,0[1_fl,0{T,(s)-t-j(sj)e o}g,1)

= p,o [1fl10 { (s )- }
fl,0T,, (s1 )?' !- ge,,)

= p,0 (- g,, fl,, (s1 )- o p,0 (- ge,, (s, )e"

(C.8)
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(Si)et. (C.9)
u,i

(fi)

Ls(s sIK)pOu,(t)

L8(51 sIK)p,O[uJ +ij(t)1j2

Lo(s sI,K)p,O[u +leh}2

= L SIK )Po [ii + + e2t
J

s(s1 5K )p0 [iii + 2ii

= .--8(s, sIK)pO[u]+
K18(

S.K)PO [2uu,1frt

= --8(s, SIK)POuJ +-5(s, _siK)PtouI[2.-_Je

= .L8(s, SK)PO 2--8(s si,K)ptQut,iue. (C.1O)

d15(1(s1) dj?ea(si),,t
ds1 ds1

=

+0

+ p0ii +(2 n )----

g u(Je
u,i

+i-s(s sIK)p(Qii +2--!ö(s, (Linearly perturbed) (C.11)
2 2



d1(s1) =1; p,0ii, +p0(g5jifl0{i1(s)_l0}]
ds1 2D.

+-S(s,

382

(Steady-state) (C. 12)

d,(S)et = wp0et +(2_nj,1); po1eøt p,0(gj)Ø £(t)et

+2LS(s1 sK)p,OuJue (Linear perturbation) (C.13)

dfr;1(s1)

(op0 ------+ (2 flf 4--- p0( g,),Bof';1(s1)
ds U,Hc UHc

(C.14+2L8(s S,K)/JOU .

UHc

(Initial linear perturbation ratio with respect to velocity)

(sj)et c1(s1,t)
(C.15)

UHc u,HCe

(s) (C.16)
Uffc

Transient

(L)

Ap,(t) = [- dp,(st,t)1 = p,,(O,t) p(L1,t) = + &.p,(t) = +
4,,, (0,i)

= r[_ ap1(s,t)ld
.i[ s1 ]

= f
[p,0

au,, (t)

at
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+ PoU1 (t)
aug,, (t)

as,

Lt)
P(QU (t)

2Dej

+p7(s1,t g,)

+L8(s, _sI,K)P(Ou,i(t)]dsi. (C.17)
2

Ape, (t) = i.p(t)+ Ap(t)+ 4p(t)+ Ap(t)+ Ap'(t). (C. 18)

P10

au(t),
= p0L1

du1(t)
(C.19)

at dt

f
p0u1(t) ds1 =0.

as,

f1(t)Ap(t)
J

_---p0u1(t)ds p0u,(t). (C.21)
2Dej

4r)(t) f p1(s1,t)( g1)ds1 = (- g)f p11(s1,t)ds1. (C.22)

p(t) Lö(s1
iK )p10u1(t)cis = Lp10u1(t). (C.23)

Steady-State

= [- c,, (s,)]
,i
(0) EL,)

= _____
Ji[ ds1

]
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L' 2= [_PoUi

+ p0(g1)(i fl0 {i1(s1 )- i

+Ls(, _si,K)ptoU(J]dsi. (C.24)

45 (la) ,(ca)= + (C.25)

Lso. (C.26)

(C.27)

2

- (AHCY
PFOUHC. (C.28)

(gr)

f' p0 (- g i5o (s )- io

= [p,(gi +

= p0(g,1Xi+p0r0)i1 p0(g)j0

j
(s1)ds1, (C.29)

where
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,HC,out' JT,HC HC, HX1

f,(s,)ds = : UC, RS, RI", UH. (C.30)

'!,HC,out L'Te,HCL1 DC, LH

41)
j

2L 8(s, SIK )p,0ids1

K 2
2

JPou1t11c. (C.31)

Linear Perturbation

(t) [- d8p, (s , t)] = öp (o, t) ci (L1, t)

= r[_ dj(sj,t)1d

.[ ds1
j

.[ ds1
]

= f [wp0ze

+ (2 n p,oiiz2,eut

po (- g )

+ 2-L ö(s IK)p,0i2,1e' ]dsi. (C.32)

(t) = L')(t)+ A)(t)+ (t)+ 4')(t). (C.33)



wp0âe'tds1. (C.34)

o. (C.35)

A4(t) f (2 n )-2_ p,0iiz2e'°tds. (C.36)

j p0(--g)/30 )ijet ds. (C.37)
u,j

2 s, (C.3 8)
2

Initial Linear Perturbation Ratio with respect to Velocity

[;,(s1)]= ,(o)j1(L)
.,
(0)

=
.[ ds1

]

U'.

= I I°Po
L U0,Hc

+ (2 n)_L p0ii
UHc

p0 (- (s1)

+ 2.L8(s1 SK )p00i L1ds (C.39)
2 U(Hcj

= + + 0fr) + + (C.40)
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42)

u,JIc

U.
= wp0L,

= wPoLï[-J. (C.41)

(C.42)

e,i UtHC

e,i

= (2_nJt)jJPtoii,Hc. (C.43)

.1 [- ( ge,, )iiI;', (s )]ds

= Pto( gi)f3o £ T1(s,)ds1, (C.44)

I (s,)ds1

1

- a AT,,1

O)+)fATW,i



______ C21Pe

TL U) + )f Chl + ChPe,
U) (_ U) tTIrU)+ -

U)+Q TW)

( ,+c2

1e

( +12

(C.45)

(i=HC)

Ch2.PCDJ
I

U) + + C + Ch2IPeDe,i ) (C.46)
IXT,,HC

L,

1rU)+
U)+2

i W+t2+,iATj)

.r I(s1 )tls, = c1(1)L,
I

T1U)

AT,,1 1C(1)
( t,l +zU,1

AT1e

(i = HX1)

(C.47)

(i= UC,RS,RT, UH,DC,LH)

nhl

11_ U) Ch2lPeD:.1

J
_____

+5 )+),2U)+1 c +C21PeD,,1
e

U)[U)+
IU)+Q ATw,i)



where

"1cü + l2 Ch26PeD,,6ii nh,6 -1

6
+ + ti C616 + C62 6P,,,6 ) AT,.

+ e
w+R2 AT,,6

6(0 + )+t2+t1
n

C62 6PeD,6
62[i_

O)+t2 +t1 C616 +C626PeD,,,6
nh6J

{
1 a6+12 AT6.6 1-

e'7
O)+)1Z AT,,6

w+262+t1 ATw,6J

11-
C621Pe,,i

h,1 1J5
L C611 +C621PeD,,,l ) I, (C.48)e

ü) AT,i--
W+f ATw,iJ

1i, m=n
=

; (Kronecker delta function) (C.49)mn

- r&+811
w AT,,1 W+12 AT,,6 1

=
j2,6,7,orI{ &+f ATw,i

+516 +tl AT,6J

should be set if = ; and
j=2,6,7,orl 6=1

iorj: 1=HC;2=UC;3=RS;4=RT;5=UH;6=HX1;7=DC;8=LH.

2 8(s1 SiK)p,0ii,, 4- ds1
2 U,Hc

K,
= 2--.p,0u,1

2
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=2L1
Po"i,11c (C.50)

2 A
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APPENDIX D: DYNAMICS FOR TWO-PHASE REGION

D.1 Two-Phase Mixture Pressure

D. 1.1 Momentum Equation

3U aU __fm a( a PgP2 (RT) (D.1)
gil.

PmPmUm
Pm )ös ös 2De

aUm apm fm 2 ( g)
( a0 PgPO 2l (D.2)gfPmoPmo"m = Pmom P

35 3s 2De
m

ôsl\1aO Pmo )

3pm(S,t)

3uim(5,t)
= Pmo(5,t)

at

+ pm0(S,t)Um(S,t)m
(s,t)

f (s,t)
t)u(s,t)+

;De
Pmo('

+p(s,tg5)

3 [_a0 (s, t) (s, t)p0
(s, t)]. (Transient) (D.3)

3s[1a0(s,t) pmo(5,t)

,.-
(ca) (fr) (gr) (d)(3p\ (3p"" i a ap ap ap

Jm Wm Jm [Jm

3p öpm(S,t)

5)m



a_
= prn() Sprn(S,t)]

as

= [pm(s)4jm(s)I
as

cJ5,,(s) duirn(5),t

ds ds

(ap

at

= mo()+8prno(,t) j_[iirn(s)+ &rn(5,t)]

= {mo(5) rno(5 I[i7rn(5)+ z2rn(s)e"]

= [mo()+ amo(s)e' jrn(S)(Ot

= mo(s)z2m(s)e +amo(s)irn(s)e2f

= wrno(,,(s)4(5)et.
Urn(s)

(co)
rn(5,t)

(.sIJrn
rnø,t,t)

as

= __[prno(s,t)u(s,t)]_urn(s,t)--[prno(s,t)urn(s,t)]
as as

= [prno(s,t(s,t)Irn(s,t)ao(5t)
as at

=
as

a
+ 8Prno(S,t)]

= {rno(S)rno(5t}{1rn(5)2rn(5)d21
as

+ [urn (s)+ Urn (s)ë" } [rno() rn(S)t}

392

(D.5)

(D.6)
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+z2,(s)e2t}j

+ [u,, ()+ Urn (s)e° Ji3rn0()°"

+

- {mo(* ()+ I + 2rno(S)Irn(S)im (s)?t + 211,,, (S)/)rno(S)irn (s)e21]

+ 0)11,,, (S)/3m0 (s)et + (OPrn0 (S)12rn (s)e2t

+2,mo(S)11rn(S)uirn(SI:v'1

+ ani,,, (S)13rn0 (s)eat

=

+[
{ñ (5)/rno(s)+ 2rno ()h1rn ()'2rn (s)}+ (011rn ()i3rno (s)]e''t

+2)} + e". (D.7)
ds d Prno() Urn(S) ,i prno()

(fr)
(ap _frn(,t)
iJrn 2De

prno(,t)t,(,t)

= [Irn(5) rn(5t)Jo()+ 8p0(s,t)][11(s)+&(s,t)f
2De

[L(s)+ L(s'
'Erno(s)+ (s)+ m(S'

2De

= --J ()(s)+ rn0(s)L()t ±](S)trno(S)' +Im(s)/3rno(s)e2t]
2De

Vrn

Xti12(S)+211(S)i(S)et +i(s)e21]

L[L(5)rno(5)+

=
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+ 2f,,
(S)mo
(s) (S)im (s)e' + 2ii,,,

(S)mo (S)Im (s) + ],, (S)/mo

())m ()e2]

+ 2fm (S)mo (Sm (s)ñ,,, (s)e"]

S

(s,(s)pmo

L(s)+____mO(S)ii2(Sf&)+ jm() +2_(2]et
m

[fm(S) m(S) m(5)

(s)i,(s)

+

L Lmo() .mo(S) i)

(S)+(2_nj)L)1et. (D.8)
L(s) 2(4(1 )'°

\(gr)

(op

1S)m

= [(s)+c5p(s,t)J_g)

=

=

(D.9)

( (dr)

[
a0(s,t) Pg(S',t)P(o

(st)]

'i,fl [1a0(s,t) Pmo(5,t)
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= Pt0'
a [ a0(s,t) p0(s,t) V2(st)]
asLlao(S,t)pmo(S,t)

a [ {(s)+öa(s,t)} {g(s)+Spg(s,t)}
= P0I

as [{1(s)-8a0(s,t)} {,,,0(s)+8p,,0(s,t)}

a (s)+(s)e} {g(s)+i3g(s)et}

as [o(s)o(s)e1 m0( (s' }{ V(s)+PtoI

PtoI
(s)+(s)e}{

I
+

as[ 1(s) (1(S)ye}

1 I'mo()

Po(S) }

X{(S)+(s)t}2]

a [[ k(s) a(s)c0(s)
asLl1(s) i(s) (1(s))2 e (i(s) e}Ptol

g(s)i'mo(s)

Lmo(s) imo() (s) (s) j

x {(s)+ 2V(s)V (s)?t + (s)e

a (s) 1 â0(s) +PtoI
a(s) 11(s) (i(s)J )as[ 1 a

/_
pg(S) I I5g(s)

X\mO(5)+tm0(S) (s) j

2V(s)V(s)e)]

a (s) pg(s) ,g(5)
1 c(s)()OO() (1_(S))21eas[ 1 a

(s) 1 j3g(s) g(s)imo(S)

1(S)tmo(S) o(s)

I a0(s) I
pg(S) pg(')fmo(S)1

11(s) (i(s)jm0(s) o(s)
je)
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x((s)+ 2k(s)Vgj(s)e')]

a

öS[

(s) g(5)
1 pg(S) ( (s)

I a S)o(S) lmo 1(s)

(s) (i'g() ig(s)bmo(s)'

1o(S)mo(5) (s)
J}e)

x ((s)+ 2Jj(s)J'(s)e'")]

ö

[
(s) kg(s)

= po
as

pg(s) I &(s)

+V;(s'\

I f'g() f)e
_
mo()t1(S) (i(s)y1 ia(s)lF o(s)

+2
pg(s) (s),(s)et

1j(5).mo(S)

+2V,(s)V ()(_
pg(s) ( â0(s) s)â0(s) (s) I i'g(5)

\Pmo(S)l1o(5) (i-0(s)j 1(S)lmo(S) (s)

a

[
(s) g(5)po

as i_ao(s)mo(s)V

+2(s)(°g

I â(s) (s)(s)1 (s) 1i3g() g(S)bmo(5)1\)

mo(5)l1) (s)

+2
() kg(S)

(s9 (s)e''t]

d[
dsLlao(s)

(s) g(5)

d+pods[
V 2() g(5)

I â0(s)

mo()l1) (1_O)21

(s) 1 i'g(5) ôg(s)i5mo(s)1

+2 (s) (s)Io(s)a(s)
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d[
ds

(s)

1 a

d+po
ds[

V
(s) I &(s)

mo()1()l)
(s) )

1(s)1

(s) ,g(s) 1g(s) mü(S)+(s)()
rno(s)t (s) mo()}

+2
() pg(S)

i_(S)m(S)
gj

f'(s)j

d
= Po[1()

[ ä(s) pg(S)

d[+po
ds

(s) g(s)2(d(s) â0(s) ig(s)j(s) P(s)ll+2 gj
1_äj(S)mo(S) i(s) mo() (s)J]

e0)t

d ä(s) ,g(s)pto

[1(s) mo()

d+I
[ (s) g(S)Po 2()o(S) â0(s) m(S) (s)1+2 gj

1
Iet

ds[1(s) ,mo(S) (s) i(s) Pg(S)Pmo(S) (s)J]

d [ ã(s) g(s)po

[1(s) mo()

d[+I (s) ã(s) â0(s)ig(s) Io(S)+2(S)11eøt
ds[1ä(s) m(S)

gj
a(s) i(s)) Pg(S)Pmo(S) i7(s)j]

(D.1O)

'm()_
ds ds

irno(rn(sY
,

e
ü, (s)

d r d 1

(s)(s)frmo(s)+2fl\+amo(s)m(s)Pmo(s)1el(s)u(s)]+I([ds \ Pmo() il(s)j/ mo()j



-2 L(s)
+ -p0(s)u (s)+ __o (s)ii (4(i ni,.

)J(S)
+ (2ni )ii(S)1f

L Pmo(S)

+ (sg)+ m(SX g) e'

d [ (s) üg(s)po

iia(s) mO()
gj

ä(s) g(S)Po2(âo(S) 0(s)â0(s)g(s) m() (s)11
+2 >let.

ds[1_(s) mO()
gi s.LT)_1 Of) Pg(S)Pmo(S) (s)J]

(Linearly perturbed) (D.11)

ds

=

+L(S)mO(S)i,(S)

d [ (s) .g()po V2(s)]. (Steady-state) (D.12)
ds[1a(s) ,no()

gj

dbm(S)ai

ds

=
m (s)

+Ld / )j_2( imo() i,,,(s)1\
(s)im(s)Prno(S)let_(mo(S

[ds
\ mo() (s)J/

L(s) +(2_nj))1e'
Urn(S)]

rn()
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(s) g(s)P(o2(âo(S) (s)
ds[1_(s) m(S)

gj Lo(s) 1ä(s)(s) ,g(s) mo(S) i,(s)Jj

(Linear perturbation) (D. 13)

dj(s)

ds

t2(s)
=

u,, (s)

[±(_
(

+ Pmo S
Lrno(S) s)J/ pmo()]

Pm (s)7 (s[(1
)

° (s)+ (2_nj)U(S)1

Pm0(5) um(s)j

m(SX
g)Prn(S)

im()

(s) g(S)P(o 2()[Xo(5) ã(s) &(s) b0(s) 1' (s)1 1
ds[1_(s) p(s) L(s) 1(s)) Pg(S)Pmo(S) s)J]

(Initial linear perturbation ratio with respect to velocity) (D. 14)

Transient

(Li)

Ap,,,(t)=

= r[_apm(s,t)ldS

.[ as j

au(st)
J

[Pmo(5,t)
at

au (st)
+Pmo(S,t)U,,,(S,t) m

+
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+p(s,tg)

a0(s,t) pg(s,t)p0
st)}]ds. (D.15)

as L1o(s,t) Pmo(S,t)

Lxp,,, (t) = /\p(t)+ ip'(t) + Ap(t)+ Ap,f(t)+ Lxp(t). (D. 16)

p(!a)(t)
Ipmo(5,o)d (D.17)

Ap(ca)(t) fPmo(5t)m(Si) ds. (D.18)
as

' fm(s,t)L(t)
J 2De

pmo(S,t)u(s,t)c1s. (D.19)

fp(s,t)(g)ds.

dr)(t)

I-[
a0(s,t) pg(s,t)p10

P(St)]ds (D.21)
1a0(s,t) Pmo(5,t)

Steady-State

(L)

Pm [m()]m(0)m(1')

= J[ ds ]
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d 1 (s) g(s)po
:(s)}]ds. (D.22)

ds i(s) mo()

Pm = + + (gr)
(D.23)

(D.24)

ds

Erno(s)(s)iLo. (D.25)

(s)i7,,(s)d=

=
f ],(Smo(7n)dS. (D.26)

r)
5, (sr g )ds

(-)f (s)cis.

4(dr)

f
d [_ (s) g(S)po

ds[1a(s) mo()

-
j
_ (s) ()p

2(s)] - [
(s) g (s)po

j(s)1 (D.28)
[1ä(s)

sL [iä(s) mo() Js=o

Numerical Integration

L\.p]EEO. (D.29)
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()

= [mo(s)(s)L1+1 [rno((s)L1. (D.30)

LDI f+' 3 (s) -
m,j

j
pmo()t

1 fL(s)_ (s)(s)}
M1. (D.31)[Pmo

J s=sjj

fm (X g )th

= [{m (sXg + { (sr g )} . (D.32)

(dr)

Si.'

d [_ (s) g()po
m,J

, [i(s) mo()

[ (s) g(S)Po;201
_[_ (s) 7ig(s)po01

(D.33)
[1_(s) (s) [i(s) mo()

=
+ + (gr) (dr) (D.34)

m,j m,j

Pm,J+I = Pm,out = ibar. (Boundary condition) (D.35)

m,j m,j+Im,j (j=J,Ji,...,i) (D.36)

J

= (D 37)

j=1



= (D.38)

(D.39)

= (D.40)

(D.41)

Aiim = + + + (dr) (D.42)

Linear Perturbation

Am(t)
jp

[dm(S t)]= (O,t)8pm(L t)

- I[
t8pm(,t)

[ 8s
]ds

L[dAb(SL]cI[ ds

I[mo(
z2,(s)

=
i(s)

+KmO(S)(S)frmO(S)+2th)i + mo(sm(s) Pmo

m0() m(s)J1

+ (s) (s){(1
)

Pmo() + (2ni)U(SYf
iimo(5)



+.±/ (s) g()po jyz(5)fao(s) () â(s) j5g(s) i7()
+ 2 -J-----ds\1(s) mo()

L

i(s)(s)Ym0(s)

404

(D.43)

(t) = Aa)(t)+ A(t)+ A)(t)+ t)+ öp(t). (D.44)

DPmo(s>Jm(s)__Qetds. (D.45)At) !
- Urn

urn(s)

t) f(mo((m0 + 2L(ll\ + pm0()m (s) Pmo(S)l,d (D.46)
[a's mø() iim(s)J/ mo(S)j

&(t) fL(s)_= (D.47)
Pmo() Urn(S)

f ,
(s g ) m ()?tds.

Pm(S)

' d [
(s)

g(s)poA8(dr)(t)_ j [1_(s) mo(5)

i(s)

jao(s) (s) â0(s) j2g()
rnü(S) +2---- e'ds. (D.49)

XLo(S)1_ä;(S)(S) ,g(s) mo()

Initial Linear Perturbation Ratio with respect to Velocity

(L)

r[_d(s)1dS
i[ ds j



L
[mo( - i' (s)

=
Urn(S)

d "

(s)i2(s (s) '()1\

ds \
m

Prno() (s)J/
(s

()P0(S)
m

+)mo(S)(S)(1_flj)InO(S)
mO()

g)
Pm(s)

+ 2 -J---
d / ?i(s) (s)â(s)i'(s)Io(s) P'(s)+I

(s) i(s)(s) pg(s) mo()
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(D.50)

= + 4,(fr) i(gr)
(D.5 1)&m m

ds

m(5)

= (0 (D.52)

+2!!!.)})+
1Pmo() Urn(S)

f±[_ (S (S)frJ!!Q)+2 i(s)1 ]ds+Pmo
mo() ijf mo(5)

= i(s)1 1 [mo(5)(0+2 ñ(s)l]
t,no() :;)j]trno() j']

+(0mO(Sm(S)PO(S)dS. (D.53)
Pm0(s)
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- IL(sL ds= +(2_nf)._1

pmo() um(s)]

= i-- (D.54)
Urn(S)2De

4'(gr) frn(sX_g)ds
Prn(')

=(_gs)fm(s)'ds. (D.55)

4jy(dr) f-_[_ (s)
v(s)

ds[1(s) mo()

Is) ä(s) (s)i3(s)J3,o(s)2i(s)11d
1(s)(s) kg(s) mo() s)J]

_[ (s) (s)â(s)(s),30(s) P'(s)ll
+2 H

mo(5) Lao(
1(s)ä(s) kg(s) mo() i(s)Jj

[ (s) (s)â(s)i3(s)0(s) 17'(s)ll
(D.56)

[1(s) mü(S) i(s) 1(s)(s) kg(s) rno() (s)I I

J J5=O

Numerical Integration

I Urn(S)

-

2
m(5'm

m 'J
L1.

Urn (s)J
,=1j

(s) s)''

S)*l[

d /_ (2(Po
rn,J pPmo

prno(5) irn(S)j1 rno(5)j

(D.57)
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' d

J,

+2L(i1ds
+ f

O.)mO(S)Um(S))dS
üm(s)jj

= _[mo(S)( 0+2Urn41 1

p,0(s) Um(S)J ]s=sj, pmo() m()I]ss

1 - (s)
+{amo(s ()Po(5)l 1.. (D.58)+_[WPmO(Sm(S)P

m NJ] 3

rnj
J 7jjj Pm0 (s) (4(1

)

i3o (s)
+ 2 )Z2flS)ld

pmo() UrnS)j

2[\2DPm0(S)h1rn({(1flf)_+(2hf)_
Pm0 (s) Urn(s)1)

As
+ K

S)mo(S)U_i(S)f(1 (s) i(s)
(D.59)

Pmo() m(s)j

Ai(gr)
m,J

i[{_ (sg +(sXg)l 1. (D.60)
2

Pm
rn()js=s L

(s) g(s)po
v(s)

ds ia0(s) Pmo(S)

1â(s) (s)x--
i(s)(s) kg(s) mo()

[ (s) (s)â(s)b(s)3,',,0(s) r7'.(s)hl

[1(s) mü()
L

i(s)(s) kg(s) mo() (s)j
J s=sj+l



[ (s) g(s)P1o2(&(s) V'(s)ll
+2-J---H .(D.61)

h(S) i(s)(s) kg(s) mo() (s)j]

4JJ = + + + + (D.62)

= =0. (Boundary condition) (D.63)

+ (j=J,J-1,...,1) (D.64)

= 4j,1a). (D.65)

3

= (D.66)
j1

(D.67)

4gr) = (D.68)

dr) = (D.69)

Qa) + y(dr) (D.70)£m £m



APPENDIX E: STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

Transient

4p,(t) 4p(t)

= Ap,(t)+ APm,RT(t)
iRT

= [p';(t)+ )(t)+ $)(t)+ Ap')(t)J
hRT

+ E,(t)+ Ap(t)+ Ap(t)+ Ap(t)+ Ap(t)J

=
hRT i*RT iRT

[zp'(t)+ (t)]
[

p1)Q)]
+ (t)]

iRT iRT

= 4p(la) (t)+ p0)(t)+ 4p1(fr)(t)+ ,r)(t)+ pft)(t)+ Lp(dr)(t)

=(t)+2(t)+A(t)+A(t)+A(t)A(t). (E.1)

4pj(t) ,Qa)(t) (E.2)
iRT

p(t) ip""(t)= 7Q)+Ap(t). (E.3)
iRT

Ap(t) Ap(t) = Ap(t)+ Ap(t). (E.4)
iRT

(g,)(t) 4p'(t) = Lr)(t)p(r)T(t). (E.5)loop

iRT
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1t p(t)= i\p(t). (E.6)loop'
iRT

p(t) Ap"(t)= ApT(t). (E.7)

Steady-State

= (Fixed control volume)

= 4PIJ +APmRT
iRT

= [':) + + + L\V (ft)]

,aRT

(g) .(dr) 1
+ + + A'T + + 41mRTJ

(ca) (ca) 1 [
Pm,r 1+1 A5S +)]

iRT iRT i LRT

+ +[)]+
iRT iRT

= + + Afr) (gr) + 4fi) +
i i i I I £

(ca)(ia)
+

I I I I

(dr)

(ia) (Ca) (fr) (gr) (fi) (dr)
= 4Pioop +100 +z10 +zxp +tp10 (E.8)

(Ia) (Ia)
APioop LPi = =

iRT

=
iRT

=0. (E.9)
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:BB) =A"

=
hRT

''Fm,RT

= [moJT (sRT )Urn,RT (sRT )lR.
=LRT IIPmO,RT (sRT )Z',,,RT (sRT )lR. =O (B. 10)

fr)

= =

i I iRT

v f,1L1

L.d2D
iRT ej

P,OUHC '
2

' 2

IAHC 2 I(fr)
tiiJ

A I D II e,i ]

[
2

BrPoiic 1

f fm,RT SRT )mO,I?T (sRT )IIrn,RT(SRT )RT
2 iRT 4 Dej 2DeRT

PoU,Hc

[[c
fL1 1

2

( \2
+

1

J,RT (sRT )mO,RT (sRT )'rn,RT (sRT )dSRT
P1OU,HC AHC

I
£,RTLRT

2 1AOJJ DBRT
(E.11)

2DB,RT

(gr)
Ap100

(gr) (gr) = +
iRT

= [Po(_gs,iX1+flioio)Li o(g)flo f
iRT

= p0(1 +fl070) [(- B,i)LiJPOflo[(gB,3f 1(s1)d1] + APR
iRT hBRT

= .j)Li]_P o[(_g .j)f a(s1)di]+r
zRT iRT

= p0g(1 + )i]_p,ogo[(g )f a(s1)dst] +
iRT iRT
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= pog(1+fl(oiio)[(_g i(s,)tht]

RT

+ p0g(i + fl010 X ,RT)LRT + p0gfl10 ( e2. )J iRT (sRT )dSRT

= Po(1+oTo)[LHc + +L +LRT LHX DC

J

p0gfl0
[ f

,HC (sHC )dsHc + uc (s )ds + (s )dsRS

+ RT (sRT )dSRT
f &HX1 (sHX )cHX (SDc )d]

+Ap1 +p,0g180 TRT(SRT)dsRT

= pogflio[ ,HC (sHC )dsHc + (s + (s )dsRS

+
,RT (sRT )dsRT f Te,HXI (s )dsflX (s )dsDC]

AT
+ p0g(i + fiT )LRT +p0gfl0

J
RT SRT )dSRT

= p0gfl0 [ ,HCUtLHC
LHC

)+ (,HCUILRS)£,HC
2

TF,HC+ JcUlLRT )- (TgCOU(LJL
i L

J

(1,HCUILDC ATHcLDc)]
2

+ p0g(i + fleo7eo )L + p0g180 (,HC,OU(LRT)

= POgflOT,HC,0f [LHC +L +L +LRT LHX Lcl
j

+ LDC]

+ p0g(1 + flo7o flO,HC,oui )LRT

= p(Og,8OAT&Hc +-----
r LHC L

+LDC]
L 2 2

+ p0g(i + jqc,ot )1RT
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LHC L,1= _POflOATHC[LHX +LDC

7O)]LRT

= p0g/30 ATHCHJJCHX

+ peog[1 fleo (,HC,out i )]Lr

=

RT

+ (_ g.) f Pm, (sRT )dSRT p0g[1 (,HCUt o )]LRT

=

+gf PmRT(SRT)dSRT _pOg[1_flO(,HC,QUf 70)kRr. (E.12)

L11. + L c _L
DC

2 2

= LHC +L +L +LRT (B.13)
2 2

= =
I iRT

2

= !i!LI AHC
£O&HC

iRT 2
4)/

2

POUHC [1J Ku]. (E.14)
2

hRTL

(dr)
(dr) dr)

[
O,RT (sRT) g,RT (sRT )O 2

(SRi-)
[ ai- (sRT) Pg,RT (sRT

172 (SRi- )1
Por SRi- 1 [1_ORT(SRT) PmOT(5RT) iSr0

\ gj,RTI RT(5RT) ( )
gj,RT

JSRT =LRT

(E.15)
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-(fr) -(fi) (ca) (dr) (gr)
+ APioop + + = Pioop (E. 18)

11/2(gr)
I

-APJOOPJ
I (E.19){

ii
/ (1)2

U{ i }+ { i }+ {
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APPENDIX F: LINEAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

Linear Perturbation

&\p,00, (t) &p1 (t) = Mp, (t) (Fixed control volume)

= Ac1(t)+ LXcmRT(t)
iRT

=
iRT

+ (t)+ A Pm RT (t)+ MpT (t)+ A5p,fr)T (t)+ MpT(t)J

[Ac*'(t)+ A5P2' (t)]
[

A5p(t)+ ASpT (t)]
[

A5PQ)+ ASp 'RT (t)]
iRT i*RT iRT

[A5P(t) (t)]
[

A5PS)(t)] + (t)]
iRT iRT

= A5P) (t)+ fr)(t)+ A5P(t)+ A5P(t)

= 5Ap'°(t)+E&\p)(t)+ &p(t)+ 5ip'(t)+ &\p(t)+ SAp"(t)

= 5Ap (t)+ &p (t)+ & (t)+ sp(t)+ &p (t)+ &p(t)

=

=

= A,(a)öa1(t). (F.1)

A (a) A"(a)) = v
5,(Ia)(t) A)(t) Ae (la)

&1HC(t) f,ffCe iRT ueHce

= AP' + a)

iRT
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= + AP0)RT
iRT

= (DPO[[4_JLI] +
iRT

= WPO[[JLI]
iRT

UrnRT (sRT)+12)j PmO,jT(SRT)1m,RT(RT)_ dsRT
UmRT (sRT)

= (OPO[(.4JL]

UrnRT (sRT)+
J

PmORT (sRT m,RT (sRT ) - dsRT
(AHC (F.2)wp0I LRT.

UmRT(SRT) ART)

tOt

_______ =
ca)(t) 4I7e

001L.d
8F,HC (t) u,HCe iRT uHCe u,HCe

= 4a)
iRT

-
[o]+Lb'(=)m,RT

iRT

'(ca)
= L\PmRT

= [moRT(SRT rn,RT (sRT
PrnO,RT (SRT)

+ 2
Urn RT (SRT )}]

PmO,RT (sRT) 1,,,,RT (sRT)

[mOT (SRT )Urn,RT (sRT
PrnOT (sRT)

+ 2
UrnT (sRT )}]

moJT(r) ulm,RT(SRT)

RT
PrnORT (RT)+wJ1 PnIO,RT(SRT)U,,,,RT(SRT)_ dsRT (F.3)
PmO,RT (sRT)

A(w) A(o) =
&\p(t) Ac(t) v

HC(t) ,,HCe ItORT HC Uegce
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=

iRT

( 2

(2
)fL1 AHc

iRT[
PO,HCJ +AJ2

El, \2 1
POU(,HC I (2 ).

!+'(fr)

2 iRT[ i ) D1,
]

POUJIC
2 -
(2_1L

2
iRT I DeA ]

+
2D f

RI

fm,RT (sRT )mO,RT (SRT )",,RT (SRT (1nf RT
)T (sRT)

PmO,RT (sRT)

' U,RT (sRT ldsRT

UmRT (sRT)]

2 - 1
I[[4iicJ (2_ nii

2

+ f
RI

(sRT )mo,RT (sRT (sRT (1nf RT
)PoRT (sRT +(2nfRT )RT (sRT

2DRRT PmO,RT (sRT) UmRT (sRT)]

-
PiOUHC IAHCJ

(2
J',RTLRT

2
'f,RT) DRT e,RT

'(gr) Qtc ______ 'c
(It

£,HC() d uEHCe u1Jfte

+
iRT

= [Po(_si)flto (s1dsi]+I
iRT

- P,,,RT(SRT)
PmRT(SRT)_ dsRT= _Poflto[(_si)f I'1(s1)ds1]+ (sRT)j

Pm,RT(SjtT)iRT

RT P,,,,RT (sRT)
= pofio[(gg (si)ds1]+(_ eR,RT)J RT(sRT) - dsRT

Ptn,RT (sRT)iRT

RT Prn,RT(SRT)
Pm,RT(SRT)_ dsRT

iRT P,,,,RT (sRT)

(F.4)
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= pogflo[(g si)f i(s1)ds]

RT P,,RT(SRT) RT

+g( g ,RT )
J

Pm,RT (sRT) - dsRT + p0g/30 (- e RT )
J

TIRT (sRT )dSRT
P,,RT (sRT)

= pogflto[(g .1)fi(s1)ds]

P,,RT (sRT)+gj P,,,RT(SRT)_ ds+p0gJ30 RT(SRT)dSRT (F.5)
Pm,RT(SRT)

'ç______ '______ = v______
HC() 4' iRT uHCe

4ft)

hRT

2

=V[2Jc POkeHC]
z-41 2IA I

hRTL ' )

POU,HC v[1422K]

2

A4(a)) = =
A1r2reTt

HC() uff(e uHCe

= A"(dr)Pm,RT

' aORT (sRT) g,RT (sRT )po

[i_ OT (sRT) mO,RT (sRT)
VgIRT (sRT)

x
aORT(sRT) aOT (sRT) â (sRT) Pg,RT (sRT) Pm O,RT (sRT) + 2

T (sRT

[ORT (sRT) 1 RT sRT) O,RT (sRT)
+

(sRT) PmO,RT sRT)
,RT (sRT )JJL

[ O,RT (sRT) g,RT (sRT )p0
VgJRT (RT)[i a0,RT(SRT) mo,RT(SRT)

(F.6)



x
Fr(sRT) OT(SRT) aOT(SRT) PgT(SRT) PrnO,RT(SRT)

+2 TT)l1
a0 (sRT) 1 UORT (sRT) O,RT (sRT)

+
PgT (5RT) PmO,RT (RT) ,RT (sRT)

J JSjrO
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(F.7)

A(w)+ A(W)+ A(w)+ A(W)+ A(W)+ A(W)

=WP01L 1
4 ) j

RT
U,,. RT(RT)

dsRT+ wJ PmO,RT(SRT)Um,RT(SRT) ILRT
UmRT (sRT) ART)

+ (s (sftT

(sRT)
+2

UrnRT (SRT
)l1

PmO,RT (SRT) 11,,RT (sRT)j 1
LR.

[mO1?T (sRT )'.,RT (sRT )
PrnOJ?T (sRT)

+ 2
Urn,RT (sRT)1 1

Pmj (sRT) Um,RT (sRT)S10

PThO,RT (sRT)+Wj PmU,RT(SRT)11m,RT(SRT)_ )dsRT
PmO,RT (sRT

POU,HC

2 ej

1?1

+
1

( fm,RT (sRT )mO,RT (sRT rn,RT (SRT (lnf RT
)PoRT (SRT

+(2nJ,RT
)RT (sRT lds

PmO,RT(SRT) UmRT(SRT)j2DeRT 13

-

IAiicJ (2 fq,RTLRT

2 A nf,RT) DRT e,RT

pogflo[(g .1)j I'.(s)dsi]

Prn,RT (sRT)+ g Pm,RT (sRT) - dsRT + p10g/30 ,RT (sRr )dSRT
P,.,RT (sRT)

POU,HC [J22Kl
2

3 j



+ [_aQJ7 (SRT) Pg,RT (SRI
RT (SRI[i cxO RI (sRT) PmO,RT (SRT)

[aOT (SRI) a (SRI) aO,RT (SRI)
+ ;,RT (SRT) Pm O,RT (SRI)

+ 2
,RT (sRI) 1

a0RT (SRT) 1 aORT (SRI) O,RT (SRI) Pg,RT (SRI) PmO,RT (SRI) VRT (SRI )1
JSPT=LRT

[ aORT (SRT) Pg,RT (SRI )0

aORT (SRT) PmO,RT (SRI)
VgJRT(SRT)

x _,RT(RT) 01(sRT) ,RT(SRT)
+ ,RT(RT) OT(SRT)

+ 2
,RTRI)l 1

[ORT(SRT) 1 O,RT (SRI) aORT(SRT) PgJT(SRT) PTh0,RT(SRT) P1,11 (SRI) f I

i
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(F.8)

8Ap,,(t)= A/OOP(w)&fiC(t). (F.9)

HC(t)'

(w)
(t). (F. 10)

() =0. (Characteristic equation) (F. 11)
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APPENDIX G: MATLAB PROGRAMS
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S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LH (in Dimensional Form)

S gaol ft_one : Main program (script M-file)

S Sinleat steady-state analysis driver

5 October 2005

S Coded by Yeon-,Jong Yoo

S

clear all

global g Ihloic l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas B S Defined in 'conat'

CHlhc CIl2hc NHhc CHlhx CH2hx NIlhx 5 Defined in 'conot'

CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Cl S Defined in 'const'

Lhc Luc Ira Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc LIb l..loop Hhch S Defined in 'gsom'

Ahc Auc Ara Art Auh Ahx Ado Alh 5 Defined in 'gecin'

DWhc ONus DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhx OWdc DWIh DHhc DHhx S Defined in 'geoni'

PIlhc PUbs % Defined in 'geom'

NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShX NDSdc NDSIh S Defined in 'geom'

DShc USuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSlh S Defined in 'gecm'

Lsum KlOoum l(llsum 5 Defined in 'gesin'

UOhc PinOrto TlOhco Tginj Oginj % Defined in 'bound'

OWOhc TlOhcoK S Defined in 'steady'

DTlOhc UlOhc TlrefK ,,. 5 Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal S Defined in 'steady'

rhslrt mulrt sigmalrt 5 Defined in 'steady'

UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI UlOuh UlOhx UlOdc U101h S Defined in 'steady'

REDIOhc ,,, S Defined is 'steady'

IlTCllhc HTCIOhc DTwOhc TlOhci ,,. S Defined in 'steady'

H1Cllhx HTCIOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi ,,. 5 Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI ,,, S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1 .., S Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a .., 5 Defined in 'steady'

Pnrt % Defined in 'steady

Mg0rt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'

malgrt ,., S Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt C00refrt COOrt VgjOrefrt Vgj0rt .,. S Defined in 'steady'

AOrefrt AOrt rhse-refrt rhoinOrt lioi0rt Vgjaort .,. S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgDrt JOrt OgDrt OOrt ,. S Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt Fnrt ., 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPoiortca DPln0rtfr DThnOrtgr DPmOrtdr OpinOrt .., S Defined in 'steady'

tau0hc tau0uc tau0rs tauOrt tauDuh tau0hx tau0dc taaOlh S Defined in 'steady'

tauOloop 5 Defined in ateady'
Flisum .,. 5 Defined in 'steady'

Wf Wtl Wt2 5 Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdolp SIhIp ,.. S Defined in 'prfatd'

Srtrt DSrtrt .,, 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

TlOhc TIOuc TIOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhx TlOdc TIDIh 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrap UlDrtlp UlDahp UlOhxp UlOdcp U101hp ,.. % Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL .,, S Defined in 'prfatd'

RDPmOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

const 5 Constants and calculation options

geom S Geometrical parameters and single-phase licuid fore loss coefficients

bound S Boundary conditions

steady 5 Iteration for the steady-state analysis

prfstd S Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

pltstd 5 Plots of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

OOhc

Og i nj

DT I Ohc

UI Ohc

RED I Ohc

DPOgrl

if Qginj > 1.e-lO0 S Gas injection

AOrt (NDSrt+l)
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XOrt

DPOgr2a

end
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S

S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gao-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LN (in Dimensional Form)
S gaol iftperf Main program (script M-fi Ic)
S Performance evaluation of the gas lift puny
5 October 2005
S Coded by Yeon-Jong Ion

clear all

global g lhlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R ... S Defined in const'
CHlhc CH2hc NHhc Clllhx Cll2hs NIlhs S Defined in 'const'
CII NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 IC1 S Defined is 'const'
Lhc Lao Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx S Defined in 'gene'
Ahc Auc Ars Art Aub Ahx Adc Alh ... S Defined in 'gene'
DWhc DWuc DWra DWrt DMuh DNhx DWdc DWlh DHhc DUbs S Defined in 'gene'
PUhc PHhx % Defined in 'gene'
NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh ... S Defined in 'gene'
DShc DSuc DSrs OSrt OSub DShx DSdc DSIh ... S Defined in 'gene'
Lsum KIOsum KIlsum ... S Defined in 'geom'
QOhc Pmi0rto TlOhco Tginj Qginj S Defined in 'bound'
OlYOhc TlOhcoK ... S Defined is 'steady'
DTlOhc UlOhc Tlrefl( ... S Defined in 'steady'
rhol betal ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
rholrt mulrt sigisalrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
UlOuc UlOrs UlOrti UlDuh UlDhx UlOdo UtOlh ... S Defined in 'steady'
REDIOho ... S Defined in 'steady'
llTCllhc IlTClOhc DTwOhc TlOhci ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hs llTClOhx DTwOhx DTIDhx TIOhsi ... S Defined in 'steady'
NFrt FlOrti ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1 ... S Defined in 'steady'
DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a .. . S Defined in 'steady'
PinOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
MgDrt MlDrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
malgrt . .. S Defined in 'steady'
TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt G0orefrt COOrt Vgjorefrt VgjOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
AOrefrt AOrt rhom0refrt rhomOrt Uinort VgjaOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
ligOrt UlOrt SROrt Jg0rt )0rt Og0rt QOrt ... 5 Defined is 'steady'
NFmrt Fni0rt ... S Defined in 'steady'
DPlnOrtca DPm0rtfr DPin0rtgr DFmOrtdr DPmOrt ... S Oaf i ned in 'steady'
tauOhc tau0uc tau0ra tauOrt tauOuh tau0hs tauOdc tau0lh ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
tauOloop ... S Defined is 'steady'
FIlaum ... S Defined in 'steady'
Wf UtI Wt2 ., 5 Defined in 'tinert'
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp Slhlp 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
Srtrt DSrtrt ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
TlOhc TlOuc FlOra TIOrt TlOuh IlOhx TlOdc T101h .. S Defined in 'prfstd'
UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrop UlOrtlp Ul0uhp UlOhsp UlOdcp IJ101hp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
AOrtEL ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
RDfmortgr S Defined in 'prfstd'

%=========-===================================
const S Constants and calculation options

gene 5 Geometrical parameters and single-phase liquid form loss coefficients

bound S Boundary conditions

I2ph = 1 ; S Koniogeseous model

S Performance evaluation of the gas lift pump

AIim 0.30 % Limiting void fraction for the gas lift pump [-)
Ulin = 2.0 5 Limiting liquid velocity for the gas lift pump [mis)
DIV = 140. 5 Gives liquid temperature rise in the heated core [C]

NiterV = 100 5 Maximum number of iterations on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase)

DTtoIV = 1.e-04 5 Tolerance factor (absolute value) for the convergence of the liquid temperature rise is the heated core to the
given value (DTV) [C]
Vmin = 1.e-05 5 Minimum bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [mO/si

Vmax = 1.e-*-01 ; 5 Maximum bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [in3/o]



Qginj Vein % Initial lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [ni3/si

O = [400. : 10. 2000. )*1.e06 % Increase the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
NO = numel (0) % Nunter of data points of the thermal pswer prsdsced from the heated core [-I

for KU 1 NO % Start of the thermal power increase

OOhc = O(KO) % Thermal power produced from the heated core Boundary condition for steady' [WI

Viower Qginj % Lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate 3ust before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [mO/si
Vupper Vmax % Upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [e3/sI

IcsnvV = 0 $ Flag for the convergence of the liquid tepperature rise in the heated core : Not converged [-)

for KiterV = I NiterV % Start of the iteration on the gao volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-
phase)

Oginj 0.5*(VlowerVupper) $ Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riuer (two-phase) Boundary
condition for 'steady' [m3/s]

steady $ Iteration for the steady-state analysis

DTerrV(KiterV) = DTlOhc-DTV % Difference of the liquid tepperature rise in the heated core (DilOhc from 'steady') from the
given value (DTV) [C]

if (abs(DTerrV(KiterV)) <= DTtoIV)

lconvV = 1 $ Flag for the convergence of the liquid tepperature rise in the heated core : Converged [-]

break $ Out of the iteration loop

end

if (DTerrV(KiterV) > 0)

Vlower = Oginj $ Increase the lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-

phase) [mO/si
e lee

Vupper = Qginj $ Decrease the upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate juat before its injection into the riser (two-
phase) [isO/si

end

end % End of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase)

KU

KiterV

IconvY
DTerrV

prfstd % Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

$ perf % Assignment of variables for the performance evaluation of the gas lift punq

AOrtsIl(KO) AOrt(NDSrt+1) $ Void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet [-I

OOhc ((KU) = OOhc % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Oginjjl(KO) = Oginj $ Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [mO/u]
XOrt ((KU) = XOrt $ Flow quality in the riser (two-phase) [-I

UlOhc ((KU) UlOhc $ Liquid velocity in the heated core [c/ui
REDIOhc (((KU) = REDIOhc % Liquid Reynolds fluster in the heated core [-]

DPOgrl ((KU) = DPOgrl $ Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]

DPOfrl_H(KO) = DPOfrl $ Single-phase frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa]

DPOfI1 (((KU) = DPOfI1 ; % Single-phase form loss pressure difference in the loop [Pa]

DPOgr2a_H(KO) = DPOgr2a $ Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOdr2_li(KO) = DPOdr2 % Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pal

DPOfr2a_H(K0) = DPOfr2a % Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOca2 ((KU) = DPOca2 % Two-phase convective accelerational presaure difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

if (AOrt(NDSrt1) > Al im)

limit = 'voidfrac'

break % Out of the thermal power increase loop

end

if (UIOhc > Ulie)

limit = 'velocity'

break % Out of the thermal power increase loop

end

end % End of the thermal power increase

% Search for the attainable thermal power

NiterO = 100 $ Maximum nuther of iterations on the thermal power produced from the heated core [-I
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OtolU = 1.e-O6 : $ Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core [-I
Oeiin O(KQ-1) % Minimum bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Umax = 0(1(0) % Maximum bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Blower = 0mm % Lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Qupper = Oman % Upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

IconvO = 0 ; % Flag for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core Not converged [-I

for KiterO = 1 : NiterO $ Start of the iteration on the thermal power produced from the heated core

Bold = OOhc $ Thermal power produced from the heated core from the previous iteration or initial guess [WI
QOhc = O.5*(Olower+Qupper) $ Thermal power produced from the heated core Boundary condition for 'steady [WI

I/lower = Vein $ Lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate juxt before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [in3/sI

Vupper = Vines $ Upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two--phase) [ni3/sI

lconvV = 0 % Flag for the convergence of the liquid tepperature rise in the heated core Not converged [-I

for KiterV = 1 : NiterV $ Start of the iteration on the gao volumetric flow rate just before its injection Into the riser (two-
phase)

0gm) = O.5*(Vloaier*Vupper) % Bus volumetric flow rate just before ito injection into the riser (two-phase) Boundary
condition for 'steady' [in3/sI

steady $ Iteration for the steady-state analysis

DTerrV(KiterV) = DTlOhc-DTV % Difference of the liquid tepperature rise in the heated core (UTlOho from 'steady') from the
given value (Dlv) [CI

if (abn(DTerrV(KiterV)) < DTtoIV)

IconvV = 1 $ Flag for the convergence of the liquid teeq,erature rise in the heated core Converged [-I
break $ Out of the iteration loop

end

if (DTerrV(KiterV) > 0)

Vlower = Oginj % Increase the lower bound of the gee volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-
phase) [m3/sI

else

Vupper 0gm) $ Decrease the upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-

phase) [m3/sI

end

end $ End of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase)

KiterO

K i terV

lconvV

DTerrV

prfstd % Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

OerrQ(Kiter0) = (ODhc-Qold)/Qold % Relative error in the thermal power produced from the heated core [-I

if (abs(Oerr0(KlterQ)) < QtolQ)

IconvQ = 1 $ Flag for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core Converged [-J

break $ Out of the iteration loop

end

if (limit = 'voldfrac')

if (ADrt(NDSrti-1) > Al un)

Qupper = OOhc $ Decrease the upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [VII
else

Blower = OOhc % Increase the lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

end

end

if (limit == 'velocity')

if (UlDhc > Olin)

Dapper QOhc % Decrease the upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

else

Blower = OOhc % Increase the lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
end

end

end % End of the iteration on the thermal power produced from the heated core

%pltxtd $ Plotu of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles



OOhc

Oginj

DII Ohs

UIOhc

RED I Ohc

DPOgrl

if Oginj > i.e-100 % Gas injection

AOrt (NDSrt+1)

XOrt

DPOgr2a

end

l2ph = 2 % Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

% Performance evaluation of the gao lift pun

AIim = 0.30 K Limiting void fraction for the gas lift punq [-1

Uliin= 2.0 K Limiting liquid velocity for the gas lift punq [mis]

DIV = 140. K Given liquid teiiqerature rise in the heated core [C]

NiterV = 100 ; % Maxinum nuiider of iterations on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [
DTtolV = 1.e-04 K lolerance factor (absolute value) for the convergence of the liquid tenqerature rise in the heated core to the
given value (Dlv) [C]

thin = I.e-OK K Miniinuni bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]
Vinax = 1.e+01 K Maximum bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [in3/s]

Qginj = Vmin K Initial lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

0 = [400. : 10. : 2000. ]*1. e-*06 K Increase the thermal power produced from the heated core [N]

NO = nuinel (0) K Muster of data points of the thermal power produced from the heated core [-]

for (0 = 1 : NO K Start of the thermal power increase

OOhc = 0(1(0) K Thermal power produced from the heated core Boundary condition for 'steady' (B]

Vlower = Qgimj K Lower boundof the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]
Vupper = Vniax K Upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injmction into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s}

IconvV = 0 K Flag for the convergence of the liquid tesqerature rise in the heated core : Not converged [-]

for KiterV = 1 NiterV K Start of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-

phase)

Qgj = 0.5*(VlowerVupper) K Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) ; Boundary

condition for 'steady' [m3/s]

steady K Iteration for the steady-state analysis

DlerrV(KiterV) = DTIOhc-DIV K Difference of the liquid tenquerature rise in the heated core (DIlOho from 'steady') from the

given value (DIV) [C]

if (abs(DTerrV(KiterV)) < OTtoIV)

IconvV =
1 K Flag for the convergence of the liquid teerature rise in the heated core Converged [-1

break K Out of the iteration loop

end

if (DIerrV(KiterV) > 0)

Vlower = Qginj ; $ Increase the lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-
phase) [rv3/s]

else

Vupper = Oginj ; K Decrease tI-ui upper bound of the gas volumetric flow ruts just before its injection into the riser (two-

phase) [m3/s]

end

end K End of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase)

KG

KiterV

I convV

DTerrV

prfstd % Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

K perf K Assignment of variables for the performance evaluation of the gas lift puinq
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AOrtoD(KQ) = AOrt(NDSrti-1) % Void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet (-]
OOhc_D(KO) = QOhc % Thermal power produced from the heated core [N]

Gginj_D(KO) = Oginj % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

XOrtD(KO) = XOrt % Flow quality in the riser (two-phase) [-]
UlOhc..,D(KG) = UlOhc % Liquid velocity in the heated core [mis]
REDIOhc_D(KU) = REDIOho % Liquid Reynolds number in the heated core [-I

DPOgrljl(KQ) = DPOgrl B Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]

DPOfrl_D(IçO) = DPOfrl B Single-phase frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa)

DPOfI1_D(KO) = DPOfI1 B Single-phase form loss pressure difference in the loop [Pa]

DPOgr2a_D(KO) = DPOgr2a B Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOdr2_D(KQ) = DPOdr2 B Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOfr2a_D(KQ) = DPOfr2a : B Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOca2_D(KO) = DPOoa2 B Two-phase convective accelerational pressure difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

if lAOrt(NDSrt+l) > AIim)

limit = 'voidfrac

break B Out of the thermal power increase loop

end

if (UlOhc > Ulim)

limit = 'velocity

break B Out of the thermal power increase loop

end

end B End of the thermal power increase

B Search for the attainable thermal power

NiterD = 100 B Macmean number of iterations on the thermal power produced from the heated core [-J
OtolO 1.e-06 B Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core [-]
0mm = Q(KO-1) B Minimum bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [N]
Omnus = Q(KQ) ; B Maximum bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Glower = Gain B Lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
Oupper = Omnax B Upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core LW]

IconvO = 0 % Flag for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core Not converged [-]

for KiterO = 1 NiterO B Start of the iteration on the thermal power produced from the heated core

Gold QOho % Thermal power produced from the heated core from the previous iteration or initial guess [N]

OOhc O,5*(QlowerOupper) ; B Thermal power produced from the heated core Boundary condition for 'steady' LW]

Vlower = Vein B Lower bound of the gus volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [in3is]

Vupper = Vmax % Upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [e3is]

IconvV = 0 B Flag for the convergence of the liquid tevq,erature riue in the heated core Not converged [-]

for KiterV = 1 : NiterV B Start of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-
phase)

Qginj = O.5*(Vlower*Vupper) B Gas volumetric flow rate just before its ivjection into the riuer (two-phase) Boundary

condition for 'steady' [m3ia]

uteady B Iteration for the steady-state analysis

DTerrV(KiterV) = DTlOhc-DTV B Difference of the liquid tenerature rise in the heated core (DTlOhc from 'steady') from the

given value CDIV) [C]

if (ubs(DTerrV(KiterV)) < DTt0IV)

IconvV = 1 B Flag for the convergence of the liquid temerature rise in the heated core Converged [-]
break B Out of the iteration loop

end

if (DTerrV(KiterV) > 0)

Viower = Qginj B Increase the lower bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-

phase) [m3is]
else

Vupper = Qginj B Decrease the upper bound of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-
phase) [ni3is]

end

end B End of the iteration on the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase)

KiterQ

KiterV

I convV

DTerrV
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prfstd % Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

OerrO(KiterQ) = (IlOhc-Oold)/Oold % Relative error in the thermal power produced from the heated core [-I

if (abs(QerrO(KiterO)) < OtolO)

IconvO = I % Flag for the convergence of the thermal power produced from the heated core : Converged [-]
break % Out of the iteration loop

end

if (limit == 'voidfrac')

if (AOrt(NDSrt+l) > Al im)

Supper = QOhc : % Decrease the upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WJ
else

Slower OOhc % Increase the lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
end

end

if (limit = 'velocity)
if (UlOhc > UI in)

Supper = OOhc % Decreaoe the upper bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
else

Slower = QOhc % Increase the lower bound of the thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

end

end

end % End of the iteration on the thermal power produced from the heated core

%pltstd % Plots of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

QObC

Qgirij

DII Ohc

U lOho

RED I Ohc

OPOgri

if Oginj > i.e-lOU % Gas injection

AOrt (NDSrt1)
XOrt
DPOgr2a

end

%=====-_===-_=============================================-------------__________============

% Plot the variation of the thermal power produced from the heated core with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet

figure

hold on

plot (AOrto_H, UOhcjl*l.e-06, 'b: , Iinewidth',2)

plot (AOrto_D, QOhc_D*l.e-06, 'r-', Iinewidth',2)

bold off
axis square
grid on

xlabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')

ylabel ('Power (MWt)')
title ('Thermal Power vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) with the void fraction at

the rioer (two-phase) Outlet
figure

hold on

plot (AOrtoj'l, Qginjjl. 'b:, Iinewidth',2)

plot (AOrto_D, Oginj,..D, r-', I inewidth' , 2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

slabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')

ylabel ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate before Injection (m3/s)')

title ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate before Injection vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the flow quality in the riser (two-phase) with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet

figure

hold on

plot (AOrto_H, XOrt_l1, 'b:' linewidth' ,2)

plot (AOrto_D, XOrt,,D, 'r-', linewidth',2)

hold off

axis square

grid on
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xlabel ('Void Fraction at the Rioer Outlet')
ylabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')
title ('Flow Quality in the Riser vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the liquid velocity in the heated core with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet
figure
hold on
plot (AOrto_H, UlOhc_H, 'b:', linewidth',2)
plot (AOrto_D, UlOhc_D, 'r-' , linewidth',2)
hold off
asia square
grid on
slabel ('Void Fraction at the Rioer Outlet')
ylabel ('Liquid Velocity in the Heated Core Ce/a)')
title ('Liquid Velocity in the Heated Core vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the liquid Reynolds sandier in the heated core with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet
figure
hold on
plot (AOrto_II, REDIOhc_H, 'b:, linewidth',2)
plot (AOrto_D, REDIOhc_D, 'r-', linewidth',2)
hold off
asis square
grid on
slabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')
ylabel ('Liquid Reynolds Nundier in the Heated Core')
title ('Liquid Reynolds Nunter in the Heated Core vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the pressure difference with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet
figure
hold on
plot (AOrto_H, -DPOgrI_H, r-', linewidth',2) % Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (AOrto_H, DPOfrI_H+DPOfI1..H, 'b-', linewidth',2) % Single-phase frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (AOrto_H, -DPOgr2ajI, r--', linewidth',2) % Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
plot (AOrto_II, DPOdr2_H, 'k--, 'I inewidth' ,2) % Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]
plot (AOrto_H, DPOfr2a_I1, 'b, linewidth',2) % Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
plot (AOrto...H, DPOca2_I1, rn', linewidth',2) % Two-phase convective accelerational pressure difference in the riser (two-phase)
[Pal
hold off
asis square
grid on
slabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')
ylabel ('Pressure Difference (Pa)')
title ('Pressure Difference vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LM with Gas Injection : HEM)')
%gtext ('DPOgrl')
%gtest ('DPOfrl')
%gtest ('DPOfll')
%gtext ('DPOgr2a')
%gtext ('DPOdr2')
%gtest ('DPOfr2a')
%gtext ('DPOca2')

% Plot the variation of the pressure difference with the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet
figure
hold on
plot (AOrto_D, -DPOgrI_D, 'r-', linewidth',2) % Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (AOrto_D, DPOfrl_D+DPOfI1_D, 'b-', linewidth' ,2) % Single-phase frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (AOrto_D, -DPOgr2aD, 'r--', I inewidth' ,2) % Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
plot (AOrto_D, DPOdr2_D, 'C--', linewidth',2) % Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]
plot (AOrto_D, DPOfr2a_D, 'b--' , linewidth' 2) % Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
plot (AOrto..D, DPOca2_D, 'in--', 'I inewidth' 2) % Two-phase convective accelerational pressure difference in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
hold off
axis square
grid on
slabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')
ylabel ('Pressure Difference (Pa)')
title ('Pressure Difference vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LM with Gas Injection : DEN)')
%gtext ('OPOgri')
%gtext ('DPOfrl')
%gtest ('DPOfIl')
%gtext ('DPOgr2a')
%gtext ('DPOdr2')
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%gtext C DPOfr2a')

%gtext ('DPOca2')

% Plot the variations of the thermal power and flow quality with the void fraction at the ricer (two-phase) outlet

figure

hold on

plotyy (AOrto_H, QOhc_K*l. e-06, AOrto_H, XOrt_H)

plotyy (AOrto_D, QOhc_D*1. e-06, AOrto_D, XOrt_D)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')

ylabel ('Power (UWt)')

title ('Thermal Power vs. Void Fraction (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the thermal power produced from the heated core with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (XOrt_H, OOhc_li*1.e-06, 'b:, ' Iinewidth' 2)

plot (XOrt_D, QOhcD*1. e-06, 'r-', 'I inewidth' ,2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')

ylabel ('Power (UHIt)')

title ('Thermal Power vs. Flow Quality (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) with the flow quality in the
riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (XOrtjl, Qginj.H, 'b:, Iinewidth',2)

plot (XOrtj, Qginj..D, 'r-', linewidth' 2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')

ylabel ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate before Injection (m3/s)')

title ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate before Injection vs. Flow Quality (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the void fraction at the riser (two-phase) outlet with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (XOrt_H, AOrto_H, 'b:', 'I inewidth' ,2)

plot (XOrt.D, AOrto.D, 'r-', I inewjdth' ,2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Flow Quality in thu Riser')

ylabel ('Void Fraction at the Riser Outlet')

title ('Void Fraction vs. Flow Quality (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the liquid velocity in the heated core with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)
figure

hold on

plot (XOrtjl, I.IIOho.H, 'b:', Iinewidth' 2)

plot (XOrtj(, UIOhc.D, r-', I Inewidth' ,2)

hold off

asic square

grid on

xlabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')

ylabel ('Liquid Velocity in the Heated Corn (mis)')

title ('Liquid Velocity in the Heated Core vs. Flow Quality (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the variation of the liquid Reynolds nunIer in the heated core with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (XOrt_H, REOIOhc_H, 'b: Iinewldth' 2)

plot (XOrt_O, REDlOhc_D, 'r-' , Iinewidth' .2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')

ylsbel ('Liquid Reynolds Runer in the Hetvd Core')

title ('Liquid Reynolds Nunder is the Heated Core vs. Flow Quality (STAR-LU with Gas Injection)')
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% Plot the variation of the pressure difference with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)
figure
hold on
plot (XOrtII, -DPOgrlFJ, 'r-', linewidth',2) % Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (XOrtI, DPOfrljl*DPOfI1_H, 'b-, ljriewidth',2) % Single-phone frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (XOrtjI, -DPQgr2a_U, r--' , linewidth' 2) % Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]

plot (XOrtjL DPOdr2_H, 'k--', linewidth',2) % Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pal
plot (XOrt_K, DPOfr2a_H, 'b, linewicith',2) % Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]
plot (XOrt_H, DPOca2_H, 'e--', Iinewidth',2) % Iwo-phase convective accelerational pressure difference in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
hold off
axis square
grid on
xlabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')
ylabel ('Pressure Difference (Pa)')
title ('Pressure Difference vs. Flow Quality (SflR-LM with Gas Injection HEM)')
%gtext ('DPOgrl')
%gtext ('DPDfrl')
%gtest ('DPDfIl')
%gtext ('DPOgr2a')
%gtext ('DPOdr2')
%gtext ('DPOfr2a')
%gtext ('DPOca2')

% Plot the variation of the pressure difference with the flow quality in the riser (two-phase)
figure
hold on
plot (XOrt,D, -DPOgrl_D, 'r-', 'I inewidth' 2) % Single-phase gravitational pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (XOrt,,D, DPOfrl,,,D-.-DPOfI1D, 'b-', linewidth',2) % Single-phase frictional pressure difference in the loop [Pa]
plot (XOrtD, -DPOgr2a,,D, 'r', linewidth',2) % Two-phase gravitational pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
plot (XDrt_D, DPOdr2_D, 'k, linewidth',2) % Drift stress difference in the riser (two-phase) [Pa]
plot (XOrt_Q, DPDfr2a_D, 'b--' , inewidth' 2) % Two-phase frictional pressure difference (additional) in the riser (two-phase) [Pal
plot (XDrt_D, DPOca2_D, 'in--', linewidth' ,2) % Two-phase convective accelerational pressure difference in the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]
hold off
axis square
grid on
slabel ('Flow Quality in the Riser')
ylabel ('Pressure Difference (Pa)')
title ('Pressure Difference vs, Flow Duality (STAR-LN with Gas Injection : DEN)')
%gtext ('DPOgrl')
%gtext ('DPOfrl')
%gtest ('Dl'Ofll')
%gtest ('DPOgr2a')
%gtest ('DPDdr2')
%gtext ('DPDfr2a')
%gtest ('DPDca2')
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S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STtjR-LM (in Dimensional Form)
S const : Subprogram (script N-file)
S Constants and calculation options
5 October 2005
S Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo
%

global g lhlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R .. . S Defined in 'const'
CHlhc CH2hc NIIhc CIIlhx CH2hx NHhx .. . S Defined in const
CFI NFl CPU NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Ci . .

- S Defined in 'const'
Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchs .. S Defined in 'geoin'
Ahc Auc Ars Art Ash Ahx Adc Alh . .. S Defined in 'geom'
DWhc LiNus DWra DWrt DWuh LiMbs DWdc DWIh DFIhc DUbs . .. S Defined in 'gesm'
PHhc Pllhx .. S Defined in 'geoin'
NDShc ND5uc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShs NDSdc NDSIh ... 5 Defined in 'geom'
DShc DSuo DSrs DSrt DSuh DShs DSdc DSIh ... 5 Defined in 'guam'
Lsum KIOsam KIlsun .. S Defined in 'geomn'

OOhc PinOrto TlOhco Tginj Oginj ... % Defined in 'bound'
OWOhc TIOhcoK ... S Defined in 'steady'
DTlOhc UlOhc TlrefK ... S Defined in 'steady'
rhol betal ... S Defined in 'steady'
rholrt mulrt sigmalrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI UlOuh Ul0hx UlOdc U101h ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
REDlOhc ... S Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hc HTClOhc DTwOhc TlOhci ..

- 5 Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hx IlTClOhx DTwOhs DTlOhx TlOhxi .. - 5 Defined in 'steady'
NFrt FlOrti ... S Defined in 'steady'
DPOfrl DPOgri DPOfli ... % Defined in 'steady'
DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a . , S Defined in 'steady'
PniOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
MgOrt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
mnulgrt ..

. S Defined in 'steady'
TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt COOrefrt COOrt Vgj0refrt VgjOrt .. . S Defined in 'steady'
A0refrt AOrt rhomOrefrt rhomOrt UmOrt VgjaOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt OgOrt QOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
NFert FmOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
DPnOrtca DPmOrtfr DPmOrtgr DPinOrtdr DPmOrt ... 5 Defined is 'steady'
tauOhc tauDuc taaOrs tauOrt tauOah tauOhx taaOdc tauOlh ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
tauOloop ... S Defined in 'steady'
Flisun ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
Wf Wti Wt2 .. 5 Defined in 'tinert
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
Srtrt DSrtrt ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
TIOhc TIOuc TIOrs TIOrt TIOuh TlOhx TlOdc T101h ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
Ul0hcp UlOacp JlOrsp UlOrtlp UlOuhp UlOhxp UlOdcp U101hp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
AOrtEL ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
RDPin0rtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

% Constants
g = 9. 80665 ; S Gravitatisnal constant [nVs2]

S Identity of the liquid
lhlinc 1 % Switch for the identity of the gas [-]

5 * lhlmc = 1 Lead (Pb)
S lhlmc = 2 Lead Bismuth Eutectic ([BE: Pb-Bi: 44.5 wt S of Pb & 55.5 wt S of Bi)

S Two-phase flow model
l2ph = 2 ; 5 Switch for the two-phase flow model [-I

S I2ph = 1 : Floniogeneous model
S * I2ph = 2 : Drift-flax model with fully developed void profile

S Constants used in the distribution parameter in the riser (two-phase) -) : Ref.: lshii, N., "One-Dimensional Drift-Flux Model and
Conetitutive Equations for Relative Motion Between Phases in Various Two-Phase Flow Regimes," ANL-77-47, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois, October (1977).
CCrt = 1.2
NCrt =0.5

S Constants used in the vsid-fraction-weighted nean drift velocity in the riser (two-phase) [-] : Ref.: Ishii, N., "Onm-Dimensisnal
Drift-Flax Model and Constitutive Equations for Relative Motion Between Phases in Various Two-Phase Flow Regimes, ANL-77-41, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, October (1977).
CVrt = 20. 5
NVirt = 0.25
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NV2rt 1.75

% Identity of the gas

Igas = 2 % Switch for the identity of the gas [-I

% Igas = 1 : Helium (He)

% * Igas = 2 : Argon (Ar)

% Igas = 3 : Nitrogen (N2)

% Sas constant [J/kg-K] : Ref.: Sonntag, R. C. and Van Wylen, 0. 3., Introduction to Thermodynamics, Classical and Statistical, 3rd
ed. , p. 706, John Wiley & Sono, New York (1993).

owitch gas

case 1

R = 2.07703e03 % Helium (He)

case 2

R 0.20813e-.-03 % Argon (Ar)

case 3

R 0. 29680e+03 % Nitrogen (N2)

end

% Nusselt nunder model

INUD = 2 % Switch for the Nusselt nui,Ier model [-I

% INUD = I : Lubersky and Kaufman's correlation (1955) for constant-heat-flux data in the fully developed turbulent flow
regime

% * INUD = 2 : Lyon's correlation (1951) for the Martinelli's theoretical analysis result (1947) for a uniform heat input
along the tuba

% Constants used in the Nuuoelt nuther in the heated core [-] Ref. : Kreith, F., Principles of Heat Transfer, 3rd ad., pp. 434-436

Intest Educational Publishers, New York (1973).

switch INUD

case 1 % Lubaruky and Kaufman's correlation (1955) for constant-heat-flux data in the fully developed turbulent flow regime
CIllhc = 0.

CH2hc = 0. 625

NHhc = 0. 4

case 2 5 Lyon's correlation (1951) for the Martinelli's theoretical analysis result (1947) for a uniform heat input along the tube
CHlhc = 7,0

CH2hc = 0, 025

NHhc = 0.8

end

S Constants used in the Nusselt nuther in the heat exchanger (primary side) [-I Ref. : Kreith, F., Principles of Heat Transfer, 3rd
ed., pp. 434-436, Intext Educational Publishers, New York (1973).

switch INUD

case 1 5 Lubarsky and Kaufman's correlation (1955) for constant-heat-flux data in the fully developed turbulent flow regime
CHlhx = 0.

CH2hs = 0. 625

NHhs 0. 4

case 2 5 Lyon's correlation (1951) for the Martinelli's theoretical analysis result (1947) for a uniform heat input along the tube
CHlhx = 7.0

CH2hx = 0. 025

NHhx = 0.8

end

$ Constants used in the Darcy friction factor [-) Ref.: Todreas, N. C. and Kazimi, N. S., Huolmar Systems I, Thermal Hydraulic
Fundamentals, pp. 371, 379, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, New York (1990).
CFI = 64. 5 Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law) : RED <2300.
NFl = 1. 5 Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law) RED <2100.
CFt1 0.316 5 Turbulent flow (Blusius) : RED >= 2100. & RED < 30000.

NFtI = 0.25 : 5 Turbulent flow (Blasius) : RED >= 2100. & RED <30000,
CFt2 = 0.184 5 Turbulent flow (McAdams) RED >= 30000.

NFt2 = 0.20 : S Turbulent flow (Mckdams) : RED >= 30000.

S Solution method for the matris equation

IC1 = 1 5 Switch for the solution method for the matrix equation [-I
5 * IC1 = 1 : Gaussian elimination (matris inversion) by MATLAB

S ICI = 2 : Gaussian elimination by hand
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% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulatisn in STAR-LM (in Dimensional Form)
% geoln : Subprsgram (script N-file)
% Geometrical parameters and single-phase liquid form loss coefficients
% October 2005
% Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

global g lhlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt gas R % Defined in 'const'
CHlhc CH2hc NHhc CFtlhx CH2hx NHhx S Defined in 'coflst'
CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Ci S Defined in 'const'
Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx S Defined in 'geom'
Ahc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc Alli % Defined in 'geom'
DWhc DRuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWlh DHhc Dllhx S Defined in 'gems'
PHhc PHhx S Defined in 'gemn'
NDShc liDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh S Defined in 'geom'
DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSIh S Defined in 'geom'
Loom KlOsuin Kllsuin S Defined in 'geoel'
OOhc Pm0rto TlOhco Tginj Oginj % Defined in 'bound'
QNOhc TlOhcoK ,.. % Defised in 'steady'
DTl0hc UlOhc Tlrefl( $ Defined in 'steady'
rhol betal S Defined in 'steady'
rholrt inuirt siginalrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI Ul0uh UlOhx UlOdc Ulolh $ Defined in 'steady'
REDIOhc .., $ Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hc H1Cl0hc DTwOhc TlOhci S Defined in 'steady'
HTCIIhx HTClOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi S Defined in 'steady'
NFrt FlOrtI $ Defined in 'steady'
DP0frl DPOgri OPOfli S Defined in 'steady'
DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a $ Defined in 'steady'
PinOrt .,. $ Defined in 'steady'
Ng0rt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt $ Defined in 'steady'
nulgrt ., 5 Defined in 'steady'
TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt CO0refrt COOrt Vgjorefrt VgjOrt S Defined in 'steady'
A0refrt AOrt rhomOrefrt rhomOrt Liin0rt Vgjaort $ Defined in 'steady'
UgOrt IJIOrt SROrt Jg0rt JOrt OgOrt OOrt S Defined in 'steady'
NFinrt EmOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
DPinOrtca DPinOrtfr DPniOrtgr DPin0rtdr DPinOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
tau0hc tauOuc tau0rs tau0rt tau0uh tau0hx tauOdc tauOlh ,.. $ Defined in 'steady'
tau0loop 5 Defined in 'steady'
Flisuin $ Defined in 'steady'
Mt Wtl MU ,.. S Defined in 'tinert'
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
Srtrt DSrtrt .. S Defined in 'prfstd'
IlOho IlOuc flOra IlOrt TlOuh TlOhx TlOdc T101h ... $ Defined in 'prfstd'
UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtIp UlOuhp UlOhxp UlOdcp UIOlhp .. % Defined in 'prfstd'
AOrtEL ... $ Defined in 'prfstd'
RDPmOrtgr $ Defined in 'prfstd'

% Geometrical parameters

UN

I I<I

FIX
I I

RI

J... RS

DC 1_luc

I____I_I IC

LH

$ Length [m]
Lhc = 2.0 $ Heated core
Luc 0.5 : $ Unheated core
Lrs = i.e-lU S Riser (single-phase)
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Lrt = 9.5 % Riser (two-phase)
Luh = i.e-lU S Upper horizontal section
Lhx r 6. 936 % Heat exchanger
Ldc = 5.064 S Downcomer
Llh = i.e-l0 S Lower horizontal section

Lloop Lhc+Luc-Lrs+Lrt+Luh*LhxLdc+Llh S Total length of the loop [ml
Hloop Lhx+Ldc S Height of the loop [ml
Hhchx Hloop-0. 5*(Lhc+Lhx) S Distance between the thermal centers of the heated core and heat exchanger [in]

S Flow area [rn2]
Ahc = 2.7125 S Heated core
Auc = 2.7125 5 Unheated core
Ars = 4.544047 5 Riser (single-phase)
Art = 4.544047 % Riser (two-phase)
Auh = 4.544047 5 Upper horizontal section
Aho 7.155 5 Heat exchanger (primary side)
Ado 11.081 ; S Downosmer
Alh = 11.081 5 Lower horizontal section

S Hydraulic equivalent diameter [ml
DWhc 0. 0282127 : S Heated core
DHuc 0. 0282127 5 Unheated core
D#rs = 2.405 5 Riser (single-phase)
DWrt 0.200 5 Riser (two-phase)
DWuh = 2.405 5 Upper horizontal section
DWhx = 0.02552 5 Heat exchanger (primary side)
DWdc 2.154 5 Downcsmer
DWIh 2.154 ; S Lower horizontal section

S Heated equivalent diameter [ml
DHhc DWhc S Heated core
DHhx DWhx S Heat exchanger (primary side)

S Ifetted perimeter [ml
PWhc = 4*Ahc/DWhc S Heated core
PWuc 4*Auc/DWuc S Unheated core
PWrs 4*Arx/DWrs S Riser (single-phase)
PWrt 4eArt/DWrt S Riser (two-phase)
PWuh 4*Auh/DWuh S Upper horizontal section
PWhx 4*Ahx/DWhx ; S Heat exchanger (primary side)
Plfdc 4eAdc/DWdc S Downcomer
PWIh 4*Alh/DWlh S Lower horizontal section

S Heated perimeter [ml
PHhc Flhc S Heated core
PHhx PiYhx S Heat exchanger (primary side)

S Nuner of spatial increments for variable/parameter profiles [-I

NDShc = 100 5 Heated core
NDSuc 10 5 Unheated core
NDSrs = 10 5 Riser (single-phase)
NDSrt = 100 5 Riser (two-phase)
NDSuh = 10 5 Upper horizontal section
NDShx = 100 5 Heat exchanger
NDSdc = 10 5 Downcoiner
NDSIh = 10 5 Lower horizontal section

5 Size of the spatial increment for variable/parameter profiles [ml
DShc Lhc/NDShc : S Heated core
DSuc Luc/NDSuc ; S Unheated core
DSrs = Lrx/NDSrx S Riser (single-phase)
DSrt Lrt/NDSrt S Riser (two-phase)
DSuh Luh/NDSuh S Upper horizontal section
DShx Lhx/NDShx ; S Heat exchanger
DSdc = Ldc/NDSdc ; S Downcomer

DSIh Llh/NDSIh 5 Lower horizontal section

S Single-phase liquid form loss coefficients [-I Forward circulation during the normal operation (with or without gas injection)
KlOhc = 2*(0. 5*(1-0. 6)(1-0. 6Y2)*(Ahc/ArxY2/0. 62 + 0. 5*(1-Ahc/Arx) + 3*(7 0*0. 4413. 0) $ Heated core (2 flow distributor plates,
contraction at the inlet, 3 grid spacers)
KIOuc = (1-Auc/AroY2 S Unheated core (expansion at the outlet)
KIOro = 0. : S Riser (single-phase) (no form loss)
KlOrtl = 0. 5 Riser (two-phase) Liquid-only flow (no form loss)
Kl0uh 0. $ Upper horizontal section (no form loss)
KlOhx = 0.5e(1-Ahx/Adc) + (1-Ahx/AdcY2 S Heat exchanger (primary side) (contraction at the inlet, expansion at the outlet)
KlOdc = 0. $ Downcomer (no form lxxx)



KlO)h 0. % Lower horizontal section (no form loss)

% Sunanation of the weighted flow path lengths for the perturbed pressure drop calculation [eJ

Loam * (Ahc/Ahc) *Lhc

(Ahc/Auc) etuc

+(Ahc/Ars)elrs

*(Ahc/Art)*l.rt

*(Ahc/Auh)*Luh

+ (Ahc/Ahx) thu

+(Ahc/Adc)*Ldc

+(hhc/Alh)*Llh

% Sunination of the weighted single-phase liquid form loss coefficients for the steady-state pressure drop calculation [-]

Kl0ouin = +(Ahc/AhcY2*Kl0hc

+ (Ahc/Auc) 2*Kl Ouc

-s-(Ahc/Ars) 2*l(l0rs

-'-(Ahc/ArtY2*KlOrtl % KIOrtI = 0.

*(Ahc/Auh) *lclouh

+(Ahc/Ahx) 2sKl0hx

+ (Ahc/Adc) 2*K I Odc

* (Abc/A Ui) 0 lb

% Sunination of the weighted single-phase liquid form loss coefficients for the perturbed pressure drop calculation [-I

KIlsum = +(Ahc/Ahc)'2*2*J(lOhc

+ (Ahc/Auc) 2*2*Kl Ouo

*(Ahc/Aru) 2*2*Kl0ro

c(Ahc/Art)2*2*Kl0rtl % KIOrtI = 0.

+ (Ahc/Auh) '2*2*K I Ouh . .

+(Ahc/Ahx) 2*2*Kl0hx

+ (Ahc/Adc) 2*2*K I Odc . .



% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gao-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LM (in Dimensional Form)

S bound : Subprogram (script M-file)

% Boundary conditions

% October 2005

S Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

S
= ====r =

global g lhlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R ... S Defined in 'const'

CFIlhc CH2hc Nllhc CHlhx CIl2hx NIIhx .. . S Defined is 'const'

cFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 101 ... S Defined in 'conot'
Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Flhchx ... S Defined in 'geom'
Ahc Auc Ars Art Ash Ahx Adc Alh . .. 5 Defined in 'geoei'

DWhc OWuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWIh Dllhc D+fhx ... % Defined in 'geoe'

PHhc PHhx .. . 5 Defined in 'geom'

NDShc NDSuc PIDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh .. S Defined in 'geoei'

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSsh DShx DSdc DSIh ... S Defined in 'geom'

Lsum KiOsum ltlls.an ... S Defined in 'geom'

GOhc PniOrto TlOhco Tginj Oginj ... S Defined in 'bound'

QWOhc TlOhcol( ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'

DTl0hc UlOhc TlrefK ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal ... S Defined in 'steady'

rholrt mulrt sigmalrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

UlDuc UlOrs Ulortl UlOuh Ul0hx UlOdc U101h ... % Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

HTCI1hc HTCIOhc DTwOhc TlOhci ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

FITCIIhx HTClOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx Tl0hxi ... S Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI ... S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1 ... S Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a .. % Defined in 'steady'
PInOrt .,. 5 Defined in 'steady'
Mg0rt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

mulgrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt C00refrt COOrt Vgj0refrt Vgjort ... S Defined in 'steady'

A0refrt AOrt rhomorefrt rhoe0rt UmOrt Vgjaort ,.. S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt OgOrt OOrt ,.. S Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt FmOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

DPmOrtca DEmOrtfr DPndrtgr DPm0rtdr DPniOrt ... 5 Defined is 'steady'

tau0hc tau0uc tau0rs tau0rt tau0uh tau0hx tau0dc tauDlh ... S Defined in 'steady'

tauDloop ... % Defined in 'steady'

Flisum .., 5 Defined in 'steady'

Wf Wtl Wt2 ... 5 Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Suclp Srstp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

TlOhc IlOuc TIOrs TIOrt Tl0uh TlOhx TlOdc T101h ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtIp UlOuhp UlOhxp Ul0dcp UIOlhp ... % Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL .., % Defined in 'prfstd'

RDPmOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

%QOhc = 1130. Oe+06 5 Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
PoiOrto 1.01325e+05 S Pressure at the riser (two-phase) outlet System pressure [Pa]
Tl0hco = 560. 5 Liquid temperature at the heated core outlet [C]

Tginj = 20. 5 Gas temperature just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [C]

%Gginj = 8.2139e-02 5 Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s)

5

% 0. Without gas injectios

KG QOhc_P Qginj_P Aorto_P XOrt..P UlOhc_P REDIOhoP DTlOhc

[WI [is3/s] [-I [-I [silo] [-I [C)

1 400. Oe06 0. 0000e-'-OO 0.00000 0. 0000e-i'OO 0.6908 1.0181 e05 140. 7147

%QOhc = 400.Oe+O6 S Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Oginj = 0. 5 Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

S
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% 1. Homogeneous model

KG QOhc_P Dginj_P
[H] [m3/sI

1 400. Oe+06 5. 6240e-05

11 500. Oe+06 2. 6332e-03

21 600. Oe+06 6. 9114e-03

31 700. Oe-f06 1. 3524e-02

41 800. Oe-*06 2.2821 e-02

51 900. Oe+06 3. 5490e-02

61 1O0O.0e06 5.2319e-02

71 1100. 0e406 7. 4292e-02

HEM 1139.2e+06 8.4575e-02

AOrto_P

[-I

0.00088

0.03184
0.06713
0.10594
0.14750
0.19104
0. 23600
0.28186

0. 30000

XOrtP (HObo_P

[-I [rn/si

4. 9929e-08 0. 6946
1.8575e-06 0.8683
4.0644e-06 1.0419
6.6929e-06 1.2156
9.7775e-06 1.3893
1.3339e-05 1.5630
1. 7447e-05 1.7366
2.2168e-05 1.9102

2.4206e-05 1.9782

REDlOhc_P DilOho

[-I [CI

1.0850e+05 140

1.3562e+05 140

1.6275e+05 140

1.8987e*05 140

2.1700e+05 140

2.4412e+05 140

2. 7125e+05 140

2.9837e+05 140

3. 0899e+05 139. 9999

%QOhc = 400.Oe06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Oginj = 5.6240e-05 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/sI

%QOhc = 500. Oe-*06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 2.6332e-03 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection ieto the riser (two-phase) [m3/oI

%OOhc = 600. Oe*06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 6.9714e-03 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [ni3/oI

%QOhc = 700. Oe+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 1.3524e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [e3/sI

%OOhc = 800. Oe+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [6]

%Oginj = 2.282le-02 K Gas volumetric flow rate just before Its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

%OOhc = 900. Oe-.06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 3.5490e-02 K Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection Into the riser (two-phase) [m3/sI

%QOhc = 1000. Oe+06 K Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 5.2319e-02 K Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [e3/sI

%QOhc = 1100. Oe+06 : K Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
%Qginj = 7.4292e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

%QOhc = 1139. 2e+06 K Therea I power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 8.4575e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/sI

K

K 2. Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

KG QOhcj' Oginj_P

[WI [is3/sI

1 400. Oe+06 9. 4154e-05

11 500. Oe+06 4. 1456e-03

21 600. Oe+06 1. 0524e-02

31 700. Oe+06 1. 9793e-02

41 800. Oe+06 3. 2629e-02

51 900. Oe-'-06 4. 9887e-02

61 1000. Oe+06 7. 2589e-02

71 1100.Oe06 1.0207e-Ol

2.DEM 1151.8e+06 1.2057e-01

AOrto.P

[-I

0. 00088

0.03193
0. 06746

0.10637

0.14766

0.19048

0. 23397

0. 27754

0. 30000

XOrtj' UlOhcj'

[1 [ni/sI

8. 3588e-08 0. 6946

2. 9243e-06 0. 8683

6. 1356e-06 1.0420

9.7955e-06 1.2156

1.3912e-05 1.3892

1,8750e-05 1.5630

2.4206e-05 1.7366

3.0456e-05 1.9102

3. 4054e-05 2. 0001

REDIOhc_P DTlOhc

[-I [CI

1.0850e05 140

1.3562e+05 140

1.6275e+05 140

1.8987e-05 140

2. 1699e+05 140

2.4412e*05 140

2.7125e#05 140

2.9837e-'-OS 140

3.1241 e+05 140. 0001

%OOhc = 400. Oe+06 K Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Oginj = 9.4154e-05 ; % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/uI

%QOhc = 500.Oe+06 K Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 4.1456e-03 K Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) (tn3/sI

%OOhc = 600. Oe-'06 K Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 1.0524e-02 K Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/sI
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%OOho = 700.Oe+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Qginj = 1.9793e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/sI

%OOhc = 800.Oe+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Ogirij = 3.2629e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [mS/si

%OOhc = 900. 0e+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [III

%Qginj = 4.9887e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [m3/s]

%QOhc 1000. Oe-'-OG : % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Oginj 7.2589e-02 % Gas volumetric flow rate just before ts injection into the riser (two-phase) [mS/sI

%QOhc = 1100. Oe+06 $ Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

%Oginj = 1.0207e-01 $ Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [mS/si

QOhc = 1151.8e+06 % Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI

Oginj = 1.2057e-01 $ Gas volumetric flow rate just before its imjection into the riser (two-phase) [mS/sI
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'I

% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LW (in Dimensional Form)
% steady Subprogram (script N-file)

% Iteration for the steady-state analysis

% October 2005

% Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

global g lhlinc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R ... % Definmd in 'const'

CHiho CH2hc NlIhc CHlhx CH2hx NIIhx ... % Defined in 'conot'

CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Id ... % Definmd in 'const'

Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Flhchs ... % Defined in 'geofo'

Ahc Auc Am Art Auh Abs Adc Alh .., % Defined in 'geom'

DWhc DWuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWIh DHhc DHhx % Defined in 'geoin'
PHhc PHhx ... % Defined in 'geom'

HOShc NOSuc NDSrs HDSrt NDSuh tIDShx NDSdc NOSIb ... % Defined in 'geolo'
DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShs DSdc DSlh % Defined in 'geom'

Louis KIOsum Kilsuni % Defined in 'gesm'

QOhc PinOrto TlOhco Tginj Qginj ... % Defined in 'bound'

QWOhc TlOhcoK ., % Defined in 'steady'

DTlOhc UlOhc TIrefK ., % Defined in 'steady'

rhol beta) ... S Defined in 'steady'

rholrt muirt siginatrt ... S Definmd in 'steady'

UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI Ul0uh IJlOhx UlOdc U101h .. S Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc ,.. S Dmfined in 'steady'

HTCI1hc HTCIDhc DTwOhc TlOhci .., S Defined in 'steady'

HTCllhs HTCIOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TIOhxi .., S Defined in 'steady'
NFrt FlOrtI ., S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrI DPOgrI DPOfII .,. % Defined in 'steady'

DPDca2 DPOdr2 DPDfr2a DPOgr2a .,. S Defined in 'steady'

PmOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

MgOrt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

eulgrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rhol0rt rhogOrt CO0refrt COOrt Vgjorefrt Vgj0rt .. S Defined in 'steady'

A0refrt AOrt rhsin0refrt rhomOrt UmOrt Vgja0rt ... S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgDrt JOrt OgOrt OOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt FeOrt ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPin0rtca DPm0rtfr DPmortgr DPin0rtdr DPuiOrt ... 5 Oaf i ned in 'steady'

tau0hc tau0uc tauOrs tauOrt tauOuh tauOhx tauodc tauOlh ... S Defined in 'steady'

tau0loop .., S Defined in 'steady'
FIlsum .,. S Defined in 'steady'

Wf WtI Wt2 ... % Defined in 'tinert'

Sholp Sucip Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shslp Sdclp SIhIp ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

TlOhc TIOuc TiOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhx TlOdc T101h ... % Defined in 'prfstd'

IJlOhcp UIOucp UlOrsp UlOrtlp UlOuhp UlOhsp UlOdop lJ101hp ,.. S Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL .., 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
RflPin0rtgr S Defined in 'prfstd'

OOhx QOhc S Thermal power transferred to the heat exchanger [N]
QWOhc = OOhc/(PHhc*Lhc) 5 Wall heat flux from the heated core [W/m2]
QWOhx = QOhx/(PIIhssLhx) 5 Wall heat flux to the heat exchanger (primary side) [W/n2]
TOrt = TlOhco 5 Fluid temperature used in the calculation of liquid properties in the riser (two-phase) [C]

TIOhooK = TlOhco*273.15 S Liquid temperature at the heated core outlet [K]
TginjK Tginj+273.15 S Gas temperature just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [K]

TOrtK = TOrt273,15 5 Fluid temperature used in the calculation of liquid properties in the riser (two-phase) [K]

S Initial guess

DTlOhc 140. 5 Initial guess of the axial liquid temperature difference in the heated core Liquid temperature rise in the heated
core [C]

UlOhc = 0.7 5 Initial guess of the liquid velocity in the heated core [m/s]
Tlret = TlOhco-0.5*DTl0hc S Initial guess of the reference liquid temperature used in the calculation of liquid properties [CI
TlrefK = Tlref+273.15 S Reference liquid temperature used in the calculation of liquid properties [K]

S Iteration parameters

NOiter = 1000 5 Maximum number of iterations for the steady-state analysis [-]
DllOtol 1.e-04 S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the axial liquid temperature difference in the heated
core [-]
UlOtol = I.e-04 S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the liquid velocity in the heated core [-]
POtol = 1.e-D4 S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the total pressure drop in the loop including the riser

(teo-phuse) 1-]

l0conv 0 5 Flag for the convergence of the steady-state solutions : Not converged (-I
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for KOiter =
1 : NOiter % Start of the iteration for the steady-state analysis

% Single-phase liquid region

DTlOold = DTlOhc : % Liquid temperature rise in the heated core from the previous iteration or initial guess [C]
UlOold = UlOhc : % Liquid velocity in the heated core from the previous iteration or initial guess [mis)

S Liquid properties

switch lhlmc

case 1 5 Lead (Pb)

rhol = 10660. -l.35e(TlrefK-600.) % Density of the liquid lead (Pb) [kg/ts3] Valid for 328 800 C
cpl = 175. 1-4. 961e-02ejlrefK-l.524e*06*TlrefK(-2)1.985e-05*TIrefK"2-2.0994e-09*TlrefK"3 S Specific heat of the liquid lead

(Pb) [J/kg-K) ; Valid for 600.7 3600 K

konl = 31 5824-4.6967e-02s'TlrefK+4.5425e-05*TlrefK"2-t.4410e-08*TlrefK3 S Thermal conductivity of the liquid lead (Pb) [N/rn'

K] Valid for 328" 1081 C

nul = 6.57424e-03-1.6840e-05*Tlref+1.8148e-08*Tlref"2-6.7514e-12*Tlref"3 : S Dynamic viscosity of the liquid lead (Pb) [kg/m-
o] Valid for 329 "981 C

beta) = 1/(8496.3-TlrefK) S Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid lead (Pb) [1/K] Valid for 328 "800 C
sigmal = 0.4975-1.096e-04*T)refK S Surface tension of the liquid lead (Pb) [N/rn] Valid for 573 1200 K Ref.: Senior, IL.

Moser, Z., and Pstruo. ,J., "Density and Surface Tension of the Pb-Sn Liquid Alloys," Journal of Phase Equilibria, Vol. 22, No. 1, pp.
20-25 (2001).

rholrt = rhol*(1-betal*(TOrtK-TlrefK)) S Density of the liquid lead (Pb) in the riser (two-phase) [kg/rn3]

mulrt = 6.57424e-03-1.6840e-05*tOrt*1.8148e-08*TOrt'2-6.75)4e-)2*TOrt"3 : S Dynamic viscosity of the liquid lead (Pb) in the

riser (two-phase) [kg/m-o]

sigmalrt = 0.4915-1.096e-04*TOrtK % Surface tension of the liquid lead (Pb) is the riser (two-phase) [N/rn]

case 2 5 Lead Bismuth Eutectic (LBE: Pb-Bi)

rhol = 10740,-1.38*llref S Density of the liquid LOt (Pb-Bi) [kgJm3I : Valid for 290" 1000 C
cpl = 146.51 5 Specific heat of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) Valid for 130 700 C [J/kg-K]
konl = 12.4119-3.37233e-02*TlrefK+7.75802e-05*TlreflC2-3.94661e-08*TIrefK"3 5 Thermal conductivity of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi)

[N/rn-K] Valid for 148 700 C

mul = 4.9e-04*exp(760.1/TlrefK) : 5 Dynamic viscosity of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) [kg/m-u] : Valid for 126" 900 C
butal = 1/(7782.609-Tlref) S Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) [1/K] Valid for 200 1000

sigmal = 0.444-0.le-04*TlrefK : S Surface tension of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) [N/rn] : Valid for 130" 800 C : Ref.: "Comparative

Assessment of Thermophysical and Therinohydraul ic Characteristics of Lead. Lead-Bismuth and Sodium Coolants for Fast Reactors," IAEA-

TECDOC-1289, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria. June (2002).

rholrt = rhol*(1-betal*(TOrtK-TlrefK)) : % Density of the liquid LOt (Pb-Bi) in the riser (two-phase) [kg/m3]
mulrt 4.9e-04*exp(760.1/TOrtK) : 5 Dynamic viscosity of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) in the riser (two-phase) [kg/m-o]
sigrnalrt = 0. 444-0. le-04*TOrtK : S Surface tension of the liquid LBE (Pb-Bi) in the riser (two-phaee) [N/rn]

end

nul = rnul/rhol : S Kinematic viscosity of the liquid lead (Pb) [m2/s)

alphal = konl/(rhol*cpl) S Thermal diffusivity of the liquid lead (Pb) [m2/s]

PR) = nul/alphal : S Prandtl munder of the liquid lead (Pb) [-]

IIRIO = g*betali'DTlOhc*Hhchx"3/nul"2 : % Modified liquid Graxhof nueder [-]

S Liquid velocity [rn/a]

UlOuc = lJlOhc*Ahc/Auc

UlOre = UlOhc*Ahc/Ars

UlOrtI = UlOhc*Ahc/Art

UlOuh = UlOhc*Ahc/Auh

UlOhx UlOhc*Ahc/Ahx

UlOdc = Ul0hc*Ahc/Adc

Ul0lh = UlOhc*Ahc/Alh

S Unheated core

$ Riser (single-phase)

S Riser (two-phase) Liquid-only flow

5 Upper horizontal section

% Heat exchanger (primary side)

$ Downcomer

S Lower horizontal section

S Liquid Reynolds number [-]
REDIOhc = UlOhc*DWhc/nul : 5 Heated core

REDIOuc = UlOucv4YNuc/nul S Unheated core

REDIOr0 = UlOrsv'DWrx/nul % Riser (single-phase)

REDlOrtI = UlOrtl*DWrt/nul : S Riser (two-phase) : Liquid-only flow
REDIOuh = UlOuh'i'DWuh/nul 5 Upper horizontal section

REDIOhx = UIOhx+DWhx/nul : S Heat exchanger (primary side)

REDlOdc = UlOdcvDWdc/nul : 5 Oowncomer

REDIOIh = U101h"DVilh/msl : $ Lower horizontal section

5 Heat transfer in the heated core
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PEDIOhc = PRIsREDIOhc % Liquid Peclet number in the heated core [-I
NUDIOhc CHlhci-CH2hc*PEDI0hcNHhc % Liquid Nusselt number in the heated core [-I : Ref. Kreith, F. Principles of Heat

Transfer, 3rd ed. , pp. 434-436, lntext Educational Publishers, New York (1973).
HTCI1hc = (NUDlOhc-Clllhc)/NUDIOhc*NHhc % Liquid convective heat transfer coefficient perturbation in the heated core for the

perturbed pressure drop calculation [-I
HTCIOhc = NUDlOhc*konl/DHhc ; % Liquid convective heat transfer coefficient in the heated core [W/m2-Ci
DTwOhc = OWOhc/HTClOhc % Radial liquid temperature difference in the heated core [Ci
MlOhc = rholslJl0hc*Ahc % Liquid mass flow rate in the heated core [kg/si
DTlOhc = OOhc/(MlOhc*cpl) : % Updated asial liquid temperature difference in the heated core ; Liquid temperature rise in the

heated core [Ci

TlOhci = Tl0hco-DTIOhc % Liquid temperature at the heated core inlet [Ci
Tlref = 0.5*Ul0hci*TlQhco) °( Updated reference liquid temperature sd in the calculation of liquid properties [C)
TlrefK = Tlref-.-273.15 % Reference liquid temperature used in the calculation of liquid properties [K]

% Heat transfer in the heat exchanger (primary side)

PEDIOhx = PRI*REDIOhx ; % Liquid Peclet number in the heat exchanger (primary side) [-I
NUDIOhx = CHlhs+Cll2hx*PEDlOhfNHhx % Liquid Nusselt number in the heated core [-I Ref.: Kreith, F., Principles of Heat

Transfer, 3rd ed., pp. 434-436, lntext Educational Publishers, New York (1973).
HTCI1hx = (NUDIOhx-CHlhx)/NUDlOhxsNHhx ; % Liquid convective heat transfer coefficient perturbation in the heat exchanger (primary

side) for the perturbed pressure drop calculation [-i
IlTClOhx = NUDlOhxnkonl/DHhx : % Liquid convective heat transfer coefficient in the heat exchanger (primary side) [W/m2-CJ
DTwOhs = QWOhx/HTCIOhx % Radial liquid temperature difference in the heat exchanger (primary side) [Cl
MlOhs = MlOhc % Liquid mass flow rate in the heat eschanger (primary side) [kg/si
DuCts UOhx/C6lOhxvcpl) % kxial liquid temperature difference in the heat exchanger (primary side) [C)

TlOhsi Tl0hco % Liquid temperature at the heat exchanger (primary side) (primary side) inlet [Ci

% Single-phase liquid Durcy friction factor

if (REDIOhc <2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiueuille pipe drag law)
CFhc=OFI :

NFhc = NFl % [-I

elseif (REDIOhc >= 2100.) & (REDIOhc < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasius)
cphc=GFtl:
NFhc = NFt1 ; % [-]

elseif (REDlOhc > 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdamu)
OFhc=CFt2; -)

NFhc = NFt2 % [-i
end

FlOhc = CFhc*REDIOhc(-NFhc) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the heated core [-i

if (REDIOuc < 2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)
CFuc=CFI % [-I
NFuc = NFl % [-]

elseif (REDIOuc > 2100.) & (REDIOuc < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasius)
GFuc = CFt1 % [-]
NFuc = NFt1 % [-]

elseif (REDIOuc > 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdams)
CFuc = CFt2 : % [-]
HFuc = NFt2 : % I-]

end

FlOuc = CFuc*REDIOuc(-NFuc) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the unheated core [-I

if (REDIOrs < 2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)
CFrs = CFI % [-]
NFrs = NFl : % [-]

elseif (REDIOrs >= 2100.) & (REDIOrn < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blaulus)
CFru = CFtI : % [-i
NFrs = NFt1 : % [-]

elseif (REDIOrs >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdams)
CFrs = CFt2 % [-]
NFrs = NFt2 : % [-i

end

FlOrs = CFrs*REDIOr5(-NFrs) : % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the riser (single-phase) [-i

if (REDlOrtl <2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiaeuille pipe drag law)
CFrt=CFI % [-I
NFrt = NFl % [-]

elseif (REDIOrtI >= 2100.) & (REDIOrtI < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasius)
CFrt = CFt1 % [-]
NFrt = NFtl ; % 1-i

elueif (REDIOrtI >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdans)
CFrt = CFt2 % [-]
NFrt = NFt2 % [-i



end

Fl0rtl = CFrt*REDl0rtJ(-NFrt) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the riser (two-phase) Liquid-only flow [-]

if (FlEDlOuh <2100.) % Laminar flow (Ffagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)

CFuh=CFI % [-1
NFuh = NFl % [-I

elseif (REDIOuh >= 2100.) & (REDIOub K 30000.) ¶' Turbulent flow (Elasius)

CFuh = CFt1 % [-]
NFuh = NFtI % [-]

elseif (REDIOuh >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdams)

CFuh = CFt2 % [-1
NFuh = NFt2 % [-1

end

FlOuh = CFuh*REDl0uh(-NFuh) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the upper horizontal section 1-]

if CREDIOhx <2100.) % Laeinar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)
CFhs = CFI % [-]
NFhx = NFl % [-]

elseif (REDlOhx > 2100.) & (REDlOhx < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasiuo)
CFhx = CFt1 ; % [-I

NFhx = NFt1 % [-I

elseif (REDIOhx >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdains)

CFho = CFt2 % [-]
NFhx=NFt2

end

Fl0hx CFhx*RE0lOhx(-NFhx) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the heat exchanger (primary side) [-1

if (REDIOdc <2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poioeuille pipe drag law)
CFdc = CFI ; % [-]
NFdc = NFl % [-I

elseif (REDIOdc > 2100.) & (REDIOdc < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasius)

CFdc = CFt1 % [-1

NFdc = NFt1 % 1-]
elseif (REDIOdc >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (NcAdams)

CFdc = CFt2 % 1-]
NFdc = NFt2 % [-1

end

FlOdc = CFdc*REDl0dc(-NFdc) ; % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the downcomer [-]

if (REDIOIh < 2100.) % Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)

CFIh = CFI % [-]
NFIh = NFl % [-]

elseif (REDIOIh >= 2100.) & (REDIOIh < 30000.) % Turbulent flow (Blasius)

CFIh=CFtI 3 % [-I

NFIh = NFt1 % [-]
elseif (REDIOIh >= 30000.) % Turbulent flow (McAdams)

CFIh = CFt2 % [-1
NFlh = NFt2 % [-I

end

F101h = CFlh*REDIOIh(-NFIh) % Single-phase liquid Darcy friction factor in the lower horizontal section [-]

% Sunanation of the weighted single-phase liquid Darcy friction factors for the steady-state pressure drop calculation [-]
F I Osum = + (Ahc/Ahc) 2*Fl Ohc*t.hc/DWhc

(Aho/Auc) 2*F I Ouo44..uc/DNuc

+(Ahc/Ars) 2*Fl0rs*Lrs/DWru
+(Ahc/Art) 2'flortl+Lrt/DWrt
+ (Ahc/Auh) 2*Fl Ouh*Luh/DWuh
* (Ahc/Ahx) 2*F I Ohx*Lhx/DWhx
+ (Ahc/Adc) 2+f IOdc*Ldc/DWdc
(Abc/A lhY2+F lOIhet. Ih/D NIh

% Single-phase pressure dropo in the loop including the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPOfrl = 0.5*rhol*IJl0hc2sFI0sum % Frictional
DPOgrl = -rhol*g*betal*DTIOhc*Hhchx ; % Gravitational

DPOfI1 = 0.5*rhoI*IJI0hc2*Kl0sum 3 % Form loss

DPO1 = DPOfrl-.OPOgrl-.DPOfll % Total

% Two-phase mixture region

% Two-phase pressure drops in the riser (two-phase) [Pa] ; Initialization

DPOca2 = 0. 3 % Convective accelerational

DPOfr2 0. 3 % Frictional (original)

DPOgr2 = 0. % Gravitational (original)
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DPOdr2 = 0. ; S Drift

0P02 = 0. % Total (original)

DPOfr2a = 0. 5 Frictional (additional)

DPOgr2a = 0. 5 Gravitational (additional)

DPO2a = 0. 5 Total (additional)

if Oginj > 1.e-100 S Gas injection into the riser (two-phase)

PmOrterrm = 0. 3 5 Maximum iterative error in the local pressure [Pa] Initialization

if KOiter == 1

DPn0rtini = rholrt*g*DSrt S Initial guess of the pressure drop in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [Pal

PlnOrt(NDSrt--1) PinOrto S Boundary condition for the pressure at the riser (two-phase) outlet System pressare [Pa]
for IS = NDSrt : -1 I

PmOrt(IS) = Pm0rt(IS-.1)+DPmOrtini S Initial guess of the local pressure [Pa]

Pnf3rtold(IS) = Pm0rt(IS) % Saved local pressure for checking the convergence [Pa]

end

PmOrti = PmOrt(l) S Initial guess of the pressare at the riser (two-phase) inlet [Pa]

end

Pginj Psiorti S Pressure of the gas just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [Pa)

rhoglnj Pginj/(R*TginjK) % Density of the gas just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [kg/m3]

Mgort rhoginjvQginj ; % Gas nasa flow rate [kg/n]

MlOrt MlOhc S Liquid mans flow rate [kg/si

MOrt = Mg0rt*MlOrt 5 Mixture mass flow rate [kg/a]

XOrt = MgOrt/MOrt S Flow quality [-]

Gg0rt UgOrt/Art $ Gas nuns flux [kg/s-m2]

GlOrt = MIOrt/Art % Liquid mass flux [kg/o-n2]

GOrt = MOrt/Art S Mixture masn flux [kg/s-in2]

JIOrt GlOrt/rhol S Liquid volumetric flus (superficial velocity) [m/s]

OlOrt JIOrteArt % Liquid volumetric flow rate [in3/s]

S Dynamic viscosity of the gas at 560 C and 1 bar [kg/n-si

Liquids and Gases. In Normal and Dissociated States, 2nd ed., pp.

(1975).

switch Igas

case 1

mugrt = 3. 939e-05 S Helium (He)

case 2

mugrt = 4. 876e-05 S Argon (Ar)

case 3

inugrt 3.581e-05 S Nitrogen (N2)

end

Ref. Vargaftik, N. B.. Tables on the Thersiophysical Properties of

458. 534, 558, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation. Washington, DC

mulgrt = inulrt/mugrt % Liquid-phase to gas-phase dynamic viscosity ratio 1-]

mumirt = (1.XOrt*(mulgrt-lfl'(-l) 3 5 Two-phase mixture to single-phase liquid dynamic viscosity ratio (McAdams) [-]

mumrt = mumlrtemulrt S Two-phase mixture dynamic viscosity [kg/m-s]

for IS = I NDSrt+1

TIOrtK(IS) = TIOhcoK S Liquid-phasm tenq,erature [C]

rliolort(IS) = rhol*(1-betal*(TIOrtK(IS)-TlrafK)) 5 Liquid-phase density [kg/m3]

rhogort(IS) = Pmort(lS)/(R*TIOrtK(IS)) S Gus-phase density [kg/n3]

if KOiter = 1

switch l2ph

case I % Homogeneous model

000refrt(IS) 1. 5 Distribution parameter based on the reference liquid-phase density [-]

COOrt(IS) 1. 5 Distribution parameter based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) in the riser

(two-phase) [-3

Vgjorefrt(IS) = 0. 5 Void-fraction-weighted nean drift velocity based on the reference liquid-phase density [mis]

Vgjort(lS) = 0. 5 Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-
phase) in the riser (two-phase) [m/s]

case 2 5 Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

C00refrt(IS) = CCrt-(CCrt-i)*(rhogort(IS)/rhol)'NCrt 5 Distribution parameter based on the reference liquid-phase
density [-]

COOrt(IS) = CCrt-(CCrt-1)*(rhogort(IS)/rholort(IS)YNCrt S Distribution parameter based on the liquid-phase density
in the riser (two-phase) in the riser (two-phase) [-]

Vgj0refrt(IS) = CVrt*(siginalrt*gs(rhol-rhogort(ISfl/rhol2YNVlrt
; $ Void-fraction-woighted mean drift velocity based

on the reference liquid-phase density [m/s]

Vgjort(IS) CVrt*(sigmalrt*g*(rholort(IS)-rhogort(IS))/rholort(ISY2YNV1rt 5 Void-fraction-weighted mean drift

velocity based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [nt's]

end

Aorefrt(IS) = 1/(COorefrt(IS)*(1*(1_XOrt)/XOrt*rhogort(IS)/rhol)+Vgjorefrt(IS)*rhogort(IS)/(XOrt*GOrt)) S Void fraction
bused on the reference liquid-phase density [-3
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AOrt(IS) = 1/(COOrt(IS)*(1+(1_XOrt)/yort*rhogort(lS)/rholort(IS))VgjOrt(IS)*rhog0rt(IS)/(XOrt*GOrt)) 5 Void fraction

based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [-I

e se

switch l2ph

case I S Homogeneous nodel

CO0refrt(IS) = 1. 5 Distribution parameter based on the reference liquid-phase density [-1

COOrt(IS) = 1. 5 Distribution parameter based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [-i
Vgjorefrt(IS) 0. % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity bused on the reference liquid-phase density [rn/si

Vgjort(lS) = 0. 5 Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-
phase) [nv's]

case 2 5 Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile
C00refrt(IS) CCrt-(CCrt-1)*(rhogort(lS)/rhol)NCrt S Distribution parameter based on the reference liquid-phase

density [-I

COOrt(lS) CCrt-(CCrt-1)*(rhogOrt(lS)/rholort(lS)YNCrt % Distribution parameter based us the liquid-phase density
in the riser (two-phase) [-1

Vgjorefrt(lS) = CVrt*(sigrnalrt*g*(rhol-rhogort(lS))/rhol2YNVlrt*(1-A0refrt(lSlYNV2rt I Void-fraction-weighted
mean drift velocity based on the reference liquid-phase density [a/si

Vgj0rt(IS) = CVrt*(siginalrt*g*(rholOrt(IS)-rhogort(IS))/rholort(ISY2YNVlrt*(1-AOrt(IS)YNV2rt I Void-fraction-

weighted mean drift velocity based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [rn/si

end

A0refrt(IS) = 1/(Coorefrt(IS)*(1(1-

XOrt)/XortxrhogDrt(IS)/rhsl)+Vgjorefrt(lS)*rhogOrt(IS)/(XOrt*rhoeorefrt(lS)*Urn0rt(IS))) S Void fraction based on the reference
liquid-phase density [-I

AOrt(IS) = 1/(COOrt(IS)*(1-.-(l-

XOrt)/X0rt*rhogOrt(IS)/rhol0rt(lS)).Vgj0rt(IS)*rhog0rt(IS)/(X0rt*rhornrt(lS)vLhn0rt(lSfl) I Void fraction based on the liquid-phase
density in the riser (two-phase) [-]

end

rhorn0refrt(IS) A0refrt(lS)*rhogort(lS)+(l-Aorefrt(IS))*rhsl I Mixture density based on the reference liquid-phase
density [kg/m3i

rhomi0rt(IS) = AOrt(lS)*rhogort(IS)+(1-AOrt(lSfl*rholort(IS) % Mixture density based on the liquid-phase density in the
riser (two-phase) [kg/rn3i

Iini0rt(IS) = GOrt/rhomorefrt(IS) % Mixture velocity [rn/si

Vgjaort(IS) = (Vgjorefrt(lS)(Coorefrt(IS)-1)s4imOrt(IS))/(1-(CDorefrt(lS)-1)*A0refrt(IS)*(rhol-

rhogort(lS))/rhoeiorefrt(IS)) ; I Averaged drift velocity [rn/si

Ugort(IS) = Uin0rt(IS)rhol/rhoniorefrt(IS)*Vgjaort(IS) I Dam velocity [rn/si

Ul0rt(lS) = Urnort(IS)-Aorefrt(IS)/(1_Aorefrt(IS))*rhogort(IS)/rhoniorefrt(IS)*Vgja0rt(IS) I Liquid velocity [rn/mi

SROrt(lS) = C00refrt(lS)+(C00refrt(lS)_1)*X0rt/(1-X0rt)*rhol/rhsg0rt(lS)-i-Vgj0refrt(lS)*rhol/1-

XOrt)*rhoin0refrt(IS)*IJn-d)rt(lS)) I Slip ratio [-i
Jgort(IS) = Gg0rt/rhogOrt(IS) I Gas volumetric flux (superficial velocity) [nv'o]

JOrt(IS) = Jgort(IS)-'-JlOrt S Mixture volumetric flux (superficial velocity) [m/mi

OgOrt(lS) Jgort(lS)*Art I Gas volumetric flow rate [in3/si

QOrt(lS) = Og0rt(IS)-'-Qlort S Mixture volumetric flow rate [rn3/si

REDrnOrt(IS) = rlscjn0refrt(IS)*lim0rt(lS)vDWrt/rnurort S Mixture Reynolds number (-]
if (REDinOrt(IS) < 2100.) 5 Laminar flow (Hagen-Poiseuille pipe drag law)

CFrnrt = CFI I [-i
NFnrt = NFl ; I [-i

elseif (REDinOrt(IS) >= 2100.) & (RED,s0rt(IS) < 30000.) 1 Turbulent flow (Blasius)
Cfert = CFtl 5 [-1

NFmrt = NFt1 I [-i
elseif (REDniOrt(IS) >= 30000.) 5 Turbulent flow (McAdams)

CFrnrt = CFt2 S [-i
NFrnrt = NFt2 I [-I

end

Fin0rt(IS) = CFmrt*REDrnOrt(ISY(-NFrnrt) I Mixture Darcy friction factor [-i
end

for IS = NDSrt : -1 1

DPnrtca(lS) = rhonorefrt(IS*-1)*thnort(151Y2-rhoeiOrefrtOS)*Iiniort(ISY2 S Convective acceleratisnal pressure drop in each

spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [Pa]

DPsi0rtfr(IS) =

0.5* (FeOrt (lS+l)/DWrt*0. 5*rhornOrefrt (lS+1) wuinOrt ( lS+l) 2-'-FrnOrt (IS) /DWrt*0. 5*rhoin0refrt (IS) vUinOrt (IS) 2)*DSrt I Frictional pressure
drop in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [Pai

DPniortgr(IS) = 0.5*(rhoeOrt(IS+1)*g+rhoniort(IS)*g)*DSrt S Gravitational preonare drop in each spatial increment for the

riser (two-phase) [Psi

DPinOrtdr(IS) = Aorefrt(IS+1)/(l-Aorefrt(IS+l))*rhogort(ISl)*rhol/rhoisorefrt(IS+l)*Vgjaort(IS+1Y2-A0refrt(IS)/(1-

A0refrt(ISfl*rhogOrt(IS)*rhol/rhoeiOrefrt(IS)*Vgjaort(ISY2 ; I Drift stress drop in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase)
[Pa]

DPrnOrt(lS) = DPni0rtca(IS)DpniortfrllS)-voPinortgr(IS)+DPrnortdr(IS) I Total pressure drop is each spatial increment for the
riser (two-phase) [Pai

Pm0rt(IS) = PinOrt(IS1)+DPniort(lS) S Local pressure [Pai

PlnOrterr(IS) = Pni0rt(IS)-Pn0rtold(lS) I Iterative error in the local pre000re [Pa]

if abn(Pmorterr(IS)) > abs(PinOrterrm)

Pin0rterrn = Pin0rterr(IS) : 5 Maximum iterative error in the local pressure [Pa]

end

Plnortold(IS) = Pm0rt(IS) S Saved local pressure for checking the convergence [Pa]



DPOca2 UPOca2*OPinOrtca(IS) % Two-phase convective accelerational pressure drop [Pa]

DPOfr2 DPOfr2+DPinOrtfr(IS) : % Two-phase frictional pressure drop (original) [Pa]

DPOgr2 DPOgr2+DPinOrtgr(lS) % Two-phase gravitational pressure drop (original) [Pa)

OPOdr2 DPOdr2+DPinOrtdr (IS) % Two-phase drift stress drop [Pa]

end

PmOrti = PniOrt(1) % Pressure at the riser (two-phase) inlet [Pa)

DPO2 = DPOca2cDPOfr2DPOgr2+DPOdr2 ; % Two-phase total pressure drop (original) [Pa)

DPOfr2a = DPOfr2 -O.5*rhol*UlOhc2*(Ahc/ArtY2vflOrtl*Lrt/DWrt % Two-phase frictional pressure drop (additional) [Pa]
DPOgr2a DPOgr2 -rhol*g*(1-betal*(TlOhcoK-TlrefK))*Lrt % Two-phase gravitational pressure drop (additional) [Pa]

DPO2a = DPOca2+DPOfr2a+DPOgr2ai-DPOdr2 ; % Two-phase total pressure drop (additional) [Pa]

end % End of if (Gas injection into the riser (two-phase))

DPO = DPO1i-DPO2a % Total pressure drop in the loop including the riser (two-phase) Should be zero [Pa]

UlOhc ((-DPOgrl-DPOgr2a)/((DPOfrl-s-DPOfll-'-DPOca2DPOfr2aDpOsJr2)/UlOhc2)YO.5 % Updated liquid velocity in the heated core
[rn/si

% Check the convergence

DTlOerr(KOiter) = (DTlOhc-DllOold)/DTlOold % Relative error in the axial liquid tenrnerature difference in the heated core [-]
UIOerr(KOiter) = (UlQhc-UlOold)/UlOold : % Relative error in the liquid velocity in the heated core [-]
if Oginj > ).e-100 ¼ Gas injection

POerr(KOiter) = PniOrterrm/PniOrto ¼ Relative Inasilnuin iterative error in the local pressure [-]
else

POerr(KOiter) = DPO/PinOrto % Relative error in the total pressure drop in the loop including the riser (two-phase) [-]
end

if (aba(DTlOerr(KOiter)) <= UTlOtol) & (aho(UlOerr(KOiter)) <= UlOtol) & (abs(POerr(KOiter)) @ POtol)

lOcony = I ¼ Flag for the convergence of the steady-state solutions Converged f-]
break ¼ Out of the iteration loop

end

end ¼ End of the iteration for the steady-state analysis

¼ Steady-state residence time of the fluid for the perturbed pressure drop calculation [s]

tauOhc = Lhc/UlOhc ; ¼ Heated core

tauOuc Luc/UlOuc ¼ Unheated core

tauOrs = Lra/UIOrs ¼ Riser (single-phase)

if Oginj > i.e-lOU ¼ Gas injection

tauOrt = 0. ¼

for IS = 1 NDSrt

DtauOrt(IS) = O.5*(1/UlOrt(lS+1)1/UlOrt(lS))iDSrt ¼ Differential residence time of the liquid in the riser (two-phase) [a]

tauOrt = tauOrt+DtauOrt(IS) ¼ Riser (two-phase)

end

else

tauOrt = Lrt/UlOrtl $ Riser (single-phase)

end

tauOuh = Luh/UIOuh ¼ Upper horizontal section

taaOhx = Lhx/UIOhx ¼ Heat exchanger (primary side)

tauOdc = Ldc/UlOdo $ Downcomer

tauOlh = Llh/UIOIh $ Lower horizontal section

tauOloop tauOhctauOuctauOrstauOrt+tauOuh-.tasOhx+tau0dc-'-tauOlh $ Total steady-state residence time of the fluid in the loop [a]

¼ Sueination of the weighted single-phase liquid Darcy friction factors for the perturbed pressure drop calculation [-]
F I I sum + (Ahc/Ah) 2* (Z-NFhc) eF IOhc*Lhc/DWhc . -.

+ (Ahc/Auo) 2*(2-NFuc) *FlOuc*Lao/DWuc

(Ahc/Aro) 2*(2-NFra)*FlOrs*Lrs/DWrs
+ (Ahc/Art) 2* (2-NFrt) eF I Ort I *Lrt/DWrt
+ (Ahc/Auh) 2* (2-NFuh) eF I Ouh*Luh/DWuh

+ (Ahc/Ahx) 2* (2-NFhx) *F I Ohx*Lhs/DWhx .

(Ahc/Adc) 2* (2-NFdc) eF I Odc*Ldc/DHdo
+(Ahc/Alh)2*(2-lh)afl0Ih*LIh/jIh



% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LW (in Dimensional Form)

% tinert Subprogram (script N-file)

% Inputs for the thermal inertia effects used in the lumped parameter models for the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube

% October 2005

$ Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

global g Ihlme l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt gas 9 ... % Defined in const'

CHlhc Cll2hc Nlihc CHlhx CH2hx NHhx ,.. $ Defined in 'const'

CFI NFl CFt1 NFtl CFt2 NFt2 lCl . .. $ Defined in 'const'

Lhc Luc Lrx Lrt Luh Lbs Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx .,. $ Defined ri geom
Ahc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc Alh . - . % Defined in geom'

DWhc DWuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DVihx DWdc DWlh DIlhc DHhx ,.. $ Defined in 'gecm'

PHhc PHhx . . - % Defined in 'geom'
NDShc NDSuc NDSrx NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh ... $ Defined in 'geom'

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSIh .. % Defined in 'geom'

Lsuni KIOsum Kilsun ... $ Defined in 'geoin'

OOhc PniOrto TlOhco Tginj Qginj ... % Defined in 'bound'

QWOhc TlOhcoK ... % Defined in 'steady'

DTIOhc Ulohc TlrefK ... % Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal .., $ Defined in 'steady'

rhoirt mulrt sigmalrt ... ¼ Defined in 'steady'

UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI UlOub UlOhs UIOdc U101h .. . ¼ Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc ... S Defined in 'steady'

HTCllhc lIl'ClOhc DTwOhc TlOhci .,. $ Defined in 'steady'

HTCllhx RTClOhx DTaOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi .,. % Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI ... S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfll .., S Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPDfr2a DPOgr2a ... S Defined in 'steady'

PniOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

MgOrt MIOrt XDrt GlOrt GOrE ... S Defined in 'steady'

mulgrt ,.. S Defined is 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt CD0refrt COOrt VgjDrefrt VgjOrt .,. S Defined in 'steady'

A0refrt ADrt rhom0refrt rhomOrt UmOrt VgjaOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt 'JgOrt JDrt QgDrt QOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt FmOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

DFmOrtca DPmOrtfr DPniOrtgr DPmOrtdr DPrnort ,,. S Defined in 'steady'

tauOhc tauOuc tauDrs tauOrt tauOuh tau0hx tauOdc tauOlh ,., S Defined in 'steady'

tauDloop ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'

Filsuni ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

Wf MU Wt2 .. . 5 Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Sucip Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp Slhlp ... % Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt ,,, S Defined in 'prfstd'

TlDhc TIDuc IlOrs TIOrt TlOuh Tl0hx TlOdc T101h ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtlp ljlOuhp UlOhxp UlDdcp U101hp ... S Defined in 'prfotd'

AOrtEL ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

RDPniOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

S Fuel rod

Df 0.01905 ; S Diameter of the fuel rod [nil

Af = pi*0f2/4 S Cross-sectional solid area of the fuel rod [in2]

PHf = pi*Df : S Heated perimeter of the fuel rod [ml

NTfD = 100 5 Maximuni number of iterations for the average temperature of the fuel rod [-I
TfOtol 1.e-04 : S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the average temperature of the fuel rod [-]
TfOavg = TlOhci+DTlOhci2=DTwDhc 5 Initial guess of the average temperature of the fuel rod [C]

TfOaxgK= TfOavg.-213.15 S Initial guess of the average temperature of the fuel rod [K]

llfOconv = 0 $ Flag for the convergence of the average temperature of the fuel rod Not converged [-]
for KTfO = 1 NTfO S Start of the iteration for the average temperature of the fuel rod

TfOKold = TfOavgK S Average temperature of the fuel rod at the previous iteration [K]

konf = 1. 864*exp(-2. 14*0. 05)*TfOavgKO. 361 5 Thermal conductivity of the fuel rod (UN) [Win-K]
TfOavg TlOhci-I'DTlOhc/2+DTwOhcDf/(8*konf)tIlTClOhc*DrwOhc 5 Average temperature of the fuel rod [C]
TfOavgK = TfOavg273.15 5 Average temperature of the fuel rod [K)

Tf0err(KTfO) = (TfOavgK-TfOKold)/TfOKold 5 Relative error in the average temperature of the fuel rod [-1
if (abs(TfDerr(KTfD)) < TfDtol)

ITf0conv 1 5 Flag for the convergence of the average temperature of the fuel rod Converged [-I
break % Out of the iteration loop

end

end

TEinst = 367.5 5 Einstein temperature of uranium mononitride (UN) [K]

rhof = (14. 42-2. 779e-O4*TfoavgK-4. 897e-O8*TfOsvgK2)*1000 5 Density of the fuel rod (UN) Valid for 298 2523 K [kg/m3]
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cpf = (51. 14*(TE i nst/TfOavgK) 2*exp (CE nst/TfOavgK) / (exp (TE i nst/TfOavgK) -1) 2+9. 491 e-03*TfOavgK+2. 641 5e+1 1 /TfOavgK2*exp (-

l8081./TfOavgK))*1000/(238.14.) % Specific heat of the fuel rod (UN) Valid for 298 2628 K [J/kg-Kl

% Heat exchanger tube

Dtl = 0.014 % Outer diameter of the heat exchanger tube (primary side) [ml

Dt2 = 0.010 % Inner diameter of the heat exchanger tube (secondary side) [ml
At = pi*(Dt12-Dt22)/4 % Cross-sectional uolid area of the heat exchanger tube [m21
PHtI = p(*Otl % Heated perimeter of the heat exchanger tube (primary side) [ml

PHt2 = pi*Dt2 % Heated perimeter of the heat exchanger tube (secondary side) [ml

Tt0avg = TlOhxi-DTlOhx/2-DTwOhx % Average tenqerature of the heat exchanger tube [Cl

rhot = (7. 778-3. 07e-04*TtOavg)*1000 % Density of the heat exchanger tube (HT9) Valid for 300 800 C [kg/m3l
cpt = (0. 461+5. 862e-04*TtOavg)*1000 K Specific heat of the heat exchanger tube Valid for 300 800 C [J/kg-Kl

K Secondary-side working fluid (supercritical CO2)

rho2 = 133. K Density of CO2 [kg/m3l
cp2 = 1233. K Specific heat of 002 [J/kg-KJ

kon2 = 0.0594 K Thermal conductivity of CO2 [W/m-Kl
mu2 3.6e-05 % Dynamic viscoelty of CD2 [kg/n-xl

nu2 = mu2/rho2 K Kinematic viscosity of CO2 [in2/sl

alpha2 kon2/(rho2*cp2) K Thermal diffusivity of CO2 [m2/s]

PR2 = nu2/alpha2 % Prandtl number of CO2 [-I

NOhx2 = 20.994*(OWOhc*PHhc*Lhc/400.e+06)*lOO+43.65 K Total mass flow rate of CO2 [kg/al a linear function of the power
Nt = 25500 5 Total number of heat exchanger tubes [-I

Ahx2 = Nt*pi*DtV2/4 K Total flow area of the heat exchanger tubes (secondary side) [m2l
IJOhx2 = MOhs2/(rho2mAhx2) 5 002 velocity in the heat exchanger tubes (secondary side) [rn/sI
REDOhx2 UOhx2*0t2/su2 % Reynolds number (hydraulic equivalent diameter based) in the heat exchanger tubes (secondary side) [-I
NUDOhx2 = 0. 023*RED0hx20. 8*PR20. 4 5 Nusse It number in the heat exchanger tubes (secondary side) [-I
FITCOhx2 = NUDOhx2*kon2/Dt2 K Convective heat transfer coefficient in the heat exchanger tubes (secondary side) [W/rn2-Cl

K Radial frequencies

9ff HTClOhcWHf/(rhof*cpf*Af) K Radial frequency for the heated core (1/si
Wtl = HTClOhs*PHtI/(rhot*cpt*At) K Radial frequency for the heat exchanger (primary side) [1/si
Wt2 = HTCOhx2*PHt2/(rhot*cpt*At) K Radial frequency for the heat exchanger (secondary side) [1/si
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S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LU (in Dinensional Form)

S prfotd Subprogram (script U-file)

S Calculation of the steady-state variable/paraneter profiles

5 October 2005

S Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

S

global g Ihlmc I2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt gas R ... S Defined in const'

CHlhc Clj2h t*Ihc Cljthx CH2hx Hubs ... S Defined in 'const'

ci NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Ci .. 5 Defined in const

Lhc Lac Lrn Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc LIh Lloop Flhchx ... S Defined in 'gems'

Ahc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc AIh .. S Defined in 'gems'

DWhc DRuc DWro DWrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWlh DHhc DHhx .. S Defined in 'geom'

PHhc PHhx ... S Defined in 'geoei'

NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShs NDSdc NDSIh ... 5 Defined in 'geoin'

DShc DSuc DSrn DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSlh 5 Defined in 'gems'

Lsum KIOsum KIlsum ... 5 Defined in 'geoln'

OOhc Pmorto TlOhco Tginj Oginj S Defined in 'bound'

OWOhc TIOhcoK .. S Defined in 'steady'

DTIOhc Ul0hc TIrefK ... % Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

rholrt mulrt sigmalrt .. S Defined in 'steady'

UIOuc UlOrs UlOrtI Ul0uh UIOhx UIOdc UIOIh ... S Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc ... S Defined in 'steady'

HTCI1hc HTGIOhc DTwOhc TIOhci ... S Defined in 'steady'

HTCIihx I4TCIOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx Tl0hsi .., S Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1 ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a .. 5 Defined in 'steady'

Pnrt .. 5 Defined in 'steady'

Mgort MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ,., S Defined in 'steady'

mulgrt S Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt COOrefrt CODrt Vgjorefrt Vgjort ... S Defined in 'steady'

A0refrt AOrt rhomOrefrt rhomOrt IlmOrt VgjaOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt QgOrt QOrt .,. S Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt FeOrt .. 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPm0rtca DPmOrtfr DPm0rtgr DPni0rtdr DPmOrt .. 5 Defined in 'steady'
tauOhc tau0uc tau0rs tau0rt tauOuh tauOhx tauOdc tauOlh ... S Defined in 'steady'
tauOloop ... % Defined in 'steady'
Flisum ... S Defined in 'steady'
Hf Uti Wt2 ... 5 Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp S Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt Defined in 'prfstd'

Tl0hc TiOuc hOrs TIOrt TIOuh Tl0hx TIOdc TlOIh ,.. S Defined in 'prfstd'

UIOhcp UIOuop UIOrsp UIDrtIp UIOuhp UIOhsp UIOdcp UlOIhp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL .. 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

RDPmortgr S Defined in 'prfstd'

S Discretization of the flow path Asial distance from the heated core inlet for the steady-state variable/parameter profiles in the

loop [ml

Shclp = [0. : DShc Lhc] S Heated core

Suclp = [Lhc DSuc Lhc+Luc] : S Unheated core

Srslp = [Lhc-.Luc DSrs : Lhc+Luc-'-Lrs] S Riser (single-phase)

Srtlp = [Lhc-.&uc+Lrs DSrt : Lhc*Luc*Lrs+Lrt] 5 Riser (two-phase)
Suhlp = [Lhc+Luc.Lrs'-Lrt DSuh Lhc-'-LucLrs-'-Lrt-.-Luhl S Upper horizontal section
Shxlp = [Lhc+Luc*Lrs+Lrt+Luh DShx LhccLuci-Lrs+Lrti-Luh-+LhsJ 5 Heat eschanger
Sdclp = [Lhc+LucLrs-sLrt-I-Luh*Lhx DSdc : Lhc-'-t.uc+Lrs+Lrt*Luh+Lhx+Ldc) 5 Downconier
SIhIp = [Lhc-i{.ucLrs+trt-i-IuhcLhx-i-Ldc DSlh : Lloop] S Lower horizontal section

S Discretization of the flow path Asial distance from the riser (two-phase) inlet for the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

in the riser (two-phase) [nil
Srtrt = [0. : DSrt : LrtJ S Riser (two-phase)

S Discretization of the flow path for the pressure gradient profiles in the riser (two-phase) [m)

DSrtrt = [DSrt DSrt : Lrt] S Riser (two-phase)

S Fluid tenmerature profile in the loop [C]

for IS = 1 : NDShc+1

TlOhc(IS) = TIOhco-DTIOhc*(l-(IS-1)*DShc/Lhc) S Heated core
end

for IS = 1 NDSuc+l

TlOuc(lS) = TlOhco S Unheated core
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end

for IS = 1 : NDSrs*1

TlOrs(IS) = TlOhco % Riser (single-phase)

end

for IS =
1 NDSrtl

TlOrt(IS) = TlOhco % Riser (two-phase)

end

for IS 1 NDSuh+1

TlOuh(IS) = TlOhco % Upper horizontal section

end

for IS = 1 HDShx+1

TlOhs(IS) = 1lOhco-DTlOhc*(IS-1)*DShx/Lhx % Heat eschanger (primary side)
end

for IS = 1 : NDSdc+1

TlOdc(IS) = TlOhco-DTIOImc % Downcoemer

end

for IS = 1 NDSIh+1

T101h(IS) = TlOhco-DTlOhc % Lower horizontal section

end

% Liquid-only flow velocity profile in the loop [mn/s]

for IS = 1 NDShc+1

IilOhcp(IS) = UlOhc % Heated core

end

for IS = 1 NDSuci-1

UlOucp(lS) = UlOuc % Unheated core

end

for IS = 1 : NDSrs-°1

UlOrsp(IS) = UlOrs ; % Riser (single-phase)

end

for IS = 1 : NDSrt+1

UlOrtlp(IS) = UlOrtI ; % Riser (two-phase) Liquid-only flow
end

for IS = 1 NDSuh+1

UlOuhp(IS) = UlOuh % Upper horizontal section

end

for IS = 1 : NDShx+1

UlOhsp(IS) = UlOhx % Heat exchanger (primary side)

end

for IS = 1 NDSdc+1

UlOdcp(IS) = UlOdc % Downcomer

end

for IS = 1 NDSIh-'-1

IJlOIhp(IS) = UlOth % Lower horizontal section

end

if Qginj > 1.e-100 % Gas injection

% Void fraction profile in the riser (two-phase) predicted by the El-Boher & Lesin correlation 1-]
JIOrtEL = GlOrt/rholrt % Liquid volumetric flux (superficial velocity) in the riser (two-phase) [at's]

FRIOrtEL = JIOrtEL2/(g*OWrt) ; % Liquid Froude number in the riser (two-phase) [-]
REDIOrtEI.. = rholrteJlOrtEL*DlIrt/rrulrt % Liquid Reynolds number in the riser (two-phase) [-1

WEIOrtEL = JIOrtEL2srholrtiOWrt/uigmalrt % Liquid Weber number in the riser (two-phase) [-I

for IS = 1 : NDSrt-1
JglOrtEL(IS) = JgOrt(IS)/JlOrtEL ; % Gas-to-liquid volumetric flux (superficial velocity) ratio profile in the riser (two-

phase) [-3
AOrtEL(IS) = 1/(1-I-O.27*JglOrtEL(ISY(-O.69)*FRIOrtEL(-O. 1J7)*mnulgrt(O.318)x(REDIOrtEL/WEIOrtELY(O.061)) : % Void fraction

profile in the riser (two-phase) predicted by the El-Boher & Lenin correlation [-I
end

% Gravitational-to-total pressure gradient ratio in the riser (two-phase) [-J
for IS 1 NDSrt

RDpoiOrtgr(IS) = DPmOrtgr(IS)/DPmOrt(IS)
end

end



% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gao-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LM (in Dimensional Form)
% pltstd : Subprogram (script N-file)
% Plots of the steady-otate variable/parameter profiles
% October 2005
% Coded by Veon-Jong Yoo

global g Ihlmc I2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R
CHlhc CH2hc NHhc CHlhs CH2hx NHhx
CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Id
Lho Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lbs Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx
Ahc Auc Am Art Ash Abs Adc Alh
DIYhc Dlquc DWrs DlVrt DYiuh DIYhx DWdc DWIh DFIhc DHhx
Plihc PIIhx

NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShs NDSdc NDSIh

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DS(h
Lose KlOsum klleurn
QOhc Pnrto TlOhco Tginj Qginj
QWOhc TlOhcoK

DTlOhc UlOhc TlrefK
rhol betel
rhoirt mulrt sigimalrt
lilOuc UlOrs UlOrtI UlOuh UlOhx UlOdc U101h
RED I Ohc

HTCI1ho HTCIOhc DTwOhc TlOhci

HTCI1hx HTCIOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi
NFrt FlOrtI
DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfll
DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a
Pm0rt

Mg0rt MiOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt
mulgrt
TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt C00refrt COOrt VgjOrefrt Vgj0rt
AOrefrt AOrt rhoinOrefrt rhomOrt UmOrt VgjaOrt
UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt OgOrt QOrt
NFmrt FmOrt

DPmOrtca DPmOrtfr DPmartgr DPmOrtdr DPrnOrt

tauOhc tauOuc tau0rs tauOrt tauOuh tau0hx tauOdc tasolh
tauO loop
Flisum
Wf Wtl Wt2
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp Slhlp
Srtrt DSrtrt
TlOhc TIOuc IlOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhs TlOdc T101h
UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtIp UlOuhp Ul0hxp IJlOdcp U101hp
AOrtEL

RDThn0rtgr

% Defined in 'const'
% Defined in const'
% Defined in 'coost'
% Defined in 'geom'
% Defined in 'geom'
% Defined in 'geom'
% Defined in 'geom'
% Defined im 'geoln'
% Defined in 'georn'
% Defined in 'goon'
% Defined in 'bound'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
% Defined in 'steady'
V Defined is 'steady'
% Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
% Defined in 'steady'
V Defined in 'steady'
% Defined in 'steady'
% Defined in 'tinert'
V Defined in 'prfstd'
V Defined in 'prfstd'
V Defined in 'prfstd'
V Defined in 'prfstd'
V Defined in 'prfstd'
V Defined in 'prfntd'
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%==========================================-----===========
V Plot the fluid tenerature profile in the loop
figure
hold on
plot (Shclp, TlOhc, r-', linewidth',2)
plot (Suclp, TIOuc, r:', linewidth',2)
plot (Srelp, TIOrn, 'm-', Iinewidth' .2)
plot (Srtlp, TIOrt, rn-', linewidth',2)
plot (Suhlp, TlOuh, rn-', linewidth',2)
plot (Shxlp, TlOhs, 'b-, 'I inewidth' ,2)
plot (Sdclp, TlOdc, 'c- , I inewidth' ,2)
plot (SIhip, IlOIb, 'c-' , linewidth' ,2)
hold off
axis square
grid on
slabel ('Axial Distance from the Heated Core Inlet (rn))
ylabel ('Fluid Teeqeruture (C)')
title ('Fluid Tenqerstsre Profile is the Loop (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')
gtest ('NC')
gtest ('UC')
gtext ('RS')
gtext ('RT')
gtext ('UN')
gtext ('HX')
gtest ('DC')
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gtext ('LH')

if Oginj > i.e-tOO % Gas injection

% Plot the fluid pressure profile in the riser (two-phase)

figsre

plot (Srtrt, PrnOrt, 'A-', linewidth' ,2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (rn))

ylabel ('Fluid Pressure (Pa)')

title ('Fluid Pressure Profile in the Riser (Iwo-Phase) (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the gas density profile in the riser (two-phase)

figsre

plot (Srtrt, rhogOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (e)')

ylabel ('Gas Density (kg/in3)')

title ('Gas Density Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the distribution parameter profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt. COOrt, 'r-', Iinewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

slabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (m)')

ylabel ('Distribution Parameter')

title ('Distribution Parameter Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (SIAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, VgjOrt, r-', linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet Cm)')

ylabel ('Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity (nVs)')

title ('Void-Fraction-Weighted Mean Drift Velocity Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

I Plot the slip ratio profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, SROrt, 'r-', 'I inewidth' ,2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet Cm)')

ylabel ('Slip Ratio')

title ('Slip Ratio Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

I Plot the void fraction profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (Srtrt, AOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

plot (Srtrt, AOrtEL, 'k:', linewidth',2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (a)')

ylabel ('Void Fraction')

title ('Void Fraction Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

I Plot the mixture density profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, rhomOrt, 'Ic-' 'I inewidth' 2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (rn))

ylabel ('Mixture Density (kg/m3)')

title ('Mixture Density Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LW with Gas Injection)')

I Plot the mixture velocity profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, LIeOrt, 'k-, 'I inewidth' ,2)

axis square

grid on

xlahrnl ('Axial Distance from the Riser (two-Phase) Inlet (ni))

ylabel ('Mixture Velocity (rn/a)')
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title ('Mixture Velocity Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the gas velocity profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, UgOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel (Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (rn))

ylabel ('Gas Velocity (mis)')

title ('Gas Velocity Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the liquid velocity profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, UlOrt, 'b-, 'I inewidth' .2)

axis square

grid on

slabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (n))
ylabel ('Liquid Velocity (mis)')

title ('Liquid Velocity Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the gas volumetric flux (superficial velocity) profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, JgOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (m)')

ylabel ('Gas Volumetric Flux (mis)')

title ('Gas Volumetric Flux Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gus Injection)')

% Plot the mixture volumetric flux (superficial velocity) profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, JOrt, 'k-, linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (m)')

ylabel ('Mixture Volumetric Flux (mis)')

title ('Mixture Volumetric Flux Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the gas volumetric flow rate profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, OgOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (n))
ylahel ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate (m3is)')

title ('Gas Volumetric Flow Rate Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the mixture volumetric flow rate profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

plot (Srtrt, QOrt, 'k-, Iinewidth',2)

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (m)')

ylabel ('Mixture Volumetric Flow Rate (m3is)')

title ('Mixture Volumetric Flow Rate Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection))

% Plot the fluid negative pressure gradient profiles in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (DSrtrt, DPoiOrtcaiDSrt, 'b:, Iinewidth',2)

plot (DSrtrt, DPinortfriDSrt, 'in-.', linewidth',2)

plot (DSrtrt, DPmOrtgriDSrt, r' , linewidth',2)

plot (OSrtrt, DPnOrtdr/DSrt, 'c-, linewidth',2)

plot (DSrtrt, DPinOrtiDSrt, 'k-, I inewidth' .2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

slabel ('Axial Distance from the Riser (Two-Phase) Inlet (ml')

ylabel ('Negative Pressure Gradient (Paim)')

title ('Fluid Pressure Gradient Profiles in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

% Plot the gravitational-to-total pressure gradient ratio profile in the riser (two-phase)

figure

hold on

plot (DSrtrt, RDPmOrtgr, 'r-', linewidth',2)

hold off

asis square
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grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Rixer (Two-Phase) Inlet (n))
ylabel ('Gravitational-to--lotal Pressure Gradient Ratio')

title ('Gravitational-to-Total Pressure Gradient Ratio Profile in the Riser (Two-Phase) (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

end

$ Plot the fluid velocity profile in the loop

figure

hold on

plot (Shc(p, UlOhcp, 'r-', linewidth',2)

plot (Suclp, lilOucp, 'r:', linewidth',2)

plot (Srslp, IJlOrsp, 'rn-, linewidth',2)

plot (Srtlp, ilortIp, 'in:' linewidth' .2)

if Oginj > 1.e-100 $ Gas injection

plot (Srtlp, UmOrt, 'rn-, linewidth',2)

plot (Srtlp, UgOrt, 'r-', linewidth',2)

plot (Srtlp, UlOrt, 'b-, linewidth',2)

end

plot (Suhlp, UlOuhp, 'a-', linewidth',2)

plot (Shxlp, UlOhxp, 'b-', Iinewidth',2)

plot (Sdclp, UlOdcp, 'c-, 'I iriewidth' .2)

plot (SIhIp, U101hp, 'c-', linewidth',2)

hold off

axis square

grid on

xlabel ('Axial Distance from the Heated Core Inlet (a)')

ylabel ('Fluid Velocity (nt's)')

title ('Fluid Velocity Profile in the Loop (STAR-LM with Gas Injection)')

gtext ('HC')

gtext ('UC')

gtext ('RS')

gtext ('RT')

gtext ('UH')

gtext ('HX')

gtext ('DC')

gtext ('LII')
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%

S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LU (in Dimensional Form)

% s3dplt Main program (script U-file)

S Determine the boundary of the root searching using the 3-0 surface plot

5 October 2005

% Coded by Yeon-Jong Yoo

S

clear all

global g Ihlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R - - S Defined in 'const'

CHlhc CH2hc Nllhc Clllhx CH2hx NHhx -. , S Defined in const

CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 Ci - - % Defined in const'

Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Lub Lhx ldc Llh Lloop lihchx S Defined in 'gemn'

Ahc Auc Am Art Auh Ahx Ado Alh - - % Defined in 'geofn'

DWhc DRuc OUrs DUrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWlh DHhc DHhx - - S Defined in 'geoln'

PlIho PHhx S Defined in 'gesin'

NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh - - % Defined in 'geom'

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSIh ,.. % Defined in 'geoin'

Lsum SlOsum KIlsum - - - S Defined in 'gesm'

QOhc PsiOrto TlOhco tginj Qginj - S Defined in 'bound'

OWQhc tlOhcok .., S Defined in 'steady'

DTlOhc UlOhc TlrefK - - S Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal -- - S Defined in 'steady'

rhoirt mulrt oignalrt -. , S Defined in 'steady'

UlOuc UlOrs JIOrtI UlOuh UlOhx UIDdc U101h $ Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc S Defined in 'steady'

HTCllhc IlTClOhc DTwOhc TlOhci - -. S Defined in 'steady'

HTCI1hx HTClOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi S Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI - - S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DpOfll 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a - - S Defined in 'steady'
PinOrt -. S Defined in 'steady'

MgDrt MlOrt XOrt GlDrt GOrt ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'

mulgrt S Defined in 'steady'

TlDrtK rholOrt rhogOrt COOrefrt COOrt VgjOrefrt VgjOrt -. S Defined in 'steady'

AOrefrt hOrt rhoinOrefrt rhoinOrt UnOrt VgjaOrt S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt lilOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt OgOrt QOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt Fnrt -. S Defined in 'steady'

DPmOrtca DPniOrtfr DPmOrtgr DPinOrtdr DPeOrt - - $ Defined in 'steady'

tauOhc tauDuc tauOrs tauOrt tauOuh tauOhx tasOdc tauOlh ,., 5 Defined in 'steady'

tauOloop
, S Defined in 'steady'

Flisue - - S Defined in 'steady'

U-f Uti Wt2 ,,. S Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Sucip Srslp Srtlp Suhip Shxlp Sdclp SIhip ,,, S Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

TlDhc TIOuc TIOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhx TiOdo T101h -. S Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlDucp UlOrsp UlOrtlp IJlOuhp UlOhxp UlOdcp U101hp - -. S Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL -- - S Defined in 'prfstd'

RDPmOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

const S Constants and calculation options

geom S Geometrical parameters and single-phase liquid fore loss coefficients

bound S Boundary conditions

steady S Iteration for the uteady-state analysis

tinert S Inputs for the thermal inertia effect used in the looped parameter models for the fuel rod and heat exchanger tube

prfstd S Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

Ktrial = 2 5 Options for plotting ranges

switch Ktrial

case S lsttrial (-5.O<Wreal <=5.O -5.O<=Winag<=-i-5,O) (NWrr200 ; NWi =200)
lUr = -1.0 5 Lower bound of the real component of the charsoterixtic frequency [i/si

uWr = i.D S Upper bound of the real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

dYVr = 4,e-02 ; S Size of the increment in the real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

NWr = (uWr-lWr)/dWr S Nunther of increments in the real component of the characteristic frequency [-i
Wreal = [lUr dWr : uWri $ Real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
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Wi = -1.0 5 Lower bound of the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

uWi = +1.0 5 Upper bound of the imaginary useponent of the characteristic frequency [i/o]

dWi 4.e-02 % Size of the increment in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

NWi = (uWi-lWi)/d)Yi S Nuther of increeents in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-i
Wimag = [(Wi : dWi uWi] S Imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [i/o]

case 2 5 2nd trial (-1.5 <= Wreal < +0.5 -1.0 <S Wieag <= 1.0) (NWr = 400 NWi = 400)
lWr = -0.6 % Lower bound of the real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

uWr = 0. 5 Upper bound of the real cseponent of the characteristic frequency [1/si

dWr = 1.e-02 5 Size of the increment in the real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

NWr = (uWr-lWr)/dWr S Nuther of increments in the real component of the characteristic frequency []
Wreal = [lYfr dWr uWr) 5 Real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

(Wi = 0.0 3 % Lower bound of the imaginary conponent of the characteristic frequency [1/si

uWi = +1.0 S Upper bound of the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/ui

dWi = 1.e-02 5 Size of the increment in the imaginary csmponet of the characteristic frequency [1/si

NWi = (uWi-lWi)/dWi % Nuther of increments in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-I

Wimag = [IWi dWi uWi] S Imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

end

NWr = round(NWr) 3 %

NWi = round(NWi) S

for KWr 1 : NWr+1

KWr S Index for the real component of the characteristic frequency [-]

for (Wi = 1 NWi+1

Ws3d = [Wreal(KWr),Wimag(KWi)J 3 5 Vector consisting of the real and inaginary components of the characteristic frequency

[i/si

FWmo3d(KWr,KWi) = fwm(Ws3d) % Absolute value of the characteristic function [C-si
end

end

figure

nmshc (Wimag, Wrea I, FiWns3d)

axis square

box on

grid on

slabel ('Wiinag')

ylabel ('Wreal')

zlabel ('(F1')

title ('3-0 Surface Plot')
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% I'erfornance and Linear Stability Analysis of GasInjection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STARLM (in Dimensional Form)
¼ fain Subprogram (function Nfile)
S Calculate the absolute value of the characteristic function corresponding to the perturbation momentum equation using the linear
perturbation analysis
¼ October 2005
S Coded by YeonJong Yoo
S

function FWm fw,n(Wdum)

global g Ihlinc I2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVrt NVZrt Igas R S Defined in 'const'
CHlhc CIl2hc NHhc CIIlhx CH2hx NHhx % Defined in 'conot'
CFI NFl CFtJ NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 IC1 S Defined in const
Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lbs Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx S Defined in 'geomn'

Ahc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc AIh % Defined in 'geoin'
DWhc DWuc DWrs DWrt DY4uh DVIhx DWmi DVIlh DHhc Dllhx S Defined in 'geomn'

PHhc PHhx ., 5 Defined in 'geomn'

NDShc NOSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh S Defined in 'geom'
DShc DSuc DSro DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSIh ,.. % Defined in 'geomn'

Lsum KlOsumn KIlsum S Defined in 'gecmn'
OOhc EmOrto TIOtco tginj Qginj S Defined in 'bound'
OYIOhc TlOhcoK % Defined in 'steady'
DTlOhc IJlOhc TlrefK 5 Defined in 'steady'
rhol betal S Defined in 'steady'
rholrt mulrt signiart 5 Defined in 'steady'
UlOc l.IlQrs UlOrtl UlOub UlOtma UlOdo UlDltm S Defined in 'steady'
REDIOho 5 Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hc IlTClOhc DTwOhc TlOhci 5 Defined in 'steady'
lJTCllhx IffClOhs DTwOhx DTIDhx TlOhxi 5 Defined in 'eteady'
NFrt FlOrtI S Defined in 'steady'
DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfll S Defined in 'steady'
DPDoa2 DPDdr2 DPDfr2a DPOgr2a .,. 5 Defined in 'steady'
PniOrt % Defined in 'steady'
Mgort MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'
mulgrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
IlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt C0Orefrt 000rt Vgj0refrt VgjOrt .., S Defined in 'steady'
AOrefrt AOrt rhomnOrefrt rhomOrt IJmOrt VgjaOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
UgOrt UlDrt SROrt Jg0rt ,JOrt OgOrt QOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
NFmrt FmOrt S Defined in 'steady'
DPmOrtca DpmOrtfr DPnmOrtgr DPnmOrtdr DPeOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'
tau0hc tau0uc tauOrs tauOrt tauOuh tau0hx tauoctc tauOlh S Defined in 'steady'
tau0loop % Defined in 'steady'
Flisumn S Defined in 'steady'
Wf Wtl Wt2 S Defined in 'tinert'
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Sholp Sdclp Slhlp S Defined in 'prfutd'
Srtrt DSrtrt % Defined in 'prfstd'
TlOhc TIOuc TIOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhx TIDdc T101h S Defined in 'prfstd'
lJlOhcp LJlOucp Ul0rsp UlOrtlp Ulouhp UlOhxp lJlDdcp U101hp .., S Defined in 'prfstd'
AOrtEL I Defined in 'prfstd'
RDFmcOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

S Calculate the absolute value of the characteristic function corresponding to the perturbation momentum equation using the linear
perturbation analysis

FWmn = abs(fw(Wdum)) 5 Absolute value of the characteristic function corresponding to the perturbation nmoeientam equation [-1



% Performance and Linear Stability Analysts of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LU (in Dimensional Form)

% nyqplt Main program (script U-file)

% Determine the stability using the Nyquist plot

5 October 2005

5 Coded by Yeon-Jong Too

S

clear all

global g lhlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas R S Defined in 'const

CIllhc Cll2hc NHhc CFIlhx CH2hx Nllhx S Defined in conot'

CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 IC) % Defined in 'const'

Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldc Llh Lloop Hhchx ,.. S Defined in 'geofn'

Ahc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc Alh S Defined in 'geoin'

DWhc DWuc DUrs DUrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWIh DIlhc DHhx S Defined in 'geoni'

PIIhc Plihx S Defined in 'geom'

NDShc ND5uc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh 5 Defined in 'geom'

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShs DSdc DSIh % Defined in 'geoel'

Lsum KlOsuin KI1sum S Defined in 'geoin'

OOhc PinOrto TlOhco Tginj Qginj S Defined in bound'

OWOhc TlOhcoK S Defined in 'steady'

DTlOhc lJlOhc TIrefK S Defined in 'steady'

rhol betal S Defined in 'steady'

rholrt nulrt siginatrt S Defined in 'steady'

UlOuc IJIOrs UlOrtI Ul0uh UlOhx UlOdc IJ101h S Defined in 'steady'

REDlOhc S Defined in 'steady'

HTCllhc FITCIDhc DTwOhc TlOhci 5 Defined in 'steady'

FITCI1hx llTClOhs DTwOhx DTlOhs TIOhsi 5 Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrti S Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1 S Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a ,,, S Defined in 'steady'

Pnrt S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt MlOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt .,. 5 Defined in 'steady'

mulgrt S Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt CD0refrt CODrt Vgj0refrt VgjOrt ,.. S Defined in 'steady'

AOrefrt AOrt rhoin0refrt rhoinOrt thn0rt VgjaOrt .,. S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt Jg0rt JOrt OgOrt QOrt 5 Defined in 'steady'

NFert FinOrt .,. S Defined in 'steady'

Dflidlrtca DPniortfr DPmortgr DPm0rtdr DPnOrt S Defined in 'steady'

tau0hc tau0uc tau0re tau0rt tau0uh tauOhx tau0dc tauOlh S Defined in 'steady'

tauOloop 5 Defined in 'steady'

FIlsum ,., S Defined in 'steady'

Wf Wtl Wt2 .,. 5 Defined in 'tinert'

Shctp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp S Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt s Defined in 'prfstd'

TlOhc ilOuc FlOra TIOrt TIOuh TlOhx TlDdc 110th ,. S Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtIp Ul0uhp UlOhop UlOdcp U101hp ,.. S Defined in 'prfstd'

A0rtEL S Defined in 'prfstd'

RDPortgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

____

const S Constants and calculation options

goon 5 Geometrical parameters and single-phase liquid form loss coefficients

bound % Boundary conditions

steady S Iteration for the steady-state analysis

tinert S Inputs for the thermal inertia effect used in the lumped paraeeter models for the fuel rod and heat eschanger tube

prfstd 5 Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

NWi = 5e--03 % Number of increments in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-I

dWi = l.e-04 5 Size of the increment in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
NWin = NWi/2 5 Number of increments in the negative imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-]

NWip = NWi/2 S Number of increments in the positive imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-I
Win = dM1 v [-NWin 1 -11 5 Negative imeginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
Wip = dWi * [1 1 NWip) S Positive imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
Wreal 0. : 5 Real component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
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for KWjv 1 : NWin % Start of calculating FOV) corresponding to each VI (with negative Wimag) for the Nyquist plot
KIll KIlls
Wnyq = [Wreal,Win(KWin)] : % Vector consisting of the real and imaginary conqonents of the characteristic frequency [us]
Fwnyqn(KWin) = fw(Wnyq) % FlY with Wieag < 0 [Cs)

end % End of calcalating F(W) corresponding to each VI (with negative Wimag) for the Nyquist plot

for KWip = 1 : NWip % Start of calculating F(W) corresponding to each W (with positive llieag) for the Nyquist plot
KWi KWip-'-NWin

Ylnyq = [Wreal,Ilip(l(VIip)] : % Vector consisting of the real and inaginary components of the characteristic freqaency [1/a)
FWnyqp(KWip) = fw(Wnyq) % FW with Wimag > 0 [C-sI

end % End of calculating F(W) corrwnponding to each VI (with positive Wimag) for the Nyquist plot

figure
hold on

plot (FWnyqn, 'b:, linewidth',2)
plot (Fwnyqp, 'r', linewidth',2)

asia sqasre
box on
grid on
xlabel ('F(real)')
ylabel ('F(imag)')
title ('Nyquist Plot')
hold off

=
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%=================r====r===============================Z====r============r=======================

S Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LM (in Dimensional Form)
S fw Subprogram (function N-file)
S Calculate the value of the characteristic function corresponding to the perturbation momentum equation using the linear perturbation
analysis
5 October 2005
S Coded by Yeon-Uong too
S

function FY( = fw(Nduin)

global g Ihlmc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt gas 6 ... S Defined in 'const'
CHlhc CH2hc NHhc CRibs CH2hx Nlihs . -. S Defined in 'conot'
CFI NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 IC1 ... S Defined in 'const'
Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhs Ldc Lit Lloop Hhchx ... % Defined in 'gears
Abc Auc Ars Art Auh Ahx Adc Alh .. S Defined in geom
DWhc DRuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhs DNdc DWlh DHhc ORbs . - . S Defined in 'geoin'
Pllhc Plihx ... 5 Defined in 'gears'
NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh ... S Defined in 'guam'
DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShs DSdc DSlh ... S Defined in 'geom'
Lsuin (lOose Kllsum .. . S Defined in 'gears'
OOhc PirOrto TlOhco Tginj Oginj ... S Defined in 'bound'
OWOhc TlOhcol( ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
DTlOhc Ul0hc TlrefK ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
rhol betal .., S Defined in 'steady'
rholrt mulrt niginalrt ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'
UlOuc UlOrs UlOrti UlOuh UlOhx UlOdc U101h .,. % Defined in 'steady'
REDIDhc ... % Defined in 'steady'
HTCI1hc HTCIOhc DTwOhc TlOhci ... S Defined in 'steady'
liTCIlhx HTClOhx DTwObx DllOhx tlOhxi .,. S Defined in 'steady'
NFrt FlOrtI ... S Defined in 'steady'
DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfII ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a . .. 5 Defined in 'steady'
Pm0rt ... % Defined in 'steady'
Mg0rt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt SOrt .., S Defined in 'steady'
mulgrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
TlOrtK rholDrt rhogOrt C0Drefrt COUrt VgjOrefrt VgjOrt ... 5 Defined in 'steady'
Aorefrt AOrt rhomOrefrt rhoerOrt UnOrt Vgjaort ... S Defined in 'steady'
UgOrt lilOrt SROrt ,igDrt JOrt OgOrt QOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
NFmrt FnrOrt . .. 5 Defined in 'steady'
DPnrOrtca DPmOrtfr DPnrortgr DPinOrtdr DPniOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'
tauOhc tauOuc taaDrs tauDrt tauOuh tauOhx tauOdc tauOlh .. S Defined in 'steady'
tauOloop ... $ Defined in 'steady'
Fllssm ... S Defined in 'steady'
Wf Wtl Wt2 ..

. S Defined in 'tinert'
Shclp Suclp Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdclp SIhIp ,.. 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
Srtrt DSrtrt .,. 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
TlOhc TIDuc TIOrs TIOrt TlOuh Tl0hx TlOdc T101h ... S Defined in 'prfstd'
UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtIp UlOuhp UlOhxp UlOdcp U101hp ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
AOrtEL .,. 5 Defined in 'prfstd'
RDPinOrtgr 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

5 "Perturbation Ratio" is defined as "the ratio of the perturbation of a certain variable to the heated core velocity perturbation."
5 "Normalized" is defined as "normal iced with respect to the steady-state value.

N = complex (Wdum(1),Wdum(2)) S Characteristic angslar frequency [-I

% Single-phase liquid region

5 Solution to the matris equation of the boundary conditions for the fluid temperature perturbation ratio at each junction
Continuity of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio

Al = zeros(8,8) 5 Coefficient matrix elements [-I
61 = zeros(8,1) ; S Ssurce vector elements [C-s/mi
Ci = zeros(8,i) $ Solution vector elements Integration conatant for the fluid temperature perturbation ratio in each region [C-
s/mi

5 Dli

S

S <I
S
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% HX I I I ST

S II
S II
S Li
% I

S I _L RS

S DC I 1_luc
S I

S L___J_I HC

S

S

S LII

S AA000000 I CI I BI (IIC-IJC)

S I OAA00000 I IC I 8! : (UC-RS)

S I OOAA0000 I C I BI (RS-RT)

% 000AA000 CI = 161 : (RT-iJIj)

5 0000AAOO I 161 I B : (IJH-I1X)

S I 00000AA0 I 161 I B! : (11)1-DC)

S I 000000AA I CI I BI (DC-LH)

S I A000000A I I CI I B I (LH-HC)

Al (1.1) = +exp(-tauohc*YV-W/(W+Wf)*DTlOhc/DIwOhc)
Al (12) = -1.
Al (2, 2) = +exp (-tau0uc*W)
Al(2,3) = -1.
Al (3, 3) = +exp (-tauOrs*W)
Al(3,4) = -1.

Al (4, 4) = +exp (-tauort*W)
Al(4,5) = -1.
Al (5, 5) = +exp (-tau0uh*W)
Al(5,6) = -1.

Al (6, 6) = +exp (-tau0hx*W- (WWt2) / (W+Wt2+Wtl) mUll Ohx/DTwOhx)
A1(6,7) =-l.
Al (7 7) = *exp (-tu0dc*W)
Al(7,8) = -1.

Al (8, 8) = +exp (-tau0 I h*W)
Al(8,l) = -1.

Bl (1) = *OTlOhc/UIOhc*(l-W/(ly-f-Wf)*0TCl lhc)/ (tauOhc*W+W/(WWf)*DTlOhc/DTwOhc)
Bl(2) = 0.

51(3) 0.

81(4) = 0.

61(5) 011 Ohs/U I Ohc* (1- Wt2) / (W+Wt2+IItl) *HTC Ii hx) / (tau0hx*W+ (W-'Wt2) / (WWt2+Wtl) *011 OhX/DTwOhx)
51(6) -BI (5)
Bl(7) 0.

81(8) = -Bi (1)

switch Ci S Solution method for the matrix equation

case 1 5 Gaussian elimination (matrix inversion) by MATLAB

Cl = A1\B1

case 2 5 Gaussian elimination by hand

faccoei -1/ (1-Al (1, 1) *Al (2. 2)*Al (3, 3)*A1 (4,4) *Al (5,5) *Al (6,6) *A1 (7, 7)*Al (8,8))

Cl (1) = faccoe*(*B1 (l)*A1 (2, 2)*Al (3, 3)*Al (4, 4)*Al (5, 5)*A1 (6, 6)*A1 (7, 7)*A1 (8,8)

81 (5)*Ai (6, 6)*A1 (7. 7)*A1 (8.8)

+81 (6)*A1 (7,7)*Al (8,8)
+51(8))

Cl (2) = facconns(+B1 (1)
51 (5)vAl (6, 6)*Al (7, 7)*Al (8, 8)*Al (1,1)

81 (61mM (7,7)*M (8. 8)*M (1,1)

81 (8)*Al (1,1)
Cl (3) = faccomm(cBl (1)*A1 (2.2)

81 (5)*Al (6, 6)*Al (7, 7)*Al (8, 8)*Al (1, 1)*Al (2,2)
*61 (6) mAl (7, 7) (8. 8) mA1 (1, 1) *Al (2. 2)
81 (8)*Al (1. 1)*A1 (2.2)

Cl (4) = faccom*(B1 (1)*Ai (2,2)'t'Al (3,3)
+81 (5)*Al (6. 6)*Al (7, 7)*Al (8, 8)*Al (1, 1)*Al (2, 2)*A1 (3.3)
81 (6)*Al (7, 7)*A1 (8. 8)*Al (1. l)*Al (2. 2)*Al (3,3)

+B1(8)*Al(1.1)*Al(2,2)*Al(3.3) )

Cl (5) faccoei*(B1 (l)*A1 (2, 2)*Al (3, 3)*Al (4,4)
cBl (5)*Al (6. 6)*A1 (7. 7)*A1 (8, 8)'Al (1. l)*Al (2. 2)*M (3, 3)*Al (4.4)
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B1 (6)*A1 (7, 7)*A1 (8, 8)*A1 (1, l)*A1 (2, 2)*A1 (3, 3)*A1 (4,4)
.v8 ((,UM (2,2Ml.3,3)M(4,4) )

Cl (6) = faccoin*(B1 (1)*A1 (2, 2)eAl (3, 3)*A1 (4, 4)*A1 (5,5)
81(5)
81 (6)eAl (7, 7)*A1 (8, 8)*A1 (1, l)*A1 (2, 2)*A1 (3, 3)*A1 (4, 4)*A1 (5,5)
81 (8)v'M (1, 1)*A1 (2, 2)*M (3, 3)*A1 (4,4)*M (5,5)

Cl (7) = faccom*(B1 (1)*Al (2, 2)*M (3, 3)*Ai (4, 4)*A1 (5, 5)*A1 (6,6)
81 (5)*M (6, 6)
61 (6)
+81 (8)*M (1, l)*M (2, 2)*A1 (3, 3)*A1 (4,4)M (5,5)eA1 (6,6)

Cl (8) = faccom*(*B1 (OvAl (2, 2)*A1 (3, 3)*A1 (4, 4)s'Al (5, 5)sAJ (6, 6)*A1 (7.7)
+81 (5)*A1 (6. 6)*Ai (7,7)
+81 (6) vA1 (7 , 7)

81 (8)vM (1, OvAl (2, 2)*A1 (3, 3)vAl (4, 4)*A1 (5,5)eM (6.6) eM (7,7)

end

% Sunination of the integrels of the fluid temperature perturbation ratio [C-u]

Tirint = *(l)*(C1 (l)eLhc*(i-A1 (1, I))/(tauOhc*W+W/(W+Wf)*DTlOhc/DTwOhc) -LhceBi (1))
+(Ue(C1 (2)*Luc*(l-Al (2,20/(tauouc*W))
+(l)e(C1 (3)eLree(l-A1 (3, 3))/(tau0rs*W))
(1)*(Cl (4)eLrte(i-A1 (4,4))/(tauorteyl))
*( 0)*(Cl (5) eLuhe (1-Al (5, 50/(tauouheiyO

(-1) e (Cl (6) eLhxe (1-Al (6, 6)) / (tauOhxeyf-i (ii+8t2) / (W81t2iItl) eDT I Ohx/DTwOhx) -ithx*B1 (5))
(-i)*(Ci (7)eLdce(l-A1 (7, 7))/(tau0dceiY))
+( 0)*(C1(8)*Llh*(l-A1(8,80/(teuolh*Vi))

% Single-phaoe pressure drop perturbation ratio in the loop including the riser (two-phase) [Pa-s/mi : Characteristic functions

DP1r Ia) = WarholeLsum % Local eccelerstional

DPlrfrl 0.5erhol*lJlOhc*Flisum % Frictional

DPirgrl = -rholegebetalelirint % Gravitational

DPlrfli = 0.SerholelJl0hc*Klisum % Form loss

DP1r1 = DPlrlal+OPlrfrl+OPirgrl+DPirfll % total

% Two-phase mixture region

% Two-phase pressure drop perturbation ratio in the riner (two-phase) [Pa-s/el Characteristic functions Initialization

DPlrla2 = 0. % Local accelerational (original)

DPircu2 = 0. % Convective accelerational

DPlrfr2 = 0. % Frictional (original)

DPlrgr2 = 0. ; % Gravitational (original)

DPirdr2 0. % Drift

DP1r2 = 0. % Total (original)

DPlrla2a = 0. % Local accelerational (additional)

DPlrfr2a = 0. ; % Frictional (additional)

DPirgr2a = 0. % Gravitational (additional)

DPlr2a 0. : % Total (additional)

if Oginj > 1.e-100 S Gas injection into the near (two-phase)

% Iteration parameters

Nliter = 1000 5 Maximum number of iterations for the local pressure perturbation ratio [-]

Plrrtol = i.e-04 S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the real part of the local pressure perturbation
ratio [-I

Pinitol = 1.e-04 S Tolerance factor (relative value) for the convergence of the imaginary part of the local pressure

perturbation ratio f-i

Ilconv = 0 5 Flag for the convergence of the local pressure perturbation ratio : Not converged [-1

for Kilter = I Muter S Start of the iteration for the local pressure perturbation ratio

Pmirrtrerrm = 0. 5 Masimum iterative error in the real part of the local pressure perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi
Initial izat ion

Pnilrrtierrm = 0. S Maximum iterative error in the imaginary part of the local pressure perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi
Initialization

if Kliter == I

DPmirrtini = 0. % Initial guess of the pressure drop perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the riser (two-
phase) [Pa-s/mi

Pmlrrt(NDSrt+1) = 0. 5 Boundary condition for the pressure perturbation ratio at the riser (two-phase) outlet [Pa-s/mi

for IS = NDSrt -i 1

Pmlrrt(IS) = Pmlrrt(IS-il)DPnilrrtini S Initial guess of the local pressure perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi

Pmirrtold(IS) = Pmlrrt(IS) S Saved local pressure perturbation ratio for checking the convergence [Pa-s/mi
end
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Pnitrrti Prnlrrt(l) % Initial guess of the pressure perturbation ratio at the riser (two-phase) inlet [Pa-s/n]

end

Xlrnrt = -l/(1-*-MgOrt/MlOrt)/Ulohc % Flow quality perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

Ginirrirt = -Xlrnrt % Mixture mass flux perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

lrhoinlrrefrt = 0. % Integral of the mixture density perturbation ratio from the riser (two-phase) inlet to a certain axial

location [kg-s/rn3] Initialization

for IS =
1 NDSrt+1

Pmlrnrt(IS) = Prnlrrt(IS)/Pmort(IS) % Local pressure perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

TllrnrtK(IS) = C1(4)*exp(-tauOrt14Y*Srtrt(IS)/Lrt)/TlOhcoK % Liquid-phase temperature perturbation ratio (norrnalized) [n/rn]

rhollrnrt(IS) = -betaleTlOrtK(IS)/(1-betal*(TlOrtK(IS)-TlrefK))*TllrnrtK(IS) ; % Liquid-phase denxity perturbation ratio
(normalized) [s/rn]

rhoglrnrt(IS) = Prnlrrirt(IS)-TllrnrtK(IS) % Gax-phase density perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

if Kliter ==
1

switch l2ph

case 1 % Fkxnogeneous model

COlrnrefrt(IS) = 0. % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase
density [s/rn]

COlrnrt(IS) = 0. ; % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (nornalized) based on the liquid-phase density in the

riser (two-phase) [s/rn]

Vgjlrnrefrt(IS) = 0. % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the

reference liquid-phase density [s/m]

Vgjlrnrt(IS) = 0. % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the liquid-

phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/rn]

case 2 % Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

COlrnrefrt(lS) = NCrt*(-(CCrt-1)*(rhogort(IS)/rholyHcrt)/(GCrt-(CCrt-1)*(rhog0rt(IS)/rholYNCrt)*rhoglrnrt(IS)

Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase density [n/rn]

COlrnrt(IS) = NCrt*(-(CCrt-flv(rhogOrt(IS)/rholort(IS)YNCrt)/(CCrt-(CCrt-

1)*(rhog0rt(l5)/rhol0rt(lS))NCrt)*(rhog1rnrt(p5)_rholirnrt(I5)) % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on

the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/mi

Vgjlrnrefrt(IS) = NVlrta(-rhogort(ISfl/(rhol-rhogort(lS))*rhoglrnrt(IS) ; % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity

perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase density [s/rn]

Vgjlrnrt(IS) NVlrt*((rhol0rt(IS))/(rholort(IS)-rhog0rt(IS))*rhollrnrt(IS)+(-rhogort(IS))/(rhol0rt(IS)-
rhogort(lS))*rhoglrnrt(IS)-2Irhollrnrt(lS)) % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) based on

the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/rn]

end

Alrnrefrt(IS) = -(Co0refrt(IS)*C0lrnrefrt(IS)+Coorefrt(IS)*(1-XOrt)/XOrt*rhog0rt(lS)/rhol*(Colrnrefrt(IS)-XOrt/(1-

XOrt)*X1 rnrt-X1 rnrt-'-rhogl rnrt (IS))

+VgjOrefrt(I5)*rhogort(I5)/(Xort*GOrt)*(Vgjlrnrefrt(I5)+rhoglrnrt(I5)-Xlrnrt))

/(C00refrt(IS)*(lc(1-XOrt)/XOrt*rhogort(IS)/rhol)cVgjorefrt(lS)*rhogort(lS)/(XOrt*GOrt)) % Void

fraction perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase density [s/mi

Alrmrt(IS) =

Xlrnrtrhoglrnrt (IS)-rhol lrnrt(IS)) -

+VgjOrt(l5)*rhogOrt(IS)/(XOrt*gOrt)*(Vgjjrnrt(IS)+rhoglrnrt(lS)-Xlrnrt))

/(COOrt(IS)*(1(1-XOrt)/XOrt*rhogort(IS)/rinolOrt(lS))+VgjOrt(lS)*rhogOrt(lS)/(XOrt*GOrt)) % Void fraction

perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/rn]

else

switch l2ph

cuee I % homogeneous nodal

C0lrnrefrt(lS) = 0. % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase

density [s/rn]

Colrnrt(IS) = 0. % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the liquid-phase density in the
riser (two-phase) [s/mi

Vgjlrnrefrt(lS) = 0. % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the

reference liquid-phase density [s/rn]

Vgjlrnrt(IS) = 0. % Void-fraction-weighted mean drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the liquid-

phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/n)

case 2 % Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

Colrnrefrt(IS) = NCrt*(_(CCrt-1)*(rhog0rt(I5)/rholNCrt)/(CCrt_(CCrt--1)*(rhog0rt(IS)/rholNCrt)*rhog1rnrt(lS) :

Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phuse density [s/mi

COlrnrt(IS) = NCrt*(-(CCrt-1)*(rhogOrt(lS)/rholort(IS))NCrt)/(CCrt-(CCrt-
1)*(rhog0rt(IS)/rhol0rt(IS))NCrt)*(rhog1rnrt(l5)_rhol1rrt(l5))

; % Distribution parameter perturbation ratio (normalized) based on

the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/rn]

Vgjlrnrefrt(lS) = NVlrts(-rhogort(lS))/(rhol-rhogort(IS))erhoghrnrt(lS)

+IhV2rt*(-AOrefrt(lS))/(j-AOrefrt(lS))*Alrnrefrt(IS) % Void-fraction-weighted rnean drift velocity

perturbation ratio (normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase density [s/m]

Vgjlrnrt(IS) = NVlrtv((rholOrt(IS))/(rholOrt(lS)_rhogOrt(lS))nrhollrnrt(IS)*(-rhogort(IS))/(rholort(IS)-
rhogOrt(lS))*rhoglrrnrt(IS)-2*rhollrmnrt(lS))

mNV2rt*(-AOrt(lS))/(1-AOrt(IS))*Alrnrt(IS) % Void-fraction-weighted rnean drift velocity perturbation

ratio (normalized) based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [n/rn]

end

Alrnrefrt(IS)

XOrt)*Xlrnrt-Xlrnrt+rhoglrnrt(lS)) .

+VgjOrefrt(l5)*rhog0rt(I5)/(XOrt*rhrefrt(IS)*UmOrt(lS))*(Vgj1rnrefrt(I5)+rhog1rnrt(lS)-X1rnrt-

rhomi rnrefrt (lS)-Umlrnrt (IS))) - .

/ (000ref rt (IS)*(t+(1-



X0rt)/XOrtsrhog0rt(lS)/rhol)-i-Vgj0refrt(IS)*rhog0rt(lS)/(XOrt*rhserefrt(IS)*Um0rt(lS))) % Void fraction perturbation ratio

(normalized) based on the reference liquid-phase density Us/mi

Alrnrt(IS) =

Xl rnrtrhogl rnrt (IS)-rhol 1 rnrt(IS))

lJmlrnrt(IS)))

/(COOrt(IS)*(l+(1-

XOrt)/XOrt*rhogOrt(IS)/rholOrt(IS))+Vgjort(IS)*rhogort(IS)/(XOrt*rhomOrt(IS)*UmOrt(IS))) % Void fraction perturbation ratio

(normalized) based on the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/n]

end

rhomlrnrefrt(IS) (Aorefrt(IS)*rhogort(IS)*(Alrnrefrt(lS)+rhoglrnrt(IS))+(1-Aorefrt(IS))*rhol*(-Aorefrt(IS)/(1-
Aorefrt(IS))*Alrnrefrt(lSfl)

/(AOrefrt(IS)*rhogOrt(IS)+(1-AOrefrt(IS))*rhol) % Mixture density perturbation ratio (normalized) based

on the reference liquid-phase density [s/n)

rhoinlrnrt (IS) (AOrt(IS)*rhogOrt(IS)*(Alrnrt(IS)+rhoglrnrt(IS))+(1-AOrt (IS))*rholOrt (IS)*(-AOrt (IS)/(1-

AOrt(lSfl*Alrnrt(IS)+rhollrnrt(IS)))

/(AOrt(IS)*rhogort(IS)+(1-AOrt(IS))*rholOrt(IS)) S Misture density perturbation ratio (normalized) based on

the liquid-phase density in the riser (two-phase) [s/mi

if IS = 1

Urnlrnrt(IS) Ginlrnrt-rhoinlrnrefrt(IS) S Mixture velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn)

e se

Drhoinlrrefrt(IS) = 0. 5*(rhoinOrefrt(IS)erhcei1rnrefrt(I5)-i-rhon0refrt(IS-,rhoio1rnrefrt(lS---1))*DSrt S Integral of the

mixture density perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [kg-s/e3]

lrhoinlrrefrt = Irhomlrrefrt+Drhoinlrrefrt(IS) 5 Integral of the mixture density perturbation ratio from the riser (two-
phase) inlet to a certain axial location [kg-s/m3]

Urnlrnrt(IS) Ginlrnrt-W/GOrt'lrhoinlrrefrt-rhoinlrnrefrt(lS) 3 % Mixture velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

end

switch I2ph

case 1 5 Homogeneous model

Vgjalrnrt(IS) = 0. % Averaged drift velocity perturbation ratio (normalized) (s/rn]

case 2 % Drift-flux model with fully developed void profile

Vgjalrnrt(IS) = (VgjOrefrt(IS)*Vgjlrnrefrt(lS).(Coorefrt(IS)-1)*Lirnort(IS)*(C00refrt(IS)/(Coorefrt(IS)-
1) eCO1 mr ef rt (IS) lJml rnrt (IS) )

/(Vgj0refrt(IS)+(Coorefrt(IS)-1)*IJndjrt(IS))

-(-(C00refrt(lS)-1)*AOrefrt(IS)*(rhol-rhogort(IS))/rhoeorefrt(lS))

rhomil rnrefrt(IS))

/(I-(000refrt(IS)-I)*AOrefrt(IS)*(rhol-rhogort(ISfl/rhcinorefrt(IS)) S Averaged drift velocity
perturbation ratio (normalized) [s/rn]

end

end

for IS = NDSrt : -1 : 1

DPrnlrrtla(lS) =
0.5*(Wvrhoeorefrt(IS-i-1)*UmOrt(IS-.l)*Umlrnrt(IS*1)W*rhcrnorefrt(IS)*Um0rt(IS)*Umlrnrt(IS))*DSrt S Local

accelerational pressure drop perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the ricer (two-phase) [Pa-a/mi

DPmlrrtca(IS) = rhorn0refrt(lS.1)*tJnj0rt(IS+1Y2*(rhoinlrnrefrt(15+l)+2*Uinlrnrt(IS+1))-

rhornOr ef rt (IS) *lJrn0rt (ISY2* (rhoini mr ef rt (IS) +2*tIml rnrt (IS)
S

Convective accelerational pressure drop perturbation ratio in mach spatial increnent for the riser (two-phase) [Pa-a/rn]

DPrn1 rrtfr (IS) = 0.5* (Fm0rt (IS-il) /DWrt*O. 5srhoei0refrt (IS+1) s4Jm0rt (IS-i-i) 2* ( (l-NFnrt)*rhoeil rnref rt (IS1)+ (2-

Ntmrt)*Iknlrnrt(ISl))
*fm0rt (IS) /DWrt*0. 5*rhsjnrefrt (IS) sUniOrt (IS) 2* ( (1-NFmrt) erhoini rnref rt (IS)+(2-

NFrnrt)*Urnlrnrt(lS)))*DSrt 3 5 Frictional pressure drop perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the rioer (two-phase) [Pa-

s/mi

Dpmlrrtgr(IS) = 0.5*(rhceiort(ISl)*g*rhornlrnrt(ISi)-irhomort(IS)*g*rhseilrnrt(IS))*DSrt S Gravitational pressure drop

perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phane) [Pa-s/rn]

DPrnlrrtdr(IS) = Aorefrt(IS+l)/(1-Aorefrt(IS+1))*rhogort(IS+l)*rhol/rhoinorefrt(lSi)*Vgjaort(IS-.-1Y2

*(Alrnrefrt(IS-.-l)-s-AOrefrt(IS+l)/(l-Aorefrt(lS-s.fl)*Alrnrefrt(IS+1)-irhoglrnrt(IS+1)-

rl,seilrnrefrt (IS.1)-.-2*Vgjai rnrt (IS*l))

-AOrefrt(IS)/(1-Aorefrt(IS))*rhogOrt(IS)*rhol/rhomorefrt(lS)*VgjaOrt(IS)2

3 5

Drift stress drop perturbation ratio in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [Pa-s/rn]

DPrnlrrt(IS) = DPrnlrrtlu(IS)+DPmirrtca(lS)+DPmlrrtfr(lS)*DPinirrtgr(lS)-iPPmirrtdr(IS) S Total pressure drop perturbation

ratio in each spatial increment for the riser (two-phase) [Pa-s/rn]

Pmlrrt(lS) = Poilrrt(lSl)DPinlrrt(lS) S Local pressure perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi

Prnlrrtrerr(IS) real (Pinirrt(IS))-real (Plnlrrtold(lS)) S Iterative error in the real part of the local pressure

perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi

if abs(Prnlrrtrerr(IS)) > abs(Pmlrrtrerrm)

Pnlrrtrerrm Pmlrrtrerr(IS) 3 5 Maximum iterative error in the real part of the local pressure perturbation ratio [Pu-
s/rn]

end

Pinlrrtierr(IS) = iinag(Prnlrrt(lS))-imag(Pmlrrtold(IS)) % Iterative error in the imaginary part of the local pressure
perturbation ratio [Pa-u/rn]

if abs(Prnlrrtierr(lS)) > abs(Pinlrrtierrm)

Piolrrtierrm = Pmlrrtierr(IS) 5 Maximum iterative error in the imaginary part of the local pressure perturbation ratio
[Pa-s/rn]

end



Pmlrrtold(IS) = Pmlrrt(IS) % Saved local pressure perturbatiov ratio for checking the convergence [Pa-s/mi

DPlrla2 = DPlrlaZ+l)PmlrrtlaUS) % Two-phase local accelerational pressure drop perturbstion ratio (original) [Pa-a/mi

DPlrca2 = DPlrca2-'-DPmlrrtca(IS) % Two-phase convective accelerational pressure drop perturbation ratio [Pa-s/mi

DPlrfr2 = DPlrfr2+OPmlrrtfr(IS) % Two-phase frictional pressure drop perturbation ratio (original) [Pa-s/mi

DPlrgr2 = DPlrgr2+DPinlrrtgr(IS) % Two-phase gravitational pressure drop perturbation ratio (original) [Pa-s/mi

DPlrdr2 = DPlrdr2-'-OPoilrrtdr(IS) % Two-phase drift stress drop perturbation ratio [Pa-n/mi

end

Pmlrrti Pnilrrt(1) V Presoure perturbation ratio at the riser (two-phase) inlet [Pa-s/ni

DPIr2 = DPlrla2+OPlrca2+OPlrfr2+DPlrgr2DPlrdr2
; V Two-phase total pressure drop perturbation ratio (original) [Pa-s/ni

DPlrla2a = DPlrla2 -W*rhol*(Ahc/Art)iLrt ; V Two-phase local accelerational pressure drop perturbation ratio (additional) [Pa-
s/m]

DPlrfr2u = DPi rfr2 -O.5*rhot*lJlOhc*(Ahc/ArtY2i(2-NFrt)*FlOrtl*Lrt/DWrt V Two-phase frictional pressure drop perturbation

ratio (additional) [Pa-s/mi

DPlrgr2a = DPirgr2 -(-rhol*g*betal)*(C1(4)ilrtt(1-Ai(4,4))/(tmuOrtsW)) V Two-phase gravitational pressure drop perturbation

ratio (additional) [Pa-s/mi

DPlr2a DPirla2a+OPirca2+DPirfr2aDPirgr2a+DPlrdr2 V Two-phase total pressure drop perturbation ratio (additional) [Pa-a/mi

V Check the convergence

Pirrmrr(Kliter) = Pjn1rrtrerrm/Pnrto % Relative maximum iterative error in the real part of the local pressure perturbation
ratio [s/mi

Pirierr(Kliter) = Pmlrrtierrm/PomOrto V Relative maximum iterative error in the imaginary part of the local pressure
perturbation ratio [s/mi

if (abs(Pirrerr(Kliter)) <= Plrrtol) & (abs(Plrierr(Kliter)) <= Piritol)

Ilconv = 1 V Flag for the convergence of the local pressure perturbation ratio Converged [-i
break V Out of the iteration loop

end

end V End of the iteration for the local pressure perturbation ratio

end V End of if (Gas injection into the riser (two-phase))

DP1r = DPlrlDPir2a ; V Total pressure drop perturbation ratio in the loop including the riser (two-phase) Should be zero [Pa-n/mi
= DP1r V Value of the characteristic function



% Performance and Linear Stability Analysis of Gas-Injection Enhanced Natural Circulation in STAR-LH (in Dimensional Form)

% rootjower.0_no.jas Main program (script H-file)

% Search for the roots of the characteristic equation

% October 2005

% Coded by Veon-Jong Yoo

clear all

global g lhlinc l2ph CCrt NCrt CVrt NVlrt NV2rt Igas A ... % Defined in const'

CHlhc CH2hc NFIhc CHiho CH2hx NHhx .. S Defined in const'

CII NFl CFt1 NFt1 CFt2 NFt2 101 ... S Defined in const

Lhc Luc Lrs Lrt Luh Lhx Ldo Llh Lloop Hhchx ... S Defined in 'geom'

Abc AucArs Art Aub Ahx Ado Alt ... S Defined in 'genin'

DWhc DWuc DWrs DWrt DWuh DWhx DWdc DWIh DHhc DHhx ... S Defined in 'geom'

PHhc PHhx ... S Defined in 'gene,'

NDShc NDSuc NDSrs NDSrt NDSuh NDShx NDSdc NDSIh ... S Defined in 'gene,

DShc DSuc DSrs DSrt DSuh DShx DSdc DSIh S Defined in 'genie'

Lsum KIOsum Slisum ... S Defined in 'genie'

OOhc PlnOrto TIOtco Tginj Qgir,j ... I Defined in 'bound'

QVVOhc TlOhcoK S Defined in 'steady'

DTlOhc UlOhc TlrefK ... S Defined in 'steady'

rhol beta) ... I Defined in 'steady'

rholrt mulrt siginalrt ... % Defined in 'steady'

UlOuc UlOrs UlOrtI UlOuh UlOhx UlOdc U101h ... S Defined in 'steady'

RED1Ohc
... 5 Defined in 'steady'

IlTCllhc HTCIOhc DTwDhc TlOhci . .. 5 Defined in 'steady'

HTCI1hs F$TClOhx DTwOhx DTlOhx TlOhxi ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

NFrt FlOrtI .., 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPOfrl DPOgrl DPOfI1
. . 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPOca2 DPOdr2 DPOfr2a DPOgr2a ... S Defined in 'steady'

Pm0rt ... S Defined in 'steady'

MgOrt MIOrt XOrt GlOrt GOrt . .. S Defined in 'steady'

nulgrt ,.. 5 Defined in 'steady'

TlOrtK rholOrt rhogOrt GOOrefrt 000rt VgjOrefrt VgjOrt ,.. S Defined in 'steady'

AOrefrt AOrt rhcin0refrt rhoinOrt UmOrt VgjaOrt ... S Defined in 'steady'

UgOrt UlOrt SROrt JgOrt JOrt QgOrt QOrt ... % Defined in 'steady'

NFmrt Fn,Ort
,. 5 Defined in 'steady'

DPm0rtca DPmOrtfr DPinOrtgr DPmOrtdr DPniOrt .., S Defined in 'steady'

tauOhc tau0uc tauOrs tauOrt tau0sh tau0hx tauOdc tauOlh ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

tauOloop ... S Defined in 'steady'

Flisum ... 5 Defined in 'steady'

Hf Wtl WtZ ... S Defined in 'tinert'

Shclp Sucip Srslp Srtlp Suhlp Shxlp Sdolp SihIp ... 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

Srtrt DSrtrt ... S Defined in 'prfntd'

TlOhc TIOuc TIOrs TIOrt TlOuh TlOhs TlOdc T101h .., 5 Defined in 'prfstd'

UlOhcp UlOucp UlOrsp UlOrtip UIOuhp UlOhxp Ulodcp U101hp ... S Defined in 'prfstd'

AOrtEL
.. I Defined in 'prfstd'

RDlni0rtgr S Defined in 'prfstd'

Wrtol = I.e-OS 5 Tolerance factor (absolute value) [1/si

const 5 Constants and calculation options

geom 5 Geometrical parameters and single-phase liquid form loss coefficients

bound S Boundary conditions

S

5 0. Without gas injection

S

---------------------------

S

S 00 OOhc_P OginjP AOrto..P XDrt...P UlOhcP REDIOhcP DTlOhc

5 [8] [m3/s] [-I [-I [n/si [-I [C]

S

5 1 400. Oe+06 0. 0000e+00 0.00000 0. 0000e+OO 0.6908 1. 0781e+05 140. 7747

S

OOhc 400. Oe*06 S Thermal power produced from the heated core [H]
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Qginj = 0. % Gas volumetric flow rate just before its injection into the riser (two-phase) [in3/s}

steady % Iteration for the steady-state analysis

tinert % Inputs for the thermal inertia effect used in the lumped parameter models for the fuel rod and heat eochanger tube

prfstd % Calculation of the steady-state variable/parameter profiles

lYIr = -0.3 % Lower bound of the real component of the characteristic frequency [I/si
uWr = 0. % Upper bound of the real component of the characteristic frequency (I/si
dWr = 1.e-02 % Size of the increment in the real component of the characteristic frequency [I/ui
NWr = (uWr-lWr)/dWr % Nauber of increments in the real component of the characteristic frequency (-I
Wreal = [IWr : dYIr uRn % Real Component of the characteristic frequency [I/o]
IWi = 0 % Lower bound of the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
uYIi = +1.0 % Upper bound of the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si
dYli 5 c-U? % Size of the increment in the imaginary component of the characteniutic frequency [I/si
NYli = (uWi-IWi)/dWi S Nun-ben of increments in the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-I
Wimag = [IWi dIRi : uWi] S Imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [1/si

NWr = round(NWr) S

NWi = roumd(NWi) S

for KWr = I NWr+1

for (Wi = : NWi-*1

QOhc S Thermal power produced from the heated core [WI
KWr S Index for tIne real component of the characteristic frequency [-I
(Wi % Index for the imaginary component of the characteristic frequency [-1

= [WreaIO(Wr),Wimag(I(Wi)] S Vector consisting of the real and imaginary components of the initial guess of the root
characteristic frequency [1/si

[Wroot,FMminJ = fminsearch(@fwm,Ioptimset(ToIX'je-O51oIFun',1.e-05,MasFunEvaIs,1000'Maxlter,1000)) S Root
searching

S Subprogram (function M-file) : Calculate the absolute value of the characteristic function using
the linear perturbation analysis

= llroot S Vector consisting of the real and imaginary components of the searched root characteristic frequency [1/ni
[RrootFYnin) = fminnearch(QfwinYM,optimset('T0IX'1.e-05'ToIFun',1.e-05.'MaxFunEvals 1000,Maxlter' 1000)) 5 Root

searching

S Subprogram (function M-file) : Calculate the absolute value of the characteristic function using
the linear perturbation analysis

Yin (KYIrKYIi) = Ylroot(1) S Real component of the root characteristic frequency (l/)
Wl(KWr,KWi) = Wroot(2) S Imaginary component of the root characteristic frequency [1/n]
FYflWnin(KY#r,KWi) = FiWnin S Minimum absolute value of the modified characteristic function [kg/m2-s]

Wr_0400(KWr,KWi) Wr(I(Wr.KYIi)

Wi_0400(KWr,KWi) Wi (KWrKWi)

FYiIWnin_0400(KWrKWi) = FYlJMnin(KWr,KWi)

end

end

NWrootO: S

for IGYIn = 1 HWrv1

for I(Wi = 1 NYu-i

Isage0 S

if NWroot 0
NYroot = NWroot*1 S

Wrroot(NYlroot) = Wr(KWnKWi) S

Yliroot(NlYroot) = Wi(KWr,I(Wi) S

IçWrroot(NWroot) KWr %

KWiroot(NWroot) KWh : S

else
for lWroot I : NWroot

if abs(Wr(KWrKWi)-Wrroot(IlVnoot)) <= Wrtol
Isame = I : S

break
end

end

if Isame == 0
NlVroot = Nllroot+l S

Yr root (NWroot) = Wr (I(Wr, 01) 5

Wiroot(NWroot) = Wi (l(Wr, KWh) S

KWr root (NWroot) = l(Wr S

KWiroot(NWroot) = (Wi S

end

end



470

end

end

NWroot_0400 = NWroot

Wrroot_0400 Wrroot

liroot_0400 = Yflroot

KWrroot_0400 = KVVrroot ;

KWiroot_0400 = KWiroot ;

tau0loop_0400 = tau0loop

xlswrite('tinertia', tauOloop0400, '0400', 'A4:44')

xlswrite('tinertia' ,Wr_0400, 0400', 'A10:LJ40')

xlswrite('tinertia' ,Wi_0400, '0400', 'A50:U80)

xlswrite('tinertia' ,NWroot_0400, '0400' 'A94:A94')

xlswdte(' tinertia' Wrroot_0400, 0400',' A97:AZ9T)

xlswrite('tjnertja' ,Wiroot_0400, '0400' 'AlOO:AZlOO')

xlswrite(' tinertia' , KWrroot_0400, 0400' 'A103:AZ1O3')

xlswrite('tinertia',KWiroot_0400,'0400','A106:AZ106')

xIswriteCtinertia',FWInin_0400, '0400', 'A110:U140')

clear Wr Wi FWPein Wrroot Wiroot KWrroot KWiroot




